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Abstract:

The vital role which English continues to play in international
communications and the growing impact of the Arab Nation on
world affairs have created a demand for English-Arabic!
Arabic-English translators and interpreters. Consequently, this

has prompted educational authorities in Arab Countries to set
up translation and interpreting courses.

For the same purposes, translation and interpreting courses
have been set up in Europe and the U.S.A the aim of which is to
provide the market with trans lators able to deal with a variety
of fields and interpreters able to operate at international
conferences and international business negotiations.

The discipline of TI is still in its infanc '. 	 It is faced with
practical and theoretical difficulties. The practicality ifi
translation theory in TI has yet to be ascertained and its
usefulness in providing insights towards solving translation
problems has yet to be fully investigated.

In the Arab World, the problem of designing adequate

translation courses remains. There have been a few attempts
at designing undergraduate translation syllabuses at Arab

universities,	 the prevailing characteristic of which	 is
subjectivity.	 At the post-graduate level, the few courses
available are of the 'do-it-yourself' type.

What is lacking is a translation course with a clear linguistic
approach that combines translation theory and practice. This
course must train students efficiently and must arm them with
a good array of translation techniques and problem-solving

strategies, as we badly need a systematisation of TT at our
universities.

Reiss's (1978) model of TT and Wilss's approach (1977) to
curricular planning of translation courses are inspiring. 	 Text
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linguistically- oriented translation syllabuses are also
interesting, as they present an objective, scientific approach to
TI.

From the context of Arabic! English-English! Arabic IT,
Saadeddin's (1987) approach is motivating. Drawing on his
experience as a teacher involved with the MSc course in
English! Arabic-Arabic! English translation and interpreting at
Heriot-Watt University, he has addressed some problematical

areas in the teaching of Arabic! English translating to Arab
students. He has also been one of the major designers of the

Post-Graduate Course in translating at Kuwait University.

This study will deal with several theoretical and practical
aspects of the difficulties involved in the process of English!
Arabic-Arabic! English translating and the pedagogical
implications of these difficulties on the teaching of English!
Arabic-Arabic! English translating.
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Introduction:

The aim of this study is to present an outline of a translation
syllabus at Syrian universities.	 It will start with a brief
description of the	 bearing which translation studies have on

language studies.	 In Chapter II we shall review existing

classifications of theories of translating beginning with Nida's
(1976)	 classification	 of theories	 of translating	 into:
philological, linguistic, and sociolinguistic.

Next, we shall discuss in some detail Chau's (1984)
classification of theories of translating into the Grammatical,
the Cultural and Interpretive models and their methods, which is
more specific, up-to-date, and more systematic than Nida's.
The usefulness of each model and its methods in practical

translating will be assessed and their pedagogic implications

for the teaching of English! Arabic-Arabic! English translating

will be gauged.

We shall also discuss the Text-Typological Model of
translating, which can be described as eclectic, as it includes
many insights from other existing models. It must be borne in
mind that while there is an emphasis on the superiority of the
Text Typological Model of translating, owing to its ability in

providing objective and systematic translation techniques
required in effective TI, the fact remains that all models are

useful in different kinds of translating and in different teaching
situations. Translation teachers, therefore, have to be selective
in their approach. As Chau (1984: 120) puts it: 'practically all

translation teaching is a mixture. The division is a matter of
convenience, and thus necessarily artificial, idealistic and even
simplistic.'

Chapter II starts with a brief summary of English language

teaching in the Arab world, the Arab Translation Movement, the
current situation of translation in Syria, and Arab translation
studies. It next deals with specific issues of significance in TT
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at Arab universities. It is believed that TT at Arab universities
is in a deplorable state, due to the teachers' preoccupation with
sentence-based approaches.

We shall discuss in some detail a few problematical areas that
are expected to occur in the TI situation, such as connectivity,
punctuation, paragraph organisation. These are text-related
problematical areas rather than sentence! word related areas
(e.g, lexis and syntax) which most existing courses at Arab

universities subscribe to. It is in the areas of cohesion and
coherence of texts, rather than in their grammar or vocabulary,
that Arab students' translations most suffer from.

We shall also briefly discuss controversial issues in TT, such as
the justification of formal training of translators, the level at
which TT should start and other related issues, such as
bilingualism, interpreting, linguistics, qualities of translators
and translation teachers, teaching content, teaching of
translation theories, and specialised translation teaching, which

are subjects of great importance in recent debates.	 -

For the purposes of this study, we shall review model
translation syllabuses designed by Wilss, Keiser, Reiss,
Coveney, and Horn, which are representative of translating and
interpreting courses in the West. We shall also look into the
contents of the courses in English! Arabic translation and
interpreting in the U.K. (e.g, Bath University, Heriot-Watt

University). Our aim is to select useful components shared by
these model syllabuses with a view to designing our eclectic
translation course.

Chapter III starts with a distinction between literary and
technical! scientific translating. This distinction hinges on the
notion of register, which has been adopted by translators and
course designers as the theoretical principle underlying the

classification of translations and course materials. The chapter

analyses Halliday and other's (1964) notion of register
represented by the use dimension, which consists of three
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variables: field, tenor, and mode.

While the notion of register is a good classificatory device,
some believe that it is arbitrary and inconsistent. The
classification according to the traditional theory of register is
adopted for pedagogical purposes, since there is no clear-cut
distinction between different subject-matters.

If we go back to the question of separating scientific and
literary translations as practised by the proponents of the

notion of register, we find that it is difficult to determine,
because many texts contain admixtures of both scientific,
literary, and other subject-matters.

We shall discuss some views put forward by Crystal and Davy
and Widdowson in opposition to the notion of register. As an
alternative to the notion of register, we shall discuss different

classifications according to the ideational, interpersonal and
textual functions of language presented by Halliday (1979,
1985).

Text typology presents another useful classificatory device.

Texts, therefore, are expository, argumentative, and
instructional which, in turn, have more delicate sub-

classifications (see, for example 1.8 above). It might be
instructive to note that what applies to the classifications
according to register applies to those according to text types.

Expository texts may include arguments and vice versa. 	 An
editorial may contain exposition as well as argumentation.

For the purposes of this study, we shall combine register and
text type in one theory, producing a more elaborate
classification of texts.

Chapter IV deals with the analysis of data. It will start with a
questionnaire undertaken with the help of some 30 Syrian
students doing post-graduate studies in the U.K. 21 questions
were put concerning the degree of the satisfaction of these
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students with the translation courses at Syrian universities,
the difficulties they faced as undergraduates, the overall
objectives of these courses, and other relevant areas which
might lead to the improvement of these courses.

We shall discuss the content of the proposed syllabus, which

consists of a Basic Stage, an Intermediate Stage, and an
Advanced Stage. In the Basic Stage of the course, emphasis will
be placed on building and consolidating the students' linguistic
competence. The course content basical!y includes the
following components: contrastive linguistics, translation
theory, grammar, composition, linguistics, and lexicograpgy.

The translation theory component will include teaching the
Grammatical, the Cultural, and the Interpretive Models of
translating. It will also include teaching translation techniques
and procedures and discussing theoretical issues in translating
such as translatability, equivalence, and units of translating.

Another component is Cultural studies. It will be included in the
Basic and the Intermediate stages of the course. It will deal

with important issues in translating, such as the relation
between language and culture and ways of bridging cultural gaps
between nations. The component will also include the following
topics: discussions of the socio-economic, legal, and political
systems of the languages concerned, philosophical and religious
thinking, daily life and customs, colour terms, figurative
speech, proverbs and epigrams, cultural distance, etc.

At the Advanced Stage (in the third and fourth years)

Translation Assessment will be introduced as an integral part of
the course. For the purposes of this study, early models of
translation assessment will be reviewed and recent models,
such as House's (1976) and Sager's (1983) will be discussed,
pointing out modes of evaluation and types of error highlighted

in these studies. The aim is to arrive at an eclectic model of
translation quality assessment and to devise an adequate
classification of errors.
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For the same purposes, an assessment of two published
translations will be undertaken: one of The Struggle For Syria,
by Patrick Seale; the other of Animal Farm, by George Orwell.

An Assessment will also be carried out on news reports taken
from various newspapers and magazines, such as The Times, The
Guardian, The Observer, The Independent, The Financial Times,

The Economist, The New Statesman, and Time.

Chapter V consists in summary and recommendations. An
outline of the proposed syllabus will be drawn, mentioning the
numbers of credit hours each course component will be

allocated.
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Chapter One:

1.1. Terminology:
The word 'translation' has been used to refer to one of these
categories:
a. Translation as the actual process of decoding the SLT and
encoding the TLT.

b. Translation as the end-product, texts resulting from the
process of decoding the SLT and encoding the TLT.

c. Translation as a useful technique in foreign language teaching.
It is often referred to as 'the Grammar Translation Approach'.

d. Translation as an academic field, an interdisciplinary field
which spans other disciplines such as linguistics, semiotics,
discourse analysis, sociolinguistics, logic, psycholinguistics, and
communication theory.

This field has been called 'Translation Studies' (Lefevere 1978, de
Beaugrande 1978, Bassnett-McGuire 1980), 'the Science of
Translation' (Nida 1964; Nida and Taber 1969), and 'Translation
Science' (Wilss 1982).	 It is also referred to as 'Applied
Translation Studies' (Hartmann 1981) which includes inter qua
translation pedagogy and translation criticism. For the purposes

of this dissertation the following terms will be adopted to
function in the contexts assigned to them below:

- The term 'Translation' will be used throughout this study as
far as possible to refer to the end-product, texts resulting from
the actual process. It may also be used in such combinations as
'translation teaching', 'translation theory', 'translation studies',
'translation assessment', 'translation class', 'translation
teacher','translation test', and 'translation texts'.

- The term 'Translating' will be used exclusively to refer to the

process of decoding and encoding messages from a SL into a TL
and vice versa. Its use is confined to rendering written messages
as opposed to interpreting, which is concerned with oral
messages.
- Translation Assessment is the academic and professional
criticism and evaluation of translations.
- Translation Studies is the 'discipline which concerns itself
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with the problems raised by the production and description of
translation' (Lefevere: 1978: 234).

1.2 Language Studies:
With developments in linguistics early this century, following
Ferdinande de Saussure's dichotomies: langue! parole, signified!
signifier, svntaçimatic/ paradigmatic and synch ronic! diachronic,
extensive research was undertaken with the aim of describing
language empirically. The prevailing view was in favour of
establishing an autonomous discipline, where language phenomena
could be investigated and studied by means of rigorous procedures
and methods, similar to those used in science.

Since the Forties, the craft of translation has been increasingly
influenced by new emerging disciplines such as sociology,
ethnography, psychology, and communication theory. However, old
controversies concerning whether translation is an art or a
science, whether translation should be literal or free, or 'whether
any translation can give an adequate rendering of the form and
content of the original text' (Despatie 1967: 22) have continued to
be the subject of heated debates.

It was not until the Sixties that translating gathered momentum,
gaining invaluable insights from Text Linguistics. 	 This point will

be dealt with in other parts of this dissertation, particularly
when we discuss the Text Linguistic Method of translating. (C.f.
section 1.8 below)

1.3 Language Studies and Translation Studies
It is axiomatic to say that language studies are closely
interrelated with translation studies. L. G. Kelly (1979: 34) puts
forward the claim that 'to each stream of language theory, there
corresponds a theory of translation.' This is crystal clear given
that every development in linguistic theory is usually followed
by developments in translation studies, though this process is not

commensurate.

Moreover, all linguistic schools or trends have devoted part of
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their work to translation problems, attempting to devise
translating procedures from different perspectives. Later trends
in linguistics have laid emphasis on the need to set up a theory of

translating armed with rigorous methods that the translator
could employ to arrive at precise and more systematic results.
(de Beaugrande 1978; de Beaugrande and DressIer 1981; Wilss

1977, 1982; Reiss 1976, 1981).

The mutual influence between language and translation has been
highlighted by linguists and translation theorists. J. Catford, for
example, in the preface to his A Linguistic Theory of Translation
articulates the proposition that:

Since translation has to do with language, the analysis
and description of translation processes must make
considerable use of categories set up for the
description of language. It must, in other words, draw
upon a theory of language- a general linguistic theory.

(1965: vii)

Robert de Beaugrande, a prominent text linguist, was disappointed
with early linguistic theories after de Saussure because they

devoted themselves to aspects of language system langue,
excluding most aspects of actual language use parole. He also
expressed dissatisfaction with the vast contributions on
translating, due to the fact that contributors did not have a good
foundation in linguistics:

...but if we undertake to read through a representative
portion of available material, we notice that many
contributions have not in fact materially advanced the
foundation and development of a systematic theory for
the discipline of translation studies. The discussion
has been carried on to a large extent by contributors
lacking extensive exposure to language theory. (1978: 7)

A further instance of the relevance of language studies to
translation studies is the fact that most translation theorists
are linguists.	 For example, famous linguists such as Catford,
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Nida, de Beaugrande, and Hartmann have applied current linguistic
theories to the activity of translation, thus producing new
translation theories based on linguistic theories.

J. Catford (1965) was influenced by Halliday's grammatical rank
scale. Improving Halliday's distinction of language levels by

introducing the distinction of the language substance (e.g. the
phonic and the graphic), Catford presented a 'rank-bound'
translation, i.e. a translation confined to a single rank, such as
morpheme, word, or phrase. On the basis of the four levels of
language, Catford proposed four types of translation: the
phonological, the graphological, the grammatical, and the lexical.

Indeed, he devoted three chapters of his book to the definitions
and applications of these types. According to Hartmann:

It was this very idea of multi-level hierarchical.
structure which some linguists thought relevant to our
understanding of translation. John Catford used a
refinement of Michael Halliday's grammatical 'rank-
scale' to underline the hypothesis that translating
equivalence depends on the availability of formal
correspondences between linguistic items of different
structural levels and ranks. (1980: 53-54)

It might be useful to add that Catford was also influenced, to a

great extent, by the famous anthropologist J. R. Firth in as far as

'situation substance' and 'contextual meaning' are concerned.

Eugene Nida, on the other hand, used Chomsky's transformational

generative grammar in translating. He claimed that generative

grammar was the most effective way to deal with translation

problems, provided that such a grammar made full use of
transformations. His approach to translation can be summarized

as follows:

a) to reduce the source text to its structurally
simplest and most semanticaUy evident kernels;
b) to transfer the meaning from source language to
receptor language on a structurally simple level; and
c) to generate the stylistically and semantically
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equivalent expression in the receptor language. (1964:
68)

In fact, he devised a back-transformation model, consisting of
the procedures of analysis, deep-structure transfer, and
restructuring, identifying model kernel sentences as the
transitional stage between SL and TL structures to explain the
process of translating.

The contributions to translating from Text Linguistics are
immense and effective. De Beaugrande proposes the following as
necessary components for a theory of poetic translating based on
Text Linguistics:

a) the relevant language unit for translating is not the
individual word or the single sentence, but rather the
text...;
b) translating should not be studied as a comparing and
contrasting of two texts, but as a process of
interaction between author, translator, and reader as
the translator;
c) the interesting factors are therefore not text
features	 themselves, but underlying strategies of
language use as	 manifested in text features;
d) the strategies must be seen in relation to the
context of communicating: the use of poetic language
in texts represents a special context;
e) the act of translating is guided by several sets of
strategies which respond to the directives within the
text. One set accounts for the systematic differences
between the two languages involved. A second set
depends on the type of language use found in an
individual text.	 A third	 set applies to systematic
instructions for selecting equivalent items	 within
their relevant contexts (1978: 13).

One major issue in text linguistics is the role of context in
translating. By understanding context, text linguists can work
out the strategies by means of which the translator analyses and
reconstructs the SLT systematically.	 Another equally important
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issue is text type. Text linguists set up text types each of which
requires a different method of translating.	 They also highlight
the importance of 'cohesive ties', 'structure', 'texture',
'intertextuality', etc. which can be considered useful and
necessary, especially in the initial stages of reading and analysis.
(C.f. 1.8: 35)

1.4. Theories of Translating:
Though there have been many serious attempts to arrive at a
unified theory of translating, linguists and translation theorists
are still in doubt about such a possibility. The idea of

formulating a reliable theory is of a great significance, since it
would systematize the methods and procedures of translating.
Drawing on other theorists' experience, S. Chau summarises the
situation:

It can be misleading to talk about 'translation theories'
as such, as if there are properly developed theoretical
models or entities carefully considered by
practitioners.. .one is repeatedly reminded that there
are, after all, no significant translation theories.	 The
very existence, possibility, and value of translation
theories have been thrown into doubt.	 (1984b: 94)

It might be useful to refer briefly to different views on this

matter put forward by linguists and translation theorists.
Catford (1965: 20) argues that 'the theory of translation is
concerned with a certain type of relation between languages

and is consequently a branch of Comparative Linguistics'.
Thus translating is defined as 'the replacement of textual

material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material
in another language TL.' (ibid.)

With this in mind, Catford distinguishes between different types
of translation equivalence, i.e. textual equivalence and formal
correspondence. Influenced by Halliday, Catford would naturally
be concerned with translation equivalence as an empirical
phenomenon.	 In other words, he is interested in formal
correspondence.	 Unlike textual equivalence whose preciseness
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depends on the intuition of 'a competent bilingual informant or
translator', formal correspondence, on the other hand, is:

...any TL category (unit, class, structure, element of
structure, etc.) which can be said to occupy, as nearly
as possible, the same 'place in the 'economy' of the TL
as the given SL category occupies in the SL. (ibid.: 27)

Nida's theory of translating consists of the three procedures of
analysis, deep structure transfer, and restructuring. His refined
theory (1969) includes one more stage, namely testing. Analysis
consists essentially in back-transformation to a near-kernel
level. In this stage, the SLT must be read and studied carefully,
and meaning must be extracted. Nida devises several stages of
analysis, though in practice they overlap. They are: (1)
lexicogrammatical features of the immediate units, (2) discourse
context, (3) communicative context, (4) cultural context of the
SL, and (5) the cultural context of the receptor language.

After analysing the SLT into its basic kernels, the result of The
analysis is transferred into the TL. This stage is not as simple as

it seems to be. In actual practice, the transfer of messages from
the SL into the TL takes place at various sub-surface levels
depending on the extent to which the two languages under

consideration have corresponding semantic and grammatical
structures. In fact, in the stage of transfer, the translator
continually fluctuates between the stage of analysis and that of
restructuring.	 That is to say there is no clear-cut division

between these stages in the actual process of translating.

Preserving the meaning of the SL message is of top priority to the
translator. Nida underlines this point by saying that transfer is
not merely the transference of individual, disconnected kernels,
but occurs at a point where these kernels are connected into
meaningful series:

This means that we must modify slightly our diagram,
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so that after having analyzed the basic components into
their simplest relationships within kernels, we 'back
up' to the point where these kernels are carefully and
properly related to each other. 	 (Nida and Taber 1969)

Restructuring the message involves adjustments at different
levels: grammatical and semantic. In this stage, the translator
should pay attention to the divergences of the two languages in
terms of voice, word classes, connectors, etc. For instance, the
Arabic sentence structure favours the use of the active more than
the passive. That is why we more often render the active Arabic

sentence into the passive when translating into English. 	 Other
adjustments are	 required in terms of language varieties or
styles.	 Metaphorical expressions and idioms must also be
modified to fit in with the TL culture.

The final stage in the process of translating is testing.	 It
includes accuracy of rendering, readability, stylistic equivalence,
etc.	 But in Nida's view, it is dynamic equivalence rather than

verbal correspondence which should be the focus of attention.
The length of the translation compared to the original is also

important. According to Nida (1969: 163), 'there is a tendency for

all good translations to be somewhat longer than the originals.'
Cultural and linguistic redundancies are ascribed by Nida to the
desire of the translators to include all information stated in the
original communication.

Nida applied certain methods to test ease of comprehension,
predictability and readability. One such method is the Cloze
technique where the degree of predictability, i.e. to guess the

right word in the appropriate context, and readability of texts are
measured, a concept derived from information theory. Nida also
suggested other practical tests such as: reaction to atternatives,
explaining the contents, reading the text aloud, and the
publication of sample material, all of which proved to be very
helpful and easy to apply.

Nida concludes that the ultimate criterion in distinguishing good
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translations from bad translations is dynamic equivalence. In
translations which use the Dynamic Equivalence Method, on the
one hand, the form is structured to preserve the same meaning by
deploying different syntax and lexicon. In bad translations which
use formal correspondence, on the other hand, the form is
preserved by sticking to the same word classes and word order

while the meaning is lost or distorted. Bad translations also
result from using techniques like paraphrase by addition,
deletion, or skewing of the message.

So far I have been discussing different theoretical views on
translating. The real issue at hand is whether these individual
views can form a unified theory of translation. Newmark claims
that translation theory is a label, a framework of principles:

It is neither a theory nor a science, but the body of
knowledge that we have and have still to acquire about
the process of translating.. .lts main concern is to
determine appropriate translation methods for the
widest possible range of texts or text categories.
(1981: 19)

Newmark makes a distinction between translation theory and

contrastive linguistics. To him, any comparing and
contrasting of two languages, such as Catford's example

about grammatical differences between languages in number
and gender, may help the student to translate but does not

contribute to translation theory.

Ian Mason (1982) further explains that the difference between

translation theory and contrastive linguistics boils down to the
difference between langue and parole:

The text containing the message to be translated is an
instance of parole. Consequently, theoretical
equivalence at the level of langue is not necessarily
relevant to the process of translating. The focus is on
the text rather on the language. (1982: 20)
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Mason, however, does not believe in ruling out the benefit of
contrastive linguistics completely. It can be useful at certain
levels: 'at the level of langue, certain generalisations may be

made which are sufficiently powerful to support rules of
translation.' He illustrates this by explaining that certain losses
and gains of information in the process of translation are due to
the absence or presence of gender, definiteness and
indefiniteness, and difference in number between the SL and the
TL. This can be compensated for with the assistance of
contrastive linguistics, which demonstrates 'the obligatory loss
of information in translation involved in the non-isomorphic
grammatical categories of two languages'. (ibid.)

Having discussed different translation theorists' views on
theories of translation, I would like to proceed to the value of
translation theory in actual practice, an important topic of

debate in recent research. The point that there are sceptics who
doubt the practical value of translation theory is supported by
the fact that people who are practising translation as a
profession have not appreciated the importance of translation
theory, though there is a common belief that translation theory
can serve, at least in the preliminary stage of analysis, as a guide
to translation practice.

No doubt the theory of translating is flourishing and its impact on
the practice of translating is acquiring weight. However, there
are some translation theorists who believe that the impact of
translation theory is inadequate. 	 Vilen Kommissarov, for
example, suggests the following reasons for such inadequacy:

First of all, few translators have a clear idea of what
it has accomplished. Publications on translation theory
are too varied, and their findings are not easy to fit
into a consistent pattern. Moreover, in order to fully
grasp theoretical principles the reader must have a
good command of specific terminology, which many
translators do not. 	 Then it should be noted that
theoretical	 findings	 are	 not	 always	 directly
applicable... Many principles describing the basic
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linguistic mechanism of translation cannot be directly
applied to the work of the human translator. True,
these are often used as a basis for practical
recommendations, but the latter will not be fully
understood by the translator in the field unless he is
aware of the underlying theoretical basis. (1985: 208)

But if we give the matter some thought we realize that theory
and practice are complementary. They are the two sides of the

same coin. The translator, while practising his skill, is aware of
certain theoretical strategies which can help him in solving
problems. In fact, theory provides him with alternatives leaving
him to make the decision. The problem with translation theory is
that it has to meet the great demands which are made of it, i.e.
greater involvement in the actual process of translating. But to
tell the translator how to translate is not the task of translation
theory, as Kommissarov asserts:

Translation theory is not supposed to provide the
translator with ready-made solutions of his problems.
Theory is no substitute for proper thinking or decision-
making. It may narrow the choice or provide a point of
departure for the translator's consideration, but it
cannot guarantee the successful outcome of the
translating process. Theoretical recommendations are
always of a more general nature. They are formulated
to assist the translator in his work, but final success
depends on whether they are properly and successfully
applied by the translator in each particular case. 	 (
ibid.: 208-9)

Whatever the case may be, the theory of translating is still
expanding and its contributions to translating cannot be denied.

1.5. Classification of Theories of Translating:
Nida (1976) classifies theories of translating into three main
categories:

1- Philological

2- Linguistic

3- Sociolinguistic
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These will be discussed in turn below.

1.5.1	 Philological Theories of translating:
Philological theories of translating (also called 'pre-linguistic)
evolved before the development of modern linguistics,
approximately before the Second World War. They were
formulated at a time when philology was the discipline that
shouldered the responsibility of studying language. Philological
theories of translation focus primarily on literary texts taking no
interest in other fields such as science and technology,
commerce, and law.

Philological theories of translating deal with the problem of the
equivalence of literary texts by comparing and contrasting the SL
and the TL. They also focus on the literary quality, i.e. the form
of the text and its stylistic features and rhetorical devices. One
of the major preoccupations of philological theories of

translating is the discussion of literary works of high quality
such as Shakespeare's works.

Another major issue in philological theories of translating is the

problem of equivalence of literary genres between the SL and the
TL. The question whether poetry should be translated as poetry or
prose or whether an epic in the SL should be rendered as such in
the TL was one of the main obsessions of such theories. One can
safely include here all the old controversies on translation, e.g.
whether translation is an art or a science, whether it should
concentrate on the form or the content of the message, and the
aims of translation. In fact, traditional rules and directives for

translators were on a philological basis.

Nida lists a number of works as representative of philological
theories of translation.	 Savory's The Art of Translation (1957)
falls under this category. Other works which are philologically-
oriented are Belloc's (1931), Cary and Jumpelt's Quality in
Translation (1963) .,. and Brower'sOn Translation (1966).,. to
mention but a few. Nida also regards most articles published in
Babel as philological in perspective. Newmark (1981: 4) lists a
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number of earlier writings on translation, from St. Jerome (400),
by way of Luther (1530), Dryden (1684), Tytler (1790), Novalis
(1798), Goethe (1813), Schleiermacher (1813), Humboldt (1816),
Schopenhauer (1851), Arnold ([1865] 1928), Nietzsche (1882),
Croce (1922), Benjamin (1923), and Belloc (1924), ending with
Ortega y Gasset (1937).

1.5.2	 Linguistic Theories of Translating:
According to Nida:

Linguistic theories of translation are based on a
comparison of linguistic structures of source and
receptor texts rather than on a comparison of literary
genres and stylistic features. (1976: 69)

These theories developed as a result of the great development in
modern linguistic theories, and the tendency to study language.
scientifically.	 The findings of these linguistic theories were
applied to other related areas such as language teaching and
translating. However, little benefit came out of these theories,
since they were confined to the study of idealized constructions,
with meaning left out of account.

Later, when meaning was reinstated by linguists and

anthropologists such as Bloomfield, Malinowski, and Firth, all
aspects of meaning were investigated, and new insights about the
nature of meaning were provided. Thus, linguists and translation
theorists were motivated to propose that translation theory 'is
mainly an aspect of semantics; all questions of semantics relate
to translation theory'. (Newmark: 1 981: 5)

One major difference between linguistic theories of translating
and philological theories of translating is that linguistic theories
are descriptive rather than prescriptive. They demonstrate how
people translate rather than how they should translate. This does
not imply that all linguistic theories are the same, or there would
be one standard theory only. They differ in terms of focus or
perspective. According to Nida:
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The principal differences between various linguistic
theories (or semi-theories) of translation lie in the
extent to which the focus is on surface structures or
corresponding deep structures. Theories based on
surface-structure comparisons involve the use of
more-or-less elaborate sets of rules for matching
roughly corresponding structures. (1976)

Nida's list includes contributions from linguists such as Pottier
(1970), Hjelmeslev (1953), Greimas (1966), Coseriu (1970a, b),
Vinay and Darbelnet (1958), Nida (1952, 1964, 1969), Walmsley
(1970), Scharlau (1970), Raabe (1972), Beekman and Callow
(1974), Petofi (1971a, b, and 1972), and most of the articles
published in Meta as representative of linguistic theories of
translating.

1.5.3 Sociolin g uistic Theories of Translating:
Sociolinguistic theories of translating emerged out of the
dissatisfaction with linguistic theories of translating, and the
growing interest in communication.	 Such interest resulted from
the work of anthropologists who recognized the role of text

recipients in the process of translating. 	 Those changes are

demonstrated in Nida (1964).

Generally speaking, some linguistic theories of translating have
demonstrated sociolinguistic influences by referring to the
context of communication. For example, though Catford's theory
of translating (1965) is primarily linguistic and related to
surface structure equivalence, it moves in the direction of the

context of situation in its emphasis on the differences between
dialects and registers.

Sociolinguistic	 theories	 of	 translating	 relate	 linguistic
structures to a higher level where they can be viewed in terms of
their function in communication. When discussing a text, the
sociolinguist is concerned particularly with its author, its
historical background, the circumstances involved in its
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production, and the history of its interpretation, for such
elements figure in the social setting of communication.

Nida and Taber (1969), for example, have pointed out that the old
focus on the form of the message in translating has shifted to the
receptors, i.e. the readers. Therefore, it is the reader's response

to the translated message that determines the correctness of
that message. They set the average reader as the only criterion
for measuring correctness in translating. Correctness, in their
view, is not only the possibility of understanding the message by
readers but rather the impossibility of misunderstanding it.

In their The Theory and Practice of Translation (1969: 12fl, Nida
and Taber are fully aware of certain social factors such as age,
sex, educational levels, occupation, social class, and religious
affiliation.	 Such factors affect linguistic variation and need to
be accounted for in translating. Drawing on Martin Joos's
distinction of different styles, Nida and Taber produce a similar
list which comprises the following: technical, formal, informal,
casual, and intimate.

Formal style, for example, is designed for a relatively wider
audience than that of technical style. Technical style, on the
other hand, is used among specialists; hence it is intended for a
restricted audience, because it utilizes complicated vocabulary
and complex grammatical constructions. Therefore, when

translating, one should be aware of the fact that there are
several styles at work which must be rendered into the TL.

In observing different styles in translating, the translator is
achieving a near dynamic equivalence. Accordingly, 'lyric poetry
should sound like poetry and not like an essay; letters should
sound like letters and not like some technical treatise on
theology.' (Nida and Taber 1969:129)

Similarly, to measure this dynamic equivalence, in Nida and
Taber's view:
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We can only rightly compare the equivalence of
response, rather than the degree of agreement between
the original source and the later receptors, for we
cannot presume that the source was writing for this
'unknown audience' or that the monolingual receptors in
the second language have enough background to
understand the setting of the original communication.
(ibid: 23)

This will be dealt with in detail when we discuss the Dynamic

Equivalence Method in translating (see 1.6.2.2 below).

One difference between sociolinguistic theories of translating
and linguistic ones is that in sociolinguistic theories lan g ue. the
language system, is as important as parole the actual use of
language. Like linguistic theories of translating, sociolinguistic
theories are descriptive. 'The response of the receptors must be

in terms of the actual response to similar types of texts, and in
terms of what might be regarded as judicial or legal norms.' (Nida
1976: 77)

Nida lists the following works as representative: Nida (1964),
Catford (1965), Nida and Taber (1969), Neubert (1968),
Thieberger (1972), and Fourquet (1972).

Nida concludes that such classification of theories of translating
does not exist in actual practice. The translator selects the
theory and method of translating that he regards most
appropriate to the kind and type of text he is dealing with. This
does not imply that he cannot change to other theories or methods
if that is necessary. For a prospective theory of translating, Nida
(ibid.: 78) believes it should be primarily sociolinguistic 'because
translating always involves communication within the context of
interpersonal relations'. Such a comprehensive theory will be
reliable, and will be able to deal with all the factors that are
involved in and influence the nature of translating.

It might be useful to mention that Nida's classification of
theories of translating is general, since the labels he has adopted
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to describe these theories cover many theories. 	 For example,
linguistic theories subsume all theories which focus on both deep
and surface structures. The majority of modern linguistic
theories have a communicative dimension (e.g. Catford). By the
same token, sociolinguistic theories have a bearing on linguistic
theories.

1.6 Models of Translating:
I shall now discuss Chau's classification of theories of
translating, which can be considered more specific, up-to-date,
and more systematic than Nida's. Chau prefers the word 'model'
to theory. In doing so, he actually subscribes to Crystal's
definition of the term as:

A detailed and systematic analogy constructed in order
to visualize some aspects or function of language that
is not directly observable, and whose significance
might otherwise be missed. In other words, It is
intermediate between the very general concept of
'theory' and the highly specific concept of 'hypothesis'.
(1971: 114)

According to Chau, the methods included in each model are meant
to be 'specific means of application of a particular model, based
on particular views or attitudes to the process of translating'
(1984b:120). Unlike the three models, these methods are in no
way exhaustive, as their description in this study is used to

illustrate the scope and nature of the models.

While Chau proposes this classification of theories of
translating, he accepts that such a classification is 'a matter of
convenience, and thus necessarily artificial, idealistic, and even
simplistic'.	 He illustrates this point by referring to a real
teaching situation. It might be the rule that teachers in real
teaching situations choose one of the models or methods and
subscribe to it to the exclusion of other models or methods. For
him, this is wrong and the teacher must make use of all the

models and methods in different situations.
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A cursory look at the curricula of the existing translation courses
bears witness to this. Though it is better to vary the methods of
translating by making use of all models, since 'all translation
teaching is a mixture', the fact has proved to be the opposite.
Every translation teacher applies one of these methods which he
is disposed to, demonstrating its advantages in providing
solutions to translation problems with little or no reference to
other methods.

1.6.1 The Grammatical Model of Translating:
This approach to translating and translation teaching is based on
translation theories which regard translating as solely a
linguistic operation.	 The distinctive feature of this model is its
association of translating with grammatical transfer. Within
such a perspective, language is viewed as grammar, and
translating is no more than substituting the grammar and
vocabulary of one language for the grammar and vocabulary of
another.

Along these lines, translating has been defined as 'the
replacement of SL grammar and lexis by equivalent TL grammar

and lexis' (Catford 1965: 22). Underlying this attitude is the
assumption that language is an objective code with a fixed

structure.

According to Chau, this approach to translating is anti-
mentalistic in focussing on grammatical structure, while leaving
meaning out of account. The task of translating is considered a

symbol-to-symbol transformation. Linguistic signs, therefore,
are supposed to be essentially objective, allowing for a one-to-
one unidimensional matching of codes.

When translating, one is operating at the level of langue rather

than parole.	 The unit of translating is either the word or the
sentence. The Grammatical Model, therefore, yields a literal
translation with cultural differences between the two languages
ignored. In terms of translation teaching, contrastive grammar is
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the sole method adopted in this model.

Chau distinguishes two methods of translation based on the

Grammatical Model:
1- The Traditional Grammar Method
2- The Formal Linguistic Method

1.6.1.i. The Traditional Grammar Method:
According to Chau, this method is basically an adaptation of a
method of foreign language teaching which is a direct application
of 'Traditional Grammar'. According to Despatie, the underlying

theory of such a method reigned till the beginning of the
Twentieth Century and:

...postulated the identity of the human mind, the
universality of the forms of thought and knowledge. It
is assumed that we all had the same thinking about the
universe, for example about time and space, and that
the idea of grammar was to see how these universal
notions were classified in a particular language. It
also assumed that there existed a 'model' grammar, the
exemplary set of categories to classify the forms and
the task of the grammarian was to find the meanings, in
his language, corresponding to those forms and
categories. (1967: 26-27)

This method is prescriptive since it takes Greek grammar,

studied directly or indirectly through its Latin adaptations, as its
model. According to this view, 'translating is the search for the
correct TL equivalent lexicon! sentence via grammar.' (Chau
1984b: 122)

As far as translation teaching is concerned, this method is
popular and practical with beginners who know very little about
translating. It is easy for these students, whose mastery of the
foreign language is inadequate, to study the parts of speech of
that language and try to replace them by equivalents in their own
language.	 For them, word-for-word translating or rather the
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substitution of one part of speech by its equivalent in the TL may
be the one and only method of translating.

Though it is the responsibility of the translation teacher to
highlight similarities and differences of parts of speech and
sentence patterns between different languages, some translation
teachers believe that the task lies primarily within the scope of
language courses and not translation courses. In the context of
English! Arabic translating, I believe it is essential to
demonstrate to students differences of grammatical categories
between Arabic and English. Arabic verbs cannot necessarily be
translated into equivalent verbs in English. For example, the verb
ghadiba can best be rendered by an adjective preceded by the verb
'to be' as 'was angry'.

Similarly, differences between English and Arabic in terms of

definiteness and indefiniteness, number and gender must be
illustrated. Methods of compensating for the loss due to these
differences should be provided. As mentioned earlier, this kind of
instruction has been restricted to the scope of contrastive
grammar, which is a common denominator in both methods of the
Grammatical Model.

In foreign language teaching, the Grammar-Translation Approach

was long criticised for being out of fashion. Yet, it has recently
had its credibility restored. In translation teaching, the
Traditional Grammar Method continues to be used on a large scale
especially in the teaching of beginners. 	 According to Chau
(1984b:126), 'Traditional Grammar TT never dies. 	 It fulfills a
need in the training process.'

1.6.1.ii The Formal Lin g uistic Method:
This method of translating has evolved with the development in
structural linguistics in the Sixties. That is why the theory it

underlies is considered scientific as opposed to the pre-.
scientific Traditional Grammar Method. Although both methods

are equally static in outlook in so far as they examine lanaue and
exclude parole. the Formal Linguistic Method overshadows its
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counterpart in that it is descriptive rather than prescriptive.
While Traditional Grammar subjectively defines classes and
assigns rules for language based on meaning, Formal Grammar
does so objectively based on the structural analysis of phonology,

morphology, and syntax.

In the light of this new approach the focus of attention has been
laid on the arbitrary nature of grammatical forms in relation to
their meanings. The old belief in the universality of the meanings
of parts of speech in different languages has been utterly
rejected. The new trend holds that there is no exact equivalence
between languages.

With the help of anthropologists, new insights have been gained

from the study of language in relation to culture.
Incompatibilities have been highlighted, especially among

languages belonging to different language groups or origins.
Accordingly:

It was found out that each language expressed not only
a different classification of reality. Each one
reflected, or even imposed upon the speaker, a different
way of analyzing experience. Finally, each language, as
part of a particular culture, could be understood only in
its cultural setting.	 (Despatie 1967:32)

Thus, much attention was devoted to the highlighting of

structural differences between languages in terms of gender,
number, cohesive devices, etc. (For a detailed account of these
differences, see Despatie 1967: 32-36; see also Catford 1965).
In other words, Formal Linguists have discovered that the
traditional classification of parts of speech was inadequate to
account for the diversity of word classes in various languages.
These new discoveries were seen by many linguists as having
added new difficulties to translating.

In terms of translation teaching, many translation teachers are
obsessed with grammar so much that contrastive grammar is the
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only method of translation teaching. Their sole aim in translating
is the replacement of the SL structure by the TL structure paying
no attention to the possibility that the reader may not understand
the translation, owing to the difference between the world-views
expressed in the translation and those of the social system which
he belongs to. (C.f. Nida 1964, Nida and Taber 1969, Catford 1965,
and Chau 1983;1984a,b

Catford's A Linguistic Theory of Translation may be regarded as a
representative of the Formal Linguistic Method. In giving priority
to formal correspondence over textual translation equivalence,
Catford advocates a rank-bound translation based on formal
linguistic units. He makes this quite clear when he defines total
translation as	 the 'replacement of SL grammar and lexis by
equivalent TL grammar and lexis with consequential replacement
of SL phonology! graphology.'	 (1965: 19)

Though Catford's approach to translating is primarily Formal
Linguistic in focussing on formal aspects of language, it can be
said to have touched upon and even overlapped with other models

like the Cultural and the Interpretive. In discussing the relativity

of colour terms in different languages, Catford is actually dealing
with meaning, which falls within the scope of the Cultural Model.
On the same score, when he discusses contextual meaning and
features of situation-substance such as stress, intonation and
focus, he is also studying context which is related to the
Interpretive Model in general, and to the Text Analysis Method in

particular.

Formal Linguistic translation teachers accept Bloomfield's

postulate that although 'forms cannot be separated from their
meanings...we must start from forms and not from meanings'
(Bloomfield 1933, quoted in Despatie 1967: 62). In line with this,
what these teachers actually produce is a kind of literal
translation with pragmatic and semiotic contextual values

unaccounted for.

In fact, both methods of the Grammatical Model have proved
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ineffective in translating proverbs, since they only take care of
the literal meaning.

1.6.2 The Cultural Model:
This approach to translating and translation teaching is based on
the theory of language which defines meaning in terms of its
cultural fields and contexts. According to this view, language is
culture; translating is describing and explaining the world view
of one people to another. Underlying this view is the hypothesis
of 'language relativity' put forward by Edward Sapir and Benjamin
Lee Whorf early this century.

Such a hypothesis postulates that every language not only
provides a means of communication for its speakers but also
imposes on them a different vision of the world, a different way
of analysing experience. In this way, language determines the way
its speakers look at the world and the way they express their own

thoughts.	 It follows from this that any form of intercultural

communication is difficult if not impossible. 	 Sapir makes this

quite clear:

No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be
considered as representing the same social reality. The
worlds in which different societies live are distinct
worlds not merely the same world with different labels
attached. (Sapir 1956: 69, cited in Chau 1984b:136)

However, such a strong view is not unanimously held. Other
proponents of the cultural view of language, while subscribing to
Sapir's opinion that languages differ enormously, regard

translating as a possible task if it is carried out between
cultures rather than between languages. Casagrande develops the
argument further:

The attitudes and values, the experience and tradition
of a people inevitably become involved in the freight of
meaning carried by a language. In effect, one does not
tran slate LANGUAGES, one translates
CULTURES.(1954:338, original emphasis)
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Accordingly, translating is an intercultural operation which poses
many serious problems to the translator. These problems are the
product of the many cultural differences between the two
languages concerned. They stem from differences in the
ecological, social, political, ideological, and religious aspects of
the lives of both cultures.

Chau (1984a, b) distinguishes between two methods of the
Cultural Model:

1- The Ethnographical Semantic Method ES
2- The Dynamic Equivalence Method DE

1.6.2.i	 The Ethnographical Semantic Method:
Unlike grammarians, especially Formal ones, who avoid meaning,
Ethnographical Semanticists face it directly. They are convinced
that the meaning of words according to the traditional
classification of parts of speech is inadequate. For them, such a
classification is superficial, arbitrary, and language-bound. They
believe that 'meaning' is culture-bound and cannot be separated
from language itself.

Proponents of the ES are 'particularists', who take the strong
view of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis of 'language relativity', which

postulates that there is little in common between languages. The
conclusion which can be reached from this is that cultural gaps
among languages are inevitable and are not always bridgeable.

However, some theorists believe that though there is a problem
when translating across cultures, the cultural gaps can be

narrowed and experiences can be matched to a certain extent.

Other proponents of the ES take a more liberal stand by saying
that there is no problem of cultural gaps in translating at all.
According to Casagrande:

In spite of the various difficulties standing in the way
of translation..., the fact remains that information is
effectively communicated across language barriers-
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intentions of speakers expressed in one language ARE
capable of being expressed in another language so that
they are comprehended and appreciated. If there is a
loss of information in this process of switching codes,
it must be remembered that much information is also
lost in messages transmitted between members of the
same speech community, particularly if they belong to
different sub-cultures of status groups. (ibid.: 338-9,
original emphasis)

Aware of the difficulties involved in intercultural translating,
Ethnographical Semanticists devised various techniques such as
componential analysis of meaning. Componential analysis is a
way to assess the meanings of individual words. It can help the
translator by providing him with insights into the distinctive
features that underlie the contrasts between apparently
equivalent terms in two languages.

In terms of translation teaching, Ethnographical Semantic
translating teachers concentrate on contrasts between various
cultures, demonstrating to the students how different people
conceptualise and dissect the world differently. The students are
trained to attain the maximum degree of sensitivity to the
culture-bound elements inherent in each lexical item.

Comparisons of kinship systems and colour terms in different

languages are also common semantic exercises. The students are
taught how different languages dissect the spectrum differently.

As far as colour terms are concerned, some languages do not have
words to express a certain colour term in another language. For
example, Ewe, an African language, does not have a specific term

for the colour 'yellow'. Native speakers of that language,
therefore, tend to make up a compound such as 'ripe-leave' to
denote that colour.

The ES Method operates on the level of lan g ue. It confines itself

to the level of the word and the sentence as the units of
examination and of translating. 	 -
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1.6.2.ii The Dynamic Equivalence Method:
For a long time, this method has been known by different
designations or labels, which may not be identical in content. For
instance, this method has been known as 'the Principle of
Equivalent Effect' (Koller 1972). It has also been known as

'Communicative Translation' (Newmark 1981), and as 'Cultural
Translation (Catford 1965), etc. It can also be considered a
modern and a refined version of the old notion of 'free' or.
'idiomatic' translation, as opposed to word-for-word translating.
Newmark advocates the paramountcy of this method:

Werner Koller has rightly pointed out that the principle
that the translator should produce the same effect on
his readers as the SL author produced on the original
readers (first stated, I believe, by P. Caur in 1896 and
usually referred to as the principle of similar or
equivalent response or effect, or, by E.A. Nida, as the
principle of Dynamic equivalence) is becoming generally
superordinate, both in translation theory and practice,
to the principle of primacy of form and primacy of
content. The principle of equivalent-effect is the one
basic-guideline in translation...(1 981: 132)

The major difference between this method and the ES is that

while Ethnographical Semanticists are 'particularists', who view
languages as having very little in common, the proponents of the
DE method are 'universalists' who believe that languages have
much in common and 'anything that can be said in one language can
be said in another, unless the form is an essential element of the

message'. (Nida and Taber 1969:1)

According to this method, the end-product is not another

message, but the closest natural equivalent. Instead of
concentrating on cultural contrasts and on comparative

ethnography, this method focuses on reader's response. The TLT
should evoke an equivalent response on the TL reader as did the
SLT on its reader. In fact, DE translating emphasizes the purpose
of communication.
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Unlike the ES method which operates on the level of langue. DE
operates on the level of parole. This makes it much more
welcomed by linguists and theorists than its counterpart, as it
regards the recipients as part of the translating process. As in
the ES Method, the word and the sentence are also regarded as the
units of examination. 	 Equivalence, therefore, is often sought at
the level of sentences and lexical items.

Since Nida's (1964) distinction between dynamic equivalence and
formal correspondence, the emphasis of DE has been on the
liberation of form, though the DE Method relies equally on
adjustments of content as well.

The Cultural Model of translating differs from the Grammatical
one in that it concerns itself with the semantic aspects of
language defined in cultural terms rather than with the syntact)c

aspects of the languages concerned.	 Thus, the role of the
translator is to substitute one cultural system for another. This
is incompatible with the role of the translator in the
Grammatical Model, which is tantamount to the substitution of
one linguistic code for another.

Finally, it must be pointed out that the Cultural Model, the DE

Method in particular, pays attention to context, though to the
cultural context only.	 In this way, it converges with the
Interpretive Model, the Text Analysis Method in particular. For

example, in Arabic there are no such unspecific kinship terms as
the English 'cousin', 'uncle', 'aunt'.

When translating the word 'cousin' into Arabic, we have to
determine the exact blood relationship between the two persons
in question so as to arrive at the precise rendering. The
translator has to select the appropriate word, by depending

necessarily on the proper context, from the eight possible

traris!ations of the word 'cousin'. (See Ch. IV for more details)

1.6.3 The Interpretive Model:
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With the emergence of text linguistics in the Seventies, the
preoccupation with morphemes, words, or isolated sentences as
units for studying language has been abandoned and claims for an
alternative above-the- sentence unit, 'text', as the proper unit of
examination have been upheld. Also at the same time, there has
been a major shift of interest in modern linguistics towards
expanding the emphasis from the level of langue to that of parole.
According to Chau

The emphasis on parole has become all the more obvious
with the vigorous development of text linguistics since
around 1970.	 Within its boundary, various research
areas, including text typology, text grammar, text -
theory, and text analysis, have attracted a great amount
of enthusiasm. (1984b:112)

Bassnett-McGuire (1980: 79) sums up the characteristic features
of this new trend in linguistics:

1- the text is regarded as the relevant unit for
examination;
2- meaning is studied in relation to co-text and
context;
3- efforts are made to discover recurrent patterns of
structure common among texts of the same type;
4- the place of the reader, as a producer rather than the
consumer of the text, is re-evaluated.

Being based on Text-Linguistics, the Interpretive Model of

translating shares the same characteristics (Lefevere 1980:154-
56; de Beaugrande 1978: 7):

1- unlike the Grammatical and the Cultural Models, the
Interpretive Model operates on the level of text. Translating is
basically a text to text operation, rather than an interlingual or
intercultural operation.

2- the Interpretive Model rejects the view inherent in the
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Grammatical Model that translating means decoding and encoding.
The task of the translator is not to match the SL text code with
that of the TL code but to interpret the SLT, i.e. to reconstruct its
meaning first then to convey it to the reader of the TL.

Nida points out the difficulty, or rather the impossibility, of
divorcing text interpretation from translating when he says:

All translators somehow interpret the Bible. The so-
called objective, scientific translation does not exist.
We all have to recognize that the moment we try to
understand what the author wanted to say, we begin to
interpret the message. (Nida 1968, quoted in Chau
1984b: 144)

Thus the translator is seen once and for all as a text
interpreter who not only reconstructs the text but also
recreates its past. According to Steiner:

A text is embedded in specific historical time; it has
what linguists call a diachronic structure. To read
fully is to restore all that one can of the immediacies
of values and intent in which speech actually occurs.
(1975: 24)

Such emphasis on the role of the translator as reader is in line
with recent developments in the field of semiotics. The reader is
viewed not so much as a consumer of the text but as a producer.
He uses all his previous experience and knowledge of previous
texts to interpret the text at hand;

3- the third feature of the Interpretive Model is its emphasis on
studying meaning in relation to co-text and context;

4- the fourth feature of the Interpretive Model is the
classification of texts into different text types, an operation
considered quite useful in translating. Many classifications have
eventually emerged differing from each other in terms of focus.
These classifications wilt be dealt with when we discuss the
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Text Typological Model in translating. (See section 1.7 below)

It might be useful to note that not all proponents of the
Interpretive Model agree on the second characteristic of the
model described above, i.e. the reader is seen as a producer of the
text. They mainly disagree on how the reader can fulfill his role
as a text producer. Chau (1984a, b) identifies two prevalent
contemporary views within this model:

1- The Text Analysis Method
2- The Hermeneutic Method

1.6.3.1 The Text Analysis Method:
This method is based on Text Linguistic Theories, and also makes
use of insights derived from other adjacent disciplines such as
pragmatics,	 semiotics,	 sociolinguistics,	 literary	 criticism,
stylistics, rhetoric, and communication theory. 	 Its very
existence hinges on the assumption that context has a major role
in text interpretation. By carefully analysing the co-text, the
translator will be able to arrive at a full reading of the text and,
eventually, be able to recreate the original situation.

The Text Analysis Method emphasizes the study of meaning in
relation to co-text and context. Proponents of the Text Analysis
Method maintain that words as such cannot be translated and that
context is paramount in translating. Newmark (1973: 9)
emphasizes this role of context in translating saying that
'Context is the overriding factor in all translations, and has
primacy over any rule, theory, or primary meaning.'

The importance of context for the study of meaning was for a long
time overlooked by Formal Linguists who laid more emphasis on
studying forms. It was not until the Fifties that the significance
of context was highlighted by J. Firth, who developed his own
theory by modifying Malinowski's conception of the 'context of

situation'. Later, Neubert and other translation theorists (e.g.
Kade and Jager et al) were the first to emphasize the pragmatic
element of context in translating.
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Apart from context, a full grasp of the meaning of a text cannot
be achieved without reference to co-text, i.e. the linguistic
context. The Text Analysis Method pays as much attention to this

point as it does to context. Just as one has totreat the text as a
whole as a unit of translating, one cannot translate isolated
words or sentences unless they are part of a complete discourse
which is, in turn, embedded in a more general context of

situation. Through the study of co-text, context can be recreated
and a full reading of the text can be obtained.

The most important feature of this method, which distinguishes
it from all the previous methods, is that it regards the text
rather than the words or individual sentences as the unit of
examination. Like every reader, the translator takes into
consideration the whole communicative event.

The Text Analysis Method utilises a variety of adjacent
disciplines for analysing the SLT such as comparative grammar,
comparative ethnology, sociology, stylistics, literary criticism,
and semiotics.

It is believed by many contemporary translation theorists that
Text Linguistics is a reliable aid for the translator as it assists
him in interpretation. De Beaugrande (1978), for example,
hypothesizes the setting of a Text Linguistic translating model
and draws a general outline of such a model. This model will lay

emphasis on text as the relevant unit of translating.

A Text Linguistic Model of translating will also pay attention to
all factors of communication, and sees translating as a process
of interaction	 between author, translator, and TLT reader in a

real-life situation. The primary concern of Text Linguistic
Theories of Translating is the establishment of strategies which
facilitate the job of the translator by systematising the methods

and the procedures of translating. As mentioned earlier, Text

Linguistic Translation Theorists classify different text types,
each of which has its own distinctive features and, accordingly,
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its different methods of translating.

In terms of translation teaching, the students are trained to be
sensitive to language use, to background 'clue hunting', and
writing in different styles and different text types. Neubert
(1968,1980) for example, classified texts according to their
translatability and discussed the relevance of text types to the
process of translating.

Classifying text types has attracted a great deal of attention and
zest and has been regarded as the most relevant of all areas of
Text Linguistics to translation studies. Many classifications
have eventually emerged differing from each other in terms of
orientation. These classifications will be dealt with when we
discuss the Text Typological Model in translating (see 1.7 below).

The major disadvantage of the Text Analysis Method, however, is
its reliance on the notion of 'register' in classifying texts.
Register theory has for a long time been used for that purpose. It
has proved to be inadequate for two reasons:

Firstly, the analysis of text samples according to Register Theory
was based on such loosely defined notions as 'field' or subject
matter, 'mode' or the channel of communication (spoken or
written), and 'tenor' the degree of formality.

Secondly, the analysis was inadequate because it mainly used
quantitative techniques. The Text Analyst makes a quantitative
analysis of the selected samples by counting the various lexico-
grammatical features to reach conclusions. Applying these word-
counts will result in statements like the following: 'this text has
a high frequency of passive verbs, its field is science; scientific
texts, therefore, are characterised by a high occurrence of
passive verbs.' (For a detailed account of the Notion of Register,
see chapter III below)

To sum up, the Text Analysis Method, though more sophisticated
and more helpful to students than the Grammatical and the
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Cultural Models, is inadequate because it relies on indiscriminate
selections of samples as well as on quantitative analysis.

1.6.3.11 The Hermeneutic Method:
Unlike all the translation methods discussed so far, the

Hermeneutic Method is not based on current trends in linguistics
or other related disciplines. Rather, it is associated with a
predominantly German School of Philosophy, namely: 'Existential
Hermeneutics.' This school has recently flourished as a result of
Martin Heidegger's conception of 'Philosophical' or 'Existential'
Hermeneutics. Another philosopher, Hans-Georg Gadamer, has
considered the influence of Hermeneutics on translating.

While all the other methods are 'epistemic', the Hermeneutic
Method is 'ontological' in that the interpretation of the SLT is
conducted on a metaphysical plane. To the proponents of this
method, interpretation is not merely recreating the 'meaning'
hidden in the texts, as Text Analysts do. The text, instead of

being an 'object', • is a 'co-subject' with which the translator as
interpreter 'falls into a dialogue to create new meanings' (Chau
1983: 131;1984b:150). Thus, the idea of 'objective'
understanding, which is upheld by Text Analysts, is rejected and

the possibility of a uniquely definitive reading is ruled out.

While Text Linguists deny Hermeneutics the status of a theory,
undermining the usefulness of its insights especially in TT, some
of them do believe that Hermeneutics is closely related to the
activity of translating, as Wilss points out:

Hermeneutics is linked to translating: Interpreting the
source text is one of the translator's primary tasks, and
it is important for translators to understand the
problems of understanding and interpreting. (1982; 77)

One of the essential elements of ontological understanding,
ignored by the scientific approach, is historicality. The
translator assumes an interactive role which consists in
mediating past meaning into the present situation.	 Gadamer
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calls this 'bridging of temporal and spatial gulfs the fusion of the
interpreter's and the author's horizons' in which the text and the
interpreter remain in tension but 'continually grow together to
make something of living value, without either being explicitly

distinguished from the other'. (Gadamer 1975: 273, quoted in
Chau 1984b: 152)

There are many insights that a translator can gain from
Hermeneutics. Chau (1984b :74-6) lists the following:

a) there is no truly 'objective' understanding;
b) prejudices' are unavoidable and can be positive;
c) there is no final or definitive reading;
d) the interpreter cannot but change the meaning of the SL;
e) no translation can represent its source text fully;
f) understanding is not always explicable.

Useful as they are, these insights constitute a real obstacle to
any translation teaching course, as they imply the non-existence

of any systematic procedures of handling translating.

According to this method, meaning is defined in terms of

'intersubjective recreation' where the 'historical situation' of the

interpreter plays a significant role. In this respect, one can
conclude that no two interpretations of the same text by the

same reader is the same. Gadamer (1976: xxiv) rules out the
possibility of 'a definitive, canonical interpretation.'

Proponents of the Hermeneutic Method believe that Hermeneutics

is complementary to other methods of translating. While

accepting the fact that insights derived from other methods are
useful, they hold	 that they are inadequate as they are not

interpretation.	 A translation must be an interpretation, which is

the ultimate aim of Hermeneutics, as Gadamer puts it:

Every translation is... ipso facto interpretation, indeed
we can say it is the consummation of the interpretation
the translator has put upon the work he is faced with.
(1960: 360, quoted in Chau 1984b: 152)
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George Steiner's After Babel: Aspects of LanQuaQe and Translation
(1975) is a typical case of the Hermeneutic Method.

Teaching according to the Hermeneutic Method is described by

Chau (1984a: 155) as 'less systematic and less readily digestible
than the other methods'.	 Student-beginners often find this
method disappointing.	 These students need very direct and

systematic methods to help them to translate.

In terms of actual teaching according to this method, the
students are trained to criticize texts and to recreate them. This
is a hard task for both students and teachers, since there is no
single fixed criterion for measuring the reconstructed meaning of
the SLT, and consequently no way to know whether that particular
rendering echoes the original.

Though the Hermeneutic Method is difficult to adopt in the

teaching of translating, especially in the teaching of beginners,

the fact that it supersedes all the previous methods in accounting
for context cannot be denied. It pays attention not only to the

cultural and the pragmatic context, but also to the reader's
'emotional' context, i.e. his interaction with and reaction to the
SLT. It is this reaction of the reader at the time and place of the

reading that determines the reconstruction of the meaning of the
text.	 This is a subjective process where no final reading is
definitive, and no fixed context can be identified. The result of
this subjectivity is a kind of free translating which, according to

de Beaugrande and DressIer (1981: 216), 'may cause the SL text to

disintegrate and disappear altogether.'

Though the Hermeneutic Method fails to account for co-text

adequately, its insights are, however, useful to a certain extent
in highlighting the intimate relationship between certain
elements of context and some textual features. Such elements

involve the field of lexis, when the translator is faced with a
situation where he has to respond to the context and, therefore,
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has to choose lexical items which best suit the situation.

To illustrate the point under discussion, I would like to bring in a
translation of a news report on the assassination of Mrs Gandhi
into English. The translator of the Arabic text detects a great
deal of sympathy and emotional involvement of the author of the
SLT. That is why he opts for words which convey a feeling of
great sorrow and an atmosphere of bereavement, such as the word
fujia in the sentence fujiat al-Hind. The translator is
successful in choosing the word 'bewailed', since this word not
only captures the feeling of the author and presumably of the
whole people of India, but also evokes the same feelings in the
readers of the TLT .(C.f. Appendices)

The translator has made use of a word already known to the
reader in the same context, thus utilizing a whole range of

cultural values related to the notion of death and its effect on

people. Like the author, the translator also evokes in the reader

the history of the word 'bewail', thus relating the reader's
experience to other similar experiences in previous texts dealing
with the same theme. This brings the Hermeneutic Method quite
close to the Text Typological Model in accounting for the semiotic
dimension of context (c.f. 1 .7 below).

1.7 Assessment of the Models:
From the above discussion of the three models of translating one
can conclude that none of these models is adequate to be adopted

on its own as a model of translating and translation teaching.
The Grammatical Model is inadequate due to its emphasis on form

while meaning is totally forgotten. As a consequence of this,
isolated sentences or rather individual words are translated out
of context.

The Cultural Model improves on the Grammatical Model by paying
attention to meaning and by accounting for context. 	 This

improvement, however, is	 limited, since the Cultural Model
accounts for the cultural context only. 	 The Interpretive Model
surpasses both previous models in accounting for context. Yet,
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its adequacy is impaired by differences in view among its two
methods.

While the Text Analysis Method, on the one hand, is scientific and
quantitative in approach, the Hermeneutic Method, on the other
hand, is somewhat subjective and unsystematic. This makes the
Text Analysis Method more feasible to adopt in translation
teaching, since it employs systematic strategies and procedures.

In a real teaching situation, it is not realistic for translation
teachers to adopt only one single model and teach nothing but the
areas it encompasses. In fact, translation teachers have to be
selective in their approach. They ought to make use of all the
models and their subsumed methods. As Chau (1984b:120) puts it:
'Practically all TT is a mixture. The division is a matter of
convenience, and thus necessarily artificial, idealistic and even
simplistic.'

It is, perhaps, the need for a translation teaching model that
accounts more adequately for contextual meaning and makes use
of insights from all the models mentioned above, which has
prompted the emergence of the model below.

1.8 The Text Typological Model:

Like the Text Analysis Method, this model is based on Text

Linguistics and, indeed, represents the latest developments in
that school. It also incorporates concepts and makes use of
insights from other adjacent areas including, among others,

discourse analysis, pragmatics, semiotics, text grammar, and

contrastive textology.

Chau (1984b) does not consider Text Typology as a separate

model, but rather as a feature of the Interpretive Model. Other
translation theorists, however, have recognised the outstanding
significance of this model in translating. Wilss (1982:180), for
instance, contemplates the promising nature of 'a text linguistic

approach, i.e. the attempt to develop transfer guidelines for
specific types.'
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As mentioned earlier (section 1.6.3.1), devising different
classifications of text types has been one of the focal areas in
Text Linguistics which has attracted a great deal of enthusiasm.
As a result, this approach is to be considered not merely as a
sub-area of Text Linguistics; it can, in effect, stand on its own as
a reliable and fully-fledged model of translating.

The distinctive feature of the Text Typological Model is its view
of a text as an actual representation of a certain text type, i.e. it
can be considered as a token of that text type. It also takes text
analysis as a preliminary step to translating. The teacher should
introduce students to a number of basic notions such as
structure, texture, and context. By learning how to take the text
to pieces, the students will be able to reconstruct its context
and o relate context to structure and texture.

Structure refers to how a text is organised. This kind of
organisation is hierarchical: a text is composed of paragraphs,

paragraphs of sentences, and sentences of smaller units such as
clauses, phrases and words. Texture is the way various elements
of a discourse hang together to form bigger chunks of language.

According to Halliday and Hasan (1976: 2): 'A text has texture, and
this is what distinguishes it from something that is not a text...
the texture is provided by the cohesive relation.'

The cohesive elements present in the text signal to the reader

that a certain element in that text is dependent on another, and
has to be interpreted in relation to it. Of course, understanding

structure and texture is very useful for students, as it enables
them to achieve an objective reading of the SLT. As a result, the
students will be able to preserve the SL text type by finding the
closest equivalence in the TL, with the least possible
modifications to the SLT.

Underlying the feasibility of the notions discussed above is the

hypothesis which posits that it is the structure of text
(determined by the context) which motivates the deployment of
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the various devices of texture and, therefore, plays the major
role in assigning the text to one of the known text types. It
follows from this that training the students in different text
types is indispensable in a a text-typoIogicaliy-oriented
translating syllabus.

The students must be trained to take any text to pieces referring,
in the meantime, to the function of each text segment, in Van
Dijk's own words (1972; 1977), 'Micro-structure' and 'Macro-
structure', within the whole act of communication (e.g. thesis,
supporting idea, opposition, conclusion). This can be made easier
by increasing the students' awareness of the existence of certain
clues within the text which mark text opening, opposition, and
conclusion (e.g. connectors, adversatives, references).

Having analysed the text, the students are asked to translate
some problematic areas which crop up during the analysis.

Another pedagogical aid, which can be of much help to students is
that translating procedures are given step by step and solutions
to problematical areas are given systematically in the form of
strategies. In this way, the students can easily recall these
strategies and apply them in similar cases.

in generic terms, we can define text type as any set of texts
which share common characteristics in terms of lexis, grammar,
structure, and function. This set of texts is supposedly amenable

to the same methods of analysis. According to de Beaugrande and
Dressier:

A "text type" is a set of heuristics for producing,
predicting, and processing textual occurrences and
hence acts as a prominent determiner of efficiency, and
effectiveness and appropriateness. (1 981: 1 86)

Siegfried J. Schmidt (1978: 58) spells out some general problems
involved in the setting of typologies. One important point which a
text theory should attempt to elucidate is 'whether the rules for

text production and text analysis it has formulated are applicable
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to all types of texts or only to
issue primarily touches on the

adopts.

a few types. To Schmidt, this
methodology which each theory

Schmidt proposes two approaches to setting up text types: the
first approach is inductive or empirical. The linguist starts with
taking observable texts as his point of departure. With the help
of a consistent text theory, the linguist will retrospectively use
his own intuitions about the classification of texts in order to
process, reconstruct, predict, and produce concrete and virtual
textual occurrences. The second approach is deductive. It begins
with a given text theory which	 will allow for a certain
theoretically possible and ideally realised text typology. This
typology, then, will have to be examined and correlated with
actual text instances.

The earliest classification of text types dates back as far as St.
Jerome. In his pioneering efforts to highlight the aspect of

interdependence between the text type and the transfer method,
St. Jerome identified two basic principles of translating methods:
1. literal translating which is the only procedure that the

translator	 should adhere to when translating the Bible;

2. sense-oriented translating: a principle which the translator
should	 adhere to when translating secular texts. ( See Wilss

1982 for more	 details.)

The first among modern translation theorists to recognize the
role of and to deal with existing de facto text types in
translating was Neubert (1968).	 He devised a classification of
text types on the basis of their 'translatability'. 	 He set up a
'translatability'	 parameter,	 ranging	 from	 relative
untranslatability (text type 1) via partial translatability (text

type 2) to optimal translatability (text types 3,4). Accordingly,

Neubert identified four categories of translation related text
types:

1- exclusively SL-oriented texts, for example in the
field of area studies (landeskunde);
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2- primarily SL-oriented texts, for example literary
texts (text types 1. and 2. correspond roughly to House's
class of "overt translation"; 1977);
3- SL-and TL-oriented texts, for example LSP texts;
4- primarily or exclusively TL-oriented texts, for
example, texts intended for propaganda abroad (this
text type	 corresponds roughly to House's class of
"covert transtation";1977)	 (Wilss 1982: 114)

Other classifications of text type have been put forward. Reiss
(1969, 1971, 1976, 1981) has devised a tripartite classification
of texts.	 Her classification is 'function-centred' as opposed to
'content-centred'.	 Reiss (1976,1981) underlines the importance
of the identification of text type and text variety when
translating.	 Influenced by Buhler's three functions of the
linguistic sign,	 Reiss distinguishes three text types:

1- Informative: A text involved in the communication ol
content (e.g. scientific report, news reports, The expressing ol
opinions without aiming at provoking argument or evaluation,

etc.);

2- Expressive: A text the aim of which is the communication of

artistically organized content (e.g. literary works);

3- Operative:	 A text the aim of which is the communication
of content	 with a persuasive character (e.g. advertisement,
political speeches, editorials).

Reiss also recognises other text types which she calls 'mixed
forms'. For example, there are operative texts, say sales

promotions with elements of poetic writing, such as an
advertisement in the form of a poem. According to Reiss,

identifying the text type is very important in translating as it,

more often than not, determines the function of the text and the
intention of the text producer as well as determining the general.
method of translating.

Text types can be identified by the frequency of words and
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phrases of evaluation, the frequency of rhetorical devices, and
the system of linkage used (e.g. connectors, parallelisms). Next
follows the identification of text variety, which is defined by

Reiss as:

Super-individual acts of speech or writing which are
linked to recurrent action of communication and in
which particular patterns of language and structure
have developed because of their recurrence in similar
communication constellations. (1981: 126)

Text variety is, therefore, responsible for the deployment of
elements of structure and texture. In Reiss's own words, 'text
variety demands consideration for language -and text structure
conventions' (ibid.).

Another classification has	 been proposed by de Beaugrande
(1978, 1980) and de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981). They
classified text types according to their contribution to human

interaction. They point out the fact that while it is very difficult
to arrive at a strict categorisation, it is possible to identify
dominances.	 Accordingly, they identify three text types: the
descriptive, the narrative, and the argumentative.

One major drawback of de Beaugrande and Dressier's
classification is assigning to literary and poetic texts the full
status of proper text types, whereas they are discourses. The

problem is partly resolved when they admit that the above
classification is inadequate, since 'literary texts also contain
various constellations of description, narration, and

argumentation (de Beaugrande and DressIer 1981: 185).

These Text Linguists also realize the great need for other.
distinguishing criteria, since the current types they have already
produced are general and diffuse:

Even this modest beginning for a typology is far from
straightforward.	 The sets of texts and their
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characteristics remain fuzzy. Constellations of
functions in varying degrees of dominance can be highly
intricate...but the type can hardly provide absolute
borderlines between its members and non-members, any
more than the notion of "text" can do. The conditions of
communicating are simply too diverse to allow such a
rigorous categorization. (ibid.: 186, original emphasis)

Werlich (1976) developes a more elaborate classification,
distinguishing five types of text:

1- Description: is the type of textual communication in
which the encoder more or less selectively deals with
factual phenomena in space;

2- Narration: is the type of textual communication in
which the encoder more or less selectively deals with
factual and/ or conceptual phenomena in time;

3- Exposition: is the type of textual communication
which the encoder chooses for presenting either
constituent elements which can be synthesized into a
composite concept (manifested in a 'term' or a mental
construct (manifested in a 'text'), or those constituent
elements into which concepts or mental constructs of
phenomena can be analysed;

4- Argumentation: is the type of textual communication
in which the encoder proposes relations between
concepts of phenomena. The encoder makes his
propositions in explicit or implicit opposition to
deviant or alternative propositions;

5- Instruction: is the type of textual communication in
which the encoder tells himself (in sender-directed
instruction) or others (in receiver-directed instruction) -
what to do. He uses linguistic communication in order
to plan the future behaviour of himself or others.
(Werlich 1976: 39-40).

Werlich's classification has inspired many linguists, translation

theorists, and those interested in text types. 	 Zydatiss (1983),
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for example, subscribes to Werlich's five text types. He analyses
a German instructive text and compares it with its published
English translation, demonstrating the application of text
typology to translating and its implications for translation

pedagogy at a higher level.

Hatim (1984) has also drawn on Werlich's text type
classification, presenting a text typology along similar lines.
With description and narration subsumed under the major heading
'exposition', text types accordingly are reduced to three major

types:

1. Expository texts:
a. Descriptive: is used to describe objects and relations in

space,
b. Narrative: is used to narrate events,

c. Conceptual; is used to analyse and synthesize concepts;

2. Argumentative texts: are used to evaluate events, entities or
concepts with the aim of making a case or putting forward a point
of view and, consequently, to influence future behaviour.
Argumentative texts can be subclassified into:

a. Overt argumentation: an example of this could be the counter-
argumentative 'letter to the editor',

b. Covert argumentation: an example of this can be the implicit
argument in an editorial or what is called 'the thesis cited to

be opposed' or the case-making propaganda tract;

3. Instructional texts:	 aim at planning and directing future
behaviour of the addressees. It is sub-divided into:

a. Instruction with option: as in advertising,
b. Instruction without option: as in treaties, contracts, and

legal documents.

According to the Text Typological Model, how to translate is
primarily a function of the text to be translated. The ultimate
aim of the translator is to achieve an objective reading of the
SLT and to produce an identical TLT, preserving the SL text type.
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In doing so, the translator can be said to have achieved a
functional equivalence.

Equivalence is a moot question and has already been discussed by
linguists and translation theorists. We have seen in section 1.4
the distinction made by Catford between formal correspondence
and textual equivalence and Nida's distinction between verbal
correspondence and dynamic equivalence. We have also seen how
DE has established itself as a recognized method of translating
under the Cultural Model (c.f. 1.6.2 above).

From a Text Linguistic point of view, the equivalence of a
translation with its original is no longer an approximation in
terms of structure, i.e. in grammar and lexis but, as de
Beaugrande and DressIer (1981: 216) put it, 'can only be an
equivalence in the experience of the participants.' To achieve

this goal, the translator must not impose his own experience on

the TLT. On the contrary, in de Beaugrande and Dressier's own•
words:

The translator must strive to convey the same kind of
experience with the same kind of language material, and to
expand, reduce, or modify textual components only as far as
necessary to minimize a divergence of experience. (1981:
217)

Zydatiss's argument concerning the concept of equivalence goes
along similar lines. Drawing on the functions of language, he

emphasizes the role of the reader in translating. He proposes

that 'translated discourse has to be reader-oriented to achieve

its communicative goals.' (1983: 221). The duty of the translator,
in his view, is to achieve 'functional equivalence.' He must be
aware of the 'likely target language norms as regards the
pragmatic-functional layout of specified text form variants'

(ibid.).

In order to establish 'functional equivalence' the translator may
need to alter the structure of the text so that it will conform to
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the TL norms. Thus, it will meet one of the requirements of
translation, 'appropriateness', one of the seven standards of

'textuality' according to de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981).

So far I have been discussing Text Typological views on
equivalence. We can conclude from the discussion of de
Beaugrande and Dressier's 'equivalence of participants' and
Zydatiss's 'functional equivalence' that both concepts, in essence,
echo the DE Method of the Cultural Model in emphasizing the
principle of equivalence in reader's response. The Text
Typological Model view of equivalence, however, is more
systematic and more explicit.

It might be useful to mention that though the Text Typological
Model of Translating permits the modification of the structure, it
does so without taking the freedom of changing it completely as
the Hermeneutic Method does. On the contrary, it allows the text
structure to be 'modified' only as far as necessary to achievethe
appropriate equivalence.

By seeking 'appropriateness' as a solid criterion for establishing

equivalence between the SLT and the TLT, the Text Typological

Model clearly rejects the proposition articulated by the
proponents of the Grammatical Model who view translating as a
mere matching of codes, and Catford's argument in this regard is
no longer valid. According to de Beaugrande and Dressier:

Whether or not the elements in the goal language text
occupy the same position in their virtual systems as
do the elements of the original in theirs, is a secondary
matter, often leading to irresolvable and unnecessary
conflicts. (1981: 217, original emphasis)

To round up this discussion, I conclude that the Text Typological
Model of translating is a great improvement on all the other
models discussed so far. It pays attention to contextual meaning
in text interpretation and highlights the importance of the
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contextual variables in the deployment of the elements of

structure and texture.

In my opinion, the Text Typological Model may be an appropriate
approach to the teaching of translating. Due to its eclectic
nature in incorporating insights from other models and as a result

of its ability to provide systematic guidelines about the process
of translating, this model can be considered, from a pedagogical
point of view, the most effective and promising of all. To test
the feasibility of the teaching of translating according to these
models, an outline for a translating syllabus at Syrian
universities will be proposed, demonstrating its requirements
and advantages (see Chapters IV and V below).
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Chapter Two:	 -
The need to translate scientific and technical books, essays,
manuals, and academic papers from English and other European
languages into Arabic has sharply increased in the last few
decades. In recent years there has been a great demand for
translation in the Arab World, particularly in the fields of
international relations, economics, and science and technology.

2.1.The Importance of Translating in the Arab World:
The importance of translating for transferring Western technology
and scientific advances into the Arab World has been emphasized.
Recent studies have shown very clearly that the second greatest
need for learning a foreign language is for translating purposes.

Arab scholars feel that there is a great shortage of translations
into and out of Arabic in all fields. They feel an even greater need
for translating Arabic literature into English and other languages.

According to Kharma:

only a very small fraction of the very rich Arab
heritage has actually been translated into modern
languages, and it is one of our basic duties to start
doing that on a systematic basis. (1983: 222)

It is a generally accepted view that the need for good
translations in the Arab World is not satisfactorily catered for.

The translations actually produced do not fairly represent the

kinds of translating most needed. The need for translations in the

Arab world is being catered for in the following ways:

a) translations made by self-employed individual translators,
free-lancers, or sworn-translators, who supply translations of
different kinds: documents, contracts, business letters, etc;

b) translations supplied by private translation companies

which cater for the bulk of business and supply legal translations

required by contractors, lawyers, etc;
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c) translations made by private publishers who are mainly
involved in academic and literary translating. An example of this
is the TIas Translating and Publishing House. The quality of
translations varies from one publisher to another;

d) translations made by translating divisions in government
ministries of culture, justice, defence, in university foreign
language departments and other bodies, such as newspapers, and
private firms, all of which bear the greatest burden in translating
serious and academic materials;

Reference should be made to the translations provided by military
research centres, which are devoted particularly to the
translating of technical and scientific books and articles. That is
why they are strict in the selection of translators and materials
for translating, and the end-products are usually of a very high
quality.

e) translations supplied by big regional or international

organizations such as ALESCO, which also supply high quality
translations.

While admitting the need for translations in various fields such

as information and trade, Kharma emphas'zes a greate, yet more

pressing need for other kvds of tTasat\ons. -e regrets the
great deficiency in translations which deal with the more serious
material to be translated, namely, books and serious articles in
periodicals and journals. Another regrettable thing is that there

is a near dearth of scientific and technical translations, whereas

there is a surplus of translations in the literary and humanistic

areas.

This situation can best be remedied by the process of Arabisation.

Indeed, most Arab Countries are striving towards the Arabisation
of all disciplines in university education. Syria, unquestionably,
can be considered a forerunner in that field.
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2.2. English Lan g ua ge Teaching in the Arab World:
It is axiomatic that the teaching of English in the Arab World

has assumed , in Widdowson's words:

...the crucial auxiliary role of producing the means for
furthering specialist education, and here it has become
plain that a knowledge of how a language functions in
communication does not follow from a knowledge of
sentences. (1979: 90)

English in Syria is one of the two foreign languages taught at
school; the other is French. It is taught at the preparatory level
at the rate of five hours a week. Though much effort has been
exerted over the past two decades fo improve the abuaRty Qt the.
syllabuses, the situation has not substantially changed.

Unlike other Arab countries such as the Lebanon and Jordan where
teaching a foreign language starts at a relatively early age, i.e at
the primary school, foreign language teaching in Syria starts only

at the preparatory level, i.e. at the age of 12. People coming from

the secondary school to university departments do not have the

ability to follow courses taught in English.

As far as English Language teaching in Kuwait is concerned, the
situation does not seem to be at all different, as Kharma explains:

Since a foreign language, English in our case, has been
taught for instrumental rather than integrative
purposes, and mainly to help the student pursue his
university or semi-university studies, the standard
achieved at the end of the secondary stage was too
inadequate to serve the purpose. (1983: 224)

To bridge the gap between the standards achieved at secondary

school and the standards demanded by a university English
syllabus, English language centres have been set up for the

specific purpose of preparing new students joining the university
by training them further in the English language. Mention should
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be made of the language centres at Arab universities in Syria,
Kuwait, and in other Arab countries. For the same purpose, a
number of language colleges, public as well as private, have been
set up to provide language teaching, in addition to private tuition
and self-instruction.

The Language Advisory Centre at Aleppo University serves a similar
role and provides intensive English courses for a large variety of
students and is also open to academic and administrative staff at
the university.

The competence of first year students in Standard Arabic is also
inadequate.	 Students joining Enflsh deç3acen(s ccm
tuition in Arabic (two hours a week); this is insufficient to
improve their level to any great extent (c.f. Kharma 1983). Very
recently, Arabic has been introduced at Syrian universities for

students of language departments as well as other departments.

2.3. The Translation Movement at present:
In the first half of the Nineteenth Century, the Arabs found that
they had been left far behind other nations in almost every field.

In other words, they were on the receiving end of what other
nations were producing.

Confronted with a situation where the process of development

happens at a high speed, whereby multitudes of inventions are
made in response to the demands of Western industrial societies,
the Arabs have struggled to integrate them into their societies.
They have realised that the only way for propagating what has been
achieved is by translating them into Arabic. Only in this way could
they catch up with modern advances, and satisfy the needs of

modern Arab societies.

In modern times, the importance of translating has been self-

evident. More international organisations have emerged, and
international and regional movements have been set up. With the
enormous achievements in the fields of science and technology,
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the necessity for exchanging information between countries of the
world has gained momentum. International cooperation has been
promoted; so have diplomatic and cultural relations. Cultural and
geographical distances between countries have been minimised, as
a result of developments in communication systems.

Recently, translating as a creative intellectual activity has been
revived at the hands of a group of Arab intellectuals who are

motivated by a curiosity for translating interesting books- their
achievements have been particularly inspiring. Translating, on a
substantial scale, started in Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Jordan,
spreading later to all Arab countries

Another element that has added momentum to the activity of
translating is the Arabisation of education, which has made it
possible for the teaching of most disciplines to be conducted in

Arabic. This has required as a corollary the translating of great

numbers of books dealing with various subjects.

Under foreign influence, English and French were introduced as
the languages of higher education. This slowed down the process
of Arabisation, because the medium of teaching in all subjects
was either English or French. Since there was no urgent need for
translating text-books, only a few scientific books and

periodicals were translated from these languages into Arabic.
This situation has continued in most Arab countries except in
Syria, where education since World War I has been conducted in
Arabic in all disciplines and at all levels.

2.3.1 Characteristics of the Movement:

The term 'Translation Movement' refers to a dynamic process

concerned primarily with translating literary and scientific
works written in English and other European languages into

Arabic. It emerged at the beginning of the 19th Century and made
a large contribution to the modern Arab awakening. It was

boosted by intellectuals who were motivated by their own
literary and cultural inclinations.
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Furthermore, the Translation Movement flourished due to the
emergence of private publishing companies. Later, government
departments untertook translating and supplied good translations.

The question is whether the Translation Movement has fulfiled its
role in propagating intellectual and scientific knowledge,

consequently contributing to the development of the Arab World.

To reach approximate results for what the Translation Movement

in the Arab World has achieved, I will use the data of a survey
conducted by the Arab League Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (ALESCO). According to the survey, the number of
translations made in Arab countries between 1970-1980, i.e.
within eleven years, is 2840, distributed disproportionately, as
shown in the table below:

Country	 Number of Books translated into Arabic

Jordan

United Arab Emirates
Tunisia
Algeria

Saudi Arabia
Sudan

Syria
Iraq
Oman
Palestine

Qatar
Kuwait

Lebanon
Libya
Egypt
Morocco

22
2

40
16
7
9

442
238

5
5
3

95
152
44

1758
2

28 40
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From the table cited above we can arrive at the
following findings:
1- there are big differences in the numbers of translations

made from one country to another. Egypt comes first with 62%
of translations, followed by Syria with 17%, Iraq 9%, and
Lebanon 5.4%;

2-the second finding is that the total number of translations
is very small in comparison with either the population or their
intellectual needs.

As for the distribution of the subject-matter of the
translations made ) the survey indicates the following:

Number
22

165

235
560
20

224

184

93
1022
315

Subject-matter
General knowledge

Philosophy

Theology
Social Sciences

Linguistics

Theoretical Sciences
Applied Sciences

Fine	 Arts
Literature
History and Geography

Total
	

2840

See, for example, Al-Khouri 1988, pp.62-66)

In the light of the above-mentioned survey and the relevant
documents and tables, one can outline three main characteristics

of the Arab Translation Movement:

1- The first characteristc of the movement is that there is an
imbalance between need and production. Many books have been
translated for entertainment only. Some of these books were
translated because of the attention they received in the West and
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because of the success they met there. Though they mainly deal
with the Western style of living, these books are useful in
supplying Arabic with literary and cultural masterpieces
produced in other languages.

These translations have familiarised Arab readers and writers
with works written in foreign languages. There is hardly a
modern Arab writer who has not been directly or indirectly
influenced by studies, books, and articles translated from English
or other European languages.

The major disadvantage of the Translation Movement is that
translations are made on an individual basis. That is what has
made a collective Arab plan for translation desperately needed.

According to Kharma:

Qualitatively, there is no master-plan either on the
national or regional leve' which governs or even guides
translation activities according to the various fields
where the country's need is greatest. (1983: 223)

To remedy the situation, a plan should be formulated to restore

the balance of the need in relation to the production as follows:

a) it should take into consideration the needs of people of

different ages,	 sexes,	 inclinations,	 specialisations,	 and
en vi ro n men ts;
b) it should survey these needs in Arab societies;
c) it should set up criteria for regulating the selection of books
to be translated.

It is usually the case that the books to be translated are selected
by educated amateurs who aspire to produce something of a high
cultural value. Their criteria for selecting books to be translated

are taste and personal disposition. Publishers also select books

for translating according to the readers' interest in particular

books as well as the material profit they are going to make.

2- The second characteristic of the Translation Movement is that
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there is no equilibrium in the selection of subject-matter. The
table above shows that translations of books on theoretical and
applied sciences are rare. They do not exceed 18% of the total

number. The translations of literary books form the largest share
amounting to 40% approximately. Translations of history and
geography books are about 20%. The remaining percentage is
distributed among other subject-matters.
3- The third characteristic is that the Translation Movement has
not attracted equal attention in all Arab countries. Attention and
time devoted to translation fluctuate variably from one country
to another. More important is the fact that the Translation

Movement in the Arab World as a whole is less productive than
movements in other countries.

2.3.2. Development of the Movement:
Since 1981, ALESCO has conducted a series of studies on the

subject of translating and ways of promoting it. These studies
have addressed the following issues:

1- coordination and planning: the most important achievement
is the formulation of the National Plan of Translation;

2- training of translators and the foundation of the Arab

College for Translation;

3- the establishment of the Arab Centre for Arabisation,
Translating, and Publishing.

Instead of providing samples of successful translations, ALESCO
has attempted to set up national institutions, corresponding to the
level of every individual Arab country in the field of translating.
Progress in each country is measured by the number of government

bodies and private publishing companies that undertake

translating as well as compiling encyclopedias, and dictionaries.

j The National Plan for Translation:

This plan, which was approved by the Executive Council of ALESCO
in 1982, has demonstrated the current situation of translating in
the Arab World. It has explained the features of future work: its
starting point, objectives, stages, and means of implementing
them by ALESCO and individual Arab States.
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In mid-November 1979, ALESCO's Cultural Adminstration called
for a meeting in Tunisia for the purpose of formulating an Arab

National Plan for Translation, in response to a previous resolution
passed in this respect by the Excutive Council of the Organisation
in mid July. The discussion focussed on three points:

1- information on the status of transtating and translators in
Arab countries;

2- criteria for the selection of good books for translating;
3- general framework of the Arab National Plan for

Translating.

Indeed, formulating a plan for translating is an important step.
The success of the plan depends on a set of criteria for selecting
books to be translated. The criteria must include some issues of
top priority, such as translating literary masterpieces, ancient

and modern, transferring Western technology, acquainting people
with Arabic literary traditions, serving national causes such as
the Palestinian Cause, propagating popular culture, and enhancing
children's cultural education.

The Plan has urged Arab States to take the following necessary

steps:
1- to support government institutions of translating as well

as private publishing companies and to help countries which do not
have a sufficient number of these institutions;

2- to formulate a translation plan at the country level, taking
into account existing needs and available means to satisfy them,

and taking the necessary measures to organise and promote the

translation movement in each country;

3- to contact and cooperate with similar institutions
affiliated to ALESCO in other Arab countries, and other

international organisations.

The plan has also defined a few interesting issues in translating

which Arab organisations have to deal with seriously, such as the

selection of books for translating, the quality of translations, the
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training of translators, the setting up of translators'
associations, and the distribution of translated books to the
readers.

It might be useful to mention that ALESCO plays the role of
documentation, guidance, observation of the position of
translating and translators in the Arab countries, and the
publication of directories.

b) The Arab College for Translating: ALESCO has conducted a study
on how to set up a translating college, the underlying aim of which
is to train Arab translators and interpreters for the kind of work
required in Arab,lslamic, and international organisations.

The college, an educational, scientific institution allocated in
Algeria, will admit graduates from all Arab countries. The period

of study in the college is two years leading to an M.A.

c) The Arab Centre for Arabisation.Translating, and Publishing:

For a long time now, Arab countries have recognised the need for
establishing an Arab centre for Arabisation. The centre will help
in the Arabisation of education, particularly higher education, by

means of providing the necessary methodology, reference-books,
research, and studies in Arabic.

Furthermore, the centre will be concerned with transferring
Arabic literary and intellectual works, ancient and modern, into

foreign languages, in order to acquaint foreign readers with good
works written by Arab intellectuals and men of letters. The

centre started in the first half of 1988.

2.3.3. Translating in Syria:

For a variety of reasons, Syria has placed a great emphasis on
languages and translating. The Arabic Language Academy in

Damascus, formerly the Arab Scientific Academy, has made

considerable contributions in the field of translating through
publishing translations of major works in its well-known journal,
which is distributed throughout the Arab World.
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Other institutions have played a similar role in disseminating
translated books, such as Ilas Pubishing Company, al-Yaqaah al-
Arabiyyah Publishing House, and the Translation and Publishing
Unit of the Armed Forces' Department of Training. These
institutions have published classical and contemporary books in
various fields.

The importance of translating in Syria is also highlighted by the
publication of the journal of 'Foreign literatures' by the Arab
Writers' Union in Damascus, and the establishment of the
Translators' Association- 28 members were on its register in
1988 (c.f. Flamwi 1988: 246). The number of translators on the
register is expected to rise, given the large number of Syrian
translators who have not joined the association's panel. Moreover,
the increasing impact of translating on all aspects of life has led
to the foundation of the Military College of Foreign Languages.

2.4. Arab Translatin g Studies:

A lot of research has been written on translating, though only a
small fraction deals with the problems and the methodology of
studying translating. Most publications are no more than studies

based on an impressionistic, subjective approach, rather than on a.
scientific objective approach.

Indeed, the majority of the Arab books written on the subject are
disappointing. They are for the most part translations of the
major European publications on translation theory. Arab writers
often include their translations of some chapters of these books

supplying their own comments and a few Arabic texts to
exemplify linguistic and cultural problems involved in the
translating of English and other European languages into Arabic

and vice versa.

Shuraym's Minhajiyyat al-Tarjamah al-Tatbigiyyah (1982) is no

exception. It is based on Mounin's Les Problèmes Théorigues de Ia

Traduction (1963). In his introduction, Shuraym aims to introduce
the Arab reader for the first time to an applied linguistic
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approach. He applies this approach to extracts from his French
translation of September Birds. a novel by the Lebanese novelist
Emily Nasrallah.

Shuraym starts the book with a glossary of Arabic! French!
Arabic linguistic terms to acquaint the Arab reader with
linguistic terminology. The book deals with essential topics of
translating, such as translating and structuralism, translating
and the dictionary, translating and criticism, and translating and
stylistics.

The chapter on 'translating and the dictionary' occupies a central

place in the book, because understanding the terminology of the
SLT and the search for TLT equivalents is of paramount
importance in translating. Since correspondence in formal
features does not necessarily mean correspondence in meaning,
and as long as a specific term does not signal a certain meaning
unless it occurs in a certain context, it is very desirable to have a
dictionary of context.

Of course the linguistic context is not enough since it only refers
to the linguistic environment.	 Besides context, the translator

must pay attention to situation, the broader environment
surrounding it, as well as referring to other elements which

influence it.

Shuraym provides a few pedagogigal tips, dealing with some

problematical areas in translating. One area is cliches. In
practice, SLT cliches should be rendered by TLT cliches; this is

the case with loan-words, epigrams, and proverbs, which should

be dealt with in the same way as we deal with cliches, trying as
far as possible to find a close TL equivalent.

When it is difficult to find a TL equivalent of a certain SL cliche,
Shuraym recommends translating literally, warning translators
against changing live figures of speech into cliches or dead
expressions. Though the translating of metaphorical expressions

poses a lot of problems, the translator should be faithful to the
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style of the SL when rendering these metaphorical expressions.

Some Arab writers advocate the translating of major reference-
books on the science of translating in the West into Arabic.
CAbboud (1988), for example, regrets that valuable studies, such as
Levy's Die Literarische Ubersetzung. Theorie einer Kunstgattung
(1 969) has not been translated into Arabic. He is of the opinion
that the science of translating has developed enormously in the
past two decades, making important breakthroughs in the fields of
translation theory, translation criticism, and applied translation.
He advocates this by saying:

If we wish the translation movement in our country to
develop and contribute effectively to the cultural
renaissance we are seeking, it is necessary to translate
or, at least, to summarize the basic foreign sources
dealing with the science of translating, as a
preliminary step towards developing an Arab science of
translating, which takes as its starting point the
problems of translating in the sphere of Arabic. (Abboud
1988:178, my translation)

Another book that deals with the subject of translating is Ilasan's
Fannu al-Tar ,jamah fi al-Adab al-Arabi (1966). This book
appears to be the first Arabic book published on the problems of
translating since	 the contribution of the Arabs in the Abbasid
Era. F.A. Muhammad (1986) considers the book of special
importance, since it does not only cover the opinions of
contemporary authors, but also includes contributions from
medieval Arabs on the art of translating.

Before the publication of Hasan's book, there ' were brief views
published on the conditions and methods of transfer. They were
more hints and brief views than detailed studies, such as al-
Jãh i ' s clever hints in Kithb al-Mayawän. al-Safadi's hints
reported by al-'Amili in al-Kashkül, and al-Zayyt's hints in the
introduction to his French translation of Moonlight and other
stories Some hints were also published in various journals such
as SarrOf's article in al-Mugtataf entitled 'arfquna fi al-Tarib'.
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Other hints appeared in an early article by al-Maqdisi, a professor
of Arabic Literature at the American University of Beirut, which
was also published in al-Mugtaaf. Hints also appeared in
Filastin's Qacâyä al-Fikr fi al-Adab aJ-MuãsiL Others written by
Adham, al-Aqqäd, and Yunus appeared in the journals Qãfilat p 1-
Zayt. al-Majma al-'Arabi, and al-Risälah respectively. (See,
for instance, Anonymous, Al- Macjãl al-AdabT 1988,
no.202, 203, pp.179-188)

hiasan divides his book into sixteen chapters, each of which deals
with an important issue in translation.	 They include the
following topics:

- Translating and Arabisation
- A comparison between Sarrif's views on translating and that

of al-Jhi
- The art of translating: a comparison between Al-Jãhiz and

a I - M a q d I sl
- Modern and contemporary views on the conditions of

translating
- Translating between ambiguity and clarity of expression
- Loss and gain in translating
- Whether translating should be full or abbreviated
- Why do we translate
- What should we translate

- Poetic translating
- Translating the Bible

- Different translations of the Qurn
- The translator's aides: (e.g. bilingual and monolingual

dictionaries, general and specialized)

- Selection of expressions

- The transcription of foreign names in Arabic
- Samples of different translations of 'Umar Khayyãm's

Rub a i y yãt.

Though Iiasan's book was criticised by Muhammad (1986), it has
had a special importance because it relies • on the practical

experience of translators, and the adoption of E chronological
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order of translation studies in Arabic literature, past and
present.	 Flasan cleats with translation problems from an artist's
point of view. The method he adopts is unique in translating
literary works, which is another advantage over his predecessors
whose translations are mainly in the fields of sciences and
philosophy, apart from, for example, lbn at-Muqaffac

The advantage lies in the fact that the translator perceives the
same emotional experience of the writer or the poet, thus
expressing it faithfully and truly. llasan describes the way he
translates in the following:

I translate the foreign text literally into Arabic,
following its original word order. Then I go back and
adapt it to proper Arabic style, advancing and
postponing (elements), without actually adding or
leaving out. Then I go back again and load the text with
the spirit and emotions of the author, using appropriate
expressions, and equivalent figures of speech, and
keeping to the original arrangement. I finish with these
three stages only when I am completely certain that
had the author written his story or poem in Arabic, he
would not have done it otherwise. (Anonymous. Al-
Mawqif al-Adab11988: p.184, my translation)

)lasan believes that fidelity in translating is the most important
quality which the translator should aspire to. He should not add,
omit, or summarise; on the contrary, he should render the text in
full. The author thinks that doing more than one translation of
the same book is useful. Though many writers consider it useless
repetition, this activity in Arabic should be encouraged, provided
that those who work in that field are competent. Translators
should not worry about doing as many translations of the same
work as possible because European translators did not shy away
from doing so at the time of the Rennaisance. Such a process will
stimulate competition and invite criticism, which will in the tong

run promote the Translation Movement into the production of top-

quality translations.
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Drawing on the practical experience of translators, FIasan's book
is distinguished for its pioneering approach of diagnosing
translating problems in Arabic. The book's subjective,
experimental feature is demonstrated by its organisation, and by
examples of the author's own translations of prose and poetry, to
illustrate theoretical and practical problems which occur. in
translating.

A third Arabic book on translation is F.A. Muhammad's iimu ak

Tarjamah: Madkhal Lucihawi (1986). It deals with translating
problems from a linguistic point of view. Muhammad divides his
book into three chapters. He reviews two previous publications
on translating. The first is 1Iasan's (1966). The second isCAbd al-
Eafe's flmu al-Tajmah (1983). He underlines the importance
of Ijasan's book, since it does not restrict itself to modern views
alone, but expands historically to subsume the art of translating

of the medieval Arabs, particularly under the Abbasids.

Muhammad says:

It is worth mentioning that the book [kiasan's] adopts a
criterion approach in dealing with translation. This
approach consists in making known the results of
practical experience of translators, so that they will
serve as guidelines, helping the translator in his
practical work. The results discussed in the book are
based on artistic, aesthetic principles of 	 translation.
(ibid.:180, my translation)

Muliammad points out that Flasan's principles are in agreement

with those of Savory (1957), who builds on the practical

experience and viewpoints of European translators, devising a set

of rules and criteria that the translator should observe. (C.f.
Savory 1957; see also 4.3.1 below)

From Muhammad's point of view, Savory and blasan's criteria are
contradictory. On the one hand, they stem from a subjective
approach, a direct result of the translator's practical experience.
On the other hand, they deal with only one side of the very
complex process of translating, i.e. the practical aspect.
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Abd al-l1ãfe's IImu aI-Tarjamah adopts the same approach in

looking at translation as a set of rules and recommendations.
However, he is criticised for not paying due attention to what
happens in the translating process itself, methods of dealing with
the SL during the process, and the effect of language and text
type on that process. Furthermore, translating is neither
explanation nor interpretation, but an operation in which a
system of signs in one language is substituted by another in a

different language according to certain objective controls.

In the first chapter, the author discusses the development of
translating in Europe, demonstrating translating procedures
adopted by famous translators. It makes a connection between the
development of translating and schools of thought which
prevailed in Europe at different periods. Indeed, these were the
very schools which determined the basic concepts of literary

works and the cultural climate in different European countries.

Throughout the development of translating, theoretical principles
have come in the form of criteria and methods which may guide

the translator while translating, or evaluating finished products.

M uhammad displays how, due to its diversity, translating has
been included within the scope of linguistics.

This situation has necessitated the search for new theoretical,
methodological techniques, updating old methods of translating.

It has also necessitated the avoidance of subjective factors,

which may change translating into something other than faithful

rendering.

Muhammad concludes that translation studies have become an
autonomous scientific discipline, serving the activities of
translators, by means of its theoretical concepts. Its underlying
principles have become the subject of scientific research at the
educational institutions of translator training.

Translating has made use of linguistics which has made
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contributions in setting up the rules that govern relations
between languages, and discovering elements of similarities and
differences between them. The effect of linguistics has been
extended to the defining of the types of translating in the light of.
the diversity of linguistic communication and the functional
potential of languages.

Translating interacts with the various branches of linguistics.
On the one hand, it is related to general linguistics: syntax,
semantics, and morphology. On the other hand, it interacts with
stylistics, sociolinguistics, and psycholinguistics, it has also
become an important source for language studies in such fields as
comparative studies, bilingualism, and second language teaching.

The second chapter deals with the science of translating and the
central issues related to the translating process as

communication between two languages in which a translator
plays two roles:

Firstly, the role of the receiver of the SLT. Secondly, the role of
the sender of the SLT. The author discusses in detail what the

translator does, demonstrating the units of translating that the
translator must find TL equivalents for, and emphasizing the

various kinds of meaning which the translator may encounter in
the initial stage of understanding the SLT. Other aspects which
the translator should pay attention to are: idiomatic expressions,

proverbs, epigrams.

Muhammad studies the role of the translator as a sender of the

SLT into the TL, which lies at the centre of the translating

process, and the influence of the text type on the translator's

selection of certain translating strategies. The author explains
the process of restructuring the SLT in the TL, theoretical
principles adopted, methods of reproducing the SLT in the TL, and
what is considered as loss and gain in translating that results
from linguistic, cultural, and ecological differences between the

SL and the TL.
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In the third chapter, the author makes a distinction between the
concepts of correspondence and equivalence, which are important
criteria guiding the translator and the critic in translating nd
evaluating translations.

F. A. Muhammad's book is unique, as it paves the way to similar
in-depth studies on translating, theoretical and applied. One
related area is the comparative study of a specific pair of
languages, for the purpose of discovering divergences and
convergences between units and levels of linguistic expression in
both languages.

Arab translation studies require the listing of translation
equivalents, the kinds of units which express cultural and
ecological aspects, and the potential and means of Arabic for
expressing syntactic, semantic and pragmatic meanings of other

languages. Indeed, Muhammad's book contributes to Arab
translation studies to that very end.

In addition to the books we have discussed so far, others have
been published by ALESCO, to review the current state of affairs

in translation. One of these books is Diräsãt 'an WaqiZ al-
Tarjamah fi al-Alam al-Arabi which has been written by a group

of authors, and published in Tunisia in two parts. The publication
of this book, which is the outcome of the concerted effort of
specialised experts on the subject, has been a prerequisite for
the formulation of the National Plan of Translation.

The first part of the book was published in 1985, and included

seven surveys on the current situation of translation in Jordan,
Tunisia, Algeria, the Sudan, Syria, Iraq, and Libya. The second.

part was published in 1987, comprising ten surveys of translation
in the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Palestine,

Kuwait, the Lebanon, Egypt, Morocco, North Yemen, and the

People's Democratic Republic of Yemen.

Another book of a similar kind is AI-Khittah al-Qawmiyyah li-al-
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Tarjamah. published in Tunisia in 1985, which includes the text
of the National Plan of Translation. It aims to outline the major
aspects which would promote literary, scientific, and other kinds
of translation in the Arab World on the basis of close cooperation
between Arab countries and ALESCO. As Dr Sãbir, the Director
General of ALESCO, points out:

The Translation Movement in the Arab World emerged a
century and a half ago, and passed through several
stages. It provided the Arab reader with many works
in all fields of knowledge. However, the movement so
far has failed to meet the needs of Arab society in
progress and contemporaneity. It has, therefore, been
necessary to formulate a plan to move forward in this
field. Thus, the effort has been towards an integrated
national action. Al-Khittah al-Qawmiyyah li-al-
Tarjamah is one aspect of the effort in that direction.
(ibid.: 189, my translation)

2.5. Translation Teaching at Arab Universities:

Since the great majority of translators are graduates of English
departments at Arab universities, let us have a cursory glance at
the kind of translation teaching these departments provide. The
overall aim is to find out to what extent these syllabuses help
the students to have a better command of English and Arabic and
improve their translation competence. The aim is also to find

whether it is possible to produce well trained translators in
these departments.

Syllabuses given at Arab universities are more often than not
criticised for being cram courses. They are 'overcrowded with
literature (and more recently with theoretical linguistics)

courses, and..little attention has been paid to language or
translation.' (Kharma 1983: 225)

There have been efforts to improve existing syllabuses.

Unfortunately, such courses are narrowly restricted to the

acquisition of a mechanical competence in translating. 	 The
traditional subject-matter orientation,	 methods of teaching,
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testing, and grading are still adopted there.

The translation component at the undergraduate level does not
achieve any qualitative results. It usually constitutes part of a
systematic course in English language and literature, as is the

case in the Department of English at Aleppo University. It is
exercised at the rate of four hours a week. That is why it
remains unrealistic to talk about proper translation training at
the undergraduate level.

In most cases, the training of translators is left for postgraduate
courses (e.g. the Postgraduate Diploma in translating at Aleppo
University, and the Postgraduate courses at other Arab
universities, such as the M.A. course at Kuwait University).
Besides a few hours in interpreting, the traditional translation
exercise constitutes the one and only component of such courses.

It can be said that most theories taught in postgraduate courses,
if any at all, are philological in orientation concentrating on
literary and legal texts most of the time.	 Students are given
basic rules of translation. Linguistic theories of translation are
also taught in these courses. Along with Savory and Catford,
Nida seems to have a special place in the hearts of translation
teachers.

After successfully completing the course, some graduates work
as private sworn-translators; other graduates work with big

international firms, and travel agencies; and others work in
government offices, libraries, and research centers.

As a rule, undergraduate translation training in the Arab World is
not expected to bring students up to the level where they can be

classified as translators, owing to the students' low standards in
English, and the lack of qualified teachers. This is compensated
by intensive post-graduate courses which provide advanced

training for a number of selected graduates with high grades.

Some Arab universities have attempted to raise the standard of
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the students' linguistic competence by providing additional
language courses. Since bad translations are made by translators

incompetent both in language and translating, Kuwait University
has worked out a way to improve the quality of the translation
syllabus. The university has designed a translation syllabus 35%
of which is language courses, in addition to an intensive one-
term English course of 15 hours a week. Success in this
preliminary course is a pre-condition to enrolment in the English

Department. (C.f. Kharma 1983)

A cursory look at the translation syllabuses in English
departments at Arab universities shows how ad hoc the
materials, testing, and grading systems of these syllabuses are.
Existing syllabuses are facing difficulties due to the lack of
qualified translation teachers, the absence of systematic
teaching methods, the lack of proper text-books and the

insufficient time devoted to these syllabuses. The grading system

explains everything: 50% for meaning and 50% for grammaticality

(c.f. Saadeddin 1987).

Furthermore, translation teachers in these syllabuses more often
than not devote much time to lexical features, reducing the
translation class to a mere dictation of drills of words and
cliches. Text-books are mere collections of texts selected from
different sources, i.e newspapers, journals, books, etc. They are

sometimes prefaced by practical tips and pieces of advice to
students and prospective translators on how to translate.

Translation classes are reduced to the mere contrasting of

grammatical structures and lexis in two language systems. The
unit of translating is the word or the sentence. This has a

damaging effect on the students who may think that translating
is a word-for-word operation, where words - and grammatical
structures	 can	 be	 substituted,	 paradigmatically	 and
syntagmatically, by others in a foreign language.

But translating is not a mere replacement of words and phrases

joined together by connectors to form larger chunks of language.
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Rather, translating is a textual operation which requires the
inte 'raction of a text producer with a text receiver. For such an
interaction to be successful, or rather to take place, a translator
is indispensable to mediate between the text producer and the
text receiver, and to clearly communicate the intended message

to the TL receiver, taking into account the text conventions that
are recognizable to the TL audience. 'Translating, after all, is a
text-based activity, not a sentence-based one- unless the
sentence itself meets the requirements of textuality.' (DressIer
1972, cited in Saadeddin 1987: 139)

Sentence-based TT is damaging, though it may be quite useful in
training beginners. However, translating words and isolated
sentences may be taken by students to suggest that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between words and sentences which
are interchangeable without reference to their wider contexts.

In sum, teaching of translating to Arab students is in a deplorable
state, owing to the teachers' preoccupation with sentence-based
approaches, focusing only on grammar and lexis. This results
from the fact that teachers have lost sight of the text as an
experiential object, thus ignoring pragmatic, semiotic and other

extra-linguistic factors essential to the interpretation and

analysis of the SL, for the purpose of finding appropriate TL

equivalents.

It goes without saying that TT at Arab universities is in its
infancy. It is faced with many difficulties. Some TI writers
have attempted to diagnose certain problematical areas, which

might be useful in the classroom situation, devising certain

strategies towards their solution. Some of these writers put
forward recommendations and solutions which may serve as a
good foundation for a TI programme at Arab universities.

A. Sa'adeddin is one of a few Arab IT writers who have talked
about problems facing IT at Arab universities. Drawing on his
experience as a teacher involved with the MSc Course in English!
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Arabic-Arabic! English translation at Heriot-Watt University, he
has addressed some problematical areas in the teaching of Arbic!
English translating to Arab students. He was one of the major

designers of the M.A. Course in translating at Kuwait University.

In his interesting article entitled 'Target-World Experiential

Matching: The Case of Arabic! English Translating', A. SaadeddTn
(1987) argues that teaching Arabic! English translating to 'Arab
literates' entails, among other things, teaching the experiential
functions of language in their social contexts. This includes:

a) the communal 'ideational function' of language (Halliday 1971;
see also 3.4 below).
b) the text strategies most common to the language communities;

C) how to communicate the SLT to the target audience.

2.6 Some problematical Areas in Teaching ArabicL
English-English! Arabic Translating
Teaching Arab students to produce adequate English translations
of original Arabic texts has for a long time been considered a
very difficult task, if not impossible. This has been attributed by
SaCadeddin to the following factors:

1- a complex of irreconcilable contrasts between Arabic and

English with regard to logic in the popular sense (Kaplan 1966: 3);

2- the overuse of	 . as a sentence connector (Yorkey 1974: 14);
3- the often lamented absence of proper punctuation as far as
written Arabic is concerned. (For a more detailed account, see
Sa'adeddTn 1987).

In that article, Sa'adeddln criticises the common approach to the

teaching of Arabic! English translating, because it is sentence-
dominated, prescriptive, and proscriptive. He blames translation
teachers at Arab universities for adopting philological theories
of translating by focusing on formal, aesthetic features of the
message. He criticises the teachers even more for selecting
vague terms to describe and assess translations such as language
beauty, literary excellence, original flavor, and idiomaticalness.
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SaCadeddin recommends that the teacher of translation should
follow a few steps, before he asks his students to translate:
I) getting them to read and appreciate the text for its
experiential	 value- something which emerges from envisaging
the text as it is experienced by the audience for which 	 it is
originally intended;
ii) imparting to them an awareness of the similarities and
differencess between the languages in question, and the devices
available to each for the production and reproduction of these
experiences;
iii) getting them to analyse the communicative components of the
SL, and to synthesize them in line with the experiential
expectation of the IL audience.

However, I disagree with SaCadeddln when he misquotes Kaplan
saying that Written Arabic is 'a language which lacks logic in the

Western popular sense', an overstatement which has never been

articulated by Kaplan. (See, for example, Saadeddin 1986: 183)

From a pedagogical point of view, Sa'adeddfh has mentioned a few
problematical areas that crop up now and again in the classroom
as well as in actual translating. By defining problems, teachers

and TT writers will be able to devise certain strategies and
techniques, arming their students with practical skills to

surmount problems. In Sa'adeddTn's view, it is by highlighting the
concept of experiential equivalence in the classroom that the
students will learn about translating problems and how to handle

them properly.

In other words, by making use of cultural theories of translating,

the students will learn that there are cultural gaps between
languages and that the task of the translator is to narrow these
gaps. This is achieved, according to de Beaugrande and Dressier
(1981:216), by producing an 'equivalence in the experience of the
participants' rather than producing parallel linguistic structures.

This kind of equivalence, according to Saadeddin, can only, be
achieved 'by realizing and as far as possible neutralising the
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elements of contrast between the source textual world and the
expectations of the TA, unless those contrasts are intended by
the author of the SLT'. (1987: 140)

2.6.1. Connectivity:
One problematical area which is not adequately covered in the
teaching of Arabic! English translating to native Arab students is
connectivity. Connectors have a major role in binding semantic
units and sentences together. They externalise basic logical
relations: cause, result, and time, thus taking on a variety of
functions such as tracing the developement of an argument,
relating a sequence of events, marking an opposition, and
signalling a conclusion.

One problem results from the students' unawareness of the
differences in function between Arabic and English connectors.

By illustrating the difference in connectivity systems between

Arabic and English, the teacher will make the students aware of
the different ways those connectors are used in both languages,
and whether there are equivalent connectors. 	 -

Translation teachers, therefore, should draw the students'
attention to the functions of connectors in Arabic texts, and the
appropriate translation of these connectors into English. It might

be useful to do a contrastive study of the Arabic connector wa

and its English counterpart 'and'.

Wa is a connector which connects sentences of equal weight. It

may be compatible with its English counterpart 'and' in most
contexts. The important thing about . is that it nearly marks
the beginning of almost every Arabic sentence or paragraph. When
every sentence! paragraph-initial is rendered literally into
'and', a trap most Arab students fall into, this creates a lack of
coherence and cohesion in the students' essays and composition.

According to Cantarino:

is the most generally used conjunctive particle. It
connects sentences without implying any closer, more
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logical relationship. In the case of the English
connector 'and', the semantic imphcations are
determined by the order of the clauses and the semantic
content of the clauses it joins (1975, vol. lii, 11)

It might be instructive to mention that in English it is the logical,
semantic relationship between sentences and propositions that
creates cohesion. When translating from English, such implicit
relations must necessarily be made explicit in Arabic. It is when
there is no English connector to link two sentences, the second of
which is meant to give more details or to explicate the first, that
problems are created for Arab students.

The Arabic structure tends to favour the frequent use of wa i n
place of the zero connector in English. That is why Arab students
more often than not produce disintegrated texts which lack
cohesion, because they make literal translations of the English

texts, leaving out necessary connectors. 	 By the same token,

replacing each sentence-initial . by 'and' when translating into
English, will result in an awkward piece of writing, with a style
more like that of dialogues and informal letters than of academic

writing.

While connectivity in English is implicit, i.e. conjunction is

assumed unless otherwise specified, Arabic relies heavily on the

use of explicit connectors, where every sentence has to be linked
with the following and preceding sentences. Cohesion in English

texts is maintained by means of the logical relations which bind
sentences and propositions together.

It might be instructive to point out that the inter-utterance
satisfies many of the functions of the full stop and the colon. It

also keeps the rhythmic flow of Arabic texts.	 According to
Sa'adeddui:

Both wa and the full stop communicate similar
information to the receiver, in so far as they activate
in the minds of native receivers the concept of
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terminating a jumla, that is a complete unit of sense.
Thus each is associated to a degree with the concept of
utterance termination. However, in addition the Arabic
wa progressively activates in the minds of native
Arabic text-users the expectation of a new, yet related,
unit of sense. (1987 : 144)

In the classroom situation, Saadeddin recommends the following
procedure, which he has found very effective in surmounting the
difficulties arising from the contrast between Arabic and English
in respect of connectivity:

(i) read the text and appreciate its experiential
validity;
(ii) delete all Western punctuation marks;
(iii) read the text in terms of units of sense, and
introduce a slash (I) before each and every inter-
utterance /wa/ and ha!, and at the beginning of
each-/wa/-initiated and each-/fa/-initiated unit of
sense;
(iv) read the text aloud and mark how the end of each
unit of sense is demarcated by the deletion of the
segment or syllable that indicates the case of the
final-word form; also notice how the intonational
quality of the intra-utterance /wa/s and ha/s
differs from that of the inter-utterance ones: the latter
are almost always weak syllables initiating a 'tone
group';
(v) delete all text-forming /wa/s and ha/s bearing in
mind that some ha/s must be retained if,
contextually, they have functions other than text-
forming, i.e. sequential or consequential functions;
(vi) perform sentential experiential matching and
introduce English punctuation markers, as appropriate.
(ibid. :148)

Saadeddin argues that the reason why Arabic utilises explicit
connectors boils down to the deliberate selection made by the

Arabs of a certain linkage system which stems from 'the very
linguistic personality of that community.'	 Saadeddin supports
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his argument by saying:

The Arabic linkage system symbolizes junction by
means of lexical items which explicitly transmit the
coherence of the text to native Arabic speakers, who
perceive the import of the items so intuitively that
they seldom think of them. (ibid.: 143)

2.6. 2. Punctuation: 	 -
A second problematical area in English/ Arabic translation,

which is not unrelated to connectivity, is punctuation. As there
are differences between English and Arabic connectivity, there
are also differences concerning punctuation systems in both
languages. Kharma (1985) states that 'all classical Arabic
writings' are devoid of punctuation.' Western linguists have also
accused Arabic of having no proper punctuation at all.

Unfortunately, the previous misconceptions about Arabic have
been adopted and publicised by Arab teachers of translation,
teachers of English as a second language, and linguists. Yorkey
supports Saadedd1n's argument by saying:

Teachers at the American University of Beirut refer to
the method of writing because of the Arabic .a
'and', which is exceedingly used as a sentence
connector. (1974:142)

Measuring Arabic by European yardsticks, by adopting 'the

explicitly marked Western punctuation system,' will impose

some changes on Arabic texts, causing a loss in their

experiential validity.	 The English punctuation system differs
from that of Arabic. Indeed, each fulfills in the language a
different function. According to Whitehall, 'the most important
purpose of modern English punctuation is to make grammar

graphic. By contrast,'the most important purpose of the Arabic
linkage system is to make the well-formed speech of the Arabs
graphic'. (1959: 214, cited in Saadeddin 1987: 143)
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In fact, the above observations concerning connectivity and
punctuation systems in Arabic and English have great
implications for the teaching of composition and Arabic!
English translating to Arab students.

2.6.3. Paragraph Organisation:
A third problematical area in Arabic! English translating is the
difference in paragraph organisation. Kaplan (1966: 3) remarks
that although many foreign students are proficient in the
structures of English, they cannot write well-organised essays.
Their composition is considered by their instructors to lack

cohesion. This problem can be surmounted, provided that
students are given awareness of the reasons underlying their
errors.

The problem of bad organisation may be attributed to the
syntactic and semantic choices made by students as a result of

the interference of the native language. This is partly due to
the fact that paragraph organisation in English tends to be
quite different from that of Arabic and other Semitic
languages. It is also due to students' use of a style which does

not correspond to English conventions. Arab students' style of
writing is characterised by the use of long sentences, and the
different use of 'and'. Their essays and reports will strike the

English reader as repetitious and diffuse.

Kaplan (1966:6;1976: 16) explains that paragraph development
in Arabic is based on a complex series of parallel
constructions, typical of all Semitic languages. Parallelism in
English is best demonstrated by reference to the King James
version of the Old Testament. The following is an example
which illustrates parallelism:

His descendants will be mighty in the land
and

the generation of the upright will be blessed. (Cited in
Kaplan 1966: 7)
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To cite a second example, a literal translation of a line from

Tãha 1lusain's The Stream oLD.a_ goes like this:
'Women in the villages of E gypt do not like silence and are not
inclined towards it', rather than: 'women in Egypt tend to be
talkative.' (See, for example, Dudley-Evans and Swales 1980)

In Kaplan's point of view, parallelism does not confine itself to
single sentences, but expands to form the core of paragraphs in
some Arabic writing, which may strike the English reader as
archaic or awkward, and may be a hinderance to understanding
and communication. According to him:

..it appears that Arabic has the linguistic capacity for
much more of syntactic parallelism than English has,
and it has been demonstrated that Arabic speakers
writing in English tend to produce a "Euphuistic" prose
which is receptively unacceptable to native English
speakers. (It also appears to be the case that
translation from contemporary Arabic into English
displays similar chracteristics.) (Kaplan 1976: 16)

Another relevant observation is that whereas Arabic has more
syntactic markers for coordination than English has- and this
may also be true for all Semitic languages- it has fewer
markers for subordination, subordination being the criteria for

measuring maturity of style in English. Teaching paragraph
structure to students of English! Arabic translating is,
therefore, of a great importance. That is why Kaplan advocates

that 'contrastive rhetoric must be taught in the same sense that

contrastive grammar is presently taught. (C.f. ibid.)

It might be useful to note that the paragraph of serious
expository prose in English tends to be a logical rather than a
typographical unit.

2.6.4. Argumentation in Arabic and English:

It has been argued that Arabic employs different methods of
argumentation from those employed by English and other
European languages (Kaplan 1966; 1976, Dudley-Evans and
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Swabs 1980). If we take one theme and try to see how Arabic
and English develop it, we come to realise that the approach
adopted in English is something like the exposition of a
situation, followed by evidence, and substantiation.

The Arabic version of the same content may begin with two
topic sentences which may be loosely connected through
syllogisms. Some parts of the evidence may sound repetitious,
though a clear picture of the situation emerges from both
versions and one cannot consider one to be superior to the other.

Recently, Ilãtim (1989: 28) has proposed that Arabic favours
more direct forms of argumentation or 'through argumentation'
than that of the English 'counter-argumentative' mode. He has
the reservation, however, that while this observation awaits
further research and a more definitive statistical statement,
'our own research into the matter indicates a predilection in
Arabic for what we have referred to as 'through argumentation'.
At least in present-day rhetorical practice, the general
tendency in Arabic seems to favour a situation in which the
arguer's own views are foregrounded with the opponent's
position left very much in the background.

But following this tentative proposition, Iiãtim immediately goes.

on to say that it is wrong to assume that the counter-
argumentative mode is completely alien to Arabic, citing lbn
Qudãma, a Fourteenth Century Arab rhetorician, who believes that
'in effective argumentation, the argument builds on initial
premises which are accepted by the opponent.' (lbn Qudma 1982

edition, cited in Flätim 1989: 29)

This tendency of the Arabic language of favouring direct
argumentation has been attributed to deep-rooted socio-cultural
factors, having to do with distance (detachment or involvement)
and the nature of the ensuing relationship between addresser and
addressee. Accordingly, Arabic seems to encourage the tendency

that arguers have to take for granted audience endorsement of the

L.
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views put forward later.

In a bid to make a useful distinction between the basic types of
sentences in Arabic, Hãtim claims that the use of the verbal and
the nominal in Arabic is determined by text structure (text
compositional plan) which is in turn determined by text context.
Drawing on Theme! Rheme theory within a text-type perspective,

he argues that the use of the verbal sentence in Arabic is

appropriate to expository texts (e.g. narration, description, etc.)
while the nominal is compatible with the argumentative type,
especially counter-argumentation, in Hãtim's terms, 'thesis cited
to be opposed.'

For such a strong claim to be expounded, a large corpus of texts
will be required, rather than the small number of texts which
Hátim rather subjectively and carefully selected. In fact, there is
no such neat distinction between the nominal and the verbal, and

the choice between them has been optional, depending on the

intuition of native speakers.

Some grammarians have attempted to distinguish between them.
Beeston's (1970) and Wright's (1974 ) distinctions which I1tim
quotes to prove his case lend the least support to his argument.
Tammam Ilassän (1979), a modern Arab linguist, has recently
proposed that the difference between the nominal and the verbal
boils down to time; the nominal sentence in Arabic lacks the time

factor.

There are other differences between Arabic and English in terms

of the tense system, voice: passive or active, definiteness or
indefiniteness, emphasis, the use of relative clauses, and other

differences.

Mention should be made of the difference between Arabic and
English in text processing. As far as text strategies in both

cultures are concerned, two recommendations emerge, which

are important in the teaching of translating:
1-	 to impart to students awareness of the differences
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between languages with regard to their text strategies;
2- to stress the fact that communication subsumes sharing

drawn from common experience, actual or literary, and bringing
new knowledge to the receiver, built on that shared knowledge.

What is needed, in Sa(:adeddinls point of view, is a kind of
translation teaching wherein text syntax, text semantics, and
text pragmatics are integrated in a unified whole that trains
students of translating in contrastive experiential 	 language
usage.

2.7. Controversial Issues in Translation Teaching:
According to Keith (1989:66) there has always been a certain
disagreement over whether translators:
a) are born rather than made;
b) can be trained in educational institutions or on the job.
The number of people who subscribe to the belief that translators
should be 'trained in the school of life' is probably still quite
large.

Keith also stresses the importance of the local situation in

determining the type of syllabus to be designed. According to
him:

Any discussion of what elements can be included in
institutional training needs to take into consideration
the particular circumstances of the country concerned.
(1989: 68)

Chau (1984: 29) summarises current controversial areas that

most TT writers and designers are interested in:
1- the justification of the training of translators in an

institutional context (at a college, university, firm, publishing
company, government department);

2- the level at which TI should take place: secondary school,

undergraduate, post-graduate;
3- the objectives of such a training;

4- the language competence of candidates (prospective
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translators, bilinguals, etc.);
5- translation into the native language or into the foreign

language;
6- qualifications of translators! interpreters.

A number of books has been written on the subject and
specialized journals have been published addressing the
important issues of translating teaching. The tendency in these
works is to compare and contrast texts in different languages and
to propose solutions. They more often than not concentrate on
specific language pairs.

The discipline of TT is still in its early stages; so is its
representation in books, articles, and conferences. it has yet to
address serious problems involved, which crop up in the process
between a specific language pair. The practicality of translation
theory in TI is yet to be ascertained, and its assumed usefulness
in providing insights towards solving problems is yet to be fully
investigated. First, we shall discuss a few controversial areas
relevant to translating and translation teaching, which are the

subjects of heated debate.

2.7.1. Formal Training of Translators:
According to Keith (1989: 67): 'Even if some practising
translators still harbour some scepticism about the usefulness of
training programmes, very few of them actually express their
views formally.' Pilley (1962) was one of the last to do so. Since
then most discussion has centred on the question of how to train
translators rather than whether to do so.

Indeed, as soon as we look into the literature of translation, we
realize that the majority of translators have never followed any
translation or interpreting training. 	 According to Citroen:

After all, the majority of the translators active at
present have never had a direct schooling for the trade
they ply, nor have they ever felt a need for it. Some
have been educated as linguists, others are persons who
have learned languages abroad, many are gifted people
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who managed to master the required skills in their own
ways. (1966: 140)

But Citroen goes on to argue in favour of formal training:

..if we give the matter some thought, there seems little
difficulty in choosing between, on the one hand, a
training at a qualified school where student translators
and interpreters are enabled to acquire, in a few years
time, the exact basic information they need for the
satisfactory pursuit of their chosen profession, and on
the other hand, the many largely unguided study
required by their elders to reach a satisfactory
standard of competence with no way to check whether
such a standard has actually been achieved. (ibid.:140)

He also argues for a specialised training of translators.
According to him:

the growing demand for specialized translators by
science,	 industry,	 and	 certain	 international
organizations, however, cannot be disregarded and
hence, at least a part of the annual crop of translation
students showing aptitude should be enabled to receive -
a specialized training. (C.f.ibid.:143)

Citroen points out that the demand for translators is a fact.

Some of the newer schools of translators are actually
introducing Engineering into their programmes. There seems no
reason why this trend should not continue. There can be no
stronger support for institutionalised translating teaching than
this.

One important issue, as Chau (1984b: 31) points out, is what TT is
expected to do. 'As many translation educators realize, it is not
that students can actually be taught how to translate, but at
least they can be guided to understand the principles of good
translating...'

There are only a few articles published in opposition to formal
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training of translators. 	 C. Schmitt's 'The Self-Taught Translator'

(1966) is one of these publications. 	 Schmitt argues that it is
unnecessary for the translator to follow any formal training. 	 It
is so often that people who object to translator training claim
that translating is a skill which can not be acquired. 	 In other
words, either a person has got it or has not.

Some of the opponents of formal training take the view, that

teaching translation skills is like training somebody how to drive.
You give the learner basic instructions, and after a short while
leave him alone to work it out for himself. After all, he may or
may not be able to drive. The isue is whether he will make a
good driver or not. The learning process continues after the
formal instruction has ceased.

Those writers who object to TT claim that translating is an art

which cannot be systematically taught. According to them, the
activity of translating requires an innate ability plus experience,
which are the major qualifications of the translator. It takes
real inborn aptitude to become a good translator (Citroen
1966:139, Schmitt 1966: 123).	 Nida joins forces with Schmitt
saying that 'translators are born not made' (1981:401)

It goes without saying that translating! Interpreting as a
profession has gained enormously from development in the

linguistic sciences, and, consequently, has been widely
recognised. However, only a few will argue nowadays that inborn
qualities are not essential for a professional translator or

interpreter. The attitude of most translators and TT writers is

that while a great deal of inherent qualities are essential for a
translator, translators! interpreters need a certain degree of
training in order to perfect their performance.

There is a consensus among TI writers on the matter of

translators and interpreters training and that the university is

the best place for training translators. (Jorden 1979: 2; Gerver

and Sinaiko 1978)
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2.7.2. The Level at Which TT Should Start:
While most translators and translation teachers agree that TI
should take place at an undergraduate level, some think that it
'can be taught at different levels of the education hierarchy: pre-
tertiary, undergraduate, and post-graduate' (Chau 1984: 44).
Some others demand that TI should be restricted to the
postgraduate level.

2.7.3	 TT and Bilingualism:
Bilingualism, the perfect mastery of two languages, does not
necessarily entail the production of good translators. Many
translation teachers still believe that one of the major aims of
II is to improve the linguistic competence of the students,
bringing them to near bilinguals. According to Butzkamm:

...a person who is fluent Th the oral and written use of
two languages is not necessarily an effective
translator. This reservation is in line with the
hypothesis discussed by bilingual research according to
which somebody who disposes of a coordinate bilingual
is less qualified for translation than somebody who
belongs to the groups of compound bilinguals, i.e., who
is only imperfectly bilingual. (Butzkamm 1973, cited in
Chau 1984b)

Some II writers still uphold the view that bilingualism is the
ultimate and idealistic aim of Translating! interpreting teaching

programmes. For example, in debating the issue of the academic

training of translators, Howder and Cramer find that one member

of the panel, George Strunz, advocates the idea that a translator
must be fully bilingual and that he must begin his study of foreign
languages early in life, while not claiming that knowledge of

foreign languages in itself makes one a translator any more than
the knowledge of English makes one a writer (see, for example,
Howder and others (1973:5).

The hypothesis is irrelevant for TI, because the majority of
the student population in schools of translating and
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interpreting belong to the compound group, with a more
powerful native language and a less powerful foreign
language.

Bilingualism can be a hindrance rather than a help. According to

Healy (1978:54), 'all natural bilinguals are not translators', and
coordinate bilinguals ('true' bilinguals with two native languages)
may actually have to work harder to become competent
translators than compound bilinguals - people who learn L2 later
in life. (See also Wilss 1982:114; Napthine 1983: 21)

2.7.4.Translating into the Foreign Language:

There is a tendency among teachers and TT writers to discourage
any translation into the foreign language. This idea has a bearing
on bilingual research (c.f 2.7.3 above). The natural domination of
the native tongue over the foreign language means that normally a
translator is better qualified for L2/ Li translation rather than
the other way. ESP texts are the exception rather than the rule.

Translation practice from the native language into the foreign one
can be undertaken in translation programmes only for pedagogical

purposes. Some TT writers are against the idea of teaching

students to translate into the foreign language. David Gold (1969:
107) is of the opinion that 'it is hard enough to train someone to

translate or interpret well into his primary tongue, and no effort
should therefore be made to accomplish the virtually impossible.'
D. V. Abbe supports Gold's argument

Dr Arthur Cooper used to note that in his diplomatic
experience the Foreign Service would irequently be
called on to translate from a foreign language into
English, but NEVER from English into a foreign language.
This is doubtless an exaggeration, but experience shows
that, even in countries where the teaching of foreign
languages reaches a high level of competence,
commercial translation, for instance of operating
instructions on machines, is not even 50 percent
efficient (there is only one near-perfect English-
language diplomatic propaganda sheet in London).
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Official bodies accept that translation into their own
languages are less than perfect: they train their people
precisely to check and then correct accordingly. To
strive for anything else is perfectionism. (1970: 40-
41, original emphasis)

But is it really impossible to translate into L2?. Before jumping
to conclusions we have to look at the huge number of works
translated into foreign languages. Had translation into L2 been
impossible, we would not have been familiar with masterpieces
of world literature. Chau (1984b), while saying that 'it is
generally considered impossible to make a good job of translating

into L2, has the reservation that 'translators in real life have to
do this at times, especially if their Li is not a widely used one.'

It is the policy of the International Federation of Translators
(FIT) and its member organizations to insist on T/ I into Li only.
Employers of translators also stick to the principle of translating
into the native language only.	 However, for reasons of limited
resources, especially in	 countries where the language
combinations are restricted to only two languages, this principle
cannot be strictly observed. In my opinion, the whole matter

boils down to market considerations and what might be looked at

as a potential danger of competition from prospective
translators.

While emphasizing the need to differentiate between two

competence directions for translating into and out of the mother
tongue, Wilss (1982: 182) admits that many translation schools,

in order to provide the market with optimally qualified graduates,

are compelled to offer two-way translation classes and require

examination papers in both directions.

One drawback of professional translating into the foreign
language is that it may flood the market with cheap and low-
quality translations (Tinsely i973:p3). For the sake of precision,
and in order to keep up the flow of top-quality translation,
translators are advised against translating into the foreign
language.
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2.7.5 Translating and Interpreting:
Writers usually distinguish between two kinds of bilingual

communication: translating and interpreting. Translating is an
indirect act of communication between sender and receiver. Such
is the case in technical! scientific and other kinds of written
translating, where the translator has only the written text at his
disposal. The missing contact between sender and receiver makes
the translator's task more difficult, because the possibility of
inquiring about the conditions and circumstances of the
communication act is lost. This will deprive the translator from

an important source of information loaded in para-linguistic
features, which, in the case of Thterpea, ma' e&z

understanding of the SLT.

Thus, in the typical case of translating, we' have a complex kind

of communication event. To be able to translate successfully, the
translator has to analyze the content of the SLT and to know what
field of knowledge it belongs to. Not knowing the subject matter

and the overall context of the message may lead to.
misunderstanding of the intended message. The task of the

translator is fully to understand the shades of meanings and their
functions in the SLT.

Interpreting takes palce between two persons who do not speak
the same language and an interpreter who mediates between

them.	 In this kind of interlingual communication, there is direct
contact between the participants and the interpreter. There is
also cooperation between them, because part of the information

is passed between the addresser and the addressee in the form of
gestures, signs , and intonation.

There is a disagreement among TI writers as to whether the
activities of translating and interpreting are similar, and

whether they can be included in joint T/ I programmes. Some TI
writers believe that translating and interpreting are different,
and therefore should be taught in separate courses.
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The conditions under which interpreters and translators work are
different. Though translators have to meet deadlines, they do not
have to work under the same pressure which interpreters usually
experience. Translators' work is subjected to scrutiny from

checkers and revisors, while interpreters' work is usually free
from such a scrutiny.

Though the major difference between translating and interpreting
boils down to the medium of communication: speech for
interpreting and writing for translating, the fact remains that
these two activities are not interchangeable. As Keith (1989: 65)
puts it,' although the ultimate aim of the interpreter is the same
as that of a translator, the skills required and processing
problems involved are different.'

However, as far as TI I teaching is concerned, they are not
completely distinct disciplines. Translating and interpreting are
more often than not taught in the same programmes to the same
students (see Coveney 1971). The commonly-held view is that
translating should precede interpreting. In this way, it may lay a
solid terminological foundation, thus facilitating linguistic skills

useful for interpreting.	 Some people feel that there is a bias
inherent in this view which implies that interpreting is superior

to translating. This does not overshadow the fact that the
activities of translating and interpreting complement each other,
and can be included in one TT programme.

2.7.6. Qualities of Translators and Translation Teachers:

There is disagreement over the requirements of prospective
translators. One such requirement is the ability of SL and TL
writing and speaking. While most TT writers believe that it is

important for translators to master both the mother tongue and
the foreign language, some believe that mastering the languages

is not enough.

Al-Jãhi (died 255 /868) believes that the translator must be
conversant with all fields of knowlege. According to him:
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The expression of the translator in his translation will
be commensurate with his familiarity with the subject
matter. He must be extremely knowledgeable
concerning both the SL and TL. In fact, he should have
an equivalent knowledge of these. (1969, vol.1: 76)

As branches of sciences and technology are expanding rapidly, it
becomes impossible to train translators in these specialised
areas, because adequate specialist knowledge may take many
years to master.

Some writers consider indispensable the 'general knowledge' of
the major fields of daily human interest, be they political,'

economic, or scientific, for without them comprehension and
self-expression are hardly conceivable. Keiser (1978:12-13)

believes 'that the success of TT depends to a large extent on the
students' previous education and training.'

Translators are expected to have good command of at least two
languages. American Universities and some European schools of
translating and interpreting make the mastery of two foreign
language an essential prerequisite for those who want to work as
translators and interpreters. Some American translating courses
ask for a third language, a minority one, as an elective subject.

Discussing the qualifications of a potential translator, Nida
(1981:401-2) expresses his agreement with TT specialists,

pointing out that 'it is extremely difficult to test in advance

what a person's potential as a translator may be', despite the
various tests available. However, it is possible to predict with
great accuracy what a trainee's future success is likely to be on
the basis of a few week's participation in a training programme.

Although many writers have discussed TT and the prerequisites of
good translators, the proposed terms such as 'talent',

'intelligence', and 'creative imagination' are too vague to form a
clear description of how they can be acquired.
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There is disagreement over the qualifications of the translation
teacher. But there are a few points which most TT writers agree

upon regarding the requirements of the translation teacher. - He
should be a professional translator. Keiser (1978:13) criticises
'quite a number of schools pretending to train interpreters where
there is not one conference interpreter among the faculty, and
where most if not all teachers have never been in an international
conference let alone seen interpreters at work.' In addition to
their vocational skills, experienced translators should show proof
of a definite skill for teaching.

Wilss lists five qualifications required from the translation
teacher:

1- a comprehensive transfer competence;
2- an awareness of SL/TL surface divergences;
3- an interest in TI problems;
4- the ability to adapt learning theories to the field of
TT;
5- the ability to develop translational achievement
tests for controlling the translational learning
progress. (1982:183)

This list, however, does not include any new qualities.

2.7.7.Teachinci content:

The majority of the works on TT recommend what to teach and

sometimes how. Syllabus brochures provide an outline of what is

to be taught. However, there are differences among course

designers as to what to teach in a translation course, how, and

the proportion of each component. This may be attributed to
different theoretical approaches adopted by each course designer,
the needs and restrictions of the local market, and the aims of
the course.

Reiss devises two didactic principles which govern the order of

the teaching content:
a) progress from the general to the particular, which implies
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that establishment of competence must start before training in
performance. Students must be equipped with a basic knowledge
of the complex factors of interlingual communication before they
undertake practical translating.

b) progress from the easy to the difficult. This principle must
be borne in mind both for the order of types of text selected to be
taught, and in respect of the degree of difficulty within these
types of text.

2.7. 8 ELI in TI I Courses:
One controversy among translation course designers concerns the

teaching of language in T/ I programmes. Some translation
teachers and writers believe that there is no place for language
teaching in a translation course. 	 Keiser is one of those TT
writers who argue against any language teaching in translation
teaching.	 He criticizes existing translation courses, which are
usually transformed into language courses. It is irrelevant and
sometimes detrimental to ideal advanced translation courses to
include language teaching, as he points out:

The success of advanced translation courses is often
jeopardized by the simple fact that many students are
not up to the required standards of language
proficiency on the one hand and of general education
on the other. Translation classes thus become a mere
exercise in language, not translating, just plain
language, or they degenerate into terminology
workshops of a very basic nature - in both cases a time
consuming exercise in exasperation for the teacher
and frustration	 for the student. (1969: 3)

Students, therefore, should have a good mastery of foreign
languages before joining a translation/ interpreting course. To
avoid cramming the syllabus with language components, Keiser
proposes a pre-test to assess the standard of the student before
being admitted to the course. If the student fails the test, he

will be excluded from joining the course. Of course, one of the
aims of the translation course is that the student will improve
his/ her language competence, but it is important to note that it
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is not the primary aim of TI I courses to impart linguistic
competence to students.

However, this is not the case in reality. Language teaching
occupies a considerable proportions of many TI I courses.
According to Chau (1984b:57), 'TI I is sometimes taught well
before proficiency in two languages can be reasonably expected,
often in countries where FLT is uncommon. Thus TT runs parallel
to second language teaching.'

In the Arab World, particularly in Syria, ELT starts at a relatively
late age (i.e. the preparatory school). It is, therefore, idealistic,
perhaps impossible, to envisage the feasibility of a proper TI at
the secondary level or even at the undergraduate level without
complementary language teaching. The reason is that only a few
students will have a good command of the foreign language by the
time they join the university.

Syllabus designers have, therefore, paid a lot of attention to
language training in translation courses.	 For example, in h is
syllabus design of the translation course at Saarbrücken, w.
Wilss devotes the first two semesters for intensive training In

the foreign language.

A cursory glance at the contents of translation courses on both
sides of the Atlantic indicates that language training is essential

to T/ I courses.	 On a theoretical level, there are translation

teachersl TT writers who believe that language instruction (in
the form of contrastive grammar, for example) is an

indispensable component of TI. According to C.R.B. Perkins, TT is

mainly about the lexical and syntactical problems that arise in
translation:

It is the teacher's task to point out systematically
where common patterns of equivalence differ, so that
the student learns to be wary of mother tongue
interference.. .he should illustrate a priori these
differing patterns of equivalence by means of clear
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examples. (1978: 237)

Nida proposes the inclusion of Li training in translation

courses:

One way of encouraging a deeper appreciation of one's
own languages is to teach people to write or translate
for different audiences or different levels. This
requires a conscious manipulation of the forms of
language, and frequently this can be assisted by some
practical orientation in the so-called generative-
transformational grammar. (1979: 213).

Li training in TT takes the form of training in style and text
criticism, and is therefore different from the lexically and

syntactically oriented L2 training.

2.7.9. The Place of Linguistics in T/ I Programmes:
The inclusion of Linguistics in T/ I courses is still controversial.
Some TT writers object to its inclusion on the grounds that
students should only be given the practical training as well as the
tools of the trade. According to Hendrickx:

Students should be taught how to use languages rather
than be given information about them. They should be
given the instructions and the training that will allow
them to practise their craft properly, rather than that
required for the theoretical and scientific study of the
language. (1975: 102)

Though there is an anti-linguistics feeling, many translation

teachers and writers, however, would agree that Linguistics has a
relevant contribution to make to the general practice. of
translation. It is not surprising, therefore, to hear a

contemporary TT writer regretting that 'a fundamental subject,
which is unfortunately not taught in most if not all schools for
translators and interpreters is Linguistics' (Anonymous).

Since the development of text linguistics in the Sixties, the
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prevalent view has been that translating can gain insights from
Linguistics. It is a fact that linguistics has started to make
itself heard in modern syllabuses in translating and interpreting

(see, for example, Coveney's (1983: 4) outline of the M.A. Course
in Arabic! English Translation and Interpreting at Bath
University; see also Napthine (1983: 22-23).

2.7.10 Teaching Translation Theory:
Another controversial issue is whether theories of translation
should be included in a translation/ interpreting course. Keiser
proposes the introduction of theories of translation as an
important component of the syllabus. Translation theory is given
in the form of short exposes (15 to 20 minutes) dealing with a
vast range of subjects including 'literal versus free translating',
'the limits of translating', etc. 'These briefs would not
necessarily be given in a pre-established order but as and when

practical problems arise or whenever questions put by students
warrant a more thorough examination.' (1969: 5)

Wilss, a devout supporter of theory, proposes teaching theory
under the heading of 'science of translation', which constitutes

the fourth component of his curriculum. In his 'Curricular
Planning', Wilss explains that such a component aims to impart to
students knowledge of the processes involved in translating and
interpreting. The science of translation classes are organised in
such a way as to concentrate on the discussion of translation

problems related to a specific language pair.

The fact is that translation theory and linguistic theory are

deeply entrenched in TT programmes. They have proved to be
useful for translators, and their insights are promising in helping
translators solve translation problems. Most undergraduate and
postgraduate T! I courses in the U.S.A include theoretical
components such as Contrastive Grammar and Translation Theory

as integral parts.	 This has been confirmed in recent studies

(Chau 1984b, Napthine 1983, Wilss 1982).
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Most of TI I courses nowadays include theory. The fact remains

that TI I programmes are far from being theoretical. Some TT
writers think that training of translators and interpreters should
comprise both theory and practice. 	 Frerk (1963: 365-66) is of
the opinion that there should be two periods of training:
theoretical training at school and another period of practical
training in the translation department of a large organisation.

Thus we can conclude that theory is indispensable to practice and
vice versa. As theory without practice is dead so, too, is practice
without continuous direction and stimulation from theory. As
translation studies become more and more sophisticated, and the
application of the insights of modern linguistic theories is on the
increase, translation theory is establishing itself in T/ I
programmes, as has been reported in recent surveys on TT (see,
for instance, Napthine 1983).

2.7.11. Purely Theoretical Courses
Some TT writers have argued for the inclusion of translation

theory in T/l training programmes. Writers such as Keiser, Reiss,
and Wilss included translation theory in their T/l syllabuses, thus

combining practical skills with theory. However, there are few
writers who have thought that it is desirable to have courses in

translation theory (see, for instance, Gold 1975:107, Fawcett

1981: 144)

Fawcett, for example, has found that it is desirable to teach
translation theory in a special curriculum. He has presented a
modified version of Koller's account, which he has considered to

be succinct and reasonably comprehensive. 	 It contains the

following:
- applied translation theory; preparation of text-books and

hand-books;
- specific translation theory: application of the results of

general theory to specific language pairs and text types;

- general translation theory: models of translating,
translatability, strategies and techniques, text linguistics, and
equivalence. (Koller 1978:69-92, cited in Fawcett 1981: 144)
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Fawcett considers this list incomplete: it needs to be
supplemented by the following topics:

- history of translation theory and practice, translation rules,
specific	 forms	 of translating	 (intralingual,	 intersemiotic,
transcription, etc.), special modes of translating
(dubbing,interpreting), machine translating, translation quality
assessment, and contributory disciplines.

Fawcett proposes his own curriculum content, which should
comprise the following topics:
Topic I- History of Theory and Practice:

- reviewing the major schools of translating throughout
history;

- evaluating the possibility of achieving a coherent description
and conceptual framework for the history of translation;

- demonstrating awareness of the culture-bound nature of
translating by:

1- identifying the cultural pressures involved in a particular
translation;

2- identifying the different treatments that might have been
given to particular texts in different periods;

3- enumerating the cultural factors which influence modern
translation theory.

Topic II Models of Translating:

Models of translating includes:
- reviewing the major models of the process and evaluate their

usefulness;

-	 identifying the model which seems to have governed
translations;

- demonstrating how different models would handle a
particular translation;

- reviewing psychological/ sociological theories related to
translator! receptor, showing how they might influence the
translation of a particular text.
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Topic II Text Linguistics:
This includes:

- major theories of text typology;

- major features of a given text type;
- identifying translating techniques appropriate to text type in

a given translation.

Fawcett reviews the history of translation theory, which deals
with the subject from different approaches. Smith (1958),
Brower (1959) and Arrowsmith and Shattuck (1964) have little or
nothing to contribute to TT. A more unified approach is found in
Catford (1965) and Wilss (1978), both of whom structure their

books on central issues in translation theory.

Catford's contribution to the teaching of translating remains
limited, as he concentrates more on definitions of types of
translation, problems of translatability, and the discussion of
special kinds of translation. Another review of the history of
translation theory is found in Nida and Taber (1969) and Levy
(1969) all of whom discuss each phase of the translating in turn.

A third history of translation theory is provided by Savory
(1957), Jumpelt (1961) and Reiss (1971, 1976), where
translating techniques and problems are considered according to
text type. Finally, we have the approach adopted by Kloepfer
(1979), who looks at translation strategy throughout history, and

Kelly (1979), who analyzes the way in which major translation
concepts have been handled at various periods (1981:145-46).

Having presented a review of the major publications on

translation theory, Fawcett concludes by assessing the two main
approaches. The historical approach, fascinating though it may be
to the expert, is likely to be exasperating for most students,
while the text type approach, though it may fit in with the
structuring of translation classes, involves too much repetition.

2.7.12. Specialised Translating Traininci:
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It is axiomatic that a translation course can never provide
training in all the subjects and all the fields of knowledge that a
translator may need to be familiar with. This view is upheld by

Citroen who thinks that each translation school differentiates its
course from those of other schools by giving the kind of syllabus
which suits its character. While no detailed study of any
particular subject is provided, students can be equipped with a
basic knowledge of a few broad fields such as Science,
Technology, Law and Economy. (C.f. Citroenl966: 143-144)

Other TT writers, and G. Strunz is one of them, think that the
knowledge of technical and specialised subjects is subservient to
knowledge of foreign languages. M. Howder and W. B. Cramer
(1973:5) observe that 'Mr. Strunz has found that knowledge of the

technical subjects will come later, with experience'.

Whereas every TT writer agrees that some kind of specialisation
is useful, there are some writers who believe that there must be
a certain level of technical competence beyond which any
increase will not improve the quality of the translated material.

In providing the students with specialised training, course

designers aim to help the students surmount the difficulties of
technical registers and ideas distinctive of a specific subject

matter, especially when the students have only received language
teaching. (See, for example, Longely 1978: 49)

Citroen argues for a specialised training for translators.
According to him:

The growing demand for specialized translators by
science,	 industry,	 and	 certain	 international
organizations, however, cannot be disregarded and
hence, at least a part of the annual crop of translation
students showing aptitude should be enabled to receive
a specialized training.., the demand for translators is a
fact. Some of the newer schools of translators are
actually introducing engineering into their programmes.
There seems no reason why this trend should not
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continue.(1 966:1 43-44)

Field-oriented translation teaching has also been advocated by

Hendricks:

The teaching of languages and of translation should be
supplemented by a "general" education covering a wide
range of subjects such as economics, politics, law,
technology. This again should be complemented by some
kind of specialization,e.g.,in electronics, medicine,
commerce, agriculture, chemistry, the fine arts.
Whether this specialization should take place before,
during or after the actual tuition period remains an
open question, since conditions may vary quite
considerably as regards both the available facilities for
language study and the nature of the demand for
translation.	 (1975:102)

Anne Napthine (1983:21-24) believes that the translator should
be trained in specialised language as well as in linguistics, and
that those should have a place in a TT syllabus. Indeed, modern
TT syllabuses have already combined language teaching and
specialised areas; as is the case with the typical four-year
courses in Western Europe.

In describing her syllabus, Reiss (1976) stresses the importance
of the subject matter, as one of the essential competence areas
that the translator must have. This competence can be acquired

through the study of a specialised discipline. Reiss provides such
a component in the first stage of her syllabus by including the
study of specialised areas alongside cultural studies of the

foreign language and documentation. Indeed, the basic three-
stage course is followed by a developed stage, where

specialisation for a particular career is catered for.

Citroen (1966a:141-142) points out that 'of the three pillars of
translation', a good knowledge of the source and the target
languages and of the subject matter, the emphasis has shifted

from the linguistic competence of the translator in both SL and
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TL to the knowledge of the subject matter. This is particularly

so in scientific and technical translating.

In view of the enormous diversification of human knowledge, it
would obviously not be possible for one translator to be
thoroughly conversant in all subject-matters.	 Hence
specialisation is becoming an absolute prerequisite of the
translator. Citroen recommends that translators work in teams.
Faced with more diverse specialised areas, technical! scientific
translators will have to cooperate in the future if they want to
avoid the difficulty involved in translating complicated texts, and
if they want to avoid loss of time.

It goes without saying that every translation school tries to
impart some knowledge of as many subjects as possible to their
students. But it must be noted that no school or translation

course can offer translating in all specialised subjects, because

it is difficult to determine the need of the market as well as the
career-orientation of the students.	 However, every school
concentrates on a few specialised subjects.

How far should specialisation go? Translation courses in the
future must provide student translators with a basic knowledge
of broad fields such as theoretical and applied sciences (e.g.

Medicine, Pharmacy, etc.), Technology, and Social Sciences.

Specialisation in narrower fields should be left to on the job
training.

Citroen makes a few important suggestions. Translation schools
in the future should conduct a survey of the market to cover the
areas in which translators are most needed. On the basis of the
collected data it would be possible to decide the number of
translators to be trained in various fields, as well as to make
sure that these fields fit in with the student-translators' own

talents.

In other words, TT writers feel that prospective translators
should have a good background in various fields of the social and
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physical sciences and the humanities. S. Horn (1966: 149) feels
that, at least, the following subjects should be included in the
curriculum: Politics, History, Philosophy, Economics,

International Law and International Relations, the Arts, Physical
Sciences, and Technology (e.g. Engineering). He emphasizes the
importance of informing the student how to react when he
encounters a highly specialised text.

However, Horn's proposition to include these subject-matters is
over-ambitious and impractical, since mastering all of them may
take more than one life-time.

2.7.13. On the Job Training:
Most T/ I courses do their best to train students, and prepare
them in theory and practice for the kind of job they are expected
to undertake once they have successfully completed the course.

Students are also advised to seek employment with a company, an
international organization, or a government department before
working as free-lance translators. Napthine agrees that after
completing their courses, the students should have 'a

probationary period' in an international organization (1983: 25).

For some TI writers, it is essential to have practical 'on-the-job
training'. Frerk is of the opinion that practical IT training, which
he regrets is still ignored, should be of top priority in any IT
programme. He points out that no provisions exist for a formal
system of practical training, and that the occupation of the

translator is not yet approved as a recognized profession. He
argues for practical training, and calls upon graduates to follow a

practical training or apprenticeship, or a period of work under
sup e rv is io n.

On the job training will bring the translation profession up to the
level of other theoretical professions such as Law and Medicine.
According to him:

For practically every other profession it is laid down
that the theoretical	 training	 received	 at the
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universities or specialized technical colleges must be.
followed by a formal apprenticeship, traineeship or
articled clerkship, or by a period of practical work
under supervision. Such provisions apply, for instance,
to the legal profession, to doctors, dentists, dispensing
chemists and pharmacists, to many classes of
engineers and architects, to teachers, and in some
countries even to certain commercial occupations. Yet,
translators are not called upon as a matter of principle
to undergo practical training under the guidance of
experienced qualified translators and! or revisers
following theoretical training. (1963:365)

For Frerk, junior translators should follow practical training, for
at least one year, in the translation department of a large
organisation, where they can complement their theoretical
training under the supervision of experienced translators and
interpreters. Practical training, therefore, should be an integral
part of translation! interpreting courses

2.8. Model Syllabuses:
Only a few serious attempts have been made to set up effective
translation courses. These courses differ in their degree of
difficulty, duration, and subject-matter orientation. (A full
account of the history of Translation Teaching can be found in
Wilss 1982:128)

Apart from individual attempts to design systematic courses

there has been no concerted effort to work out a framework for

a systematic TT, at least in the modern sense of the word. This

is due to the fact that until a few decades ago there was no

pressing need systematically to address the practicality of
setting up didactic and methodological procedures of
communicatively-oriented TT. The urgent demand for
systematically trained translators and interpreters made itself
felt only after the end of World War II.

The fact that systematic TT procedures started late in
linguistic research, apart from the natural lag between applied
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research and theoretical and descriptive research, is blamed on
the idea that systematic TT, unlike FLT, has no historical
dimension. Wilss substantiates this by pointing out that of the
three schools of translating and interpreting at the West
German Universities of Mainz, Saarbrücken and Heidelberg, Mainz
and Saarbrücken were founded after the war in 1947 and 1948
respectively. The one at Heidelberg was founded earlier, in
1932.

For the purposes of this study, we shall discuss model
syllabuses designed by Wilss, Keiser, Reiss, Coveney, and Horn

respectively, which may be considered representative of
translating/ interpreting courses in the West. The aim is to
identify the common characteristics shared by these courses
and to demonstrate their advantages and disadvantages. Another

aim is to discover the important components that have been

omitted from the existing translation courses in Arab countries,
particularly in Syria.	 Later, we shall draw on these model
curricula in designing our eclectic translation course.

2.8.1. Wilss's Model:
in his instructive article entitled 'Curricular Planning', Wolfram
Wilss presents a concise description of the course in
translating and interpreting as designed by the Saarbrücken

school. The course is subdivided into two successive period-
studies:
1- a four- semester basic course.

2- a four-semester main course.

The basic course is organised as a general course. It is planned

in such a way as to enable optimal elasticity between different
courses, (e.g. teacher training, interpreting), without great loss
of time. It includes two foreign languages (L2 and L3), other
than the mother tongue. The course consists of the following
components:
1- Language training: the first two semesters are devoted to
intensive language classes in L2 and L3 'because our beginners'

mastery of their foreign languages is not adequate for us to
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start training right away.' (Wilss 1977:119). Different
techniques of foreign language teaching such as the audio-
lingual and the audio-visual are employed, especially when
students start from scratch.

Translation teaching is postponed until the third semester. This
is to prevent any confusion between proper translating and
foreign language learning purposes, such as remedial teaching of
grammar or vocabulary.	 Foreign language teaching is
particularly intensive in the language in which the beginners
have only a rudimentary competence, reducing the gap in
competence level between L2 and L3 as quickly as possible, and
creating a good foundation for the main course in both
languages.

2- Translation Exercises: starting from the third semester,
translation classes are given in both directions. In this phase,
all translation classes are taught within the scope of general
language, whereas in the main stage, general language and
specialized language are taught side by side. The criterion is
that each technical text, 'specialised' in Wilss's terminology,
contains elements of common language and not the other way
round.

3- The third component of this phase is called 'Area Studies'.

This is meant to be a selective programme consisting of
lectures and discussions on a number of topics which provide

the students with a critical understanding of the problems of
current social issues, political institutions, laws,
administrations, economies, etc., of the relevant countries.

Wilss believes that the Area-Studies programme is effective, as

it is half way between an exhaustive encyclopedic approach, and

a narrow specialised course.

4- The fourth component is called 'the science of translation.'
The aim of such a component is to impart to students knowledge
of the processes involved in translating and interpreting,
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explaining that translating, rather than being a linguistic
operation, is a mental one in the psycholinguistic sense. It
consists of two phases:
a- a recognition phase in which the translator analyzes the
original text with regard to its communicative intention;
b- a reverbalization phase in which the translator tries to
reproduce the original text with the means and sign
combinations that are available to the TL.

The science of translation classes are organised in such a way
as to concentrate on the discussion of translation problems
related to a specific language-pair. The direction is from the
foreign language to the native language and back.

5-Native-language course component: mastery of the native

language can only be achieved by means of steady instruction
aimed at a continuous qualitative and quantitative enlargement
of the native language inventory.

The main stage is intended as a problem-oriented expansion and
deepening of the linguistic, translational, regional and
translation-scientific knowledge and abilities of students. It
consists of the following components:
1- Translation Exercises: emphasis is on the systematic

teaching of translating which now includes both general and
technical language texts. Students are acquainted with a broad
spectrum of texts with various degrees of technicality and

stylistic variations. 	 They are taught that:

a-	 various types of text require different translation

strategies;
b- various types of text require different techniques of SLT

segmentation;
c- various types of text require different translation

equivalence criteria.

2- Non-Linguistic complementary subject: existing programmes
are unsatisfactory because they do not sufficiently cater for the

specific needs of the student-translator! interpreter. 	 They are
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generally geared to students of various specialisations, such as
Sociology, Psychology, Law, and Applied Mathematics. This
implies that the students of each speciality need their own
programme. However, with a combined effort among all
departments, possibly from different faculties, tailor-made
courses can be developed in various fields of technology for all
students.

Next come technical 'expert-language' classes. Students have to
choose any field fully represented in the university (e.g.
international law, political science, industrial management).
These classes have proved disappointing. Students find them
difficult and impractical because all translation classes are
conducted by teachers who have little knowledge of the
specialist field, in collaboration with a member of staff of the
respective faculty who only has a rudimentary knowledge of

languages.	 -

Wilss criticises existing components in specialised TT because
they are not well-organised. Above all, one must have a certain
degree of competence in a specialised field before one attempts
to translate expert-language material in that field.

3- The Science of Translation: this is represented by an

advanced seminar which is focused on translation problems of a

specific language-pair (e.g. the classification and translation of

English participles into German) rather than focusing on general

theoretical issues in translation. Towards the end of the

course, the students are required to write dissertations, the

subjects of which are closely connected with the topics
discussed in the advanced seminar. Results have didactic
implications for the course by providing the necessary feed-

back.

In later publications on translation training, Wilss focuses on
translation difficulty as a key criterion in planning translation

courses. Indeed, he considers (TD) as a preliminary stage prior
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to translating. It is the first domain of applied translation
studies, which also comprises: translation teaching, error
analysis, and translation criticism. (TD), in Wilss's words, is
'the linguistic description and explanation of interlingual (TD).'

Of course, Wilss's approach to (TD) discusses in some detail all
the stages of the process and the possibilities of each aspect. As
far as the teaching of translation is concerned, the four domains
already mentioned aim to improve the students' prospective and
retrospective transfer competence and therefore to make them
better when undertaking a practical assignment.

For Wilss, (TD) is of a great importance as its investigation plays

a major role especially in the case of texts, involving a high
degree of semantic, syntactic, or stylistic complexity. According
to Wilss, the concept of TD can be developed in at least four

possible directions:

1- Transfer-specific TD, covering the two directions:

native	 tongue-foreign language and vice versa,
2- Transfer-specific TD, distinguishing two levels, one
for beginners and one for advanced translators,
3- Text-type specific TD, covering at least the three
particularly transfer-relevant areas, LSP translation,
Literary translation, and Bible translation,
4- Single-text-specific TD motivated by the
semantically and/ or syntactically complicated manner
of expression of the SL author (1982:161).

Wilss works out a hierarchical classification of the students'

level on the basis of translation difficulty. In this respect, he

distinguishes three translational competence levels: a beginner's
level, an intermediate level after two study years, and an
advanced level, represented by students preparing for their final
examinations. Drawing on this categorisation, course designers
will find good grounds for organising small, homogeneous groups
of students, belonging to the different classes of beginners,
intermediate, and advanced translation learners.
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Texts to be taught in each class are characterised with a certain
degree of semantic, syntactic and stylistic (TD), the good
handling of which promotes more confidence in handling future

translations. A further consequence is the transfer to the next
stage. The criterion determining such expansion of translational.
competence is observed through the process of trial and error.

2.8.2. Keiser's Syllabus:
In his paper entitled 'A Syllabus for Advanced Translation
Courses', Walter Keiser outlines the essential components of an
advanced translation course which should enable the successful
students	 to cope with the tasks and responsibilities of
professional translating. He criticises existing translation

programmes because they do not prepare the student for the kind
of practical job he has to undertake in a competitive translation
market.

Keiser also criticises existing translation courses that are
tantamount to language courses. To avoid cramming the syllabus
with language components, Keiser proposes a pre-test to assess
the standard of the student before he is admitted to the course.

If the student fails the test, he will be excluded from the

course. Results are to be assessed by a team, who will agree
before-hand on the nature of the test and the criteria of grading,

thus guaranteeing an objective method of admitting students to
the course.

This test is one of the main components of Keiser's proposed
syllabus. It includes two texts to be translated within 3-4 hours.
They cover different fields and text-types. Keiser recommends

that these texts should be difficult in order to find out how the

students react when confronted with practical translation

problems. The use of dictionaries is allowed at this preliminary

stage.

Criteria for the Test:
Given that the course is designed for advanced students, Keiser's
high standards are justifiable.	 Otherwise, his requirements are
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idealistic and unrealistic. One of Keiser's requirements is
language proficiency. The students should have no language
problems at all and their comprehension of the source language

should be near perfect. Any serious problems concerning the

student's mastery of both the native and foreign languages
excludes him from the course. The determining factors by which
the student's performance is judged are twofold:

First, the faithful rendering of the content and type of the SLT.
Second, the sufficiency of the student's general background. Any
problem in this regard minimises his chance of joining the course.

The Syllabus:
The syllabus consists of two parts. It covers one academic year
with a total of 45 lessons of 75 minutes. This extended lesson is
better than the ordinary 45-minute-lesson which is not enough to
combine teaching theory and practice or even to translate a real

representative text. Keiser puts restrictions on the number of
students in each class, which should not exceed 15.

Part I

This comprises the foUowing components:
- Work on texts:	 Texts are selected according to difficulty,

subject-matter, and type of language. The first criterion for
selecting texts seems to echo both Reiss's and Wilss's demands
that translation difficulty (TD) is the major criterion for
selecting and ordering the teaching content. The material
includes various subject-matters such as Economics, Politics,

Architecture, Law, Religion, Science.

The texts to be translated should be selected from present-day
documents and publications, so as to make the student acquainted
with the kind of subjects he will encounter when he works as a
professional translator. Though Keiser has certain reservations
against specialisation in this course, It is useful for students to
handle specialised texts.
Part II
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This covers the following:

- Theory of Translation: literal versus free translation, the
limits of translation, and bibliography;

- History of translation: the role played by translation in history,

the importance of translation at particular periods, and
bibliography;

- Great translators: their achievements, techniques, and
b i b Ii a g rap h y;
- The translator at work:

a) The mental processes involved in translating:
1- Comprehension, which consists of the initial stages of proper
reading, analysis, understanding, concentration and assimilation;
2- Transposition, which is a rough translation where fidelity to
the substance rather than to the form is most important;

3- Final recreation, which is the final choice in respect of style,

type, and rhythm of language;
b)- The techniques and material work involved in translating:

- Techniques of reading, terminology research, rough translation
(first draft), final transposition: typing, dictating, recording,
transcription, revising, correcting, proof-reading, and final
editing.

c) The translator's aides: these include dictionaries, general and
specialised, encyclopedias, monographs, and others. There are
also human aides represented in team work: colleagues, experts

and advisers, revisers, proof-readers, etc.

Keiser discusses the translator's working conditions, including

the status of the translator, whether free-lance or employed, his

relations with clients and publishers, and refers briefly to the
translator's responsibilities, possible legal action, and the
question of copyright.

Keiser underlines the importance of setting up translation

services, professional organisations, and government agencies to

provide quality translations, observing rules of professional
conduct, rates, and legal protection
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Grading. Tests. and Examinations:
According to Keiser, the students' performance is assessed.
according to the following criteria:
- participation in class exercises;
- quality of translations prepared at home;
- marks obtained in written examinations;
- results of interim examinations.

The criteria for grading, in Keiser's point of view, should be
faithful rendering, variety of expression, proper rendering of
style and rhythm of the SL, and presentation of the written work.
Finally, Keiser asserts that this kind of syllabus can only be
taught by experienced translators who, 'in addition to their
vocational skill, show proof of a definite skill for teaching.' He
believes that if the above requirements are met, and admission to

the advanced course is adequately controlled, there will be a fair

chance of success for this syllabus.

2.8.3. Coveney 's Model:
According to Coveney, there are a few translating teaching
programmes in the U.K. at the post-graduate level, such as the
courses administered in the universities of Bath, Kent, Bradford,
Heriot-Watt, and Salford. There are also some undergraduate

translation courses. (See A. Napthine (1983:21)

In his article entitled 'The Training of Translators! Interpreters

In the U.K, Coveney regrets that there are no independent schools

for translating in the U.K. equivalent to those schools found in
other European cities such as SaarbrUcken and Geneva, which are
independent, though attached to larger faculties.

Post-graduate translating and interpreting programmes are
designed to provide training for graduates in modern languages
who wish to prepare themselves for careers as general, industrial

and conference interpreters, and technical and commercial

translators. These types of employment are generally included
under the technical heading 'career ngusts'.
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Highly qualified translators and interpreters are also needed to
work as conference interpreters with international organisations.
To obtain a post in an organisation such as the U.N. one requires

good qualifications as well as recommendations from approved
and reputed institutions.

The only British University which offers undergraduate
translating and interpreting courses is Heriot-Watt University in
Edinburgh (Napthine 1983, Coveney 1983, Keith 1989). It provides
the nearest training in translation and interpreting to that
provided by schools in the continent. Students select two
languages out of four; French, German, Russian, and Spanish, to be
studied in the four-year course.

The aim of the course is the mastery of the contemporary spoken

and written language in a number of fields and the development of

translating and interpreting skills. The course also aims at
acquainting the students with the modern background of the
countries whose languages are being studied, in addition to
familiarising them with the structures and functions of
international organisations.	 The four-year syllabus is equally

divided into four parts.	 The syllabus in the first year includes
the following:

Language studies in two languages, courses in the modern history
of the two countries, an elective subject, such as Accountancy,
Business, Law, and Industrial relations.

In the second year, there are the following course components:

Language studies in two languages, European studies, Linguistics,.

elective subject.
The third year comprises the following:

Five-month period of study abroad in both language areas, and
attachment to departments of translating and interpreting in
certain European Universities or other approved institutions.
In the fourth year, the course includes: language studies in both
languages, and international organisations and Economies.
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Coveney outlines the Bath University Post-graduate Diploma in
Language Studies. This course has been designed to prepare a
small number of carefully selected university graduates for work
in international organisations by giving them an intensive course
in the techniques of interpreting, translating and précis-writing.
The aim of the course is to bring these students up to the
standard required by international organisations.

Before any actual translating or interpreting is attempted, a
thorough knowledge of the two languages and cultures is given.
Such a knowledge can be acquired in a modern languages course
of the traditional type, where considerable emphasis may be
placed on the study of the literatures of the languages concerned.

From the start, the post-graduate course has been oriented
towards the requirements of the United Nations Organisation.
Entrance to the course is granted after passing a pre-test, which
consists of an interview and practical language tests in two
languages (entry to the original course was restricted to
candidates offering a combination of either French or Spanish).

The test includes extempore translation and summarisation. It

provides a rough idea of the candidates' language ability.

The course consists of the following components:
Documentary translating, interpreting (simultaneous and
consecutive), conference précis writing, and Area Studies:
International economics, International Politics, and aspects of

science and technology.

According to Coveney, knowledge of languages is not sufficient.
The student should have a good knowledge of international
affairs, some knowledge of the current economic problems as-
well as knowledge of recent advances in science and technology.
That is why post-graduate students at Bath University usually
follow courses in international economics, international politics,
and some aspects of science and technology.
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2.8.4 Horn's Model:
A college curriculum for training of translators and interpreters -
in the U.S.A. is proposed by Horn (1966). This four-year-course is
typical of the undergraduate courses designed in the U.S.A. The
course takes in high school students, who obtain high grades in
languages. It comprises four main stages. It is based on the
assumption that a translator! interpreter should have a thorough
training in his source language as well as in the foreign
languages. The course, which is divided into eight semesters,
consists of four main stages, with two semesters every year.

First Year:
In the first semester students study the following components:
Modern Literature I (A language), Advanced Composition in A
language, Style and Composition (B language) and intensive basic

training in (C language) as well as some other selected lessons
taken from subjects such as Politics, World History, and

Philosophy.

In the second semester, there are courses in Modern Literature (A
language), Advanced Composition (A language) Style and
Composition (B language), intensive basic training in C language
as well as other components in other areas such as International

organisations, World History, and History of Philosophy.

Second Year:
In the first semester, students are taught the following:
Classical Literature (A language), Translation Practice from B

language into A language of general and historical texts, Area.
Studies (A language), Modern Literature (B language), Advanced

Composition (B language), intensive advanced training in C
'anguage and topics in English on the principles of economics and

international law.

In the second semester, the students are given the following:
Classical Literature, translation practice from B language into A
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language of political, educational, socio-linguistic texts, Area
Studies (language A), Modern Literature (language B), Advanced
Composition (B language), intensive advanced training in C
language, as well as lessons taught in English on the principles of
economics and international relations.

Third Year:
In the first semester, there is translation practice from B into A
languages of economic and conference texts, which include
debates, resolutions, and treaties. There are also courses in
Classical Literature (B language), translation practice from A
into B languages of general and historical texts, Area Studies (B

language), Style and Composition (C language), and lessons in
Linguistics, introduction to Physical Sciences, Technology, and

Arts (in English).

The second semester includes: translation practice from B into A
languages of conference and economic texts, Classical Literature,
translation from A into B languages of political, educational,
sociological texts, Area Studies (B language), Style and
Composition (C language), together with lessons in Linguistics
(language and culture), Physical Sciences and Technology
conducted in English.

Fourth year:
In the first semester there is translation practice from B into A,
from C into A, and from A into B languages, of a variety of

subject matters: of scientific! technological, administrative and
legal, commercial, economic, and conference texts. There are
also lessons in précis- writing and abstracting from B into A
languages, Modern Literature (C language) and Linguistics
conducted in English.

In the second semester, there is intensive practice in translation
from B into A, from C into A, from A into B languages, of literary

and scientific! technological, commercial, administrative and
legal and conference texts, and commercial and scientific
technological texts respectively. 	 There are also lessons in
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précis-writing and abstracting from B into A languages, oral
interpretation of business negotiations from and into A and B
languages, Modern Literature (C language) and Linguistics in
English.

Students have to submit a thesis in the final year. There are
examinations at the end of every semester, but particularly in the
fourth year, which also includes a comprehensive oral
examination covering literature and oral studies taken in the

candidate's languages. Successful candidates who wish to obtain
a B.Sc. in interpreting have to study for an additional year, after
passing an oral entrance test.

While outlining his course, Horn admits that it may not be
possible to apply without modifications. Use must be made of
existing courses, particularly in the subject matter, and

necessary changes have to be made over a number of years.
Another important point to be considered is that schools have to

restrict the number of languages they wish to include in their
programme.

2.8.5 Katherina Reiss's Model:
Reiss's model syllabus is by far the most elaborate of all. In her
useful paper entitled 'How to Teach Translation: Problems and

Perspectives', Reiss criticises existing translating courses for
lacking systematic methods of teaching. It is by adopting
systematic methods that the efficiency of translation training can

be improved, and consequently translating can be transformed
into a better discipline than being, in John Lyons' terms,

'predominantly a matter of the intuition of bi-lingual speakers.'

(1972)

At the outset, Reiss makes a distinction between translating and
other academic disciplines. Unlike other disciplines which can

clearly be outlined, and whose teaching aims can be precisely
formulated, scientifically-based translating has not yet defined
its own.	 Its general aim at present is to enable people to
translate.	 She quotes l.A. Richards, who sees translating as 'a
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complex process, and therefore, involves extremely complex
teaching and learning aims.'

According to Reiss, a translation course may comprise a wide
range of subjects which at first sight seem to have little in
common. This is why one cannot take any other discipline as a
model when attempting to formulate a scientific theory of
translation teaching.

Reiss outlines the framework of a model consisting of three
stages, which can be extended systematically. This framework is
based on the three stages of general teaching theory, namely;
preparation, development, and independent app'ication. The course
also hinges on the four areas of competence essential for
translators: SL competence, TL competence, subject-matter
competence, and translational competence.

Reiss is a strong supporter of systematic translation teaching. To
her, translation skills can be taught only if we can identify the

level of students for whom the course is geared, and what their
learning aims are: in Reiss's words, 'the target group and its
learning motivation.'	 (1976: 330)

Reiss plans a course for students who have completed high
school, and now wish to follow a comprehensive, scientifically-
based course in translating. The course qualifies them to work as

translators! interpreters with international organisations as well

as in the public sector (e.g. publishing, etc).

Working with different organisations also requires knowledge of
different subject-matters, and, consequently, requires different
learning aims or motivations. The content of the course should,

therefore, be modified to suit these aims. This may involve
changing the content slightly by offering specialised subject-
matters, or even putting emphasis on one particular teaching

method rather than another. The question is how the existing

teaching methods are for every field of knowledge.
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Teaching and learning aims come first. 	 Next come the
implications of these aims for the teaching content. Finally
comes the ordering of materials to be taught followed by the
teaching materials which are appropriate for the accomplishment
of the teaching and learning aims.

The TLT usually gives some clues to the conceptual content of the
SLT and insights about its communicative function. As for the
formal composition of the SLT, the validity of Reiss's proposition
is thrown into doubt. It may be true as far as most European
languages are concerned. But when it comes to language pairs as
distinct as English and Arabic, the case is quite different. (C.f.
2.6.1; 2.6.3 above)

Reiss draws upon communication theory to illustrate her attitude
to the relationship between the teaching content and learning and
teaching aims. The question is what kind of materials are to be
taught in translation courses?

While considering the four competence areas mentioned above as
essential for translators, Reiss underlines the primacy of

translational competence, putting the onus on course planners and

teachers to build up and develop the students' translational
competence and to make it their ultimate teaching and learning
aim.

It is only through translational competence that transferring
texts from one language into another becomes possible. Indeed, it

is the acquisition of this competence by students that denotes the

success of translation syllabuses, since it implies that teaching

aims are fulfilled.

Highlighting	 translation	 competence	 does	 not	 mean
underestimating other competence areas. In- fact, translational
competence encapsulates all the other three competence areas in

the source-language, target language, subject matter, and is built

upon them.	 Reiss regrets that the standard of linguistic
competence among the students is generally inadequate, while the
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subject competence in some fields has to be acquired from
scratch.

To improve the students' linguistic competence, Reiss suggests
broadening the students' SL and TL linguistic competence. In her
opinion, a student should be able to express himself, in spoken as
well as in written modes, in both the SL and the TL before
attempting to translate. But Reiss points out:

If, however, the student is to be enabled, at a later
stage, to make a translation subject to linguistic and
literary controls, linguistic competence purely as a
more or less unconscious, active and passive, command
of the language is not sufficient. (C.f. ibid.: 332)

This fact echoes other writers who postulate that bilingualism,

the mastery of two languages, does not necessarily make good
translators. (c.f.2.7.3)

Reiss outlines a plan of a practical course.	 It consists of two

stages:
First stage:
The major teaching aim at the first stage is to bring the students
to a complex understanding of the text. To fulfill this aim, the
author introduces the following course components:
- introduction to the study of word content and linguistic fields
(e.g., lexicology, etc.);

- grammar instruction with introduction to theories of grammar

such as contrastive grammar, and dependence grammar;

- receptive and productive stylistic training (in source and target

languages);
- introduction to general, comparative, and historical linguistics,
especially in so far as they enable the student to make a relevant
analysis of syntactic and semantic relationships;
- introduction to communication science and textual science

(text-linguistics, text-typology, text-pragmatics), the aim of
which is to impart to the students the important issues in these
disciplines.
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Moreover, Text-Linguistics, in its recently developed form, is
proving itself to be the linguistic discipline which is capable of

handling translation problems since it takes as its point of
departure text as the product of performance. 'Since translation
is exclusively concerned with products of performance, text-
linguistics in this respect is considered paramount to systematic
linguistics'. (C.f. ibid.: 334)

To broaden the teaching content of the syllabus in the first stage,
Reiss includes the development of the third competence, i.e.

subject competence. This does not mean that the teaching.
content will deal with texts in all subject-matters.

For these purposes, Reiss regards as essential the study of the
foreign-language culture in the context of a specialised area or
discipline. This should be done by means of examples. This
means that only sections of cultural study or only one specialised
subject are treated at one time, acquainting the student with
aides that will enable him to acquire other specialised areas for
himself.

When the students attain basic linguistic skills, they start

acquiring translational competence. The students 'must be

taught, both in theory and practice, conscious appropriate, and
purposeful ways of handling a source-language text which is to be

translated into a target language' (ibid.: 335). 	 The students must

also be acquainted with existing theories of translation.

At a later stage, teaching should concentrate on structural,

stylistic and pragmatic similarities and differences between a
specific language pair. The students must also be taught

translating techniques and methods.

Second Stage:
The teaching aim at this stage is 'enabling the student to grasp

the theoretical principles of translational techniques' (ibid.:335).
It includes:
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- lexicology;
- introduction to contrastive grammar and comparative stylistics
with reference to a specific language-pair;
- introduction to psycho, socio, and pragma-linguistics;
- introduction to the history and theory of translation with

reference to the functions of translating, translating methods and
translating techniques related to the basic and specialised forms
of translation.

Third Staçe:
The third stage of the syllabus is independent application. This
course component is indispensable for every translation course.
The teaching aim of this stage is to improve the student's
translational performance; the application of the knowledge of
translational techniques and strategies to concrete texts. In

other words, the teaching aim is to enable the student to

translate. The imparting of translating techniques must be
followed by supplementary exercises to demonstrate how these
methods work in practice. The teaching content of this stage
comprises:
- comparison of translations as source of insight into
translational performance;
- translation criticism (as introductory practice in the objective

judgement of one's own and others' translational performance);
- translation practice, which aims at the achievement of
independent translational performance.

These stages are similar to Wilss's Basic Stage of the syllabus

(c.f. 2.8.1 above).

There is also an advanced stage which caters for specialised
areas and particular careers. The teaching content of this
advanced stage is suited to a vast variety of careers in different
fields, such as scientific translating, literary translating,
advertisement translating, translation checking and editing,
highly-specialised translating, and translation pedagogy.
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As mentioned in 2.7.7 above, the order of the teaching content
appears in a series of strictly chronological stages. The didactic
principles which govern them are: progress from the general to
the particular, and progress from the easy to the difficult. The
former implies establishment of competence before training in
performance.

In other words, the students must be equipped with the basic
knowledge of the complex factors involved in translating before
actually attempting any practical translating. In practical
translating, which is indispensable for all stages, but more
intensive in the third stage, selections of all types of text of
varying degrees of difficulty are translated.

According to Reiss, the model provides starting points for the
demonstration of how the training of qualified translators can be

included within a comprehensive programme of higher education.

As for the question regarding appropriate learning and teaching
materials and methods, Reiss considers this to be the main
problem for any translating teaching programme, as she asserts:

.since with general and language-pair related
translation science in its present state, there is no
adequate, scientifically-sure knowledge available
which could be directly put into practice in translation
teaching. There is a lack of suitable, tested teaching
and drill material, which means that for the time being
the effectiveness of translating teaching depends
largely upon the extent to which the teacher is able
pedagogically to systematize and fruitfully shape it.
This will depend upon his initiative, his interests, and
his acquaintance with the available results of
translation science. (ibid.: 337 )

When a wide variety of teaching materials has been selected, the
teaching methods, then, need to be tested with reference to
individual items of the teaching content. Reiss admits that
precise statements can only be made as far as the teaching

materials and methods of the first stage of learning are
concerned.
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Reiss recommends the compilation of a source of teaching
material in the form of a collection of texts related to a specific
pair of language. These texts should be original and meaningfully
graded according to text-type and the degree of difficulty, with
one or, if possible, even several translations.

Reiss seems to agree with Wilss in regarding difficulty as a
reliable criterion for designing translation courses. The
investigation of translation difficulty, in Wilss's point of view,
is particularly significant in connection with the transfer of
texts with a high degree of syntactic, semantic, or stylistic
complexity.

While Reiss suggests using translation difficulty as a criterion
for ordering the teaching content into several stages, Wilss

considers (TD) as a preliminary stage prior to translating. (For a
more detailed account of TD, see section 2.8.1. above; see also
Wilss 1982).

So far we have been discussing important model syllabuses

designed by Wilss, Keiser, Coveney, Horn, and Reiss. As I have
already suggested, important points of these syllabuses will be
our guidelines, which we will depend on in setting up our eclectic
model syllabus for the teaching of English! Arabic translating at
Arab universities. This will be discussed in Chapters IV and V

below.

Reference should also be made to the postgraduate courses in

English! Arabic translating and interpreting at Heriot-Watt

University, Bath University, Salford University, Birkbeck College,
University College in London, and other British universities.
These courses have assumed importance in recent years, being the
only places which offer good training for translators and
interpreters.

Another reason for the success of these courses is the increasing
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demand for skilled and well-qualified translators and translation
teachers in the Arab World, and the absence of good translation
courses there. Though they maintain a good teaching position by

offering training in translating, they have recently suffered from
the emergence of competitive translating programmes in Arab
countries. However, their contribution in providing the market
with good translators, interpreters, and translation teachers is
considerable.

Courses in English! Arabic translating and interpreting aim at
improving the students' translating! interpreting skills as well
as perfecting their linguistic competence and fluency in two
languages, in both the written and spoken modes. They also try to
sensitise the students to stylistic nuances encountered in texts
to be translated. Mention should be made of the Bath University
Postgraduate Diploma in language studies which is typical of
postgraduate translating! interpreting programmes in the U.K.
Coveney (1984) sums up the content ofthe Postgraduate
programmes for Arabic speakers introduced at the University of
Bath in October 1980:

The MA course in Translation and Linguistics for Arabic
speakers is a one-year course designed to develop a
high standard of competence in the students' ability to
translate from and into English and Arabic in their
principal written varieties; it also aims to deepen the
students' understanding of the structure and operation
of language in general and of English and Arabic in
particular, as well as to broaden their knowledge of
linguistic variation in order to increase their
sensitivity to translational equivalence between the
two languages. (1984 )

The syllabus includes translation from and into Arabic of
material of an economic, legal, political, scientific and technical

nature; uses of the computer; English Linguistics; Contrastive
Linguistics; Language Variation; and a research project. The
programme has evoked a considerable response from the ArabS
world and students from most Arab countries have attended the
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course.

The content of the M.Sc. course in Arabic! English Translation and
Interpreting at Heriot-Watt University does not differ much from
that at Bath University. Its full-time, 12-month Postgraduate
course is designed to equip native speakers of Arabic with
specialised translating! interpreting skills. The course includes
the following elements:
- Practical translation into and from Arabic; a variety of texts
and fields; on-sight translation;
- Bilateral and Consecutive Interpreting (note-taking, simulated

conferences):
- English language work (consolidation and development of
existing competence, to provide a sound basis for other elements

of the course):
- Text analysis and translation theory (development of an
analytical approach to text interpretation and of a conceptual

framework for practical translation work);
- Ancillary	 Skills	 (revision,	 editing,	 summarising	 and

abstracting);
- Documentation and Hardware (familiarisation with the 'tools of
trade': modern systems of information retrieval, term banks, and
technological aids to the practitioner, e.g. word processors);
- Socio-culture of the Arabic and English speaking worlds

(politics, institutions, international organizations, etc).

In addition, students are required to undertake a project. This

normally involves practical work in an area covered during the
course. Candidates recommended by the examiners to proceed to
an M.Sc. are required to extend their project work in a direction

approved by their supervisors.
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Chapter Three

3,1 Notional Division:

Professional translators, translation teachers, and TT writers
tend to classify translations according to subject matter, such
as literary translating or legal translating. Course designers
also organise their translation courses according to similar
classificatory devices. 	 Thus, translating courses contain
political, literary, legal and scientific ingredients. Such a
practice hinges on the notion of register and is intended for
pedagogical purposes only.

Though the line drawn between technical! scientific translating
on the one hand and literary translating on the other is
arbitrary, most professional translators agree on classifying
translations under these categories. According to Citroen:

Although there seems to be a tacit agreement among all
those concerned with translations to subdivide them -
into two groups, viz, literary and technical! scientific
translation, there is actually no valid reason to do so,
because there is no question of two well-defined,
completely different classes of translation. It is even
common knowledge that this subdivision, and especially
the names by which the groups are distinguished, are
actually incorrect, but no one has ever found another
practical subdivision, and so this practice continues
everywhere, and the myth persists. (1965:181)

To determine the validity of such a division, let us first
compare these two basic kinds of translations:

3.1.1	 Scientific/ Technical Transtatinçt:
Jumpelt gives the following definition:

Scientific and technical translations therefore are here
understood to mean texts relating to the natural
sciences and their applications in industry, engineering,
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medicine, and agriculture. This delimitation must be
emphasized since other forms of translation, dealing
with adminstrative subjects, social sciences, and
international affairs, have at times been included in
this heading. No conclusive evidence, however, is
presently available to support the view that these
modes would be necessarily subject to similar factors
as science translations. (Cited in Citroenl967: 42)

Exponents of literary translating have typically valued it higher
than technical! scientific translating, and considered it the
principal form of translating worthy of attention. They believe
that scientific translating is much easier than literary
translating because, as Citroen points out, 'technical translation
is a relatively simple procedure for which not much more than
the knowledge of terminology of a particular subject is
required.' (C.f. ibid.: 42)

Though the scientific translator pays more attention to the
content of the scientific text he is translating than to its form,

his translation requires more than the knowledge of the subject
matter and the specialised technical vocabulary. According to
Holmstrom:

As nobody can properly translate what he does not
understand, technical translating requires background
knowledge and ability to reason about the special
subject matter as well as familiarity with the language
translated from and ability to write well in the
language translated into. Understanding and being able
to reason about the subject matter to be translated
cannot be replaced by dictionaries. These, however, are
valuable aids...(cited in Citroenl967, p.43)

Indeed, these qualities are the prerequisites for good
translating in general. However, it is commonly believed that
the aesthetic value in a scientific! technical work is sometimes

sacrificed in favour of the pragmatic ends these translations

have to serve.	 This echoes the view held by many literary
translators who believe that technical translation has very
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little to do with language. This may be true for a small
percentage of technical translations, but it is wrong to think
that it is the rule rather than the exception.

3.1.2	 Literary Translating:
Under this heading we can include all translations of literature
whether it be prose, poetry, novels or drama. Citroen argues

that the group referred to as 'literary translation' is nothing but
a heterogeneous assortment of texts, usually published in a book

form. Such publications require a high degree of artistry and
talent from those who translate them into another language.

To distinguish between technical! scientific and literary
translating we have to look at the similarities and differences
between them. First, literary translating concentrates more on

content, while the form is less important. Savory is of opinion

that the accuracy of the translating and the lucidity of

expression, which are considered exclusive to literary
translating, also apply to technical! scientific translating.

According to him:

All readers want the same lucidity of expression, and in
addition to verbal accuracy this, and this only, is the
ideal that the translator must set before himself. All
these commentaries on translation which have asserted
that translation should have all the ease of the original
composition, that it should give no clues to the
language from which it is translated, or that a
comparison between the original and the translation
should provide no evidence as to which was which,
should be accepted without hesitation as wholly
applicable to the translation of science. (cited in
Citroen 1967: p.45)

Similarly, there are many literary works in which law, sport,

and biology, for example, play a major role and which cannot be
translated without exact factual knowledge. 	 The translator of
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these works must have a good knowledge of the subject of the
text he is translating. This view is expounded by ltaliaander,

who points out that 'persons without any knowledge of
navigation should not translate a book or a play dealing with
navigation' (ibid. :p.45)

The category 'literary translation' includes fiction, poetry,
plays, essays and the like. Their number is relatively small in
comparison with the other texts, which are believed to belong to
the same category, the bulk of which consists of novels of all
classes of merit or demerit, thrillers, best sellers, books on
travel, history, adventure, textbooks, etc. 'Then there is the
wide and ever expanding field of science fiction and popular
science books, which in fairness should be reckoned to belong to
the province of scientific translation, if there were logic in the
classification'. (C.f. ibid.: p.42)

For Citroen, the only common denominator among the translators
of these works can be this: they all work for publishers. All

other translators, who do not belong to this category and do not
work for publishers, mainly free-lance and self-employed
translators, are called	 scientific translators.

While scientific translating has to be accurate in that the
information which it imparts to the reader should be as true and
exact as the information in the original, literary translating

conveys information but it concentrates more on the aesthetic

value of the work of art. The literary translator, therefore, can

depart from the original text. He is more at liberty than the

scientific translator so long as his deviation does not distort
the intended message. The distinction of technical! scientific
and literary translating has a strong bearing on the notion of
register.

3.2 The Notion of Register:
Catford highlights the idea of language variation and 	 the

existence of different varieties in language, calling for some
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classificatory device:

The concept of a 'whole language' is so vast and
heterogeneous that it is not operationally useful for
many linguistic purposes, descriptive, comparative, and
pedagogical. It is, therefore, desirable to have a
framework of categories for the classification of 'sub-
languages' or varieties within a total languages. (1965:
83)

Halliday et al (1964) see language variation in terms of two
dimensions:	 -
a- According to users, the people who use the language.

b- According to use, the different purposes to which the

language is
put.

a) The User Dimension:
A primary manifestation of language variety according to user
is to be found in dialect. This includes all kinds of language
varieties used by native speakers such as idiolects, accents,
etc. One important point is that a native speaker may possess

more than one dialect, using them in different situations.
Another is that, in Britain, choice of a dialect is closely related

to the choice of register in a way that is unique among the
language communities of the world.

Within the same dialect we can distinguish different language
varieties even in the speech of individual native speakers
belonging to the same language community. One such variety of
language is individuality or personal style. This demonstrates

itself clearly in the use of certain grammatical structures,

pronunciation, fillers, stress patterns, and various vocabulary
items favoured by a particular native speaker. 	 The term

'idiolect' is the linguistic label of such a variety.

Expressions like 'as a matter of fact', can serve as a distinction
between one speaker and another. The term dialect is used to
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refer to the relationships of language habits with the speaker's
place on the following dimensions: individuality, time, place,
social class, and speech community.

Of course, there are different kinds of dialects:
1- Historical dialects: According to Caroll and Gregory:

Terms like Old English, Middle English, Elizabethan
English and Modern English recognize that language
varies along the dimension of time and the appropriate
situational category in this instance is user's temporal
provenance (place in time), and the related set of
linguistic features constitutes a temporal dialect.
(1978: 5)

Following this, Caroll and Gregory, however, admit that
'language forms a continuum in time so that when we look back
at a given period it is not possible to determine precisely when
one temporal dialect begins and another ends. (ibid.:14)

2- Geographical dialects: these are distinguished by place or

region such as English English, Scottish English, American
English. A clear example of geographical dialect is the use of
the word 'tea' to mean 'dinner' in Scotland and in some dialects
of the northern parts of England. The expression 'going the

messages' is another example. By the same token, The term
'fall' is a feature of American English, meaning 'autumn'.

3- Social dialects: these reflect the relationship between the

language users and their social class. Examples of social
dialects are: Upper class English, Upper Middle class English, and

Lower Middle class English.
4- Standard dialects vs. non-standard dialects: standard English
corresponds to Abercrombie's conception of 'the universal form'

of a
language, i.e. that set of semantic, grammatical, lexical, and
phonological patterns which enables certain users of English
throughout the English speaking world to communicate
intelligibly with each other. ( Abercrombiel955:11, cited in

Gregory and Caroll 1978: 6)
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For the purposes of this study, we shall concentrate on the use
dimension in general and the notion of register in particular. -

b) The Use Dimension:
Within the dimension of language use, appropriate syntax and
vocabulary items are chosen carefully to suit a particular
context because, as Wallace (1981: 268) points out,'a use of
language implies a process of conscious selection from the

verbal repertoire of speech community. In the Linguistic
Sciences And Language Teaching. Halliday et al (1964)
articulate the proposition that 'language varies as its function
varies, it differs in different situations. The name given to a
variety of language distinguished according to use is 'register'
(1 964:p.87).

It goes without saying that people use language differently in

different situations. That is why we need a notion for

systematically classifying the different varieties that people
use. According to Halliday et at:

The category of register is needed when we want to
account for what people do with their language. When
we observe language varieties in various contexts, we
feel differences in the types of language selected as
appropriate to different types of situations. (1964: 88)

Different language varieties can be distinguished according to

syntax and lexis. Halliday goes on to say:

It is by their formal properties that registers are
defined. If two samples of language activity from what,
on non-linguistic grounds, could be considered different
situation-types show no differences in grammar or
lexis, they are assigned to one and the same register.
(ibid.: 89)

3.2.1 Halliday's Earl y Notion of Register:
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The context of situation as put forward by Halliday La1 (1964)
has three aspects: field, mode, and tenor. Halliday may be
criticised for making no attempt to list the elements of the
context of situation beyond these rather broad categories. The
problem is that Halliday's definitions of these are rather vague,
and the elements of situation that he attributes to each have
varied over the years.

a) Field of Discourse: This is the consequence of the user's
'purposive role': what his language is about, what experience he
is verbalising, what is going on through language. This includes,
of course, topic or subject matter. 	 Field of discourse,
accordingly, plays a major role in classifying texts. Thus we
have a number of possible texts in relation to weather, health,
news, etc. Technical and non-technical types of English are
also cases of variation according to field. Later, Haliiday

modifies his concept of 'field' to include the activities of the

language users in 'an institutional setting', as he points out:

Field refers to the institutional setting in which a
piece of language occurs, and embraces not only the
subject-matter in hand but the whole activity of the
speaker or participant in a setting [we might add: 'and
of the other participants']... (Halliday	 1978, 33)

b) Mode of Discourse: This refers to the medium of
communication: speech or writing, though we can identify more

delicate situations such as those between texts written to be

spoken or read in a hurry (e.g. news reports) and texts 'written

to be read with the help of specialists' such as legal documents,
treaties. Halliday redefines his concept of 'mode' of discourse
as follows:

Mode refers to the channel of communication adopted:
not only the choice between spoken and written
medium, but much more detailed choices [we might add:
'and other choices relating to the role of language in the
situation' ]...	 (ibid.: 33)
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c) Tenor of Discourse: is the relationship between addressers
and addressees. It is the interaction between participants in

language events according to their social statuses, sexes, roles,
age, etc. Thus we have language variation based on different
degrees of interaction between members of the same language
community, ranging from extreme formality to extreme
informality.	 Later, Halliday gives the following definitions of
'tenor':

Tenor...refers to the relationship between the
participants... not merely variation in formality.., but...
such questions as the permanence or otherwise of the
relationship and the degree of emotional charge in it.
(ibid.: 33)

What interests us about Halliday's early notion of register is

that it was later modified in favour of communication and the
appropriateness of the participants' different speech events in
different situations.

There is an overlap between the two major varieties of
language:
register and dialect.	 Though there are differences between

them, the line separating them from each other is not clear-cut.

Rather, in terms of Bernestine's codes, there is a kind of
'division of labour': different members of a certain community
have different social roles- so certain registers demand certain

dialects (e.g. bureaucratic register: standard dialect) and
different social groups may tend to have different conceptions

of the meanings that are exchanged in particular situations.

The above-mentioned distinction between literary and

technical! scientific translating leans heavily on the notion of
register. It is assumed that this notion has great implications

for translating. According to Gregory and Carroll:

There has been a growing awareness that translation is
not just a matter of item-to-item equivalence, or
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indeed of group of items to group of items, or structure.
to structure; rather it is a matter of text-to -text
equivalence which involves variety and register
consideration. (Gregory and Caroll 1978: p.95)

The notion of register is useful and practical in helping
translators and translation course designers to classify their
materials. Also, the underlying theoretical basis for the
organisation of most courses in ESP and translation courses
(though this is not always made explicit) is traceable to the
concept of register.

It would, therefore seem to be an appropriate point of departure
for the theoretical part of our study to consider the validity of
this concept.

3.3 A Critique of the Concept of Register:

Ei)Crystal and Davy's Criticism:
According to Crystal and Davy, there are doubts concerning the
works of stylistic analysis, which aim at identifying,

describing, and classifying categories of language. One reason

for this is that 'the categories which have been set to account

for the features, or sets of features, in the language data are

frequently inconsistently used, are incomplete, and usually have

no adequate formal basis.' Within register (Crystal and Davy's
'province'), all situations may fall under one major heading:
communication. They conclude that 'it is futile to continue sub-
classifying situations when there are insufficient linguistic
formal differences to warrant further analysis. (See, for

example, Crystal and Davy 1969: 60-66)

Crystal and Davy criticize the work of Halliday et al which
postulates:

..that there is a one-for-one correlation between
linguistic features and situation, or that the language
can be predicted from the situation and the situation
from the language with the same degree of certainty.
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(1969: 62)

Mention should be made of the fact that extreme cases of
register differentiation occur in those cases referred to as
'restricted languages', registers used for special purposes such
as the International language of aviation and air travel,
languages of games, weather reports, and recipes.

Halliday et al are also criticised for the confusion resulting
from the use of such terms as 'restricted language', 'norms' or
'normal', 'discourse', 'standard', and 'situation'. The
misunderstanding arises from the fact that often a word is used
in both an everyday and a specialist sense, without the

difference being made explicit.

As for the matter of correlation between a situation and its
linguistic features, Crystal and Davy argue that 'it is impossible
to make reliable predictions about any but a small number of
features. The reason for this is that 'the majority of linguistic
features in English have little or no predictive power, that is,
they are ambiguous indications of the situatidnal variables in
the extra-linguistic contexts in which they are used'. (C.f. ibid.:
62)

They totally reject the idea of correlation between 	 language
and situation:

...it would be a mistake to assume that it always exists,
and to talk rigidly in terms of 'one language-one
situation'. It is more meaningful instead to talk of
ranges of appropriateness and acceptability of various
uses of language to given situations. (ibid. :p. 63)

Crystal and Davy propose to look at this matter as a scale

ranging from extreme predictability to extreme
unpredictability, referring to restricted language varieties such

as the language of knitting patterns and certain kinds of
weather-forecasting, which are highly predictable.
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In view of the fact that there are great differences in the nature
of the situational variables invoived in these uses of English,
Crystal and Davy postulate that:

It is inconsistent, unrealistic, and confusing to obscure
these differences by grouping everything under the
same heading, as well as an unnecessary trivialisation
of what is a potentially useful concept. (c.f ibid.: 61)

This criticism of incompleteness is readily illustrated by the
fact that central theoretical variables of contexts (e.g.
pragmatics and semiotics) have been ignored and that there are
many aspects of the way in which English is used which no one
has tried to account for, and which cannot be handled adequately
by such categories as register, tenor, field, mode, and so on in
any of their current senses.

Reg ister vs. Province
Crystal and Davy (1969: 71) introduced the term 'province' to
refer to a language variation which is 'defined with reference to
the kind of professional activity being engaged in'. This
description converges in a way with Halliday's 'field', with a
further qualification.	 It lacks any reference to the participants

involved in the situation and does not mention their social

status and their relationship to each other. Examples of

province are the language of public worship, advertising,
science, law, etc.

There is a controversy among linguists over whether the term

'field' is to be understood to mean subject-matter, denoting the
use of a distinctive vocabulary. Whereas Halliday (1978:33)

believes that the subject-matter is an aspect of the field of
discourse, Crystal and Davy view it as one factor among many

which contribute to a province's definition. Another

distinguishing factor between 'register' and 'province' is that
the former has a predictive power, unlike the latter 'province',
which has a predictive power 'only in a minority of extremely
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specialist situations.

The notion of register has been found inconsistent. This
criticism results from the fact that the term has been applied
to situationally distinctive variables of language. The language
of newspaper headlines, church services, sports commentaries,
popular songs, and advertising amongst others, have all been
referred to in Halliday et al as registers.

/iddowson's Criticism:
Widdowson, himself a Hallidayan in orientation, joins forces
with Crystal and Davy in criticising the traditional notion of
register introduced by Halliday, Mcintosh, and Strevens (1964).
According to Widdowson:

It is the more important to realize, therefore, that as it
stands, it can tell us nothing whatever about scientific
discourse, or about any other kind of discourse for that
matter. What it does is to describe the indexical
features of different ways in which a language system
is manifested, but it tells us nothing about how the
language system is realized as communicative activity.
(1979: 55)

The notion of register has also been criticised because its
proponents usually adopt the following procedures:

1- the delimiting of a sample of language for analysis using
loosely defined notions such as 'field', 'tenor' and 'mode';
2- the analysing of the samples using quantitative analysis or
word counts, i.e. the frequency of the passives denotes the
language of science.

Widdowson questions the validity of the underlying assumption
of Halliday's observation. 'Since language in general varies in
accordance with the functions it is required to fulfill, then it
follows that . language in particular must consist of different
and distinct varieties. Furthermore, these varieties are defined
in terms of their linguistic characteristics as subcodes of a
particular language.' (Widdowson: 1979: 22)
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Widdowson suggests that the whole argument upon which the
notion of register is based rests on a double fallacy. He
explains that such a notion mistakenly presumes the existence
of distinct and vastly exclusive varieties of a language (e.g.
English). For Widdowson, there is a confusion of terms in the
existing linguistic research between language and a language
and between form and function.

He admits that there is variation in language rather than
separate varieties of language (which should not be confused

with varieties). The existence of such varieties in the same
language is a moot question. The second part of Widdowson's
argument boils down to the following: 'different functions need
not be matched by a difference in linguistic forms.' (c.f. ibid.:
22)

From the Hallidayan view of language variation, language
teachers who are engaged in preparing materials for students of
science and technology and other specialist areas have thought
that their task does not go far beyond the selection and
presentation of the lexical and syntactic features which
frequently occur in passages of English on science and
technology and other specialist areas which may be of interest

to their students. Though instrumental these materials are for
the students in that they can fulfiU some language needs, they
do not cater for other needs which have to do with the

communicative function of language.

To fulfill these needs, according to Widdowson, we need a

different theoretical approach to language variation. Drawing
upon the communicative functions of language, Widdowson

makes a distinction between text and discourse. He proposes a
different way of looking at language variation, not in terms of
the notion of register, but in terms of discourse theory.

Consequently, the matter of language variation should be looked
at in this new light:
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We should think of 'scientific English' not as a kind of
text,that is to say as a variety of English defined in
terms of its formal properties, but as a kind of
discourse, that is to say a way of using English to
realize universal notions associated with scientific
inquiry. These notions have to do with the concept and
procedures of particular branches as disciplines and
which are expressed non-verbally in the same way,
whichever languages are used in the verbal parts of the
discourse. (C.f. ibid.:27)

For Widdowson, there seems to be a universal underlying
structure to different areas of scientific discourse which is
neutral in respect of the different languages used to realise it,
and that this underlying structure seems to be made overt
through non-verbal modes of communicating.

Widdowson concludes that scientific English relating to a
particular discipline is not described formally as a type of text
distinguishable from other 'registers' or 'varieties' in terms of

its linguistic properties, but as the realisation of a type of
discourse which is defined in functional terms and

distinguishable from other uses of language in general in terms
of what concepts and procedures are communicated.

In arguing about the English use in scientific communication,
the teacher should not present the language in isolation from
what the students already know. Rather he should present it as
an aspect of 'field', something with which they are already

familiar. For Widdowson, the teacher should present a

scientific subject (e.g. Chemistry) as the language of science

where the lexical items used do not rule out the possibility of
using them in other areas. Nor does it mean that the English

which is learnt wili be exclusively restricted to the use of
Chemistry.

According to Widdowson, there are different types of text, e.g.
scientific English and its various subdivisions, which are
represented as distinct registers.	 This approach can only
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describe subdivisions of scientific discourse as types of text.
The occurrence of the universal present tense and the passive
voice, as well as the frequency of scientific lexical items such
as 'sulfur', 'oxygen', 'ignited,' might define these parts of text as
belonging to the register of science.

Widdowson suggests that the language of science in English
exhibits a relatively high proportion of certain syntactic
features and lexical items and relatively lower proportion of
others.

Widdowson gives an example from written scientific discourse
in English. The aim is to discover how far these situation
variables constrain the selection of particular textual features.
For this purpose, Widdowson selects samples from these styles:
expositional, instructional, journalistic; each of which deals
with three fields: Physics, Engineering and Economics. 	 Here
there is confusion.	 To define instructional, expositional, and
journalistic as 'style' is fallacious.

Halliday et at use the word 'style' to refer to the relations

among the participants. They suggest a primary distinction into
colloquial and polite (or formal, which is sometimes used in

place of the latter), is here avoided because of its technical

sense in description). 	 This dimension is unlikely ever to yield
clearly defined, and distinct registers. 	 It is best treated as a
dine, and various more delicate cuts have been suggested with
categories such as 'casual', 'intimate', and 'deferential'. But
until we know about how the formal properties of language vary
with style, such categories are arbitrary and provisional.

Widdowson confuses Halidday's style (tenor) with other general
denotations of the term (e.g. individuality, uniqueness or
distinctive way of writing as Shakespeare's).

Widdowson proposes a new approach, textualisation. 	 In this
approach, he suggests that there is correlation between tense
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and aspect and the degree of generality. He talks about this idea
with reference to the works of Lackstrom, Seliker, and Trimble
(1970, 1972) in which they discuss these features as ways in
which the rhetorical activity of generalization in scientific

discourse is texualised in English.

Lackstrom et p1, for example, suggest that the choice of the
present, present perfect and the past tense in scientific
discourse depends upon how many instances of the processes the
author knows of. If he knows that such a process does always
happen, he uses the simple present. If he has knowledge of a
fewer cases, he will use the present perfect. If he knows of
only one case, the past tense will be used (Lackstorm LaI
1970:109, cited in Widdowson 1979)

Another way of classifying language variation is by language

functions.

3.4 Functions of Language:
The fact that people do different things with their languages
has led anthropologists and linguists to devise different

classifications of these functions. This, as Halliday puts it,

'represents a general characterization of semantic functions
of the meaning potential of the language system.' (1971: 332)

A classification put forward by Malinowski, an anthropologist,
divides the functions of language into two categories: pragmatic
and magical. The pragmatic function is concerned with the
practical uses of languages, and is subclassified into active and
non-active, the magical is concerned with the ritual or the

magical uses of language that are associated with a culture's
ceremonial or religious activities.

Karl Buhler's classification (1934) is quite different. He makes
a distinction between expressive, conative, and representational

functions of language. The expressive is oriented towards the

speaker, the conative is oriented towards the addressee, and the
representational is oriented towards the rest of reality.
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Roman Jakobson (1960) adopted Buhler's classification, adding
three more functions: the poetic, the transactional, and the
metalinguistic. While the poetic function is oriented towards
the message, the transactional function is oriented towards the
channel, with the metalinguistic function oriented towards the

code.

Desmond Morris (1967) proposed another classification of
language functions.	 It consisted of 'information talking', 'mood
talking', 'exploratory talking', and 'grooming talking'. 	 The first

is the cooperative exchange of information.	 The second is
similar to Buhler's expressive function. 	 The third was defined
as 'talking for talking's sake (aesthetic, play function). The
fourth is the meaningless, polite chatter of social occasions,
which can be Jikened to Malinowski's 'phatic communion.'

A functional approach sees language as man's way of indirectly
meeting his needs and Halliday, as the exponent of this
approach, argues that the child first uses language motivated by
these very needs. Halliday (1975) postulates six basic functions
of language: the instrumental, the regulatory, the interactional,

the personal, the heuristic and the imaginative.

Through the instrumental function the child gets things done;
through the expressive (personal) function, the child expresses
his own uniqueness; the heuristic function is the 'tell-me- why'

function of language through which the child finds about the
world; and through the imaginative function, the child plays

'let's pretend' and creates an environment of his own.

As the child matures, some of these functions coalesce into the
pragmatic (or actional) function and the mathetic (or learning)
function, and one other function is added, the informative or
more exactly the representational function. In the adult, these

functions are reorganized to form the interpersonal, the textual

and ideational (subdivided into the experiential and the logical)
function.
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There is a considerable similarity among these different
classifications. For Halliday (1985: p.13) 'function equals use:
the concept of function is synonymous with that of use.' He goes
on to say that 'function will be interpreted not just as the use
of language but as a fundamental property of language itself,
something that is basic to the evolution of the semantic
system.'

The functions of language can, accordingly, be identified as the
functional components of the semantic system of a language:
1- Ideational
2- Interpersonal
3- Textual

1- The Ideational Function:
According to Halliday, language, in the first place, serves for
the expression of content: it is representational or ideational.
It is through this function that the speaker or writer embodies

in language his experience of the phenomena of the real world;
and this includes his experience of the internal world of his own
consciousness: his reactions, cognitions and perceptions, and
also his linguistic acts of speaking and understanding. It is , in
turn, subdivided into

a- Experiential: in serving function, language lends structure to
the speaker's experience and helps him determine his way of

looking at things. The speaker can see through and around the

settings of his semantic system; but, in doing that, he is seeing

reality in a new light.

b- Logical: this is the second component of ideational meaning
which, while it has some relation to experience, is organised in
language in a way which marks it off as distinct. This is the
expression of certain fundamental logical relations utilised by

language users to bind texts together such as coordination,

apposition, and the like. The notion of coordination, for
example, as in knives, forks, and spoons, can be derived from an
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aspect of the speaker's experience; but this and other such
relations are realised through the medium of a particular type
of structural mechanism (the linear recursion) which takes
them, linguistically, out of the domain of experience to form

functionally neutral, 'logical' components in the total spectrum
of meaning.

2-The Interpersonal Function:
In the second place, language serves what we may call an
interpersonal function. Here, the speaker is using language as
the means of his own intrusion into the speech event: the

expression of his comments, his attitudes, and evaluations, and
also of the relationship that he sets up between himself and the
listener- in particular, the communication role that he adopts,
of informing, questioning, greeting, persuading, and the like.

The interpersona tuncton thus subsumes both ot Buh'lers
expressive and conative functions, which are not in fact distinct

in the linguistic system. Halliday gives the following examples:

'I do not know' (expressive) and 'you tell me' (conative) which
are combined in a single semantic feature, that of a question,

typically expressed in the grammar by an interrogative; the
interrogative being both expressive and conative at the same

time.

The set of communication rules is unique among social relations
in that it is brought into being and maintained solely through

language. But the interpersonal element in language extends

beyond what might be thought of as its rhetorical functions. In
a wider context, language is required to serve in the

establishment and maintenance of all human relationships; it is
the means whereby social groups are integrated and the

individual is identified and reinforced.

3- The Textual Function:
This is the third function, which is in turn instrumental to the

other two, whereby language is enabled to meet the demands
that are made of it. It is called the textual function by Halliday,
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'since it is concerned with the creation of text. It is a function
internal to language, and for this reason is not usually taken
into account where the objects of investigation are extrinsic'.
(ibid.: pp.332-34)

There is a correlation between the three aspects of the context
of situation and the functions of language. Field of discourse
seems to be related mostly to the ideational function of
language, personal and functional tenors to the inter-personal,
and mode to the textual. (See, Gregory and Carrol's (1978)
diagram on register and the functions of language, pp.27-28)

3.5 Text Typoloçpy:
Text typology, which has been discussed in some detail in
Chapter I, is another tenable method of classifying text on the
basis of the functions of language. Accordingly, we have
expository, argumentative, and instructional texts (on the sub-
classifications of those text-types, see, for example, 1.8)

Having discussed various ways of classifying language instances
and categorizing course materials in terms of register and
functions of language, we can conclude that, whatever the case
may be, the notion of register is a useful classificatory device.
Translators and course designers plan their syllabuses on the
basis of this notion.

In view of the criticisms levelled at the notion of register, we
shall rely on another method of text classification: text
typology. In our opinion, the notion of register and text typology
complement each other. We shall make use of these two
linguistic approaches in one unified theory, by drawing a matrix
which involves the three variables of the context of situation
(field, tenor, mode) played off against the three text types
(expository, argumentative, instructional). In this way, the
matrix will provide us with a large variety of texts.

The matrix will be of a great help regarding our proposed
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syllabus, though it must be noted that some of these varieties

probably do not exist (e.g. informal legal instructional text).
Consider the following diagram:
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CheDter Four:
In Chapter II we highlighted some controversial issues in TT in
general. We have discussed different views on the teaching of
English! Arabic-Arabic! English translating in the Arab World,
demonstrating some problematical areas which crop up in the

classroom situation. We have also reviewed some model sylla-
buses at European and American universities, outlining their

teaching contents with a view to setting up an eclectic trans-
lation syllabus at Syrian universities.

To support our views on the teaching of translating at Arab
universities in general end Syrian universities in particular,
we have conducted a questionnaire among 30 Syrian postgradu-
ates, which will, along with assessing of trenslations,form the
practical aspect of this study.

before discussing the findings of the questionnaire let us list

the following conclusions elicited from the model syllabuses
discussed in Chapter II:

1- it is difficult to design a course that will satisfy all
the needs of the market. This will require a survey of the mar-
ket;
2- any translation course must make use of existing courses;

3- any course in translation and interpreting at Arab universi-

ties must make use of the local situation of translating there

and of the specific problems faced in teaching of English-
Arabic translating.

4.1 The Questionnaire:
For the purposes of this study, a questionnaire was sent to
some 30 Syrian students, 28 of whom are doing post-graduate

studies in English language or literature at various 5ritish uni-
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versities. All the students have received undergraduate
translating teaching at Syrian universities. Only two stu-
dents have received formal training in translating at the
post-graduate level in the U.K. 21 questions were asked con-
cerning the degree of satisfaction among these students with
the kind of translation teaching offered at Syrian universi-

ties.

Questions were put in such a way that answers might be
brief. Some questions were of the multiple-choice type so
that the students could answer them quickly by ticking what

they considered to be the appropriate answer. Other ques-
tions needed more time from the students, asking for details.
Some selected samples of the answers can be found in the ap-
pendi ces.

When asked what they thought of the translation courses at
their universities back home, 12 students said they were sat-
isfactory, 4 said they were adequate, and 14 said they were

inadequate. On the question of what the students had enjoyed

most in the translation class, 18 students said practical
translation in class, 8 said translation assignments, 8 said

vocabulary drills, and only 4 said dictionary checking.

Concerning the benefits they hod gained from the translation
class, 12 students said that they hod not gained much at the
undergraduate level, 5 other students said that their vocebu-
lery and practice in both languages had improved, 4 said that
they had improved their translation skills at the post-
graduate level, 5 said that they had learned from their teach-

ers and colleagues, and 4 said that translating was good as an
exercise for further practice in language structures.
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Asked about the difficulties they had faced as first year stu-
dents, 9 said that they had had problems with tenses and
prepositions, 8 students said that the problem was lack of

knowledge of vocabulary, idioms, end appropriate register; 5
said that they had had problems resulting from the different
syntactic structures of English and Arabic; 3 said that they
had problems distinguishing between text-types; 4 said that
they had found difficulty with the application of a given theo-
ry and in finding the exact equivalence; and 1 student said
that he did not remember.

Concerning what a translation class should do, 5 students an-
swered that it should make ones English and Arabic better, 7
said that it should give theory and practice, 5 said that it
should improve translation competence, 4 said that it should
improve language end communicative skills, 3 said that it de-

pended on the students objectives of learning, 2 others said

that it should provide students with a variety of knowledge,
and one could not decide what a translation class should of-

I e r.

As to the question as to whether it was possible to get good
results out of the translation class at the undergraduate lev-

el, 13 students said yes, 13 said no, and 3 did not give an an-

S W e r.

When asked about the disadvantages of translation teaching
at the undergraduate level, 9 students said that they did not

have any proper translation teaching at their secondary
school and did not have previous experience in translating; 5
said that it presupposed that the students language standard

was high, which was not the case; 5 said that the large num-
ber of students in the translation class hampered the adop-
tion and application of good teaching methods, because only a
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few students could participate in the translation exercise; 5
said that there were insufficient text-books; 3 said that the
time devoted to translating was not sufficient- the students
were given only four hours per week; 2 said that there was no
specialization- 3rd and 4th year students doing a course in
English language and literature should be able to specialise in
translating only; and 1 student said that she did not know.

When asked about main obstacles to good translation teach-
ing, the majority of the students answering the questionnaire
said that the students low standard in English was the main
obstacle. The inadequacy of teachers qualifications was an-
other equally important obstacle. 4 students said that one
obstacle was the lack of a text-book for translating, and 3
others said the lack of planning was the main obstacle.

As for the question as to whether the examination system
was adequate, 14 students answered yes while 16 answered

no, owing to the kind of texts selected for translation in ex-
aminations. Those who answered e yes qualified their an-

swers as follows: 5 students said the examination system

was adequate in permitting the use of dictionaries; the re-

maining 4 said ges for the kind of examination questions Se-

1 ected.

Asked whether the time allocated for the translation class
was sufficient, 18 students answered no while 12 answered
yes. Those students who answered 'no t expressed disap-

pointment that the 60-minutes class was not sufficient to
combine theory and practice.

As for the question as to whether it was justifiable to
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literature, 14 students answered 'yes', 5 students answered
no', and the rest suggested that students who would opt for

translating should choose between doing translating, language
and linguistics, or literature in their third year, i.e. a two-
year specialisation. However, the majority of the students
agreed that it was desirable that translating should be learnt
in an independent course at the undergraduate level, with a
follow-up course at the post-graduate level.

As for the question as to whether it was possible to include
interpreting and on-sight translating in translation courses,
24 students answered 'yes', provided that it was at the post-

graduate level or in a specialised undergraduate course in

translating. Only 4 students answered 'no'.

As for the question of the translation text-book published re-
cently for some Syrian universities, 16 students said it was
unsatisfactory, 4 said it was satisfactory to a certain extent,
and 10 said that they had never had one. Asked whether it
was necessary for both students and teachers to have such a

text-book, 19 answered 'no', 5 answered 'yes', and 6 said it
was desirable but not necessary.

Asked whether the material to be translated in class should

be selected and prepared before-hand or on the spot ,15 an-

swered that materials should be selected in both ways, 10
others said they should be prepared before-hand, and 5 an-
swered that they should be selected on the spot. 	 -

As for the question as to what subjects they considered suit-

able to be selected end translated in class, 10 students men-
tioned all subjects without exception, 5 answered that a

large variety of subjects was preferable, 8 other students
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mentioned news reports end literature, end 7 others said that
anything which dealt with everyday events of some interest
to students was potential matrial for selection.

When asked whether students should be familiar with the
texts to be translated in examination, 20 students said they

were against the idea that the students should be examined on
texts that they had already translated in class, because this
might lead them to memorise these texts end their perfor-
mance would no longer be creative. 5 otherstudents said that
students should be familiar with the text to be translated in
the exam and the other 5 said that only part of the examina-
tion should be familiar to the students.

As for the question as to whether rigid requirements were

necessary from the students who wanted to join the transla-
tion course, 16 students said that there should be en entrance

test, while 14 said that students should have scored high

grades in both English and Arabic in their secondary school.

Some students demanded that both conditions should be lul-

filled before the student was admitted to the course, with
some others making the reservation that while these prereq-
uisites might be necessary to guarantee a good selection of

students to the course, this should not be always the case,
because some students who could not meet the required con-

ditions for admission might make good progress during the
course.

When asked for their opinion of what were the qualities of
good translation teachers, the majority of the students said

that they:
- should have a good command of both English and Arabic;
- should have a good cultural background;
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- should be acquainted with theories of translating;
- should introduce students to many different varieties of
texts;
- should very the ways in which they translated;
- should have, at least, two years experience in translating
and interpreting;
- should have good formal qualifications in English/Arabic

translating and interpreting.

The final question put to the students was to suggest points,
which would be of importance for translating courses, but
which were not mentioned in the questionnaire. The students
suggested the following:
- the number of hours allocated to translating should be in-
creased;

- more facilities for simultaneous translating should be pro-
vided;

- a variety of references on theories of translating should be
made available in libraries;
- the number of home assignments should be more, end longer

texts should be given for translation

- translation theory should be taught in class;
- more translation exercises should be provided in class;

- the involvement of more students in the translation class

should be encouraged;
- practical translation jobs should be introduced, i.e. the stu-

dents should be encouraged to make professional translations
of a limited scope, by cooperating with newspapers, the Arab
Encyclopedia, broadcasting stations, and ministries of educa-
tion and tourism.

It must be noted that the answers to this question considera-
bly overlapped and, as in the case of the first two questions,
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most respondents selected two or three answers at the same
time.

The majority of the students answering the questionnaire

expressed their dissatisfaction with the translation courses
at their universities for the following reasons:

1- teachers qualifications were not adequate;

2- translation text-books prepared at some Syrian universi-
ties were unsatisfactory;
3- the 60 minute class was not sufficient;
4- language laboratories and the necessary equipment for in-
terpreting were lacking;

6- there was little practice and less theory;

7- exams did not fairly represent the students standards.

While the students blamed the failure of translation teaching
on teachers and course designers, other factors outside the

teachers control, contributed to the poor performance of the

students and courses standards. These factors are

1- the students language standards were low. This may be

attributed to ineffective language teaching given in prepara-
tory and secondary schools;
2- there were shortages of qualified staff;

3- translation, as a course component, was not given suffi-
cient time and preparation to achieve the desired results.

It is generally believed that the English Language has had a
predictable decline in secondary schools in the Arab World.

Secondary school leavers will only have a certain degree of
linguistic as opposed to communicative competence, but that

is largely the case of EEL and FL teaching the world over.

(Swales 1984: 11)
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In my opinion, the first priority in the training of beginners is
to consolidate their language skills in the native and foreign
languages, enabling them to acquire the basic principles of
translating. The students communicative competence must

be supported by contrastive grammar.

Though there has been some disagreement over the use of
Contrastive Linguistics in translating courses, CL, as Emery
remarks,can play a useful workaday role in providing guide-
lines for the trainee translator working between particular
languages but for a more general "backgrcund for problem
solving" he must look to translation theory. (1987:62)

4.2.The Overall Objectives of the Syllabus:
Taking into account the findings of the questionnaire and im-

portant points drawn from the model curricula mentioned in
Chapter II, we propose the following objectives for the

teaching of translating at our universities:
1- to consolidate the students linguistic competence in both
English and Arabic;

2- to develop the students translation skills by giving them
assignments to practice translation regularly. This will, in

the long run, prepare them for the kind of work they are ex-
pected to do when they graduate;
3- to impart to the students transfer techniques, which can

be acquired in the forms of strategies;

4- to acquaint the students with the tools of the trade and
the rules of professional conduct;

5- to deepen the students awareness of the importance of

both the SL and the TL cultures and languages while translat-

ing- different cultures may not share identical experiences,

but the gap between them can be bridged or, at least,
narrow e d;
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6- to impart to students theoretical knowledge underlying the
process of translating;
7- to present the students with parallel texts. Parallel texts
form a group of background texts with which translations

strive...to compete. (Neubert 1980);
8- to encourage the students to work in teems.

4.3. The ProDosed Syllabus:
We propose a three-stage course:

1- A one-year 8asic Stage for beginners

2- 4 two-year Intermediate Stage

3- A one-year Advanced Stage

The basic course is divided into two semesters. The first
deals with contrestive grammar of English end 4rabic. Em-
phasis would be placed on those areas which pose translating
problems. It is our main concern in this study to pinpoint

few essential components which must be taught in the 8asic

Stage. We shall also address other areas which may be intro-

duced in translating courses, especially intermediate and ad-
vanced stages

43.1 The 8aslc Stage:

Teaching English/ Arabic translation necessitates bringing

the students linguistic competence up to the standard at
which they can handle the structures of both English and Ara-
bic. This view is met with opposition by some course de-
signers who resent the idea of including language courses in
translation courses (see Keisers Model in 2.6.)

Grammatical differences between English and Arabic must be
demonstrated. Practical translating should be postponed to a
later stage. Instead, the students should be given short sen-
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tences in English end Arabic. t is preferable that students
should be taught different ways of rendering, for instance,
conditional sentences into English.

They should be given awareness of the semantic, stylistic,
and rhetorical nuances of the different renderings of a given
Arabic sentence. Differences in formality, register, accept-
ability, end appropriateness of an utterence in a particular
situation should also be highlighted. Look at the following
examples:
Have a safe journey
'I wish you a safe journey'
'SeT ety be with you'

Though they mean the same, these three options may be used
in English on different occasions, depending on the degree of

formality of the relationship between eddresser and addres-

see, and on whether the act of wishing is uttered orally or
written in a letter.

The use of 'would' end 'should' end their translation may pro-
vide another topic for discussion. Tenses, articles, relative
pronouns are potential problematic areas and may form the
core of a systematic syllabus.

When translating from English into Arabic, there are two cat-
egories of problems that are expected to confront students.
The first category occurs in the lower ranks of the linguistic
hierarchy, such as the word, the phrase, end below- the-
sentence levels. It includes verbs, nouns, pronouns, adjec-

tives, adverbs, advebials. The second category occurs in the

higher levels: on the sentence and above the sentence levels.
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Since Arabic structure is of a non-Indo-European VSO type, it
is taken for granted that any attempt at achieving a literal
translation of the grammatical categories of English, with an
Indo-European SVO structure, will result in a distorted trans-
lation. That is why equivalence between English and Arabic

at the lower level is considered impossible.

In this study, we are concerned more with the second catego-
ry: above the sentence level. It deals with the way English
and Arabic arrange information, favouring different methods
of laying emphasis on certain elements and of establishing
cohesion. It is this level which is the focus of interest in
this study, as it is the level that the advanced Arab student
finds most problematical. It is also a meeting point for the

objectives of two disciplines: teaching of translating and
teaching of composition (see, for instanse, Holes 1984). This

does not underestimate the first category, the lower level, as

they are closely interrelated.

In this section, we shall demonstrate some ways of handling

English! Arabic translation and how to handle problems oc-

curring at this level.

4.3.1.1. Contrestive Linguistics:

At The Word level:

1- Verbs: auxiliary verbs, such as to be, and • to have are
rendered by lexical verbs. Look at the following example:
NR, T.G,L52: The Islamic debate t. also about the relative im-
portance of the public and private sectors of Irans economy.

(The Economist, February 16, 1955)

TL:	 i U-I, .WI	 U2iU	 JI	 J. L2.I L LP J4
Is is replaced by waqadcir = turns on. Another example is the

foil owl ng:
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NR, T.K,L8: in a build-up of activity this weekend, there were

reports that the American Under-Secretary of State Lawrence

Eagleberger is having last-minute consultations today in Je-

rusalem with the Israeli prime minister

$,ra 1 )	 J.i, ,1.a £	 c	 Ii .JL4J	 IZLI )JZ.I	 ç9

IL:	 ,LI I,JI	 iJI , J >'I	 ,i	 J. 	J

•There were reports is replaced by taraddadat taq-

rk=re p orts circulated.

2-Nouns! Noun Phrases:

Noun structures should be modified. Nouns which refer to

names of locations should lexically be made explicit, such as

in the following examples:

NR, T.L,L95: One Israeli air raid in the summer narrowly

failed to hit an enormous quantity of new weapons stored in a

hillside near the Mieh Mieh Camp above Sidon. (The Times,

November 20, 1986)
,4	 4..J L)	 UI LLaJI , LJII Ifs c.4t;	 1AJI	 i'

TL:

Above Sidon: al_wgiCshcml madinet Sagd	 situated north

of the city of Sidon.

NR,T.L, L40: 8ut a final battle has still to be fought...before

hr Arafat dare come back to the land he departed in such ig-

nominy after the siege of Tri p oli 1983 (The Times, November

20, 1986)
LUJ (5J1	 *JI	 )L'r ij J I J I> L)I j JI>) çLC	 4I4 &LA I

IL:	 A .ls ,,i L 1,b	 La,. Li I	 1,

madinat Tarbulus the city of Tripoli.

Some items of recent invention have no standard equivalents
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in Arabic, such as 'word-processor' and 'computer'. For exam-
ple, one rendering of • word-processor' is jihz mulejat al-
kalimt= 'an apparatus for dealing with words', which is inad-
equate. The English word 'computer' has, at least, three
translations:

al-bsib el-li the mechanical calculator, Jr .b= calcula-

tor, and al-hsib el-aliktrunT the elctronic calculator, beside

the transliteration of the word in Arabic as al-kumbyutar.

3- Adjectives/ Adjective Phrases:
Adjectives need to be disambiguated, such s in the following

example:
'One Israeli air raid': tbi1 a1-ghrt al-jawi!JWah al-lati pmat
bih isr?Tl an air raid carried out by Israel. (C.f. T.L, L95
mentioned above, page 162).
Compounds must be made explicit by expansion, such as in

text T.S below:
NR,T.M, L 73: 'Some of these bundles are pinned down by de-

fects in the superconducting material.' (The Economist, June

17. 1989)
TL:	 J—JI	 1)JiJI LJ( ;UI i,,., JUJ LI th

'Super-conducting material': el-mddoh	 liyat al-ciudrah al

btawJ] material with high ability to conduct.

4- PreiJositions:
The semantic relations indicated by prepositions in English
should be made explicit when translated into Arabic, such as
the following example:

NR, T. S, L6: 'In an interview with the Sunday Times last week
he suggested that Mikhail Gorbachev's economic end social re-

forms were not going to work.' (The Times, March 1, 1987)
L4iI	 ,I	 ,	 IJI	 L.I JU..	 Jti ...ii

TL:	 (1a.jI	 JI) .	 >J iL> J1	 LiJI	 )I	 JI
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'In en interview with': Ii mugbalat ajrath m6e1llA in an in-
terview which...conducted with him.
Let us consider other examples:
NR, T.N, Li 5: Only a political solution, he said, could lead to
the release of missing foreigners because e military opera-

tion b us could lead to their deaths.' ( The Times, February

27, 1987)
LL.	 i"	 iiLl	 1I	 3AII JI	 ,I	 çiJ	 L...JI JJ-I ,i j1 L.c

TL:	 ___
'8y us': nagtmu bih = which we carry out.

NR, T.8, Li: 'The 350 people j west 5eirut's Chatila camp who
have voluntarily stopped eating so that their rations can go to
the wounded end nursing mothers were joined yesterday by
about 50 teenagers.' (The Independent, February 17, 1987)

5ZJ ;_1,	 4JJP	 çç	 U	 L	 LJli i3

TL:	 LU 0. JIp	 L1I	 JI	 I,	 JJ	 3

'In': yaishiina Ii = living in

5- Adverbs/ Adverbial Phrases:

Though morphological means exist in Arabic for expressing
adverbs of manner, Arabic has a tendency to expand adverbs
into nouns or adverb phrases. An example of this is the ad-
verb 'voluntarily' in the previous example. It may be rendered

in three ways:

as b4treh tawieh= in a voluntarily manner or
fiwA'iyyatn/ awan voluntarily, thus adhering to the same

grammatical category of English.

To cite another example:
NR, T.F,L:70 'We just want to make sure our people inside the
camps in Lebanon are edeguatelj protected.'

TL:	 -'	 L,LJ	 cL.dI	 ,I r	 ki ) LiP
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Are adequately protected: yahz bihimyah mul?imah= enjoy
adequate protection.
Another example:
NR,T.F, L49 :Oificia]jy, the staple condemnations of resur-
gence of a Palestinian state within the Lebanese state are ut-
tered here and there.
4JJI a--'	J	 '!	 , Lh 4._4)	LI j .L	 •,JP L.'UI

TL: 2LU1

Officially: mm al-nhiyah el-rasmiyah = from the official
point of view)

Only:

Good Arabic style favours turning only into the emphatic
negative Ii..ill, which is more idiomatic, such as the fol-
lowing examples:

SS, p2,L: • Syria had jjj to move towards one or the other for
this balance to be upset

TL:	 > th) .	 )	 Li	 L1

Feciat:
Eaqet ocurrs more frequently with numbers and money. Con-
sider the following example:

SL: He has only ten pounds

TL:
This also applies to some adjectives, and determiners such as

iittle, few, exclusive.
Consider the following example, taken from en expository
news report:
NR, T.D,L 13: As a result, he [King Hussain felt there was

1ittI purpose in taking up an invitation to visit the U.S.A. for

talks with President Reagan. (The Financial Times, February
15, 1987)
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I,	 ;1I )L JJI ;LJ	 LL ;ti '	 UiI	 iLU

TL:
0n1y occurs in various types of texts, such as expository ar-
gumentative, and instructional ones, though it is more fre-
quent in argumentation end evaluative texts . Look at this ex-
ample:	 -
Article 92 (The Vienna Convention)
Nationality of ShiDs
T.Q, L39: Ships shell sail under the flag of one state only and,
save in exceptional cases expressly provided for in interna-
tional treaties or in this Convention, shall be subject to its
exclusive jurisdiction on the high seas

6- Perticthles:
Participles are not used in the same way in Arabic and Eng-
lish. While English favours the use of present participles to

join sentences together, Arabic favours a more explicit way

of joining sentences by means of connectors. Making a literal
translation of English perticiples will yield a clumsy transla-
tion, as in the following example:

AF, p.5,L:3 With the ring of light from his lantern dancing
from side to side, he lurched across the yard, kicking off his

boots at the back door, drew himself a glass of beer.

TL:	 ___

The translator must be aware of the grammatical differences
between Arabic and English. He should choose a better gram-
matical means of rendering the participle. We suggest on al-

tern at I V e:

TL:	 JI	 US	 iJ ..	 ,i iILI 1JJ t•
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b- At the Sentence level:

1-Voice

Passive structures are not favoured in Arabic especially when

the agent is specified. One reason is that translating English

passives into Arabic may lead to translating the preposition

by as mm gibel, which is stylistically cumbersome. That is

why we often replace passives in English by active structures

in Arabic. Consider the following examples:

NR, T.O,L5: •The SLA, a 2,000-strong militia consisting largely

of Lebanese Christians, was established israel to police

the narrow "Security Zone" it has set up north of its border

with Lebanon.° (The Economist, January 24, 1957)

rl -'	 J.th. Y...	 LI...	 ;Lt	 J.jI_I kj	 ,LJ	 L&I ii

TL	 JL	 JI iJl	 kLI	 ii	 AUI

4	 LP	 Y... 14.41j3 L.L..4	 •JP ,LJ	 _l .i J.JPP cL$

ALT:	 ,U	 1> JL	 JI LJI L..rnI i1i.1I ã.,..,I>	 1J	 JLUI

NR, T.C, L65: The alleged link was also denied by Mr. Carl

Greshman, president of the national Endowment for Democra-

cy, the private fund set up in 1953 to help democratic forces

around the world. (The Times, February 17, 1952)
JJ J.LI	 ,	 ç.JI	 LI JJI 4r'-	 J)1$ L.1JI thi J

(\AY . V .\A I jIjp.JI)

Agentless passives are rendered in various ways, usually

with the help of verbs like lemma or jar. In the following

example, the passive can be alternatively retained in Arabic

because the implied agent (s) are represented in another way:

SL: An agreement between the U.S.A and the Soviet Union has

been concluded in order to eliminate short and medium-range

nuclear missiles in Europe.
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;_iJI jJI	 IJl	 JU	 LSJI	 dIlJI	 WI 41

TL1:

	

£J,JI '.U1J'	 1 Izli	 LJI	 I,	 1I	 i.iLiI

TL2:

Arabic, in general, is characterised by a less frequent use of

agentive and agentless passives then English. That is why

students are recommended to change the passive into the ac-

tive when translating from English into Arabic.

2- Tenses:

Arabic is generally considered to have two tenses: the Per-

lect, which is used for actions completed at the time to

which reference is made and the Imperfect, which is used for

actions which are not completed. The Imperative is thought of

as a modification of the Imperfect. Although there are means

of expressing continuous tenses, the past perfect, or the fu-

ture ii the speaker wishes to state these explicitly, there is

not the precision that English tenses can convey.

Arab students have problems with the correct use of continu-

ous forms, the past perfect, end the past. (see, for example,

Dudley-Evans and Swales (1980:91). It is useful, therefore,

for students to be given instruction in the way English and

Arabic tenses work. y imparting to the students awareness

of the distinction between Arabic and English in terms of,

tenses, word order, parts of speech, paragraphing, and punc-

tuation, the students will have invaluable grounding.

Our syllabus has been designed, with the following points

taken into consideration:

1- the course is designed to train students who are supposed-

ly of the same standard;
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2- the course is a full-time one, spreading over four years;

3- the course attempts to provide training for a typical class,
with the following characteristics:

a) students who have completed their secondary school edu-
cation, and have a reasonable command of Arabic and English,

b) the course will provide general teaching in translating.

Though some specialised texts may be given at the advanóed
stage, specialisation in translation teaching is outside the
scope of the course,
c) with the exception of a few hours of interpreting, which
may be done in the language laboratory, teaching will be given
in class.

c- At the Text Level:
1- Marked/ Unmarked:
it is generally accepted that every language has its own

methods of placing emphasis on certain elements in the text,
marking them for particular purposes. Arabic has different
ways of placing emphasis from those used in English. It dis-

plays a sentence order of Verb-Subject-Object rather than

Subject-Verb-Object- word order is one of the main factors
that distinguish one language structure from another.

For instance, the English unmarked structure permits putting

adverbs and adverbial clauses in a front position, which is not
the case in Arabic. This can be illustrated by the following

example:
SS, p2,L3 1: 'In thename of Arab Unity, both Egypt and Iraq

sought to impose on their fellow Arab States rival patterns

of relations.'
A literal translation of this example, keeping the SL word
order, results in this marked rendering:
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TL:	 11i	 JI I,aJl .am	 j.c	 4.*] .J1 1L,

An unmarked version may be the following:
JJJ	 L ii.i yL.0 4_3L.4 .Id	 •j•JI r-1' (jIj*JI) j 4 	 J5	 4JJ

TL:

Crystal defines Marked! Unmarked in the following terms:
• Unmarked is a term used in linguistics to refer to a property
of language which is more neutral, common, or general than a
corresponding property, which is said to be marked (1985:
188).
The dichotomy Marked/ Unmarked can be best explained in

terms of word order. A literal translation of the following

sentence shows how the translator is not successful because
he keeps the order of the SLT:

SS, p2,L25: The Palestinian issue aDart, little remains of in-
ter-Arab politics of the period if one abstracts the tireless

Hashimite solicitude and yearning for Syria.
UI,.	 II .iJI ...iJ Li.LJI Z.JI LLJl	 Ji	 J1z.4 t.,J	 :J,(tI L...a1I Li

TL:
An unmarked rendering of the above sentence in Arabic is the

following:
kWP LJI LJI, L	 II	 JI	 JI l JZiJI th	 Z.1i.I.JI LJJ	 'j

TL:	 ...

However, Arabic sometimes marks adverbials for special pur-
poses. Consider the following example:
NR, T. T: Eor the American Presidents, the Middle East usually

comes down in the end to a question of timing: sweat now or
sweat later? It never goes away (The Economist, February

23, 1985).
J :JL j1* JIj. 1JI ,i .1I	 jt.JI L;U	 JL

TL:	 (ia....,'I jJI) Lbi JIJJP	 .L*j L.
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In this translation, marking of adverbial is justified to draw
attention to the common attitude of American Presidents.

The fronting of adverbial clauses in Arabic legal texts some-
times seems forced or influenced by translation'. According
to Emery (1989:3), one of the characteristics of legal English
sentences is that they are, almost without exception, com-
plex, typically consisting of adverbial conditional, conces-
sive, or purpose clauses. Such clauses abound in legal Ara-
bic texts. Consider the following examples:

LLI .	 I3.A3 -\

For the purposes of this Agreement

U2jI ,IiJI	 ) !-

TL: Until their evacuation from Jordan is comilete, the Drit-
ish forces shall continue to enjoy... (Mansoor 1 965, vol. II:

118)
2- Cohesion:
It is believed that one of the most widespread problems that

advanced Arab students of English face is the difficulty of-

writing in a coherent and cohesive way (Dudley-Evans and
Swales 1980). Another widespread problem is English punc-

tuation (Holes 1984: 234).

Williams (1954:1 15) believes that Halliday and Hasans defi-

nition of cohesion in terms of cohesive ties between sentenc-
es is not adequate for Arabic, and that punctuation has only
recently been adopted in Arabic.

While Hallidey and Hasan define text cohesion in terms of the
cohesive ties existing between sentences, they admit that it
is the underlying semantic relation... that actually has the co-
hesive powerS rather than the particular cohesive marker.
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(Halliday and Hasan 1976: 229, cited in Drown and Yule 1953:

192).

Arabic makes use of different means for maintaining cohe-

sion. Arabic texts also display more explicit cohesive devic-

es than their equivalent English counterparts.

In terms of cohesion, English legal texts exhibit what Crystal

and Davy call • self-contained units which convey all the sense

that has to be conveyed at any particular point and do not

need to be linked either to what follows or what has gone be-

fore. Crystal and Davy maintain that almost the only formal

linkage to be found between the long and sufficient sentences

is the repetition of lexical items (1 969: 201-202).

3- Formal parallelism:

Arabic texts exhibit the same type of lexical cohesion out-

lined above. It also uses formal and structural parallelism on

a substantial scale. Consider the following example:

SS, p1 ,L 14: As Western guiding strings were sever, stress-

es and strains between and within Arab states assumed unex-

pected importance; 	 western influence waned, so local

problems of leadership and of the political organization of

the Arab family loomed larger.
iJI	 iJI	 jI Lc L1Jic	 UJI	 JLb%JI &1I 4JJ1	 LI	 kiI

ALT:	 J.JJP	 J	 LJI kJI, LiJI	 JcJ .JW JSLJJ iI.	 ___

Arabic legal texts exhibit the same feature, as demonstrated

in the following declaration, 1. J, Li 3:

c r.0 4I	
., r	 ( rr L ) 1	 La	 JI LJ	 iJ1. J1,. J	 )I

SL:	 j^.::JI	 J* JL	 $JJI .L L1S	 ,.,I, (AL..

TL: 'I declare and undertake that, in the event of my violating

this undertaking, in letter or in spirit, I am under obligation
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to pay to the company, six months salary in damages, as
agreed upon beforehand and I consider myself completely re-
sponsible towards the company in the case of my breaching
this undertaking. (my translation)

The underlined adverbial clauses in the Arabic text are paral-

lel structures. The writer creates a balance through repeti-
tion end lexical cohesion. The translator keeps the parallel-
ism of the SL, producing a literal translation which is appro-
priate for legal texts. He also keeps the lexical cohesion of
the SL. Mukhlafah and ikhl]., which are synonyms, are ren-
dered as • violating and breeching respectively.

Repetition is also used in English, but as Holes (1984: 236)
observes, it is simply that formal repetition, per se, is a
much more marked stylistic feature (in the sense of linguis-
tic marking) in academic registers of English than it is in

Academic Arabic, and so its frequent use in an English text

jars on the reader. English legal texts, however, are consid-

ered to be less repetitious, and hardly resort to lexical cohe-

sion owing to one factor: ellipsis of a 'cataphoric type not

permitted in Arabic. (See, for example, Emery 1989)

Arabic tends to repeat the referent where English uses ellip-
sis, such as in the following example: 	 -
NR, T.D, L34: 1 had been told that the Americans would do

anything in their power to prevent the supply of arms to Iran

and thus the continuation of the (Gulf warY. (The Financial
Times, February 18, 1 987).

)Lr	 (1) JJUL J 4L	 II	 i	 ziU	 J'I L)' () L

TL:

Arabic texts tend to be more overtly cohesive in terms of
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connectors than their equivalent English counterparts. 01 the

many cohesive markers and devices discussed in Halliday and

Hasan 1976, we are only concerned with two: reference and

lexical cohesion.

4- Reference:

Reference is of two types: exophoric and endophoric. Exo-

phoric reference can only be recovered from outside the text,

i.e. from the situation. Endophoric relationships are proforms

whose interpretation lies within the text. They are of two

kinds: anephoric and cetaphoric. Anaphoric reference can be

interpreted by looking backward in the text; cataphoric rela-

tionships can be interpreted by looking forward. An example

of anaphora can be seen in the following text:

SS, p1 ,L 19: • Sjria lies at the centre of these cross-currents:

It is a mirror of rival interests on an international scale..

TL:	 ___

In this example, 1t refers back to Syria' and can be inter-

preted accordingly. This kind of reference does not pose any

problems in English! Arabic translation. It is in the cata-

phoric reference that problems arise. Consider the following

example:

SS, p3,L39: 1n addition to the claims I have made for her,

Syria is also a particularly good observation post...

A literal translation of the English text exhibiting the same

cataphoric reference is this:

TL:	 t:P .14J	 I aL	 JIjL.t,

An alternative unmarked version in Arabic is suggested:

ALT:
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While the cetephoric reference shown above is idiomatic and

more favoured in English, since it leads to less repetition, it
is not permitted in Arabic. However, Cetaphoric reference
has started to be used in journalese, such as the following
example taken from a Times editorial:

NR, T.E,L91: 1n his interview with The Times this week, Mr
Peres pointed to the growth of self-government on the West
Dank, the emergence of more Arab mayors and the decrease of
violence there since Mrs Thatchers visit to Jerusalem eight
months ago. (The Times, January 22, 1987)
TL: (j,'I	 LJl ,	 PJJI J-I	 JI	 UI	 IJ	 UI e .L1i4

5- Theme/ Rheme:
In our discussion of Marked/ Unmarked we have mentioned
that this dichotomy has a bearing on given/ new theory. Ac-
cording to Drown and Yule (1953: 126), it has been observed

that, in English, new information is characteristically intro-

duced by indefinite expressions.

In ordering elements, English starts with the least important
elements, usually adverbs and adverbials of time, placing im-

portant and more salient information towards the end. Arabic

starts with more important information leaving least impor-

tant information to the end. On the phonological plane, Eng-
lish, however, has the added advantage of marking new infor-
mation by means of stress.

Syntactically, one way of placing emphasis in English is by
using the cleft sentence, such as the following example:

SS, p4,L2: It was Syria th elected the first communist dep-

uty in the Arab world.
TL:	 J'rJUI.UJ)	 jI
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Theme is the first element in a sentence, • the left-most con-
stituent of the sentence' (crown end Yule 1953: 126), 'the
starting point of the utterance or the point of departure'
(Halliday 1967: 212). Rheme refers to what follows the
theme. In fact, there is confusion about the terminology and
the use of terminology. The definition of theme in the Hall-
dayan sense has been found inadequate for the treatment of

Arabic.

Williams (1954: 121) ascribes this to the 'very simple reason
that Arabic most of the time displays a sentence order of
Verb-Subject-Object rather than Subject-Verb-Object and

because Arabic has a freer word order than English.'

Depending on a modified version of Halliday's definition of
theme! rheme, Williams arrives at the following conclusions:
i. written Arabic tends to repeat the theme in successive
clauses more frequently than English even when it is gram-
matically possible to omit it. Such repetition, which involves
repetition of lexical strings, might have a syntactic function;

ii. in written Arabic the theme of a clause tends to have the

same referent as the theme or rheme of the previous clause.

This may compensate for the fact that Arabic makes less

use than English of discourse adjuncts and punctuation.

4.3.1.11 Trenslotlon Theory as an Im p ortant com p o-
nent of the translation course:

y discussing the three models of translating: the Grammati-

cal, the Cultural, and the Interpretive, the teacher of trans-
lating is actually imparting to students basic transfer tech-
niques from which they may choose what is appropriate for a
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particular text.

1- Transfer techniques:

Having introduced the students to a large variety of text

types and forms at the first stage and especially during the

second stage, the teacher should vary the way he teaches reg-

ularly, whilst at the same time retaining a consistent course

with reference to the course goals. The teacher should also

be systematic in his methods of teaching, translating, and

presenting materials.

y introducing various text-forms for translating, the teach-

er aims to sensitise his students to stylistic differences,

motivating them to vary the way they translate according to

the type of text they are handling. For a long time now there

has been a controversy over whether it is better to translate

literally or to produce a free rendering of the SLT, provided

that the essence of the SL message remains intact. (For more

details on this and other controvrsies, see Ch. II above)

While exponents of literal translating argue for the impor-

tance of conveying both the form and the content of the ST,

supporters of free translating argue for conveying the es-

sence of the SLT, ignoring the stylistic or aesthetic value of

the form, which is particularly significant in the translation

of literary works.

In fact, these are two polarised viewpoints. The teacher

should try to reconcile them in such a way that the student

should translate as literally as possible and as freely as the

structure, the idiom, the cliches, or the collocation requires

In order to obtain better insights into translation techniques,
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it might be useful at this point to review the transfer proce-

dures proposed by the representatives of the stylistique corn-

parêe approach, Vinay and Darbelnet (1958). They made the

first systematic attempt to draw up a well-ordered set of

transfer procedures and to devise a comprehensive classifi-

cation of translation procedures including both literal and

non-literal translation.

They developed a framework for describing translation proce-

dures, basing their views on the assumption that the transla-

tion process manifests itself as a series of linguistically

comprehensible techniques. They supported their views by

evidence from English! French and German! French transla-

tions, and concluded that all translation procedures could be

included under seven techniques, at least, as far as these two

language pairs are concerned. These techniques are: borrow-

ing, calque, literal translating, transposition, modulation,

equivalence, and adaptation. The first three fall into the cat-

egory literal translating, while the remaining four fall into

Iree translating.

1- 8orrowing: this involves borrowing SL vocabulary items

and their compounds, incorporating them as they are in the TL

without any change in their meaning or general grammatical

status. Examples of borrowings abound in Arabic, such as

taxi, freezer, bus, train, radio, video, computer, starter, mo-

to r.

2- Calque or loan translating is a kind of literal translating

that involves taking one compound in the SL, analysing it into

its constituent parts and, then, carrying their individual

meanings into the TLT. An example of caique is the English

guest worker, which corresponds to the German compound
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'Gast/ arbeiter'. It is transferred into English by dividing it

into its constituent parts, conveying the meanings of both

words.

3- Literal translating is a method of replacing the syntactic

structures of a SL, normally at the clause or sentence level,

by corresponding syntactic structures in the TL in terms of

the number of words end type of parts of speech. Though the

attention devoted to non-literal translating procedures is

more than that devoted to literal translating, literal trans-

leting is 'rather powerful, at least in certain sorts of texts,

for example LSP texts' (Wilss 1952: 100).

4- Transposition consists in rendering the elements of a SLT

by equivalent elements in the TLT that do not correspond syn-

tactically with the original. This transfer procedure involves

changing the parts of speech in the SLT, such as in the fol-

lowing example:

SL:

4 literal translation of yumkinu ziydat el-intj is:

'productivity can be increased'. 4 more idiomatic version in

English Is:

TL: 'Increased productivity is possible'

5- Modulation: involves shifts in meaning as in rendering a

positive SL sentence by a negative TL sentence. For example,

the French example:

SL: '1' hotel est plein'

can be rendered into English as:

TL 1: 'No vacancies', which can be rendered in Arabic by either

lë thjad shawghir or kmil al-adad

TL:
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6- Equivalence is the replacement of a SL situation by a com-

municatively comparable TL situation. The aim of the trans-

lator is to produce as nearly as possible the same effect on

the TL reader as the effect which was produced on the SL

readers (Newmark 1951:10). The Dynamic Equivalence is

most effective in rendering proverbs, epigrams, and other

cultural expressions (for a more detailed account, see Chap-

ter I, The Cultural Model). For example, the rendering of the

following English proverb may pose problems to students:

SL: One man's meat is another man's poison'

A literal translation may lead to the following misleading

version:

TL1:	 iL

This rendering is vague. When we put this proverb in its ap-

propriate, social context, it may be stylistically and func-

tionally comparable to the following Arabic proverb:

TL:

'one people's misfortunes are another people's profits.'

7- Adaptation is a texual compensation for the soclo-cuLtural

differences between the SL and the TL. Elements of meaning

missed in the translation can be compensated by using foot-

notes and additional TL vocabulary items. For example, the

use of the plural marker kum in Arabic in a formal situation

when addressing somebody who is higher in position than the

addresser. When translating into English, we have to take the

first opportunity to add something to the meaning, perhaps at

a later stage, by introducing polite formulas, such as 'sir,

'your excellency','your lordship', or by slightly increasing the

formality of the style.
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Vinay and Darblenets classification of translation procedures

was considered vague: devising a system of categorisation for

procedures in the domain of non-literal translating posed

problems of definition and subcetegorisation. The typology of

these procedures was studied and criticized. According to

Clas (1971) , the three literal translating procedures are to

be regarded as special cases of translating. He concluded

that only modulation, equivalence, and adaptation are true

translation techniques, because they deal with meaning, ex-

cluding transposition on the grounds that it deals only with

formal shifts of expressions.

Though 5ausch (1968) attempted a new classification, elimi-

nating many inconsistencies resulting from the definition of

transposition, there remained the problem of making a clear

distinction between literal translating and transposition.

The sixth translation procedure, equivalence, is redundant and

confusing, since it is the aim of every translation to achieve

equivalence by whatever translation strategy or procedure

available.

There are also reservations regarding the use of the vague

term adaptation, since it refers to a general state of affairs,

guiding every non-literal translation process and establishing

the correspondence between SL and TL according to the given

contextual and situational conditions of communication in

each case. ( For a more detailed treatment of translation pro-

cedures, see Wilss 1982: 96-111; Pinchuk 1977)

Having acquainted the students with translation procedures

the teacher must adopt the right techniques for the transla-

tion of his materials. He must select his materials according

to text type theory and register theory (see Ch.III above). For
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instance, expository news reports and summaries require us
to operate at the phrase level and sometimes at the clause
level. In argumentative texts (e.g. editorials), we can move
up to a higher level, such as that of the sentence or the text

in order to render the evaluative structure of the SLT.

In instructional texts (e.g. legal documents,treaties) the
translator operates on the word level to retain the dignified,
frozen style of the SL document. In the case of cliches, col-
locations, proverbs and epigrams, however, the translator
may move up to higher levels, i.e to the sentence or the text
level, to find a near TL equivalent of the SL culture-specific

term or proverb. This can be best achieved by applying the
Dynamic Equivalence Method of translating (see, for example,
the Cultural Model Ch.I above).

2- Imilications of the Three Models forTT:

Teaching translating according to the Grammatical Model will
demonstrate translating as an interlingual operation whereby

a text in one language (SL) is replaced by a text in another

language (TL) - translating as a kind of code-switching. The
teacher must concentrate on parts of speech in English and

Arabic, highlighting areas of match and mismatch.

Teaching according to the Grammatical Model also involves

comparing and contrasting grammatical structures of English
and Arabic. Methods include contrastive grammar techniques
of translating and lexicon acquisition. For example, the

teacher chooses a particular grammatical area which is re-
garded as problematical, and demonstrates to students how to

surmount it when translating from English into Arabic and

vice versa.
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One grammatical area which is problematical in translating

is tense. A contrastive study of how English tenses work and

potential problems resulting from translating them into Ara-

bic, similar to the one undertaken earlier in this chapter, is

of great importance. We refer briefly to a few topics that

the teacher can discuss in class:

1- the translation of the continuous tenses into Arabic;

2- the translation of the perfect tenses into Arabic;

3- the distinction between the past and the present perfect

in English;

4- the translation of the simple present;

5- discussion of the various ways of expressing the future

tense in English:

- the use of will and shalV,

- the use of Going to + infinitive,

- the use of the present continuous tense;

6- the different translations of would and should;

7- the translation of English passives into Arabic and vice

versa;

8- the translation of connectors into English and Arabic and

vice versa;

9- the translation of English parenthesis into Arabic;

10- the Translation of adverbs and adverbials into Arabic;

11- the Translation of articles in Arabic and English;

12- the Translation of relative clauses in Arabic and English;

13- the Translation of pronouns in English and Arabic;

14- punctuation in Arabic and English;

15- the Translation of modal verbs into Arabic.

These areas are listed as examples only, since grammatical

problems in translating from English into Arabic are numer-

ous. If taught systematically, these topics provide a good
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foundation for the teaching of translating. The students are

exposed to typical translation problems and appropriate

translating techniques. The result is the accumulation of a

set of problem-solving methods or strategies, which the stu-

dents will have at their disposal once they have completed

the course.

Since the Grammatical Model concentrates on the syntagmatic

and paradigmatic features of the message, it produces a

word-for- word translation. Though it is often criticised for

ignoring some aspects of the message, word-for-word trans-

lating is effective in translating instructional texts, such as

legal documents and treaties. When translating these texts,

the translator must stick to the letter of the message, re-

taining its formal and sometimes frozen style. He should

move up to the phrase and the clause level only if the idiom or

the collocation requires him to do so.

Teaching according to the Cultural Model is more useful than

according to the Grammatical Model. Its Methods are very ef-

fective in handling translation problems of a culture-specific

kind, such as proverbs, and epigrams. The aim of the transla-

tor is to express in the TLT world what has been already ex-

pressed in the SLT world, bridging cultural gaps as far as

possible. 4 translation according to this model will be far

from literal, as it concentrates not on isolated words and

phrases but on the cultural context of words and concepts.

Consider the folowing translation of this English proverbial

expression:

•The pot calls the kettle black ( Smith 1 935: 360)

A literal translation is:
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AJI çL JiJI

kiJI	 )1AJ1

Putting this proverbs in its cultural setting and retaining its

function as admonitory, leads to the following rendering:

J1 Z.LI	 iJI

The kettle reproached the kitchen spoon. "Thou blackee," he

said, thou idle babbler." (5urckhardt 1875: 435)

In translation teaching according to the Cultural Model, the

teacher must emphasize the importance of both the SL and the

TL cultures. Cultural aspects, such as kinship terms and co-

lour terms, are highlighted, with the aim of finding equiva-

lence. The teacher of translation, while underlining that dif-

ferent languages dissect the world differently, must make

the student aware of the possiblity of bridging the difference

in experience between two cultures.

The cultural context of each word in the text must be looked

at carefully, because it is in their specific culture that the

precise meanings of words crystalise. For example, the Eng-

lish word cousin, which has no gender, has eight different

translations in Arabic, which has a more elaborate system of

kinship terms, depending on the exact blood relationship:
I C*JI 	 •JllCr*JIJ	 r.*JI,JI

Ibn amm: fathers brothers son; ibn khl: mothers brothers

son; ibn ammah: fathers sisters son; ibn khlah: mothers

sisters son; bint amm: fathers brothers daughter; bint khl:

mothers brothers daughter; bint ammeh: fathers sisters

daughter; hint khlah: mothers sisters daughter.

Translation teaching according to the Interpretive Model, es-

pecially the Text Analysis method, is more effective than
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that according to the previous models. Though the Hermeneu-

tic Method is considered the least teacheable of all, since it

regards translating as interpretation and recreation, it is a

sophisticated method, since the interpretation of text comes

first prior to analysis and restructuring. it is difficult to

adopt as a method of teaching for beginners, as it leads to

free translation end the recreation of completely new texts.

The Text Analysis Method, on the other hand, is more effec-

tive to adopt, since it provides systematic teaching stages.

it is recommended because teaching depends on certain con-

cepts, such as context and co-text. The task of the translator

is to reconstruct the context of the text he wants to trans-

late, starting with reading and understanding the text, ana-

lysing it into its major constituents and propositions.

Dy analysing the context of the text, i.e. the environment in

which it occurs, and its co-text, i.e. its linguistic environ-

ment, the translator will determine the overall meaning of

the SLT. The translator analyzes the text, relying on certain

formal markers which serve as clues, such as conjunctions

and reference. This method also preserves the style of the

SLT and its degree of formality.

Translation teaching according to the Text Linguistic Model is

the most effective. it is an eclectic model which draws on

all previous models, laying a solid foundation for TT. In addi-

tion to concentrating on context as a key term for under-

standing the meaning of texts, this method also highlights the

importance of formal clues, such a conjunctions, in analysing

the text. The translator is guided by such clues as connectors

and anaphora which enable him to understand and analyse the

text correctly.
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The major characteristic of this model is that it takes the

text rather than the word or the sentence as the unit of

translating. Translations made according to the model are id-

iomatic, concentrating on the meaning of the SLT, without ig-

noring its formal characteristics.

Exponents of this model highlight concepts like cohesion, co-

herence, intentionality, situationality, appropriateness, and

intertexuality as the standards of textuality. (See de Beau-

grande and Dressier 1951). The translation process is divided

into the following stages:

- Reading

- Understanding

- Analysis

- Reconstructing the context

- Decision-making

- Restructuring

- Editing and revision

- Assessment

( For a more detailed eccoubt see Reiss 1951; Wilss 1982;

House 1977, 1 982)

Other interesting areas for discussion are the following:

- Literal and free translation;

- Translation equivalence: dynamic and formal;

- Untranslatability;

- Techniques used by translators;

- Translation procedures: adaptation, transposition, borrow-

ing, word for word translation,

- Stages of translation.

4.3.1,111 The Cultural Comconent of the Course:

By including a cultural component in the course we aim to
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develop bi-cultural competence in the context of translating.

It has the following sub-targets:

a) to enable students to be aware of the cultural differences

between societies end their implications for translating;

b) to enable the students to be aware of the relation between

language and culture, and its implications for translating;

c) to provide the students with relevant information concern-

ing the gaps in various aspects of the TL and SL cultures;

d) to provide the students with a knowledge of the various

means of assessing and bridging cultural gaps.

The Cultural Content

Teaching culture includes the following topics:

1- the relation between language and culture: Introduction-

language is determined by culture- language as manipulation

of culture;

2- the Li culture and history;

3- soclo-economic and political systems: the 5ritish econom-

ic, political, and legal systems;

4- English and American literatures;

5- philosophical and religious thinking;

6- daily life and customs, ideas and attitudes;

7- colour terms;

8- figurative speech;

9- proverbs and epigrams;

10- geographical background;

1 1- cultural distance and approximation;

12- history and ecology;

13- world history.
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Pedagogical division of the cultural content:

Thought and Language:

- the Sepir-Whorf Hypothesis and translating;

- the cultural limits of translatability;

- a contrastive cultural study of (Li -L2) colour terms, kin-

ship terms, etc.

TechniQues of assessing cultural distance

- componential analysis;

- hierarchical analysis;

- techniques of familiarising students with TL cultural ele-

ments	 -

- role playing.

TyJes of cultural corresDondence in translating:

- Linguistic translation and cultural equivalence:

(Formal vs. Dynamic equivalence)

- Cultural metaphors and the means of translating them

4.3.1.iv Translation Assessement:

In the third and the fourth year, when the teacher is fully

satisfied that his students have improved their linguistic and

translation competence, he may start introducing for the stu-

dents criteria for assessing the quality of translations and

encourage them to criticise their colleagues translations and

their own translations.

Translation assessment requires concentrated effort from

both the teacher and students. It has evolved from and as a

reaction to error analysis. While error analysis is primarily

concerned with classifying, describing and evaluating trans-
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fer phenomena on the basis of the dichotomy wrong/ right,

translation assessment is concerned with making qualitative

assessment of translation as a whole, as objectively as pos-

sible, taking into account both positive and negative factors.

(Wilss 1982:216)

Thus, translation assessment has become more popular then

error analysis. It occupies so important a position as a prac-

tice in translation in general and in translation pedagogy in

particular that course designers and translation theorists,

such as Reiss and Wilss, are calling for its inclusion in trans-

lation end interpreting syllabuses.

In fact, there are various objectives of evaluation, such as

the assessment of the performance of the translator, the as-

sessment of the faithfulness of the translation with regard

to content and intention, and more importantly the assess-

ment of a translation in terms of its appropriateness for its

intended purpose.

At the outset, let us discuss some linguistic models of trans-

lation quality assessment put forward by House (1976) and

Sager (1983) to see how their sets of criteria for assessing

translations are different from those of earlier attempts.

Early studies have dealt with translation quality assessment

in an anecdotal and largely subjective menner, adopting such

criteria as faithfulness to the original, the retention of the

SL flavour, local colour or spirit, and the pleasure of the

reader. (House 1976, 1982: 5)

It is usually the case that criteria assigned to high quality

translations are vague and sometimes contradictory. Consider
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the following principles of translation listed by Savory:

1- A translation must give the words of the original
2- A translation must give the idea of the original
3- A translation should read like an original work
4- A translation should reed like a translation
5- A translation should reflect the style of the original
6- A translation should possess the style of the translator
7- A translation should read as a contemporary of the origi-
nal
8- A translation should read as a contemporary of the trans-
lator
9- A translation may add to or omit from the original
10-A translation may never add to or omit from the original
11-A translation of verse should be in prose
12-A translation of verse should be in verse (Savory 1957: 49)

Other theoretical end experimental studies attempt to meas-

ure translation quality by the response made on the readers.

Though these studies are more advanced, since they are com-

municatively oriented, they do not differ much from the pre-

vious category as far as their attempts to produce general

criteria, such as Nidas three criteria, are concerned:

1- general efficiency of the communication process;

2- comprehension of intent;

3- equivalence of response. (Nida, 1964: 182)

These three criteria are closely related, since equivalence of

response cannot be achieved without comprehension of con-

tent. This echoes Nide's famous principle of • Dynamic equiva-

lence of a translation', where the manner in which the recep-

tors of the TLT respond must be equivalent to the manner in

which the receptors of SL respond to the SLT. (For a broader

account of the Dynamic Equivalence Method, see the Cultural

Model, CH 1; see also Nide 1964: 159)
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It may be useful to note that equivalence does not necessarily

mean that the produced response is identical, owing to cultu-

ral, historical, and social differences between the SL and the

TL. In any case, equivalence of response can never be empiri-

cally tested. Thus, arguing for equivalence of response seems

as futile as the philologists' requirement of 'capturing the

spirit of the original'.

Nida and Taber (1 969: 173) propose three criteria for testing

the quality of a translation:

X 1- the correctness with which the receptors understand

the message of the original...;

2- the ease of comprehension;

3- the involvement a person's experiences as the result

of the adequacy of the form of the translation.

Nida and Tabe(s practical tests of translations include,

among other things:

1- the use of the doze technique, which assumes that ease of

comprehension of a given text is related to its degree of pre-

dictability;

2- the reading aloud of a translation by several individuals

before an audience.

Other experimental methods in which the ultimate criterion

of translation quality is an observable, verifiable response,

have been put forward by Miller and 5eebe Centre (1955) and

Macnamara (1967). The studies, however, suffer from the

relativity of any judgment that lacks a norm against which

the results of any response test may be measured. (For more

details on these studies, see, for example, House 1 982)

House (1976) criticises response-based studies on transla-
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tion assessment for ignoring the SLT. In her view, the SLT is

a pre-requisite for establishing the quality of a given trans-

lation, and this quality is measured as a basis for comparison

with the TLT. 4 translation may be judged according to

whether or not it is adequate vis 'a vis the • normaF standard

usage of native speakers in a given situational context. She

proposes to develop an objective method for determining the

semantic, stylistic, functional, and pragmatic qualities of the

SLT, and then to determine whether and to what extent the

translation matches these characteristics.

Wilss (1974,1982) suggests that the TLT should be judged ac-

cording to a certain norm of usage in a language community.

However, his argument is controversial, since it is unrealis-

tic for the SLT, owing to the individual preferences of the

translator. House considers Wilsss suggestions unsound:

the given situation in which the source text was written
is, by definition, unique and therefore the notion of a "norm"
existing in the source culture for a particular unique text
is a somewhat optimistic one. Even more optimistic is the
idea that there should exist a "norm" for this unique text
inside the target culture. (House 1982: 21-22)

__)	 \

Koller (1974) proposes a linguistic model of translation qual-

ity assessment, consisting of the following stages: 1. SLT

criticism with a view to transferability into the TL; 2. trans-

lation comparison in which the particular methods of transla-

tion used in the production of the given TLT are described; 3.

evaluation of the translation, not according to vague, general

criteria such as good or highly intelligible, but according to

adequate or not adeqate, given that text-specific features

derived in I are measured against the native speekers faculty

for mete-linguistic judgments.
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Reisss model for translation essessment.is useful, suggest-

ing that determining the text type of the SLT is a pre-

condition for measuring the quality of a translation. Accord-

ing to her, it is these text types which have to be kept equiv-

alent in an adequate translation. The determination of the

text type presupposes a careful analysis of the SLT (see, for

example, Ch.I on Reisss classification of texts).

Reisss model of translation assessment is general, since she

does not demonstrate its practicality. Her model is program-

matic only since it gives no indication of the precise method

of establishing text function or text type. Reisss approach to

translation assessment needs to be further developed into a

workable model.

1 .Houses Model of Translation Quality Assessment (1976)

Prior to designing her model of translation quality assess-

ment, House (1976,1982) underlines the importance of mean-

mci in translatinci. Since the essence of translation lies in

the preservation of meaning, House makes a distinction be-

tween the three aspects of meaning: the semantic, the prag-

matic, and the textual.

The semantic or referential meaning is the representation of

a certain word or utterence in the real world ,i.e, referent,

which is most readily accessible. The pragmatic meaning can

be best demonstrated in the light of Austin (1962) and

Searles (1969) Speech Act Theory, which refers to the prag-

matic meaning as the illocutionary force that an utterance

may have, i.e., the particular use of an expression on a specif-

ic occasion.

This illocutionary force may be predicted from grammatical
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features, e.g., word order, mood of the verb, stress, intona-

tion, or the presence of performative verbs. It must be noted

that in actual speech situations, only the context will make

the pragmatic meaning of any utterance clear.

Pragmatic meaning has great implications for translating,

since translating operates with units of language in use, i.e.,

utterances. It is the aim of translating to arrive at an equiv-

alent of pragmatic meaning, because the primary task of

translating is to convey the intention of the SLT. Thus, prag-

matic meaning overrides semantic meaning (House 1982: 28).

Since translating is a textual phenomenon, the textual aspect

of meaning is very important, because the SLT should be kept

equivalent in the TLT (Catford 1965; Gleason 1968; House

1976, 1982). Texts are usually constituted by the use of the

following cohesive devices: pro-forms, substitutions, ellip-

sis, co-reference, anaphora, which should be taken into ac-

count if the meaning of the SLT is to be preserved.

Though, as Gleason (1968:40) points out, many of the crucial

problems [of translation] lie in attaining connectivity be-

tween successive sentences while conveying the message, the

textual aspect of meaning has been neglected. 	 -

The concept of equivalence is taken as the fundamental cri-

terion for measuring the adequacy of translations. House pro-

poses a definition of translating based on the concept of

equivalence. According to her,translation is the replacement

of a text in the source language by a semantically and prag-

matically equivalent text in the target language (House 1982:

29-30; see also Wilss 1977).
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According to House, Hallidays (1 970a, b, 1971, 1973, 1975,

1985) ideational and interpersonal functions are comparable

to the functions used by Ogdan and Richard (1946), uhler

(1965), and Jakobson (1960) as a basic mode of language in

use. Hallidays functional theory, however, differs from the

previous approaches only as far as his textual function is

concerned. It is this function that makes text construction

easier.

Since it is possible to find different functions occurring in

one text, it is obvious that most approaches to text function

take the predominant language function in a text as the basis

for determining text types. The probabilistic nature of text

typology, however, does not precisely determine text func-

tions, though text typology is useful in selecting, and classi-

fying texts for analysis.

For the purposes of constructing a model for situational-

functional SLT analysis and assessments of translation,

House adapts Crystal and Davys scheme of situational dimen-

sions (1969) as follows:

A. Dimensions of language user: 1. Geographical origin
2. Social class
3. Time

. Dimensions of language use: 1. Medium	 simple
[complex

2. Participation simple
complex]

3. Social Role Relationship
4. Social attitude
5. Province

(House 1 982:42)
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These situational dimensions and their linguistic syntactic,

lexical and textual correlates are considered to be the means

by which the texts function is realised. House postulates

that a TLT must not only match its SLT in function, but em-

ploy equivalent situational-dimensional means to achieve

that function.

y using situational and linguistic dimensions for analysing

the SLT, the translator obtains the textual norm against

which the quality of the TLT can be measured. According to

Houses evaluation scheme, any TLT, in order to be adequate,

has to fill the requirement of a dimensional and a functional

match. It follows from this that any mismatch along the sit-

uation& dimensions constitutes an error.

As far as the classification of errors is concerned, House

suggests a typology of translation errors consisting of cov-

ertly erroneous and overtly erroneous translations. The for-

mer type includes mismatches along the situational dimen-

sions; the latter comprises errors resulting from a mismatch

of the denotative meaning of the SLT and the TLT elements.

Overt errors are divided into two categoriess. The first cate-

gory includes cases where the denotative meaning of ele-

ments in the SLT has been changed by the translator. These

are subdivided into: omissions, additions, substitutions con-

sisiting of either wrong selections or wrong combinations of

elements. The second category of overt errors or breaches of

the TL system is subdivided into: cases of ungrammaticality

and cases of dubious acceptability or breaches of the norm of

usage.

While overt errors have traditionally been given attention,
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covert errors have been neglected, since their investigation

is not as easy as the investigation of the overt type. The fi-

nal qualitative judgement of TLT, in Houses view, consists of

listing a statement of the mismatches of both types of errors

and a statement of the resulting mismatch of each of the two

functional components.

2.Sagers Model of Translation Assessment (1983):

Sager (1983) argues that • there are no absolute standards of

translation quality but only more or less appropriate transla-

tions for the purpose for which they are intended. He sub-

scribes to text type translation theory, advocated by Reiss

(1972; 1976, 1981) and Wilss (1982; 1987), which posits

that different types of texts require different methods of

t ran s 1 at I n g.

While saying that most translations are modelled on text

forms of the TL, Sager admits that there are also translations

which do not match known forms of TLT, and which cannot

therefore be compared to them. He also recognises that there

is no standard translation of any such types of texts. He

points out:

While there are established text types which we can identify
and whose general characteristics can be described, there is
not an ideal model of letter, scientific report or instruction;
each organization develops its own variants according to the
functions any such document has in the communication pro-
cesses which represent or accompany its activities (1984:

332)

In terms of the criteria for evaluation, Sager makes a dis-

tinction between macro-evaluation which aims at assessing

the value of the product and micro-evaluation which is aimed
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at improving the product. Our main concern in this study is

with the latter: micro-evaluation.

TyDes of error:

Sager makes a distinction between errors caused by inade-

quate knowledge of the vocabulary, orthography, morphology

or syntax of the TL and those stemming from the misinterpre-

tation and inadequate expression of the SLT. To Sager, errors

of the second kind are more frequent than the first, and

should be given the main concern. For the purposes of objec-

tivity, precision, and consistency, Sager devises a grid for

assessment, which must be carried out on two axes: the lexi-

cal and the syntactic. Accordingly, errors are classified as

follows:

- Inversion )

- Omission }

- Addition ) unless justified by the specification

- Deviation )

- Modification

With such a diverse fund of criteria, there will be a consider-

able variation in the result of assessment. This can only be

balanced by taking the scores obtained by different assessors.

Introducing this method which depends on the end-producU

user as the principal assessor is useful, though, as Sager ad-

mits, it is a subjective method and can only be objectified by

comparing the time required for the reading of a translation

and an original.

For the purposes of this study, we shall rely on Houses and

Sagers models in building our own models for translation
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quality assessment. Accordingly, we propose the following

categorisation of translation errors

a- Lexical Errors

b- Syntactic Errors

c- Textual Deviation

This classification can be further subdivided, resulting in the

following elaborate grid

a.

1- Justified Lexical Addition

2- Unjustified Lexical Addition

3- Justified Lexical Omission

4- Unjustified Lexical Omission

5- Justified Lexical Reformulation

6- Unjustified Lexical Reformulation.

1- Justified Syntactical Addition

2- Unjustified Syntactical Addition

3- Justified Syntactical Omission

4- Unjustified Syntactic Omission

5- Justified Syntactic Reformulation

6- Unjustified Syntactic Reformulation

c- Textual Deviation

3. Analysis of Data:

The data for this study have been selected from various

sources, such as newspapers and magazines (e.g. The Times,

The Guardian, The Observer, The Independent, The Financial

Times, The Economist, The New Statesman, and Time) and

from literary and political books. Newspapers will provide us

with the required newsreports and editorials, which are for

the most part political. The translations of these newsrep-

orts and editorials appeared in the Arabic Newspapers, al-
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Sharq al-Awsat• end al-Waten.

The date selected are classified as foflows:

Non - lit e ra ry:

This group includes two genres:

1- Political, historical book : Patrick Seales The Struggle For

syria, translated into Arabic by SamTr Fallehah end M.CAbdeh.

2- Journalese: news reports end editorials.

Mention should be made of the fact that, in some cases, the

distinction, for instance, between political and economic

within the same work does not hold, and hybrid classifica-

tions emerge. For instance, the political text is at the same

time historical, because it deals with Syrian political af-

fairs, and with events that occurred in the period between

World War II and the Sixties. The same also applies to the

classification of the literary works.

Litereryi

1- Animal Farm by George Orwell, translated by Rad \bd a]-

Jolil Jawd, and a second anonymous translation.

Modes of Evaluation:

According to Sager, two aspects of evaluation exist:

1- a new text can be compared to the original, via a mete-

linguistic representation, relatively to other translations, as

in examinations or absolutely to an ideal type;

2- a translation can be described, analysed and evaluated as

if it were the result of a writing or a re-writing process.

Sager discusses the aspects of translation which affect eval-
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uation and points out that in order to determine the criteria

which are significant in the evaluation of translations we

have to describe the substantial number of variables which

affect the translation process, such as the text type and form

of the SLT and the TLT.

For the purposes of this study, we propose two modes of

evaluation:

A - Assessing a published translation : The Struggle For Suria

- Comparison and assessment of two published translations

of the same work: Animal Farm

Assessment of a translated work:

This includes the following preliminary steps:

a) SLT analysis, which includes identifying the SLT intention,

function, register, language quality;

b) comparison of the SLT and the TLT;

c) evaluation of the TLT in relation to the SLT;

d) suggesting a better or improved alternative.

To demonstrate how a translated work should be assessed, we

have conducted an assessment of a translation of the intro-

duction and selected examples of The Struggle For Syria.

A- Assessing a iublished translation:

SS,p 1 ,L 14: As Western guiding strings were severed, stresses

and strains between and within Arab states assumed unex-

pected importance; as western influence waned, so local

problems of leadership and of the political organization of

the Arab family loomed larger.

'5,-, 4J_r.Jl	 ^	 r

L, II;	 ;AJ L_,LJI	 LII, ;LiJI	 iJ1I	 All L)1 4%JJJIJl	 JI J' L.	 ,-

TL:
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TL changes the past tense of the SL into the present, which

changes the meaning. It translates the doublet • stresses and

strains by a single term el-tawattur. As a set-piece in Eng-

lish, these two terms ought perhaps to be represented by an

equivalent set-phrase in Arabic. TL represents • as with f-
hine. Another interpretation of es is ku11ern. TL renders

organization, which is in the singular, as tanzTmt, which is

in the plural. It may be translated as tenzfr-n
JJ	 jI La.L	 1JiSj &i	 UJI, ,JI £I pII	 JI 1LI	 *1wP	 .,

ALT:	 J	 L.JI r1' ;LiJI	 JJ U,dI JU

SS, p1, Li 9: Syria lies at the centre of these cross-currents:

it is as a mirror of rival interests on an international scale

that she deserves special attention.
i L.1 I	 La.JJ 1,a .	 LI I	 I, LJ I .	 i

IL:

TL fronts the adverbial, which is fairly unusual in Arabic,

thus producing the wrong emphasis. TL does not render the

metaphor it is as a mirror of adequately, representing it

with mir'?t li1-meslih, mir?t being till. As in the SL

means being. To preserve the metaphor 61 the SL, it might

be better to supply a verb like ta'kusu in apposition to

mirror, which renders it more explicitly.

ALT:

Lr	 itLI	 LriL	 .1,.	 4LdI 1LJI

SS, p1 ,L2 1: lndeed, her internal affairs are almost meaning-

less unless related to the wider context,Iirst of her Arab

neigbours and then of other interested Powers.

TL:	 L	 ç&1IiL	 IiLLLI, \

This reads like translationese. It is perhaps better to start

with a verb. The addition of wa is grammatically incorrect.
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ALT:

"-'"	 )i..iJ)

SS,p 1 ,L26: There are many reasons for this view: one is the

strategic position of Syria, guarding the north-eastern ap-

proaches to Egypt.'
iII	 Lab4	 ,bJI •	 ,JI	 LLJ	 .1J1	 ) 1iJ	 \

TL:	 ___

TL does not translate 'many'. It misrepresents 'approaches'

with memarrt, which may be rendered as madkhil. It also

misrepresents 'guard' with tushrif	 A better version

goes like this:
J.LUI	 i •II	 iI	 L1LJ UL

ALT:

SS, p2,L1: 'both the generator of political ideas and the focus

of countless dreams and patriotic fantasies.'

k,i '	 IiJI,	 Ipw	 d4i ;i1I,	 JI)15J'	 1s, \L

TL does not translate 'both'. It is not quite accurate, since it

misrepresents 'generator' and 'focus' with rnanba C and murta-

L.f.respectiveIy, which do not convey the sense of the SLT.

We suggest an alternative:

ALT:	 J1 J,JI	 15J.m , iLJI JI^J Jj.

55, p2, Li 6: 'Syria had only to move towards one or the other

for this balance to be upset.'

TL:	 _________ !ft	 ) I 1J Li	 LI

Here, the translator is successful in relaying 'only' into the

emphatic negative, which is more idiomatic in Arabic. HoW-

ever, he makes a syntactic mistake, changing the verb into an

adjunct, thus deviating from the sense of the SL. The transla-

tor's version literally means 'according to the change of bal-

ance.' It may be better to use tiatt instead of hasb.
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TLs use of the demonstratives hihihi end tilke leeds to am-

biguity. Some noun has, therefore, to be supplied in order to

make the meaning explicit in Arabic:

ALT:	 ,iLk-.th

SS, p2,L 17: lnevitably, the pattern of her internal affairs

came to bear the imprint of these contesting forces.

IL:	 -iL.iI	 iJI jtL	 L.aj L.bJJ	 Jim	 1JJJ (\,o)

The representation of pattern with nasag is not quite accu-

rate. It would perhaps be better to translate it as nemat:

ALT:	 .ziL1	 ;,i1I	 LiIjJI 1 j 	 .l2.0 J	 I	 L4 A, UJi

SS, p2,L 19: Sgrian politicians,factions, and pressure groups

of all sorts pledged themselves to one or the other camp.

TL:	 ,l .JILI IiJ	 JLiJI i1I	 JI, ,LJJ

TL is not quite accurate. It translates factions as j-

zumar. It would be better if we translated it as el-ahzb. TL

adds unnecessary information in translating • pressure groups

as el-jam't al-mu?aththirch el-fa'lah effective pressure

groups. TL does not translate of all sorts, which may be

translated as nifli kfTet al-inIim?t. Camp' is translated

as al-jnib, because the English metaphor cannot be rendered

literally as el-mu'eskar in this context:

ALT:
LiI i	 LI Li.J	 Ji	 ,	 LzI iilc	 1I 1LLI,	 1JI Aj

SS, p2,21: Syria, as the prize in the contest for Arab primacy,

held so central a position on the stages.

IL:	 I	 I J	 I JA	 JiJ \

TL does not trenslate,the prize, which is part of the SL pa-

renthesis. TL implies that Syria is involved in the conflict;

SL means that Syria is only the prize for the winner . The
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representation of held ..a position with tmatta8t bi mewgi

is not precise. It can be translated as ibtallat. We suggest an

alt e rn a t I Ye:

ALT:	 IIjt.._JPi

SS, p2,L22: •That for an Arab state to have an • Arab policy in

the post-war years came primarily to mean for It to have a

plan concerning Syria.
, JI	 L	 L	 _.L_çIP

TL:

The rendering of to have an Arab policy as tanduf i1 siysn-

tin Carabiyyahj does not fully represent the SLT. A verb like

waaia • to put might be necessary to make the meaning

clear. TL renders in the post-war years as fi fatrat mö

aJ-harb. A possible alternative is:

'	 -'	 ri-a i
ALT:

SS, p2,24: •To seek to extend its influence there if nothing

more or, failing that, to prevent a rival from entrenching it-

self there.
jçiJ*i \O_,o.

TL:

TLs representation of lailing that, to prevent a rivaV with

idh5 fashilat fT man'i al-dawlah al-munfisab demonstrates

that the translator has misunderstood the SLT. Another pos-

sibility is that something like dhlika might have fallen out

of the text.

One technique is to get rid of the parenthesis by translating

it towards the end:

'F,	 £..1,,:;	 ;_iuJ JJi	 )I jii	 LJ

ALT1:
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Another alternative is to start with the paranthesis lailing

thaU.

ALT2:	 t^4w1 £	 :r	 iUI J.QI	 -Ii.

SS, p2, L25: The Palestinian issue apart, little remains of in-

ter-Arab politics of the period if one abstracts the tireless

Hashimite solicitude and yearning for Syri&.

	

II .;iJI .J J.Uii ZJI	 tJI ,, JJ3 1 ,L :)) Jkth	 ;h-RuP iiJI LI \OL?

TL:

The use of amm is wrong. The translator has not understood

the meaning of the Palestinian issue apart. In rendering

iittle, the translator might have used the emphatic negative

lJll, which is more idiomatic in Arabic:
L1l ZiJJ UI>	 Ci	 JI	 iI 'JI ;.iJI L.W	 iIJP	 JI

ALT:

SS, p2,31: 1n the name of Arab unity, both Egypt and Iraq

sought to impose on their fellow Arab states rival patterns of

relations which had little in common save for the central role

.Syria was called upon to play.
1kAJI	 .ILd	 J! jIiI,	 .	 --	 Jl	 JI

TL:	 '- r	 Cjjt1 JJJJI	 U*JI '-	 J

yajmandhihi al-alct is grammatically incorrect. Little

is rendered as lam...siw, which is more idiomatic than a lit-

eral rendering of little as galil

A L T:	 4., r	 I	 J) I	 I Lc.,-' 1,k*J I ejj

SS, p2,L34: The contest is of special interest as it introduces

the chief contributors to an ideological debate which contin-

ues today and in which the whole content of the Arab national

movement, its political structure, international affiliations

and social and economic programmes, seem at issue.
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g_,44 j	 I,.,.	 Ji	 i	 jJI .,1s ., \ o

1L 4Jj JI 1iLL	 bJI SLI )LL4	 . 4. 4La

TL:

TL is not quite accurate, as it replaces SLs vocabulary items

by words which deviate from the sense of SL. The represen-

tation of the whole content of the Arab national movement

by jam1 munzat al-harakeh al-wateniyyab is a clear exam-

ple of this. The use of [JIIJ in TL is incorrect, as it comes af-

ter haythu. Programmes is rendered as manhij. It would

perhaps be better to translate it as barmjj. The translator

misrepresents seem at issue with bedat mutanqidah IThi. It

may be rendered as mawdtal-niqsh:
,JI J,,	 Jf1	 5)LdI U r-	 !	 I	 jjJI

2.JJI 11LJI	 LJI 1	 :*JI	 5J- JSJJ	 1I	 -•-	 U.I Lz

ALT:	 ujI

SS, p2,L39: In addition to the claims I have made for her,

Syria is also a particularly good observation post from which

to view great power politics in the area.
.L)	 -s	 ..iIj.. $ L)	 4! Y	 I \

TL:	 IIIJ,ILL.,

TL is not Quite accurate. It starts with the nominal sen-

tence initiator inna. It would perhaps be better to start with

tu'tabar. TL is unnecessarily repetitious, translating the

claims I have made for her as iI m nasabtuhu wa-dd

aaytuhu 1eh. It would perhaps be better to render it as a]-

iddi?t al-mansübah ilayh.

ALT:	 R—" PILL	 J

SS, p3,L1: • As she was the focus of rivalries between Arab

states, so she was also the hinge on which the more grandiose

set-pieces of diplomacy attempted by both the West and the

Soviet Union turned.
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!L°1	 - -', Lc	 J) )d I L I	 i ZJ I JJJ I	 Li Lii J . 1J Li \ o

TL:	 Ji	 aLL

TL switches from the pest tense of the SL into the present

fe-hlye al-mlhwar el-ledhl tadürjjewlohu. The representa-

tion of • set-pieces of diplomacy with el-teIarrukt al-

dib]umsiyyaIi is not quite accurate.	 It would perhaps be

better to translate as e]-munwart el-diblumsiy..ii. oth

is not translated. Attempted is rendered as yumrisuIiã. It

may be translated as hwala el-qiyma bih:
Ji	 LLJJl I ) LLI	 ç.UI plI LJ	 i	 LiLII	 L^ 1I L.^i

ALT:	 LIL,JI	 Ii>4JcJ,.

SS, p3,L4: 1t was to a very large extent on the plane of inter-

nal Syrian politics that were fought the decisive battles over

the baghdad Pact, the Eisenhower Doctrine, and Russias bid

to bring Syria within the Soviet sphere of influence in 1957.

JJ L4JJ JI IJ j 	 AI J.I	 i.LLI Jj LsdI	 JI ZWUJI	 L.±..JI	 Li \ O

T L:	 ' 0 V	 i,.J I	 I ik	 ,J

TL successfully renders the cleft sentence, thus producing

the right focus. A better alternative might be the repetition

of the subject l-mustawj , preceded by the relative pronoun

huw. Plane is rendered as heal. It may be translated as

mustaw or said. The representation of b1d as t zm is not

precise. It would perhaps be better to render it as muhwa-

1 ab:

UL iU-I J)il	 ^Jl	 iil	 4jjJI ULJI	 L.Ji

\oV	 LiJI	 iJl i1	
r—	 IJ..a, LLu

ALT 1:	 1Lti ,i JL.Il	 L,ic	 L1i

j.>J	 JJLLiI	 >	 jI u.wi	 LJI .	 çLLi

L13 Jth )	 UL Lc11	 L.iJl 1l	 )I )! -'	 H L-.',j
ALT2:
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SS, p.3,L13: 'This is not to say that Syria only existed as a

focal point for international rivalries'

TL:	 I;J \o

TL renders • only' into Arabic as Lot rather than rendering

it with the negative emphatic device lam... ill.

ALT	 IL..iIJJ	 ___

SS, p3,L10: 'Syria's internal politics were unusually complex

end her indigenous contribution to the guiding ideas of Arab

politics particularly rich.'

T L . c1c i.I)J	 JJ	 L..JI JII	 LIW	 kWI 1Li

TL does not translate 'unusually'. It rather represents it

with the collocation jidd mua p ciadah, which means 'extremely

complex. It would perhaps be better to replace it by a more

euphonious version liT-ghyah. The representation of 'her in-

digenous contribution to the guiding ideas' with mushamatu-

I-Is el-mahaliyyah fil-afkr is not quite accurate. In order to

make the above-mentioned sentence more explicit, we should

supply a verb or an infinitive such as raid. TL does not trans-

late 'particularly'.
JI)I	 JP	 .i,	 L1.dI	 ic L^ LLiU	 IJJ	 J1Si

ALT:

SS, p3,19: 'Discord in Syria is exported to her neighbours and

beyond, so that in the search for the causes of some grave in-

ternational crisis the trail sometimes leads to Damascus.'

Uli, IJ^	 Ji,	 yI	 JJi LL	 L1S	 i	 1.zJI JJ-Li \o

TL:	 ij,12JI,JI	 JiZJ,iJI	 LjII LLlJü

The translator changes the present tense of the SLT into the

past. TL is repetitious, translating 'discord as al-khilf w-

1-tanfur, where one term is sufficient. 'to her neighbours and
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beyond' is rendered as Il jirnih al-agrabin we ilii-
b CaIfl, which is not quite precise. It may be translated as

iI jrtih we m wer? jrtih. TL also misplaces ahje-

ann, 'sometimes', positioning it in the first section of the

sentence, though it would perhaps be translated in the final

section.

The translator renders 'crisis', which is singular, as a_zemt,

which is plural. 'Trail' is translated as tertQ. It might be

better translated as ether

)	 L.,i	 LU IJ,	 L. J !.'	 )!	 1i .3A.LLi

ALT:	 -JJ	 J2JJ,AJI

SS, p3,L 19: 'Many of the political principles and trends in the

Arab world today either originated there or could there be

seen at work with special clarity.'

TL:	 ,"--	 1i	 1.i	 J, .JI r-	 1JIj çL1P r-	 'L

TL does not translate 'today', which can be rendered fT yaw-

mj n hdh. The representation of 'could there be seen at

work' with emilat fih is not quite accurate. Rather, this

might be translated as jer tatbguh, and hunk respective-

ly. TL does not translate 'either':

ALT:

SS, p3,L22: 'For the Arabs, defeat in Palestine in 1948 was a

harsh lesson in power politics: it was to affect all their sub-

sequent behaviour end discredit overnight values and interna-

tional relationships, as well as the men held responsible for

the disaster'.
L .	 LLLL\AIj1iJ

_..iJf	 JI J)L LJ	 j,.	 ,J,jJI	 1ikaJI JL..JI iJL ii	 1A
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TL:

TL postpones the introductory adverbial • for the Arabs' plac-

ing it in the main clause, while advancing 'defeat in Pales-

tine'. 'Was to affect' is rendered as wa kna l buddn

tu?aththir, which means 'it was necessarily so'. 8ut it is not

so. The translator misunderstands overnight' rendering it as

al-sbiqah. He also uses too many words for 'as well as', ren-

dering it as 'el haddin siwã?in aydan.
,ic,	 iJI	 L..0	 ...ii 2.	 ic jj

Ji 1,,	 J	 )l	 ,i (JI .	 L	 -.	 JI

ALT:	 41sJ1	 c....iJi	 JI JL,.)L, J,JJI	 LJI	 iJI

SS, p3,L29: 'Uut the emergence of the army as the leading

force in Syrian politics did not result, as it did later in Egypt,

in the elimination of all civilian rivals.'

L5J L5	 UI	 i.W	 -.	 r --	 J,	 '

TL:

The TLT represents 'did not result' with lam yufdi. It would

perhaps be better to translate it as lam yu?addi. It also re-

produces 'in the elimination of' as i . l ezi. It may be trans-

lated as il ibd. TL does not translate 'later'.

L5	 1I .UI LI JI	 JI LJ)	 ;c	 J-I

ALT:

SS, p3,L3 1: Uncertain of its powers, the army ruled alone only

intermittently, so that in the years before the union with

Egypt in 1958 Syria could boast a constellation of parties and

a richness of political life.
4	 rL	 IJ	 ic L4 L	 ,J ____	 LL U$.j..

TL:	 JII.tc JL .\oA

The TLT is not quite accurate. It changes the past tense of

the SL, 'could' into the present, yastatT. The representation

of 'a constellation of parties' with burj lil-ahzb is not the
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right collocation. It would perhaps be better to translate it

as bi-kathrat ahzbih.
;LLI LF' \oA	 e	 JI	 iI	 IJl	 )

ALT:

SS, p3,L34: •The country thereby provides a working model for

the study of the interaction of forces and ideas of varied p0-

litical complexion.
ZL...JI l,JI AI	 iJ j;W	 UL	 12i	 U$A

TL: _____

TL renders provides as ttrah. It may be translated as ti.i-

ciaddim. It reproduces a working modeV as namiJdhajan näahl-

tma; lnteraction as tadkhul. These might be better translat-

ed as namUdhajan amaliyjan and tafu] respectively. 0f

varied political complexion is imprecisely rendered as mm

mukhtala[ al-alwn al-siysiyyh wa sir tih g , which is

rather tautologous. It might be translated as mm asnf siy-

siyyah mutanawwiah.

ALT:	 4J,_.A	 )1SJI, Lc 1	'' 	 r-	 L4

SS, p3,L37: 1t is in Syria that the Post-War impotence of

classic nationalist parties is most clearly demonstrated: out-

moded by their own success against the mandatory power,

they were incapable of diagnosing the problems posed by in-

dependence and were ousted by younger, more radical groups

LJl 1J	 Li £i..s	 L	 i 4.diJI ibJI	 JjP	 \\

.11 i.uI	 i )I	 LI ,I i	 I	 U	 ,J9iI L,J ,JI	 &.LI

T L:	 1JI) Al, L

TL does not fully represent most clearly, rendering it as

bL-wudih tmrn perfect]y clear. What the author means is

that the impotence of classical parties is more clear than in

other countries. This might be translated as_bi-shaklin ow-

dah mimm ti gtiyrih. TL fails to render the cleft sentence,
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thus producing the wrong emphasis. 	 It misrepresents

• impotence with tnbill, which may be rendered as jz. The

representation of outmoded with takh	 al-zaman devi-

ates from the sense of the SL. • Were ousted is translated as

khalafath, succeeded by, which is not the exact equivalent

of the SL word.
J2z	 ?II	 I	 4iJI	 I>'I	 L'	 J J$J J4J 14.I	 .

j j12JJ 4cJJ 1fLL 4.	 J	 )IJI )JØ	 J'*iiI	 ,JI	 AdI

ALT:	 LL	 1g.,	 LU

SS, p4,L2: 1t was Syria that elected the first communist dep-

uty in the Arab World.

TL:

The representation of S elected with dafaat does not repro-

duce the exact sense of the SLT. The emphasis resulting from

the SLTs use of the cleft sentence is ignored. In order to

preserve the emphasis of the SLT, irma may be used:

ALT:

SS, p4, L6: Finally, it was Syria that was to make the great-

est single contribution of the period...

T L:	 JI	 -J I J U ;,zJ I .i.	 LA	 I c4i	 I	 r•-

The reference, here, is unclear. There is a need to repeat

Stiriyyah.. The deictic of the period translated as Ii hdhihi

is not quite accurate. It may be translated as tJJ.

ALT:	 ;JI Jb	 JJ JJI ZLLI	 JI	 ,I

SS, p4,L5: •The slogan of neutralism was heard there long be-

fore Egypt took up the cry

T L:	 L'	 U- I

The representation of there with fih is not quite precise. It

would perhaps be better to translate it as hunk. TL does not
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translate • long'. 'Took up the cry is rendered as tarfa al-

sawt. It could be translated as tatabann	 adopted'.

A LT:	 .L.,1' ;.	 ,L.z. ,1	 JL	 t.LI )L*

SS, p4: 'That many Arabs share a common language and relig-

ion, common culture-patterns, institutions, historical memo-

ries and national aspirations has long been accepted.'
.i.iLi	 U, ..I,	 I, iiJ	 JI	 ,L	 £.	 .LJ \V,

TL:	 5j_4

TL is not quite precise. The representation of patterns' with

namdhij is not quite appropriate in this context. It would

perhaps be better to translate it as anmt. TL represents

'institutions' with mahid. It may be rendered as

rnu?assast. . TL leaves out 'national aspiration all together.

Z.jLi	 J	 JP	 LLLJ	 JiJ

T L:	 ;_dJi LJ1	 SJZm L	 L$ , SJ	 Lj

SS, p4,L 11: '5ut these factors by themselves did not trans-

form the drive for Arab unity into an effective force in mod-

ern politics.'

'-	 J	 r +'• J

TL:	 L.IP

TL's representation of 'the drive' with ol-masirah does not

reproduce the sense of the SL.

translate it as al-dgfic

ALT:

LIJIJLi;5JI

It would perhaps be better to

SS, p4,L 14: 'It was the 5e'ath, a political movement of Syrian

origin, which was to forge this notion into a powerful politi-

cal instrument.'

L%JI 1J	 ^..iJI .i	 JI	 Lii	 -'(.-JP	 LI	 JP	 J \V
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TL:

TL adds unnecessary information in rendering large this no-

tion as.sehnra h gdhihi el-fikreh we awwelah.

ALT:	 .jj Lø 1 JJ	 LI	 ,JI	 i_L..JI	 LI	 J

SS, p4,L 16: And, in alliance with Abd el-Nasir, was to bring

about the Sgro-Egyptian Union.

TL:	 •	 raUI	 J1,JL

TL is awkward, in giving two words with the same sense: e-

jaza and tenfidh for bring ebout.

ALT:	 r	 Lçt	 UJ	 JLJL J_*i

SS, p4,L3: No single state, ruler, or party can claim to be its

exclusive champion.

TL:	 u-,

TL's representation of exclusive with mutlag does not pro-

duce the meaning of the SLT. It would perhaps be better to

render it as munferidan bi-stithn? al-kher1n.

ALT:	 L±L I	 Ij.>	 I ,l J.,

SS, p20,L32: ut when Pan-Arabism became EgypUs official

policy in the early 1 940s, it did so less out of deep-seated

conviction than because of personal enmity between King Fe-

rciq and Mustafa al-Nabbas.
iI J	 JJJ	 iJI	 L	 L,JI	 JP	 Ji,	 o

T L:	 1,J J	 3,,Li U1 I	 I	 I IJ.J I	 I

TL does not translate but. The representation of became

with tabannQt is more interpretative than literal. It adds Un-

necessry information in al-mustelikjm.
L	 \. JI,I ,i	 LJI

ALT:	 JJI	 j,1j	 .-

SS, p21 ,L 13: Wholehearted espousal of the Pan-Arab cause
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and a bid for the title of • Leader of the Arabs' seemed then to

Nabbas a means of bolstering his position in the face of Fa-

rJq's hostility.'
JP	 .JJ ,Ji J,JJ J,1,	 JI ZW	 JMI	 UI ,P Ji	 1Ji IJ IJa

TL:

TL's representation of 'wholehearted espousal' with Jj2.jid

al-mutlaci is not quite accurate. It would perhaps be better to

render it as 1te?yid al-mukh]is. TL's representation of 'in

the face of Fartiq's hostility' with fLwajhi ad? Friig so far

deviates from the sense of the SLT as to produce the opposite

meaning of that intended by the SLT.

	

L	 JI	 iJ	 JI	 LJ _4iI	 ii Lr2I	 JUP	 .iiT L U b..,

	

ALT:	 ZJI.L	 a5,..	 ,zJI JJLII

SS, p51 ,L 12: 'He recalled that in 1946 he had discussed with

the late Syrian Premier, Sa'dallah al-Jabiri, the possibility of

close Iraqi-Syrian co-operation.'

	

L,,L	 .J1I	 U.P dJI .L*... 	 J..'.I)I	 I)j)JI L)-j	 a.I J, VV,'

	IL:	 (Ufl	 LcJ-'

TL is repetitious in translating 'late' by two Arabic words:

rhil and meriUm. The representation of 'the possibility of

close Iraqi-Syrian cooperation' with imkniijqat ta'wun is

not explicit enough. It might be better to make it more ex-

plicit, by adding ciivam.

ALT:

r'-' .ic.41 5 t4I 4.UI . j_, J.I)P $jj JI I)1JI

SS, p55,L3 : 'At the full-dress meeting of the Syrian and Iraqi

delegations (with Nun in general's uniform with revolver

belt) Nun's tone tended to be patronizing.'
j1	 (J) I)	 )	 &IL jJI	 Lc..UI L>I ,, AYa
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IL:	 U. I	 I	 J	 I	 c.cr (L7

TL's representation of 'Nuri's tone tended to be patronizing'

as ]ahjet el-nasir al-hmi is not quite accurate. It may be

translated as m]at lahjet Niir9 il al-ta'T.
,JL (JI.	 t5)	 ALL	 IJI , Lc 1 	 Li	 JI LI

ALT:	 IcJ

SS, p55,L6: • He wished to assure Zaim that in the event of a

Zionist attack he could count on Iraqi help.'

TL:

r-' JU.	 L.dI	 ___ .JI 4 ..LJUJI	 jJI Li,	 j.Aj

TL is redundant to use tam?anat we ta'?kid for 'assure'.

ALT:

.p	 j J1 ,	 IjL...jI	 1I ___ U	 I	 ,f

SS, p55,L7: ut, he soon added, if Zaim's aims were wider in

scope than the receipt of military aid, Iraq wished to know in

which direction this would lead them.'

	

)) JI ,Z1	 .4 1I.L4	 ___	 LiLI	 ic ii I, JLI	 J ,

T L:	 •	 J I	 I	 IJ L

TL is redundant to render 'Zaim's elms' as hdf ai-zaim wa

ma?ribuh, though it is not uncommon in Arabic to use doub-

lets. It also adds mujarred. It causes ambiguity by using

vague deictics. The representation of • in which direction this

would lead them' with al-wujhah al-lati sayaiiJduhu ilayh

dhlik is misleading and unclear.

'-_i-' UI	 JIjAJI	 J. *JI z)IL..iI	 cJiJJ JU I	 i-.^J

ALT:

SS, p55,L 16: 'Nun then broached his favourite speculative

theme. The world was changing fast; they were approaching a

time when it might be possible to conclude not just a bilater-

al agreement between two countries but a defence pact em-
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bracing most, 11 not all, the countries of the Near East.

T L:	 .Lii	 I-	 JWI 'i	 1	 JI LkI	 J

TL does not translate iavourite. The representation of it

might be possible with ad yatimm fihi is not quite accu-

rate. It would perhaps be better to translate it as y.uIitamal.

TL misrepresents not just..but with la.. faciat. It may be

translated as la... fahasb.. bel.

ALT:
4.J J..	 i	 UI )	 .JLJI ,I :JLii Ji1I ç,1JI 	 b.I

1i	 .1i	 I	 L4s.	 ! .12I	 iI J 112.l r12.*4 -J ç tJ	 Lb

SS, p56,L6: The following day tAzzam Pasha, The Arab League

Secretary-general and Iraq's bete noire, flew to Damascus to

complete the weaning of Za'im away from the Hashimites.'

--' )!	 PJJ	 UI	 .LJI &aU .LJI	 P. L1

TL:

TL is not quite accurate. It renders lraq's bate noire as fl.-

gliad a]- ns 11- aqhdd. It could be translated as abghadel-

ns 1i-a1-Jrg. It also mistrenslates ilew as wesale. It may

be translated as tra.

LJ-j ($JI ,.,UJ	 1	 JJ JjJJJ	 rW1	 J .L1	 (	 (JJI	 JUI r-
	 "

ALT:	 Irt.)I UIJL

SS,p56,L 17: Arm in arm, the king and the colonel toured the

royal plantations before an Egyptian Spitfire escort started

zaim on his return flight.'

-w-" )! W	 ILL .JLLLI	 JU,

TL:	 II)1i'L..0

TL gives additional unnecessary information in .ef-ithnn. It

changes the SLTs syntactic structure.

, r-'	 £... ft J1LI ILI	 JI, fflf )
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ALT:	 •AII4,.J .

SS, p.56,L14: The king was lavish and open-handed as Nun had

been darkly circumspect.

TL:	 ,iLI	 .L.JJ 5)JJ c	 U2..L L	 1LI	 A,0

The representation of as with al khilf is not quite precise.

It would perhaps be better to translate it as baynama.

• Darkly circumspecU is translated as hm . idal-hadhar mub-

hamuh, which adds more information. It may be translated as

shadid al- hadhar.

ALT:	 iLP.L	 sL1LL1IL,15,

SS,57,L23: One myth which the Iraqi-Syrian exchanges ex-

plode- but which is widely believed to this day in the Middle

East- is that Nun, and his british allies, toiled sleeplessly

for union with Syria.
1) ..JI i	 J	 JLII 3JI ZJI	 AJ.I LUI	 k..,I g)1j AO,a

TL:	 LI	 j .w. ,

TL is not quite precise. The representation of exchanges as

hamalt does not give the ful sense of SL. It may be translat-

ed into Arabic as mursalt. The representation of explode

with athrath deviates from the sense of SL. It may be

translated as tukadhdhibuh. It also leaves ritish out of

the translation. TL translates union as wehdah. It would

perhaps be better to translate it as ittihd. The representa-

tion of toiled sleeplessly with amila dOna kalal is not quite

precise. The collocation is amila dno kalal aw malal.

ALT:
iI	 JJ(.A 14J 	 LI)I	 1J dL,

LlaJ rL.iJ L. I j.Lc	 ii	 11JI . t.a,. , .LJl
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SS, p57,L25: •The record shows that, confronted with a situa-

tion where prompt action might have produced a merger, Nun

dragged his feet, and britain did nothing to encourage him
I	 .i	 •&Cr_JI L4	 ,ic	 ,	 JJ)	 *.JI	 i) JJ	 iJI

T L:	 '	 J	 4	 J	 a

This is an interpretative reading of the SL. The representa-

tion of • the record shows with walkirim duwwina tan al-

fatrah lacladullu. IL adds Walkin. It would perhaps be better

to translate it as tuzhiru el-sijillt. Al-fetrah is also added.

TL fails to reproduce the idiomatic expression dragged his

feet', translating it as ekhedha yatemal a1 nafsih, which

is a mere misinterpretation. It may be translated as taarre-

fdibut?=he acted slowly'. The rendering of did nothing to

encourage him' as tehudduhu al emal shay?in is not quite

accurate. It may be translated as lam tecium bi-?yyi shay?in

1 LteshjT h.	 -
JI LJP pJ	 lj	 £JI	 ) )JI

ALT:	 J2jJ_4

SS, p67,L22: 'Sa'ada's geographical determinism might be dis-

smissed as an example of that 'half-baked' infatuation with

general ideas characteristic of young intellectuals in coun-

tries remote from centres of civilization. His.pseudo-science

cannot have made many converts; few members of his party

read his long and abstruse book.'

	

JI	 LJI j1^LJ	 UI ,	 1J	 LJ	 3JI '.

,i .LJ-I ;I4	 •.L&	 '.'	 "'

	T L:	 I , J,12J 4 t.S a. I, I	 1) ,iJ, ____

The representation of 'Sa'ade's geographical determinism'

with al-tandTd e1-jighrifi li-Sadah is vague. IL may be

clarified by inserting al-ladhi nd bihi Sadb. The render-

ing of 'converts' by tahawwult deviates from the exact
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sense of the SLT. It indicates that the translator does not

understand the meaning of the word correctly. 	 Converts

would perhaps be better translated as atb followers'. TL

translates • few as gilleh, instead of using the stylistically

desirable m..illi
JI .4LJI	 UJ	 JJ	 i	 L.,I4I .J-I .---; ji,

4 p., 'J	 c L. f).CUJ	 .LJI $	 JI	 ,LJI

ALT:

SS, p67,L26: ut he relied less on argument than on organisa-

tion. What was attractive was the accent on youth, the rigid

discipline, the Fascist conception of the role of the leader, as

well as the simple thesis that netural Syria was a great na-

tion which had played, and would play once more, a great role

in history.
.1	 L 1 ic L., .LI	 r-	 4Jj

441	 u i.kJJ 4JI	 J.JLJ	
r-'-'-"-'	

LiJI rt1'

TL:

The representation of eccent as lahjoh is a clear indication

of the translators literal-mindedness. He produces a dis-

torted translation.	 Accent may be translated as 1r-
kiz='emphasi s. 	 -
, )L..JI	 JI	 .LiP	 L ic giJJ	 LI	 }.$ r JJI	 .Ll 4J

'-.''	 '-'v	 )- 4)1	 J(.JI	 LcZLilJ rJ+il 'J rjLJI rUJl

ALT:	 j,.i1 1J	 .1JP	 LJ

SS, p68,L2: 1t was an extreme right-wing movement,

preaching a sinster philosophy of order, a synthesis of the in-

terests of employers and employees, deliberately playing

down the rights of the working class on the pretext that to

acknowledge them would lead to anarchy.
4iI ,	 JL , _______	 Ji	 4JJ114 4	 iS,> LJ ic,

TL:	 Jl	 LJ-L1. ,L Ua L4LiI iJJI
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TL adds extra information with adan. The representation of

to acknowledge with mu1ajotih is quite inaccurate. It

would perhaps be better translated as al-i 1tirf bih.	 -
-'	 ?LJ JL2.4	 r	 A1 -	 á.U.44	 4Sj

ALT	 JI	 ,J	 1i JII ,L	 LiLaJI	 12J1	 u '

SS, p68,L37: Later he petitioned the High Commissioner for a

Syro-Lebanese union which led to renewed repression of the

party by the authorities.
JS	 JI $ I L.	 LUJ-4JI	 4LJI	 .AkP £. L \. .

T L:	 ;$ U- J UzLJJ j JJ .LL'.

TL is ambiguous because it does not start with the subject

'Sdb. The representation of led to renewed repression of

the party with wa hdh m adds ilä tankil bi-lhizb jadTd is

awkward. ciibel mm may be a printing mistake of min gi-

jby. It is preferable to translate the English passive into

the active in Arabic, especially when the agent is introduced

with by.
,L12LJI L5'	 .J)	 Lii	 U	 P

ALT:
	

J_s:.::JI	 A

SS, p65,L1 1: It stood for the abolition of ieudalism and for

the organisation of the national economy on a basis of pro-

ductivity. ut it opposed the growth of trade unions and the

notion of class struggle.
4.szJ, Lil	 L1	 .UJI t1l2iI LiJL	 LJ o,,

TL:	 _________

TL renders stood for as waqafa yutlib, which is not quite

accurate. It may be translated as nd bi. TL adds unneces-

sary information like ayar.	 It also adds qIym and pudrah.
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The representation of • trade unions with al-ittihdt al-

tijiriyyah is a literal translation which does not reproduce

the SLTs sense. It may be translated as ittihd niqbt a]-

ummi.
c11i LJ r L	 4..^J, 1z	 ççJjJ Li'J 1.J	 t.••1biJ W1.,	 LI

ALT:

SS, p68,L 16: Lebanese nationalists found its views on nation-

alism too broad, Arab nationalists found them too narrow; to

the Mandatory it represented an organised threat to its au-

thority; others found that it too closely resembled European

Fasci sm.

L.I	 (•).4).iJt 1Ai..>	 l	 ."LUI	 LJI	 .i, 'c's

TL:	 -tJ'	 WI I	 4—ti ,,>l	 kLJ L1	 L4i	 i L)'J

TL does not make the referent of ha clear. It does not trans-

late views, which may be rendered as The addition of

the negative lkam is not quite accurate. Though it com-

pares the attitudes of various parties, the negative i is re-

dundant. It may be replaced by banam.
JL cJ^	 Jt.,.	 , L)rA1I	 L	 J	 J-I P)	 JLUJ

ALT:	 -I	 Wi ^	 i	 ,., t.$ L1kLJ LJ	 W	 II

SS, p69,L32: Sead&s growing power and militancy were

causing the government concern and it is possible, as the PPS

alleges, that the authorities deliberately incited the Phalang-

es to launch an armed attack on their newspaper offices to

.destroy Saada.
,1	 ,. •...^J.I rL ' L.cI	 tJI	 LIZ1I	 L.*.., •,	 ..Jt.c) \ . \-\ .

L4pJb	 .az:JI .Lai	 mjiJI	 LI 
ç,	 1kLJI

TL:	 _________

TLs representation of militancy with istiddtihi al-

'askari'.jah is inadequate. Militancg may be translated as

nazatihi li-l-ciital. It also adds nashartihi_al-matbD'ah=his
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published trects.

:)LkLJl	 ,r .jii A) &4J^.iI rL	 LI JLiiJ	 ZJLLI

4-L,	 rk 17 J	 .J(.z$JI	 .çJI	 JI	 LI	 Lc, ,LLI

ALT:

SS, p73,L3: Jt came as close to en expression of a public

judgement on the situation as the poverty of Syrian political

thinking and institutions then allowed

^.iJI i,	 L4	 rWI	 1)I jI	 UJ \ t

TL:	 JI.,LJI

TL renders judgemenU as idnah. It may be translated as

hukm. It also adds al-stiri.
(/ I1iI J$iJI ,v	 LciJI	 il	 a.Jl ,JI	 ^L4

ALT:

- Comparison and assessment of two published translations

of the same work: George OrwelVs Animel Farm.
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AF, P.5,L1: Mr Jones, of the Manor Farm, had locked the hen-

houses for the night.

TL 1:	 -'-'k	 'r	 ?

T L 2:	 I th	 1J I	 I	 L jJp	 I J11 A,a

Part of the opening sentence, of the Manor Farm, has been

left out. Furthermore, br the night is not quite adequately

rendered:

TL1: A1JIJi.a

The second translation also has some difficulty with br the

night, translating it as:

TL2:

To preserve the intention of this adverbial, it would perhaps

be better translated as:

LL._1I

Hen-houses has been mistakenly rendered as:

TM:

TL2:

The question here arises as to whether the plural hen-houses

in the SL should be faithfully translated in the IL. The plu-

rals qfljn/ekhmm do not appear to be commonly used.

It would perhaps be better to translate it as:

The second translation gives a better rendering than the first,

with one further qualification ; that the order
iII	 J I

would perhaps be better reversed.

AF, p5,L2 6ut was too drunk to remember to shut the pop-

ho)es.

TM:	 r1	 (çII I )j 4 ,tc	 rt

TL2:	 '-'	 --
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This reeds like translationese. A11' is not found in the SL. It

implies that MrJones might have shut some of the pop-holes

but not all of them. It is clear that in the SL Jones did not

shut any of the pop-holes. TL2 deals with this better, apart

from its use of al-abwb.

AF,p5,L3: With the ring of light from his lantern dancing from

side to side, he lurched across the yard.

TL 1:	 JZ..JLJI,	 i I

TL2:	 ________ JLi 4jj,...

TL 1 is a literal translation of the SL, as it retains the syn-

tactic order of the SL, placing the adverbial in front position.

It would be better to start with the verb first in Arabic,

leaving the adverbial to a later position, unless there is a

good reason to do otherwise. The translator slightly changes

the information of the SL in rendering from side to side into

the TL equivalent of from right to left. both versions ignore

• the ring of lighU. A more comprehensive alternative version

is suggested.

ALT:	 4.Li i iU	 ;i ,

TLJ:
	

IJJ2;!	 Va.,

TL2:
	 LJ I	 Lj:j AL,'

TL 1 has an awkward translation of lurch which appears to

derive from a dictionary explanation. TL2 deals with this

more skilfully by its use of (g end its indication of the di-

rection of the lurching, unspecified in the SL.

ALT:

AF, p5,L5: kicking off his boots at the back door, drew himself
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a lest glass of beer from the barrel in the scullery.

TLI:
LLc	 ,	 iuLi ui '• .mw	 .. ji	 . JL w., .LJi	 L,	 t.,

TL2:

TL1 is a pedestrian, unimaginative rendering of the grammar

of the SL, yielding a clumsy translation. Perticiples are not

used in the same way in Arabic end English. In Arabic, it is

more appropriate to use two sentences joined by connectors.

TL2 deals with this sentence in a better way, with a further

qualification. It supplies a sort of dictionary explanation

of scullery	 as

A better rendering of the final section may go like this:

ALT:	 I ,i	 ;J I	 I L	 aJ •	
I

AF,p5,L8: Where Mrs Jones was already snoring.

TL1: ;jL_..4	
:J"-4 --' '-'-'-°-'	 r-'-'	

.JI V

TL2:

TL 1 gives additional and unnecessary information. TL2,

though an accurate translation, does not mention the snoring.

AF, p5,L 10: a stirring and a fluttering

TL1:

TL2:

Neither TL 1 or TL2 is accurate.

TL1 does not translate a fluttering.

TL2 , however, translates it fully with two further qualifica-

tions. It reverses the order of the terms into the SL equival-

ents of a fluttering and a stirring. It also changes the
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above-mentioned phrase from the indefinite into the definite.

This may be better rendered as:

ALT:
	 sJ,.

AF, p5,L1 1: 'word had gone round during the day.'

TL1: L2JI ..L.ij jti1 i L)'

TL2:

An alternative for ser may be suggested, because the pri-

mary meaning of this word is to 'walk by night'. To avoid am-

biguity, we suggest a clause like taraddadat ishatun:

ALT:	 •.,14.jI JA;

SL:
	

OLd Major

TL1:

TL2: 1).,LI

TL2 gives a better version.

AF, p5,L 12: 'The prize Middle White boar.'

TL1: I	 V

TL2: )U-I	 L)I rLI A

TL1 gives an inaccurate rendering of the SL. The representa-

tion of 'prize' with smTn may denote that the translator does

not understand the meaning of the word in this context, and

is trying to disguise his misunderstanding. Alternatively, it

may be a mispelling of IJiamin 	 'valuable' or 'precious'. ft
either case, it is not the term required here.

The use of shib in TL2 is vague, as it could also mean the
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person who offers or owns the prize. We therefore suggest

the following alternative:

ALT:	 râ	 ) W .,I

AF, p5,L 16: 'As soon as Mr Jones was safely out of the way.

TL 1 is an interpretative reading of the SL.

TLI:

TL2:

TL1 is an interpretative reading of the SL. TL2 faithfully-

translates it, retaining the sense of the SL. However, the in-

sertion of the personal pronoun here renders the sentence

clumsy.

AF, p5,L17: • (so he was always called, though the name under

which he had been exhibited was Willingdon beauty)'

TL 1:	 r-	 L.	 ji LJI	 LJ V

TL2: '•'-'
TL1 deviates from the sense of the SL completely, especially

in the the second clause. TL2 gives a better translation with

a further qualification. It translates beauty ignoring the

fact that it may be transliterated like any other proper name.

It would perhaps be better transliterated as:

AF, p5,L22: 'At one end of the big barn, on a sort of raised

platform, Major was already ensconced on his bed of straw,

under a lantern which hung from a beam...'

TL1:	 _______ ______	 iJI	 .iI)	 VLO
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jP" )J4 (J J ) I 4.A.L1p4	 Lj J.SJI	 1I	 JI1

TL2:

TL 1 's representation of 'at one end of the barn' with fi zwiJ-

et makhzan al-hubtib and the representation of • under a lan-

tern which hung from a beam' with tahta al-mibiI) mub-

sharetan are rather interpretative than literal. They deviate

from the sense of the SL.

TL2 translates the sentence more successfully. It gives a

word-for-word rendering of • the big barn' as makhzan .a..1-

hubib al-kabTr, though the adjective 'big' in this context does

not necessarily imply that it is a barn that is big. It is a spe-

cial kind of place in a farm.

AF, p5,L25: 'He was twelve years old and had lately grown

rather stout.'

TL1:

TL2:

TL 1 gives a bad rendering of 'stout' as mutarahil,which means

'flabby'. TL2 renders the first clause of the SL more succint-

ly than TL 1, but completely fails to represent the sense of

the second clause.	 We suggest the following alternative

ALT:

AF, p5,L26: '6ut he was still a majestic-looking pig, with a

wise and benevolent appearance in spite of the fact that his

tushes had never been cut.'

TL 1:
I.)	 r'	 .'	 a1L1	 t1im JL i$J

r- "-	 r5LI •j i	 jJI iLL	 4J^ J	 Jj1 JI L 4^J \ .

TL2:
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IL 1 renders the meaning of the SL with one further qualifica-

tion. It represents a majestic-looking pig with lil-khinzir.

It also represents • in spite of with wa, a week end inaccurate

connector in this context.

TL2 gives a better alternative, though it coincides with TL1

in rendering a majestic-looking pig as ka-khinzir, as a pig.

This may be left out of the translation completely. The rea-

son is that we already know he is a pig. TL1 translates with

as maa, while TL2 represents it with bil-idfati i1, a far

better interpretation of this subordinetor. We suggest the

following:

ALT 1:
	

ijI 12j r1 ''	 r	 -'	 r'-'	 -'	 '

ALT2:

ANF, p6,L3: The other animals began to arrive and make them-

selves comfortable after their different fashions.

TL1 _________

.•- J^	 Ii	 I	 JJL	 iJ C..Lb	 >

TL2:

IL 1 confuses the sense of feshion with clothes, missing the

right sense of the word as way of sitting or preferences.

AF, p8, L9: let us face it

ILl:
	

JJjJJLI,iU	 A

TL2:

TL 1 translates this utterance literally ignoring its intention.

TL2 retains the intention of the SL.

AF, p5,L9: tJur lives are miserable, laborious, and short. We
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are born, we are given just so much food as will keep the

breath in our bodies, end those of us who are capable of it are

forced to work to the last atom of our strength; and the very

instant that our usefulness has come to an end we are slaugh-

tered with hideous crueltg.
1	 tS	 1'LbU J	 .Qi	 J1 bL& (.)IAy4

	TL 1:	 - J	 iL1J JI L.J,	 LLi	 )l

	

L	 J1J	 LLI JJ L	 Aj 4I L4	 \\,

TL2:

IL I preserves the parallelism of the SL. It does not repro-

duce the idiom given just so much food as correctly. TL2

gives an idiomatic and a better rendering of SL than TL 1.

lhose of us who are capable of it, however, is not translat-

ed.

There is a case of implicit connectivity in English. This may

perhaps be explicitly rendered in Arabic. Leaving the connec-

tor out weakens the Arabic text. Qawi does not exactly form

an equivalnt of capable of. In this context, a verb derived

from the same Arabic root gawiqamay give that sense.

ALT:

TL 1 gives an awkward rendering of the English prepositional

phrase at the very instant that as fal?ah which is not quite

accurate. The representation of we are slaughtered with

nusci 11 al-mas1ikh is not precise. TL2 provides us with a

better way of retaining the sense of SL. It renders faithfully

the adverbial as we hina tnjhJ. A second alternative using

the construction m kda.hattais suggested:

ALT:	 UI	 I	 L, 1 L.

AF, p8,L 15: No animal in England knows the meaning of happi-

ness or leisure.
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T L 1:	 cs.!	 1J I 5 •* U,.*. IL$J I ,i ,	 .	 A

I L 2:	 I) I ,I; La..J I	 LJ I	 ,,	 & L	 J \ '

TL1 renders leisure imprecisely as elmaLOJJ, whereas TL2

uses ]iiheh which is closer to the sense of SL.

:AF, p8,L17: 'The life of an animal is misery and slavery

TL1: ______

TL2: 3.	 I \\,

TL 1 is not quite accurate, as it adds we hiya ibreh ian. TL2

is redundant in using riqg we ubdi jeh, which means the

same.

ALT:

AF: Thet is the plain truth .'

TL1:

TL2:

ILl misrepresents the plain truth with el-hegTciah al-

______ an imprecise translation meaning the naked truth.

TL2s version is adequate, meaning the truth itselr.

AF, p8,L 19: 5ut is this simply pert of the order of neture?

TL1: &'

TL2:

TL1 adds al-weciqah to provide for the exophoric reference

this. TL2 gives a better translation, though the use of b..LJ-

ti.L fo r simply is not correct. Instead, TL 1 s bi-basMah will

do.

AF, p8,L21: 1s it because this land of ours is so poor that it

cannot afford a decent life to those who dwell upon itT

c,.	'..,	 j:-	 J	 ¶	 j-_m t 44	 J1	 U'	 :7-	 AL,.'

T L 1:	 I ±J,'J
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TL2:	 £Ui1.)UI;LLI

TL1 reads like translationese. It splits SL up into two ques-

tions. TL2 deals with • so poor that in a better way. Surpris-

ingly, neither of them resorts to joining the sentences by Ui
derajah, a commonly used way of rendering English sentences

including so....that

AF, p8,L2 1: No comrades, a thousand times no!

TL1: 1IJ4LJL	 iJ1 '-J,4I

TL2: Ac iJI, .Li)I tJ -kc \\,

IL 1 adds unnecessary information such as bi-tta?kid

certainly. TL2 gives a better alternative.

AF, p8,L23: Its climate is good
A

TL 1 deviates from the sense of the SL. It misrepresents

good with mithli ideaV. TL2 is a literal translation of SL.

AF, p8,L23: 1t is capable of affording food in abundance to en

enormously greater number of animals than now inhabit it.

T L 1:	 (.JU.	 _c	 ;crc ;. ,

TL2:	 IJi5	 JJ	 UILJ	 ,JJ ii i,JJ 1.L12JJ	 .

TL1 is ambiguous in the use of mimmë end the referent is not

clear. It also gives imprecise equivalents of the SL words.

Food in abundance is misrepresented as hayt karimeh. TL2

gives a better rendering with one qualification. tt does not

translate now.

AF,p5,L25: •This single farm of ours would support a dozen

horses, twenty cows, hundreds of sheep- and all of them liv-
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ing in a comfort end a dignity that are now almost beyond our

i magi fling.
, J_,_j_I	 Ii4	 ,I 1s JLth J.......,	 1i	 Ji	 LI .J. )

TL1: 4'JIJ-b	 J4J	 J	 Ij$i 1gf' 	 L)IJLI..JL.4

i — 1.L.c	 )11I	 c!	 !	 r'4	 '- .	 L.i \',

TL2:

TL 1 is quite inaccurate. It gives imprecise equivalents of

the SL items. It does not translate sing]e'. For instance, a

dozen horses is rendered as add kabTrah mm el-khuytd,a

great number of horses. It adds bishaklin jayyisi welV, in

translating in a comfort and a dignity. TL1 does not trans-

late now. TL2 gives a better rendering with one further

qualification. It does not translate 'our'.

tF, p8,L29 'why then, do we continue in this miserable con-

di ti on?.

TL1:

TL2: LJ.I ,.	 IJ ILL \\,.,

TL 1 misrepresents • why then' as alaiJiJ. It also gives the

wrong word for 'condition' rendering it as wt.yijah Waor

hal may be suggested. TL2 is a straightforward translation

of SL, apart from leaving 'we out of the translation.

iF, p8,L30: 'because nearly the whole of the produce of our

labour is stolen from us by man'.

TL1: (Wi ,Li'I J.J	 L4	 Li..	 )	 J

TL2: JI	 JJ ,	 JI, \A

TL 1 does not translate 'nearly
	

It renders 'the whole as
mu czam . Taciriban may be used. TL 1 's representation of •the

L.
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whole of the produce of our labour with muzemamelin we

int j in is quite inaccurate. It reproduces stolen from us by

as yusraf minn mm gibe].

TL2 provides a better translation of the SL.

AF, p9,L2: 1t is summed up in a single word: man.

TL1:	 ____

T L 2:	 I -	 I	 .Lc.J 4..akL ( ,.SZC L	 , \ A L

IL 1 is an interpretative reading of the SL. It misrepresents

summed up with takmun. It also adds al-mushkiIah. TL2 is a

literal translation and reproduces the full sense of the SL.

AF, p9,L3: Men is the only reel enemy we have

TL1: -LJI1J,,LIA

TL2: \A

TLI leaves the word only out. TL2 is a lull translation of SL.

hunger and overwork is abolished forever.

TL1:	 _____

TL 2:	 uJ'	 1I	 JJ	 LI	 JI	 JJi	 Ii \ A'

TL 1 is a full translation of SL, though the representation of

irom the scene with a]-sürah is not accurate. TL2 does not

translate it at all.
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5- Classification of Errors:

In order to demonstrate the validity of our criteria for trans-

lation assessment, we shall discuss each category in some

detail using as many examples from the data as possible to

cover all the fields and situations which may, to a certain ex-

tent be identified, with texts selected to be translated in

classes. However, it must be borne in mind that the data

used in this study is limited in scope, end can in no way cover

all subject matters, genres, and situations.

The complete texts from which examples are taken to illus-

trate each error category will appear in the appendices.

1-Justified Lexical Addition:

This category involves adding one or two words to the SLT

sometimes for stylistic reasons, sometimes to make the

meaning explicit. This case is best demonstrated if we look

at translations from English into Arabic where implicit ref-

erence and connectivity are made more explicit. Another rea-

son for this is that Arabic makes more use of collocation and

cliches than English.

NR T.A, Li 4: From where I was perched on top of the six-

(The Observer 7 December 1 936)

TL:	 i 41i j I 	 .JI	 JI	 J 1)1 &.i L)2JJ1	 JP ) LUI	 j

NR, 1.3, L32: People come to the hospital everyday pleading

for left-overs (The Independent February 17 1 967).

TL:	 rL*lJIL LL.zi	
ti )I	 LUI,I L.5

NR, T.C, Li: • White House compu1er recor, acquired by the

Tower Commission investigating the National Security Coun-

cils (NSC) role in the Iran affair, suggest that key officials
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in the Reagan Adminstration were far more involved in the

scandal than previously established (The Times, February 17,
JI Ib	 L	 çJI	 iL _ ' UI	 ^JI	 r	 1	 987)

iic ,SI J	 i J,j_LI L$ ,I JI LP	 L,4J

T L:	 I	 lsja , 1S It	 I

NR,T.A,L22: • King Hessen of Morocco built his barrier of sand

and rubble to prevent the Polisario from attacking his sol-

diers and garrison towns.
I	 4.f4	 L.JJI	 JL.)l	 >1LI U.	 i L 1IL	 J.IUhI ,tc,

TL:

See also example SS, p 1,L 19, as mentioned on page 203 above.

As we have already mentioned in other parts of this study, it

is necessary in Arabic to make explicit the implicit informa-

tion inherent in the English examples. This is a case of ne-

cessary redundancy in Arabic which the students must ob-

serve.

2-Unjustified Lexical Addition:

Though it is sometimes necessary to add words in Arabic,

this tendency is to be discouraged, especially when exagger-

ated. Examples of this abound in our data. In 1.4 above, the

translator adds e]-mursil= the reporter, though it is unlike-

ly that the reader will confuse the reporter with anybody

else.

NR, T.D, L66: •King Hussain said he had spoken frankly to Pres-

ident Assad of Syria... (The Financial Times February 1

1987)

TL:	 .2jL,. ..4,JI	 I	 I" ó	 I	 JAI*JI J1

SS, p2, L39: 1n addition to the claims I have made for her,
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Syria is also a particularly good observation post from which

to view great power politics in the area.'

4 'h-'.	 $.r' u-' '	 ')	 .s	 ''' "bJ"	 \ O

IL:	 4dILJIJJ.JILJLL..d

TL is unnecessarily repetitious, translating 'the claims I

have made for her as nasabtuhu wa-ddaaytuhu lah. It

would perhaps be better to render it as m-nasabtuhu leliö.

ALT:

SS, p3 1 L 14. 'Discord in Syria is exported to her neighbours and

beyond.'

TL:	 IiI iI.JI	 L.1	 L,.JLL1 \o

TL uses a doublet where a single term is sufficient.

3- Justified Lexical Omission:

Here we deal with omission of lexical items for religious or

political reasons and in certain situations where a particular

SL item or items might cause embarassment or offence, if

translated into the TL. In certain cases, the reason for omis-

sion may be that the SL items are related to the SL culture

and do not make any sense for the TL audience. This can be

best demonstrated by the following examples:

NR,T.E, L144: Thet is why he would like 5ritain to nudge the

King (an old friend) into the role of reluctant hero.' (The

Times January 22 1987)

TL:	 (1iz1J) JkJJ	 , 1.LiU LPJ' ;i:; U I	 r	 Jf 'r&	 L4Jj

NR,T.P L.49: 'What worried US analysts was that an over-

zealous, crazy or nervous Iranian or Iraqi might inadvertently

attack en American ship.' (The Guardian, January 29, 1987)
, I)	 U..	 .1rL4 y3	 I J L I ic	 I	 I B U I U , I
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TL:
	

)	 1') I)	 -' •- ^c (jj;4

This is an example of obligatory lexical omission for political

reasons. 1. H might sound unfamiliar if translated literally

into ^rabic:

NR,T.H, L3: 'Dynast, goddess-figjj.r., warrior-queen, Mrs Ghandi

defined and dominated the politics of her country for nearly

two decades.' (The Economist, November 3, 1984)

TL:

r	 LC	 jZfl 1	 LAUj	 La I	 aJI	 1I .iLI

4- Unjustified Lexical Omission:

In this case, clear and meaningful SL words cannot be omitted

with justification. These are either items or concepts for

which the translator does not know equivalents, or they are

left out through negligence. Thus Newmark (1974: 65): •There

has got to be something wrong somewhere.' Consider the fol-

lowing examples:

NR, T.e,L.6: 'Midnight in the western Sahara and the freezing

desert wind does not distract wiry Polisarlo guerrillas from

scrabbling in the sand for ciciarette box-shapçi anti-

personnel mines' (The Observer, 7 December, 1986)
jj 	 JI	 (L,iI)	 L.J,JI J IJJ d.J.LILI IJ JJ 1))	) iAJI Ij2JI ,' J.UI

TL:	 JIPS)	 JL1IrUJI	 JL4Jl

NR,T.I, L. 115: 1t acknowledged that the Muslim rebels were

continuing to breach the unilateral ceasefire declared by M-

ghan and Soviet troops on January 15.' (The Times, 1 January,

1987)
i..LJI	 I,iJI J	 . L.LI (iJI) ,Ul	 bP ij,	 I,JIL4 ,Li'J	 1fl ,L

TL:	 L	 U-J ,
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55, p2,L21: • Syria, .es_the prize in the contest for Arab prima-

cy, held so central a position on the stage.

TL1: 's"

TL does not translate • as the prize, which is pert of the SL

parenthesis. TL implies that Syria is involved in the conflict,

which is far removed from the purport of the SL:

ALT:	 JJI%L	 LJJ	 (;iLJ-J J,J) JJ1J L.1 LcI

SS, p3, Li 9: Many of the political principles and trends in the

Arab world todat.j either originated there or could there be

seen at work with special clarity.

TL:	 L	 ,f 1	 J,	 JLJJ ( i	 LJI	 'L)

TL does not translate today, which might be rendered as Ii

yawmin hdh.

ALT:

5- Justified Lexical Reformulation:

Lexical reformulation is adopted for cultural, institutional,

political or religious reasons. It should be the last resort of

the translator. According to Newmark (1976:76), a11 transla-

tion rules are an attempt to circumvent the translators Jest

resort, paraphrase. Here are some examples from our date to

demonstrate justified lexical reformulation:

NR,T.A: How Sahara rebels tweak the deviJ's tail' (The Ob-

server, 7 December, 1956)

TL:	 PPJILi

NR,T.G, L. 1: 'The Iranian government finds it difficult to re-

concile,3od and Mammon.' (The Economist, February 16, 1985)

TL:	 ______	 z	 zj-i £
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NR,T., L.39: Dr Cutting... admitted that her own weight wcs
down to 95 pounds. (The Independent, 17 February, 1987)
TL:	 r1,iip_,I

NR,T.R, L.39: ..neither medical workers nor journalists were
to witness conditions.
TL:	 _±_i_,__JI I LJI ,I	 j 1I I 4LI JLJ

In the first example cited above (T.A), it is clear that as a
news report headline, it is normal to find differences in the
conventions of typography between the SL and the TL head-
lines. However, the translator changes the meaning of the
SLT owing to political reasons. The metaphor tweak the dev-

iFs taiF may be derogatory, and might be interpreted as a
personal offence to the King of Morrocco. That is why the
translator opts for a direct and semantically different ver-
sion by providing a substitution, meaning ( Western Sahara:
together with the Poliserlo on the Morroccan wall).

In T.G, the translator metaphorically renders God and Mam-

mon as aI-dTn wa l-dung, because this collocation may sound

strange in the TL culture.

In T.D the translator changes the unit of weight from the
pound to the kilogram. In T.R, medical workers which is im-
plicit in English, is reformulated to avoid the implication of

adminstrative workers in a hospital or researchers in labora-
tories.

6- Unjustified Lexical Reformulation:

These errors involve words and concepts which have been re-

formulated, though they have nothing to do with religious po-

litical, cultural constraints. Instead of being reformulated

for no obvious reason, they ought to be rendered faithfully.
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Our data is full of examples, representing this category. In

T.A, the verb • distract is rendered as gamna' prevent.

Wiry is translated as munhakin, which might be a misread-

ing of • weery. It would perhaps be better to render it as J-

egw i if?. (See T.A, L.6, as mentioned on p. 239 above)

In T.H, L5, nearly is rendered by ekther= more than, which is

not the right rendering. We suggest teciriben. C.f. p. 241

above)

In the SS, p1, L26, the translator misrepresents epproaches

with mamarrt, which may be rendered as madkhii. It also

misrepresents • guard with tushrif ath. (C.f. SS,p.i, as men-

tioned on page 204 above)

See also, SS, p2, L34; SS, p3, L4; SS, p3, L33; SS, p4, L2;SS,

p68, Lii; and SS, p67,L22, as mentioned on pages 203, p.205,

206, 207, 220, 219 above.

In the course of translating from English into Arabic and vice

versa, syntactical errors or deviations from the SLT syntac-

tical norms are bound to arise. These syntactical deviations

are classified as follows:

1- Unjustified Syntactical Addition:

This category of errors results from the translators poor

command of the SL grammar and especially of the TL gram-

mar. Though syntactic errors may not change the meaning of

the SLT, they might lead to misunderstanding of the TLT. This

is demonstrated by the insertion of an unnecessary pronoun,

conjunction, or preposition. Consider the following examples:

SS, p1 ,L2 1: lndeed, her internal affairs are almost meaning-

less unless related to the wider context, first of her Arab
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neigbours and then of other interested Powers.'
TL:	 Z,&JI JI	 L L	 1I L3	 WI Z	 jjj	 L.LLJ, \

The addition of w is syntactically incorrect.
(See also AF, P5,L16, as mentioned on page 230 above)

2- Justified Syntactical Omission:
Due to the confusion in the distinction between justified syn-

tactical omission and syntactical reformulation, we propose
to include them under syntactical reformulation.

3- Unjustified Syntactical Omission:
NR, T.E,L. 15: 'That is not his only objective, however, as he

begins his first tour of European capitals since swapping jobs
with Mr ... (The Times, January 22, 1957)

0LLJ JU	 JJI	 , J J	 J,I	 .J	 JI jJP	 P

TL:
In T.E, the translator omits 'however', although it adds em-

phasis to the SLT.

4- Justified Syntactical Reformulation:

This category, which is parallel to Vinay and Darbelnet's
'transposition s , is not an error. It is how languages manipu-

late SL messages, moulding them according to their own syn-

tactic structures. The substitution of the active for the pas-

sive is one manifestation of justified syntactical reformula-

tion. (C.f.AF, p5,L30, as mentioned on page 236 above).

Justified syntactical reformulation is also demonstrated by
changing the SLT's tense for a certain reason, such as in this
example taken from a Times editorial:

NR,T.E, L.1: 'Israel's Prime Minister, Mr Shimon Peres, will be

hoping for the improbable when he meets Mrs Thatcher ...
(The Times, January 22, 1957)
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CSJ ,k) L. a	 P L.	 aL	 JL I	 -

TL:

Here, the translator realizes that there is a time lag between

the production of the English editorial and the appearance of

its translation. The translation is made a few days after the

appearance of the original. That is why he opts for the past

tense.

5- Unjustified Syntactical Reformulation:

Consider the following examples:

NR, T.E, L.5: • What he would like is an assurance that Sritain

might resume a more active role in the middle East ... (The

Times 22 January 1957)

TL:	 6.J'P	 JJ	 iJ1LiJI	 . L11	 Jb	 JLI	 ____

The translator is not successful in rendering the cleft-

sentence into Arabic. This construction, which gives promi-

nance end emphasis to certain elements, is translated as any

normal, unmarked sentence. To preserve the original empha-

sis in Arabic, inna may be used. We suggest the following al-

tern a t i v e:

TL:

SS, p. 1,L 16: As Western guiding strings were severed,

stresses and strains between and within Arab states essumaci

unexpected importance; as western influence waned, so local

problems of leadership and of the political organization of

the Arab family loomed larger.
LI	 P L4ii.I	 JI JJI	 iI	 1I	 .i)LI

T L:	 I	 P J L	 >

TL switches from the past tense of the SLT to the present.

The representation of as' with fahina is not quite accurate.

We suggest an alternative:
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ALT:
J JI	 JI L	 JJi, fLjZA	 J1 UJI, 3JI JiI ip.lP dJ *JI J;LI	 L12iJI LJ

(See also, SS, p3,L3 1, as mentioned on page 212 above)

C. Textual Deviation:

Textual deviation occurs when the translator misunderstands

the intention of the SLT writer. It also occurs when the

translator uses a weak connector or an ambiguous reference.

Consider the following examples:

AF, p5,L26: ut he was still a majestic looking pig, with a

wise and benovelent appearance in siite of the tact that his

tushes had never been cut.

TL:	 c	 Ui	 JIL. aJ

Here, TL represents • in spite or with Wa, a weak and wrong

connector. It would perhaps be better if we rendered it as

reghma anna.

AF, p8,L23: 1t is capable of affording food in abundance to

enormously greater number of animals than now inhabit it.

TL:	 1J1.	 It	 1IU	 ;ç ij	 J ;L	 ;ti

TL is ambiguous, because the translator uses mimmTè. Textual

deviation also occurs when the translator renders the cata-

phoric reference literally, producing an ambiguous text, such

as in text T.E below:

NR T.E, L91: 1n his interview with The Time tb1swe.ei<, Mr

Peres pointed to the growth of self-government on the West

TL:	 ...	 •,AJI	 ii	 çWl 1..SZJ.I	 JI	 ,L.I	 Ii -

As we have already pointed out in other parts of this study,
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cataphoric reference, while stylistically favoured in English

especially in journalese, is stylistically abnormal in Arabic,

even though it is syntactically acceptable. A better rendering

of T.E may start with the verb, as in the following alterna-

tive:

ALT:

Another reason for textual deviation is that Arabic tends to

favour the repetition of the referent where English prefers

ellipsis. Consider the following example:

NR, T.D, L33: 1 have been told that the Americans would do

anything in their power to prevent the supply of arms to Iran

and thus the continuation of the (Gulf war).

(1)	 Li)j .	 i r4 ::iU ,,,	 ,I	 P

TL:

The repetition of liman is necessary in order to interpret the

meaning of the SL correctly. Otherwise, the opposite meaning

may be understood.

It must be noted that while lexical (semantic) and syntactical

errors affect the meaning of the message and, therefore,

must be avoided, it is textual deviations that should be the

focus of attention of both translators, teachers, and students.
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Chapter Five:
5.1 Summary:
In this study, we have discussed some difficulties faced by
translation courses at Arab universities and ways to overcome
them, with a view to setting up an eclectic translation syllabus
at Syrian universities. It must be noted that the syllabus is an
idealised one and in no way prescriptive. As with all idealised
courses, it can be implemented with some modifications, taking
into account the current situation of translation teaching in the
country concerned, the local market, and the course planners'
objectives.

In Chapter One, we reviewed various classifications of theories

of translating. We discussed in some detail Chau's
classifications of theories of translating into the Grammatical,
the Cultural, and the Interpretive models. We have also
discussed the Text Typological model of translating, which has
been popular since the Seventies. Though the importance of the

Interpretive and the Text Typological Models have been
underlined, the fact remains that all models are important. In

TT, teachers should make use of all the models in different
situations.

In the context of English! Arabic-Arabic! English translating,

the Grammatical Model is appropropriate for translating legal
documents and treaties, which	 usually require literal

translating. The Cultural Model is appropriate for translating
proverbs and proverbial expressions, epigrams, and other
culture-bound concepts, such as metaphors, kinship terms, and
colour terms.

The Interpretive Model, especially the Text Analysis Method,
prevails over the preceding models, as it makes the analysis of

text the primary task of the translator prior to the
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reconstruction of context. That is why Chau (1984) considers the
Text Analysis Method the most teachable of all, due to its
objective and scientific approach to translating. The Text

Typological Model has paramountcy over all models, as it is an
eclectic model that incorporates insights from other models. 	 It
might be instructive to reiterate Chau's proposition that all
translation is a mixture. 	 Translation teachers should be
selective in	 the way they adopt translation models and

techniques.

In Chapter Two, we have discussed the current situation of

translation and translation teaching in the Arab world. We have
also highlighted some problematical areas that may pose
problems to Arab students. We have concentrated on textual
aspects, since it is in these areas that problems may arise.

One area which is not adequately dealt with in research is
connectivity. Connectors in English and Arabic are not assigned
the same functions. It is believed that most Arab students,
when writing essays, fall into the trap of translating literally
from Arabic into English, producing essays that lack cohesion.

A clear case is the overuse of 'and' in the students' essays,
which is a one-to-one substitution of Another problem is

that while the use of explicit connectors in English is less
frequent, Arabic relies heavily on explicit connectors. In
English, it is the logical, semantic relationship between
sentences that creates cohesion.

Another problematical area is punctuation. It results from the

differences in the language systems of English and Arabic.
Paragraph organisation is another related area of contrast

between Arabic and English. Whereas Arabic tolerates long
sentences- paragraph development in Arabic is based on a
complex series of parallel constructions- English favours the

use of short sentences. Whereas English tends to favour

syntactic subordination, Arabic favours syntactic coordination
where each sentence should be linked by the following and the
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preceding sentence by a connector.

Another area of contrast is argumentation. It has been posited
that Arabic uses methods of argumentation different from those
used in English. While English tends to develop, for example, a
theme starting with an exposition of a situation followed by
evidence and substantiation, Arabic may begin with two topic
sentences which may be loosely connected and the evidence may
sound repetitious. A clear picture of the situation emerges from
both versions and one cannot consider one to be superior to the
other.

We have discussed the claims that Arabic lacks counter-
argumentation and that direct or through-argumentation is the
only method of argumentation in Arabic.	 These claims are
unfounded. Their proponents attempt to find justifications in
the distinction of the nominal and the verbal clause structures

in Arabic. Rather, the choice between the verbal and the nominal
is optional and depends on the volition of the native speaker.

While the fundamental controversy over whether it is justifiable
to have formal courses in translating remains the subject of
heated debates, recent discussions have centred on how to teach
translating, the level at which TT should start and other

important theoretical issues relevant to translating, such as
bilingualism,	 interpreting,	 language	 teaching,	 linguistics,
translation theory, and specialised translation teaching.

We have discussed with some detail model syllabuses designed

by Wilss, Keiser, Reiss, Coveney, and Horn. We have also looked

into the contents of courses in English! Arabic-Arabic! English

translating and interpreting in the U.K. Our aim has been to gain
invaluable insights from these courses, with a view to setting
our own syllabus at Syrian universities.

In Chapter Three, we embarked on a discussion of the notion of

register, the basic principle underlying the classification of
translations in general and TT materials in particular.	 The
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notion of register is a useful classificatory device. We pointed
out, however, that while translators and course designers often
tend to distinguish between scientific and literary translations

and classify their course components according to register, this
practice is not universally applicable and is valid only for
pedagogical purposes.

The distinction between language varieties in terms of language
use (field, mode, tenor) and language user (dialect) as presented
by Halliday eLJ (1964) has been criticised by Crystal and Davy

(1969), who believe that it is inconsistent, unrealistic, and

confusing. We have also disscussed other critical views of the
notion of register by Widdowson (1979) who belives that the
whole argument upon which the notion of register is based rests
on a double fallacy, because it presumes the existence of
distinct varieties of language.

For Widdowson, there is variation in language rather than
separate varieties of language. He makes it clesr that the notion

of register can tell us nothing whatever about scientific
discourse, or about any other kind of discourse. What it does is
to describe the frequency of some features in a sample of
language (e.g, the frequency of the passive in the language of
science.)	 -

We have also discussed other methods of classifying language
varieties according to the functions of language put forward by

Malinowski, Buhler, Jakobson, Morris. Halliday (1975, 1978,

1985) identifies three language functions as: ideational,
interpersonal, and	 textual:	 they provide a good basis for
classifying texts.

Text typology presents us with a more elaborate classification
of texts into: exposition, argumentation and instruction, which
in turn have further subclassifications. For the purposes of this
study, we have devised a method of elaborate classifcation on

the basis of the notion of register and text typology. 	 This
results in a variety of text forms. 	 Other devices of classifying
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course materials are translation difficulty (TD) and length of
texts, as proposed by Wilss and Reiss (see 2.7.1, 2.7.5).

In Chapter Four, we discussed in some detail our proposed
syllabus. We undertook a questionnaire with the help of some 30
Syrian Post-Graduates. 21 questions were asked regarding the
degree of satisfaction of these students with translation
courses at their universities back home. 	 The aim was to
evaluate the	 TT situation, with a view to designing	 a
systematic	 syllabus for teaching English! Arabic-Arabic!
English at Syrian universities.

Having discussed the findings of the questionnaire, we discussed
the overall objectives of our syllabus, taking into account the
requirements of the course in admitting students. We pointed
out that the course is divided into three stages: Basic,

Intermediate, and Advanced.

The Basic stage of the syllabus is primarily concerned with

improving and consolidating the students' linguistic competence.
This can principally be achieved by introducing grammar,

composition, and comprehension. The Basic stage is also

designed to provide a good foundation in the similarities and
differences which exist between English and Arabic. Hence,
Contrastive Linguistics is of great importance at this stage.
The analysis of data proceeded at three linguistic levels: the
word, the sentence, and above the sentence. We discussed

grammatical categories, such as verbs, nouns, adjectives,

prepositions, adverbs, and participles, illustrating them by

examples selected from, books, and newspapers. We also

discussed voice, tenses, and concepts like Marked! Unmarked,
Theme! Rheme, and Cohesion, all of which are highly relevant to

translating.

Translation Theory, the second component of the syllabus,
discussed and the transfer techniques proposed by Vinay and
Darbelnet (1958) were reviewed. 	 It was proposed that the
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Grammatical, the Cultural, The Interpretive , and the Text
Typological Models should be taught, since they furnish students
with a fund of translating techniques and strategies.

The Translation Theory component includes topics such as
literal vs. free translating,	 limits of translatability,	 and
equivalence.

The third component of the syllabus is the Cultural component,
which highlights the importance of cultural knowledge in
translating. It covers the discussion of the relation between

language and culture, the study of the socio-economic, political,
and legal systems of the countries concerned and other areas
dealing with culture-bound concepts.

The Cultural Component of the course is to be taught over two
years, while instruction in Contrastive Linguistics and
Translation Theory will continue to be given over three years.
The fourth component is Translation Assessment, which is to be
introduced in the third and fourth years. It is a most important
component which aims at the production of high quality
translatio ns.

We reviewed models of translation quality assessment and

worked out a model for classifying translation errors. We also
undertook a transaton assessment experiment on wo pubiis'ned
translations: The Struggle For Syri p and Animal Farm. A

translation assessment was also undertaken on data selected
from news reports.

It must be noted that practical translation exercises are
included at all stages, while simultaneous interpreting and on-

sight translating are included at the advanced stage only.

5.2 Recommendations:
Drawing on our own and our colleagues' experience in TT and on
their suggestions, and the findings of the questionnaire, we put
forward the following recommendations:
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1- The English Department should make certain requirements of
the students who intend to join the course, such as high grades

and an entrance test.
2- Before entering the course, students should have a reasonable
degree of mastery of both English and Arabic.

3- Teaching staff's qualifications should be of an adequate
standard.
4- Students should be acquianted with basic transfer procedures
and techniques.
5- Students should be given basic lexicography, since knowledge
of effective use of bilingual and monolingual dictionaries is one
of the important assets of the translator.
6- Important linguistic notions which are relevant to
translating, such as Marked! Unmarked and Cohesion should be
introduced in the course
7- Contrastive Linguistics should be introduced as a main

component
8- Translation theory should be introduced as a main component.

9- The study of the cultures of the languages concerned,
especially of socio-economic, legal, and political institutions,
should be included in TT.
10- Translation Assessment should	 be introduced at a later
stage.
11- Practical translating should be related to the other
components of the course.
12- In the case of the courses in English language and literature,

a two-year specialisation in translation is recommended.

13- Passages for translation may be selected from other course
components (e.g. the novel).
14- Students should not be familiar with examination texts.
15- Students should be encouraged to work in groups.

16- Interpreting should be taught by experienced staff.

17- Texts to be translated should be classified according to

text-types, difficulty and length and should not be beyond the
students' linguistic competence.

18- Teaching of Arabic! English translating should proceed on
parallel lines with that of English! Arabic translating.
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19- Teachers should vary the way they teach translating, in

order to sensitise the students to stylistic nuances.
20- Teachers should teach according to the translating model
best appropriate for a particular situation.
21- In order to achieve maximal success and full participation
of students, translation classes should not include more than 30

students.
22- the number of hours allocated to translating should be
increased.
23- more facilities for simultaneous interpreting should be
provided.
24- a variety of references on theories of translating should be
made available in libraries.
25- the number of home assignments should be more, and longer
texts should be given for translation at the Intermediate and the
Advanced stages.

26- the involvement of more students in the translation class
should be encouraged.

27- practical translation jobs should be introduced, i.e. the
students should be encouraged to make professional translations
of a limited scope, by cooperating with newspapers, the Arab
Encyclopedia, broadcasting stations, and ministries of justice,
information, etc.

Finally, the outline of the Syllabus will be set below,
demonstrating the main components at every stage and the

number of credit hours allocated.

5.3 The Outline of the Syllabus:

First Year:
First Semester
Discipline
	

Credit
hours

- Translation Theory

2
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- Comprehension
2

- Grammar
2

- English Literature
2

- Area Studies (the study of the British political system) 1
- Contrastive Grammar

2
- Translation Exercises from English into Arabic of short

sentences

2
- Composition

1
- Basic lexicology

1
- Linguistics

2

- Cultural studies

1

18

Second Semester:

- Translation exercises from English into Arabic of short

expository texts.

3
- Translation exercises from Arabic into English of short

newsreports
3

- Translation theory: translation models
2

- Grammar
2
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- Composition
2

- Linguistics
2

- Contrastive linguistics
2

- Area Studies (the study of the British legal system)
1

- Modern literature
1

Second Year (Intermediate Stage)

First semester:

- Translation Theory
2

- Modern Literature
2

- Contrastive Grammar
2

- Translation from English into Arabic of historical
and political texts

3

- Translation from Arabic into English of short political texts
3

- Grammar
2

- Arabic Grammar
2

- Linguistics
2

- Composition



2

2

2

2

1

19

2
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1
- Comprehension

1

20

Second semester:

- Translation Theory

- Modern Literature

- Contrastive Grammar

2
- Translation Exercises from English into arabic of legal texts

3
- Translation from Arabic into English of general and legal
texts	 3
- Grammar

2

- Arabic Grammar

- Linguistics

- Area Studies

Third Year:

First semester:
- Translation theory

- Translation from English into Arabic of economic texts
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3

- Translation from Arabic into English of economic texts

3

- Arabic Grammar	 -

2

- Composition

2

- Text Linguistics

2

- Translation Assessment

2
- On-Sight Translation

2

18

Second semester:

- Translation Theory

1

- Translation from English into Arabic of scientific and

technological texts

2

- Translation from English into Arabic of short argumentative

texts (e.g. editorials, letters to the editor)

2

- Translation from Arabic into English of short scientific

and technological texts

2

- Translation from English into Arabic of legal documents

2

- Arabic Grammar

1

- Composition

2

- Translation Assessment

2
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2

2

2
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- Text Linguistics
2

- On-Sight Translation
2

18

Fourth Year (Advanced StageI

First semester:

- Translation from English into Arabic of argumentative texts

2

- Translation from Arabic into English of argumentative texts

2

- Translation from Arabic into English of literary texts

2

- Translation from English into Arabic of economic texts

- Translation from English into Arabic of advertisements

- On-Sight Translation

- Translation Assessment

- Simultaneous Interpreting

2

- Composition

2

18

Second semester:

- Translation from English into Arabic of literary texts

2
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- Translation from English into Arabic of scientific texts

2
- Translation from English into Arabic of economic texts

2
- Translation from Arabic into English of literary texts

2

- Translation from Arabic into English of scientific texts

2
- Translation from Arabic into English of economic texts

2
- Translation Assessment

- On-Sight Translation

- Text Linguistics

2

- Simultaneous interpreting

2

20
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Text A
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THE OBSERVER, SUNDAY 7 DECErvIBER 1966

MIDNIGHT in the western
Sahara and the freezing
desert wind does not dis-
tract wiry Polisaric
guerrillas from scrnhhuing iru
the sand for dgarerte oox-
shaped anti-personce;
mines that trai-d th
npproache to Moioco'c
1,600-mile 'Maginot Line
slicing diagonally through
disputed terriory along the
Algerian border.

From where I was perched on
top of the six-foot-high wall.
the nearest Moroccan army
base was less than a mile away.
• Do not fear,' said t.tohim-
rned, the leader of our group.
• They go tolp at night, they
hie in their trenchos.'	 -

i<ing iI,m of Morocco
built his barrier of sand and
rubble to prevent the Polisario
from attacking his soldiers and
garrison towns, but it is evident
that his efforts have been only
partially successful. The guer-
rillas refer derisively to the wail
as the eighth wonder of the
world and the tail of the dcvii.

The wall rises in the Moroc-
can town of Zag, due north-
west from where Mark
Thatcher lest his Wa', during
the trans-Shiahara rally, and
continues in zig-zag fashion
along a south-wesrnrri line until
it reaches the Atlantic Ocean
near Dakh.la.

Its strategic obective is to
protect southern Morocco as
well as El Ayoun, the capital of
the western Sahara, and the
phosphate mines of llou Craa
ti-tim which Hasnan earns miU

SHYAM BHATIA,
Africa Correspondent,

takes an exclusive trip
with PoUsacio guerrillas.

irns of doh1- ey	 •in
6reii ±2e.

Since the wall was completed
last year, Pohisarlo attacks on
Moroccan-held towns have
virtuall y ceased, but in the
process Hzs,san's 140,000-
s:ro:t g army has become a
hasrage to guerrilla tactim.
Against this arm y the Poliszirio
has raised a forca of 10,000 men
who have been fghung for
independer.ce ever smce Mor-
o.cco annexed Western Sahara
in 1976.

'It's true the wall has created
some problems for our forces,'
said Mohammed Abdei Aciz,
the serccary-general of the
PoUsario, who agreed to be

: :Ac - -7MoRocco
- yl o

- /	 7 rc'
7 La(-	

•. 1/	 •T1hOCUF

ZOJ -i_------•----

:'WESTEU::/
S1

I 
-1

interviewed in a desert bunker
near the border with Algeria.
'We are not used to such
obstacles and we had to find
new tactics. Our aim now is to
bleed the enemy until he is
forced to withdraw.'

To donstrate at first hand
thriwtncu, the ?ohizrio

zti Eli 2,000-
mile trip by Land-Rover across
the Sahara until we reached the
Atlantic at a point about 50
miles south of Dakhha.

We travelled with four guer-
rillas in the back for four days
and rights to reach the Atlantic
coast, most of the time racing
along desert tracks that run
parallel to the wall and often
within sight of it.

The four guerrillas travelling
in the hack of the Land Rover
fed me with tins of spaghetti
bolognaise, while Oburver
photogra p her Roger Hutchings
v.-aa allowed to share rice
cooked with rabbit shot on the
heel. Camel milk, tasting like
sharp, tang'j yoghurt, was
procured as often as possible
from wandering shepherds.

At 2 p.m., stdl 100 miles
inland from the Atlantic, guer-
niha commander Mohammed
stopped the Land Rover.

Now we wait fcr an hour,' he
said. 'Do you pia y chess?'

An hour hater, after a game of
chess and several pints of camel
milk—procured from wander-
ing shepherds as we drove—
we set off for the wall on foot.
This was a dry run for a more
daring expedition later that
night when we actually climbed
the vaIl.

From our vantage point on
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Desert patr

top of a little hill of rocky
waste, we could see Moroccan
soldiers walking past a forest of
radio aerials planted just
behind the wail. 'They have
radar, but they cannot see us,'
said our guide. The radar does
not work in this hilly area.'

Not s single shot was fired in
our direction, although the
Moroccaps boast a formidable
array of gadgetry to keep the
Pohisario at bay. Radii-, heat
and vibration detectors are
supplemented with long-ranie
artillery, machine-gun nests,
t2IlkS and fighter bombers that
cut be called upon to help in
daytime attacks.

We climbed the wall itself
just before midnight,
approaching it single We, Like
would-be	 mountaineers.
Ilalfl5Sway to the wall
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Text B

JPaiestinanfations sink I

differences m camp sieg'e
THE. 350 people in west Bcirut's
Chatila camp i'ho have voluri- 	 From our Correspondent
tarilv stopped eating so that their 	 in Beirut
rations can go to the wounded
and nursing mothers. svjöinll havc bcen cases of the Palestinian
yesterda y by about 50 teL.;	 girls ho act as ntlrscs in the one

Chris Giannou. thc onl y doctor hospital in the camp fainting
in the cam p, said in a radio inter- through weakness caused by mal
view that he was already having to :nutdtio
force some of those starving Dr Cutting said that 90 per cent
thcmclvcs to accept a glucose drip of the people in the camp were ci-
to stay alive. 'But there is very lit- vilians. Man y dreamed of lorrcs
tic glucose left."	 loaded with food bein g sent in, or:

No food has been allowed into of getting ouL 'But there is a lot
Chatila. which houses about cof solidarity among the camps
10.000 Palestinian refu gees, since	 residents. iltey don't want to
the siege by Atnal militiamen was 	 leave.' she said.
imposed nearly four months a go. One person who could take it
Nothing has been allowed into no longer and esca ped yesterday
the neighbouring Bourj aL was Faliima Derban. a 35-year-
Barajnch cam p, which has a old mother. "1 had to conic out
po pulation of more than 20.000. because I could no longer face it. I
since Iranian embassy officials de- have three children who I could
tivercd about 1.5 tons of dried rniik no longer bear to hear crying cv-
and flour last week, In the big ary day from hunger."
camp at Rashidivch in southern . Fahima said that before the
Lebanon, the blockade appears to "war" started there were divisions
have been 1ifted.	 between the people in the camps.

In Bourj at Barajneh, Pauline with some supporting Yasser
CuttiñL who runs the camp hos Arafat and his "mainstream"

itai with a Scottish nurse, told of PLO while others backed S yria or
the continuing food shor.age. different factions. "Now the only
"People come to the hospital cv- division is a division of labour,
cry day pleading for left-overs," with everyone co-operating to
she said. "But there are no left- help each other," she said. 	 -
-vers."	 -	 - -"Everyone is united against

Dr Cutting, who said she would Amal. All the men and boys at the
not leave the camp as long as she camp arc tightino, arid the the un•
was needed, admitted that her married girls also help the gucrrit.
own wei ght was down to 9	 las itt the trenches, carrying the
nounds. She is Sft 3m tall. There	 ammunition and looking after the

wounded. The married women
deal with the cooking - when
there is anything to cook.

"Pro-Arafat, anti-Arafat, pro-
Syria - everyone is now flouting
together for one cause, and that is I

• to defend the camp."
Syria has called for truces and

• for reconciliation - but it is also
supplying the Amal fighters.
Axnal and Syria share the objec-
tive of preventing the Palestinians
from rebuilding the military pres-
ence they lost in Lebanon in the
vakc of Israel's 1982 invasion.

Amal claims that to allow the
I'alcstinians to regain power in
Lebanon would enable them to
stage attacks on Israel from south
Lebanon, which in turn would

- bring renewed Israeli reprisals on
Slila villages in south Lebanon.

But a senior Amal official said
• Arnal had no intention of storm-
ing any of the refugee camps.
"Ajnal will under no circum-

-stances storm any of the camps
bccausc to do so would cause a -

• massacre that no official or militia
leader would want on his
conscience," he said.

Despite Syrian denials, the bat-
ties between Ama! and the Pal-
estinians are seen as Syria's proxy
war in Lebanon. -

Yasser Arafat and President 1
Ilafcz Acad have been locked in
a privatc vendetta since 1983,
when Mr Arafat stopped the for-
iner from gzlnr'g control of the
PLO.
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Text D

Hussein says US lost
all credibility over
arms deal with Iran

SY ROGER MATTHEWS AND ANDREW GOWERS IN AMMAN

KING HUSSEIN of Jordan. the
West's most consistent i\rib
ally, said yesterday the US iad
lost all credibility in the .Middli.
Eart as a result of its arms

I sales to Iran.
The king said he wa " more

than shookcd " by revclatlo
cooling out of Washin!on. lIe
also s:iid he saw no sign of US
willingness to help resolve the
Arablsrae!i dispute.

As . result, he felt tierc ivas
little purpose in taking up an
invitation to visit the JS for
talks with President iteagan
next mouth arid was inclined t
seek closer defence co-operatian
with Europe.

The kings remarks, in an ir.-
trvicw with the Financ:al
Times, were his fir-at detaile:J
public statement on th	 US
overtures to Iran. Jordan ha3
hacked Iraq. trans enemy.
throughout the Gulf war, which
is now well into its seventh
year.

"The US has lot its credi'
bllitV in this a rca totail:.'. What
has been revealed is diarrictri-
cally opposed to every assurance
I recei v ed. I had hc4'n told that
the Americans would do any-
thing in their power to prevent
the supply of arms to Iran and
thu.s the continuation of the
(Gulf war) .'' he said.	 The last

Ihinz that oop ever e\pcCted
was that the US would augment
the military rachin	 of Iran.

hic,ii has	 fucrd to t-pniid
to any call to end this war."

King llusst ..n said the
supplies disc!occj so far rcpre-
ented " a very dangerous

development * in view of the
balance of forces het'.eon Iraq
and Iran. lie riiplied that they
hid a measurable iniract in the
latest Iranian Ottensi e towrds
Basra. Irais seon dlarost city.

Althou g h the king wa 5 coni-
dent that Iraq could wtlistand
further Iranian oflensives. he
sid moderate Arabs had no
a g reed rcSpr.e to a r'ossihle
rrllrtary brcakthrou;h ty
Tc!iran.

Jordan is prepared in its
vei limited ' av to rcsp-and. I
base b'i'o calling for i comm-
'2ncy plan for :.elrs. But until

rOw I don't thiflk there is one."
he aid.

King I{tis"n	 aid h
sr.okcn	 frankl y to Precident

of S na. in Damasc'j
last 'seek a h'ut lb0 lat lers con-
tin'Jing support for Iran in the

a i.
Tli' Jordanian monarch was

eqnillv causjc about (be US
position Ofl th Arab-Israeli
disrute. in spile of recent sue-
gcs(icns that Washington might
be preparing to play a more

active role in setting up an
iniern.itional peace confrrencc_

1 have been assured they
re iiiterested in rcolvin g the

Arab-Israeli problem. But I
have not seen any manifestation
cf that." he said.

Jordan has been car"paign.
ing for an international con1r-
ence. involving interested
parties from th Middle East
an] the live permanent mum-
hers of the tjniied Nations
Security Council. But tli" idia
is heiii; s'chementtv resisted by

Yitzhak Sliamir, the Israeli
Prime Minister.

Israel arid th US want King
ltti"rin to enter into direct
negotiations—ougli the US
Las said recently that it would
be prepared to countenance a
rnifcr r'ncC	 s a prelude to bi-
litraI talks.

The kin g alo said hr would
step up his ettorts to buy arms
from sources oilier than Wash-
ingron,	 including	 the	 Soviet

01011 but especially west e nit
Fntop'. US plans to sell Jor.
din about St.Thn (t1.2'ibn) of
' ear,n	 and	 aircraft	 were
dropr.ed just over a vr'ar ago in
tie lac	 of ci nT Jcrael I and con-
grr c uonal opposition.

V,e have not askrd for any
a rm and will not ask for nv
arms from the US. I have really

ContInued on Back Page
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Text E

MISSION IMPROBABLE
srxe1's PrmeJtiriistcr,Mr ment for the \Vest Bank should	 moderation might1 r:i'an-

Shirnon Percs.iIL..be hoping be possible. But Husain re-iSheW ' 	 -	 -
fbiiliimprobabIe wnen he.j-.. mains reluctant to stick his	 's for Israeli -11opes of
meets Mrs Thatcher In .10 neck out (which might almost 	 Constructing a modie Arab

s Downing Street toda \Vhat literally be the case) without alternative to thc PLO on the
he would like is an assurance independent support from the West Bank, these too are-
thai Britain might resume a West Bank Pa!estinians and/or qcunlikcJyto be realized ve'
more active role in the Middle	 nternational backing from a	 quickt In his interview with
East at a time when American conference attended by the	 The Times this eek, Mr Per

cpolicy has been tripped up by • superpowers. : 	 pointed to the growth of self-
lrangatc? What makes his mis- .:	 -	 - -	 -•'	 gpvcrnmcnt au the \Vest Bank,
Sian seem impossible is that	 -lsraelis are still sceptical ci3the emergence of moreArab
the - Middle East is an uver the value of an inter- ma yors and the dcdcase of
umpromising constituency for iti1 conference, and so for , violence there	 in	 Mrs

5any British lt'icterin 	 that matter a.re both Britain	 visit to
z	 thUiiiwd	 1e5'ThC_-iigh t months -ag But"he

That is not his only objc' t	i	 Of ,The S6vict ::cknowIedgcd himself that it
Li ve: however, as he begins his ' Union" would introduce an	 wihJ : l2kcá long timc for a
lirsi tour of European capitals unknown factor - 'although strong enough forc-of so-
since swapping jobs with	 - Russian influence over Syria called "King's men" to emergc
Yitzhak Shamir three months xould make its presence very,	 . Israelis insist that political
ap He also needs to convince in theory. At best, jlecianccs on the \Vcst Bank
EEC leaders that nothing has such a conference would prob- are divided between thosc
chancd - inThthat the Jeru- ably take a long tirqç without -whose sumpathies lie firmly

1$salem government remains achieving anthir-Prcsidcnt .:with the PLO and those who
committed to rcrnvigorating Mubarak of Eevpt, moreover,'. arc •• waiting for Husain
the peace moémcnt, u1ic is now talking-in terms of a	 provide the leadership they

• the return to power ofa right- preparatory conference to.prc-	 crav 1 Thc longer the King
wing prime minister. In this he i pare the ay for the real thin g, : hesitates, the more likely they

	

3omav well be succcssTFT1 so the process would take even	 all are to turn to the PLO
anN' because le wduld seem to Ipnger.	 ..	 instead - and a stronger more

:. : .have established a good work- 	 Israel fears thaL b' then, th	 determined PLO than now
•in g relationshipwith Britain. • Palestine LiberatibñOrgniza 	 cxist That is why he.would I

His difTicultv is that 	 hile75tion (PLO), seakcned aicr its 	 like Britain to nudgc the King
35Lsrae! stil[fvou' circct talks evacuation from Lebanon four , (an old friend) into the role of I

with ::tlic Arab world as a	 years ago. might have reained " j"uctant hero. 	 -. ••
'means to secure a more stable much of its strength and .. 	 The	 nag ' is that Mrs I
peace in the re!ion. i has nat influence - not only in Leba-_ Thatcher too wilt want more
vet 1ouricLn y a	 tolTc	 non but aln-i.n the \Vcst Bank ;tirne until her own political. U

tihieiiiost obvious interlocutor	 'and Gaza: A a.' result an y	future has been secured.
s KIng Husain oIiordan, with 	 inclination on its part to'.auds .time is what Mr Peres feels
,vhon a satisiacory arrange- policies of comoomise and 'canIcasta1ford to gnve..-.

-	 ,	 -	 -t-	 ,'	 •'.	 --''-,, ,.	 ' 	 ..-	 ......
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Text F

tcI Boustany reports fron1 BeLrut On Lebanon's unending wars -

4f :t p1ây ashreivd vaiflng ãme:s THE Iran US armscort go baci to pre 1S2	 main	 mn refused to budge Otbrr
tro rsy continues to hoch. the tamed one Pa1etinian spokes	 - -	 _'-.	 PaIt'stini.n factions such as the
world Lebanon s unending \varS/ man 	 Wi. Just .nto_mah	 r	 - t	 pro Syrrin PFLP general corn
lia.e taken on a niW twist	 k	 -	 ,.	 mand ha'e also threatened to
Palestine Liberation Organisa-	 amns in Lcbanonarc..aiie- •..	 .-reconsidcr tlieir alignments if ..
tion chief Yassir Ararat ippears	 and for U at	 . '	 -	 'T 	 flishidiych Wa5 not -
to have outdone Syna b y wi. need to be armed	 Our	 :4	

lifted and Palestinian civilian-
striking against its 1oaI alliLs primary and only 2uarantee is	 - ._-	 -	 cnntiiiiicd to suffer Lihyi s
in a shrewd wilting jiwe	 Ot1 own strent.h ,	 /	 -	 -. Colonel	 Muarnmar	 Giddaft

\. Lebanese President ,, Arnin . A detenoratin econoin) and 	 d'	 -	 .....	 'encouraged rafatists to stay on
Gema)el has'mg allowed Mr slipping e.xchan,i rate for the 	 '	 In MaghdousHbh	 now the
Arifat to arm his guerrillas Leoanese pound down by 200 	 1	 ,.	 symbol of recovered Palestinian
indisturbed his bem iited by pir cent at,iinst the dollir his 	 -	 -	 pride in I ebanon	 -
the deteat of the Shi it	 rnaI eased the penetration of Pales 	 i-"	 '1	 -	 In B-i ghdad wheFe Mr Arafat
militia Syria s closest ally in tlnaans in the un.,oernid	 I	 - L.	 has been orchestrating his cam
Lebanon in a battle or the uJig1e 	 Sijsce fl 2ias	 t- , _..'	 .	 paign ia -re-.iite'r iho intricate
stzateg.e Christian "vi1lap. al happened .j.a mainly Mcs1iti 	 -.	 -,	 ...	 Lebanese avid Middle East equa
'1aghdousheh lact mOnth. Well- 'rrg as far removed from 'tIn. -	 "-	 -.	 .	 tjon At,u Jlh'id declared a con
trained	 Palestinian	 fighters Ciristian encl'icr' the armed - 	 .-._	 ?	 iditlonil ceiseflre provided the
spushing out of thur refue ne Palistinian prisence Is rather	 I	 -	 , ,

	 hloriadp wi's lifted from all
camos for the first tic-ic .,incc an inca thais a physical threat	 1D-	 "	 rifiig° camp's in Lebanon and
1952 hase recast '1r 'ra(it aSfIn 	 Moslem - areas	 where	 .2	 V	 " Lt,bari cc factions that hid not
a m'sior pla yer on the Lebanese povertj and the reality of war	 trafat ''	 pirticipated in the fighting

1 scene	 "	 ire more difficult to conceal	 - rec'isf as major	 'irnve Sidon joined the 1hz
After	 being	 shunnid	 'by the anxit ty osir the ft.. tiring 	 P	 cr	 - -.	 bijl!ih is i tiulter lone

Syria for contributing to the 	 lii ite-Palestinian conthict .1S	 Wilid Junblatt Druze leader
collanse of a Syrian sponsored more oscrwtielming 	 '	 Stii s closes allies the unruly of the Progressive Socialist
militia accord one	 ear go c The emirgence of Iran as a '' 	 rniltiamen " '	 '-	 Party one of the groups asked
Lenanon s C'sristsan Prcsiocnt central mediator though id	 The S'ri n formed ,N-itional to like part in this new plan

now looking forward to a :rnetlective. ': has rnarginalied Palestinian Salvation_Front is is in an unenviable position. I:
summit meeting with his Syrian Syria's rote as power broker now fragmented nnd igroiip While he ha wisely courled the '-
counterpart: Perhaps for the and accentuated th 	 rise of such as the PopularAFront of Syrians, who are believed to
lit-st time since the outbreak of Tebran-backed fundamentalists, the Liberation of :p i le i tjnC . have assassinated his father
the Lebanese war. Mr Gemayel Faleslinian leaders privately (PFLP) have, veered closer to . Kamal .Jurnblatt in 1977, he is

\and	 the	 Christiin	 militias insist	 that	 the	 pro-Irinian 'Mr	 rafat	 The decision to also greitly indebted to the
watched as Palestinian guer hlizbullah sill neser get tie take oser Maghdoushch accord Pilcstiiiiins Guerrillas helped 	 -
rillas returned to Lebanon .itti upp r hind in areas ',lir p thL trig to one I -tfrstiniin source Jiirnhtitt in the decisive 11183
the declared aim. 'of protectine guerrillas are located, 'bec:suse: 'sas taken -by' PFLP -.i-liief mountain war agaihst Christian .k'-':
t 1 ielr ci than population and	 Ttiey don t unders and liii Ceorge Habisli and Mr r'tf'it 5 inilitiis	 nd the Christian led '
loosening the grip of ,Anial and :- itricacies of Lebanese politics '.rnilitary' commander pfFatah.. ;army of Mr GemayelMr'Jum-''.4
the elusise hegemony of Ss na as .cll and bcc'iuse they arc ehalil al Wi ir better knoset olatt explain. Inc prcdicanient

	

In a st.-iy 'trafat has some not as strong militarily 	 .,1S Abu Jihid dijriflg.aiflCLtii1g	 ciying aiore Palestinians dlesl, *
sympathy now rot bicause they	 ro now the interposition	 in Pragje recently ,,. -	 .r , .- t.krcidln the now Druae-con-	 -
lose him hut bec-tu a the y h-ito jIbuiIah	 t1-hters '	 1n-	 Palcatinla"oicLlS	 said,. Irohled Chouf Mountains'than
maI 'zind cr' hif'yrtans	 1ighcnusheh. berwe°n i'iraal To cow w.s beniod Mr Arafat isis own Dru,ze warriors 	 r

acsersed a Palesinian official 	 _nd Fatah rnimbers clinging to ard "sup r ortcd	 Pale9tinian	 'Theorcticallye s'houldallIt is' an .cunc1laracterist!C their trencie	 has sersed to demann. 	 for .ke"ping -' the be defending kmaI s Lebane e --	 '
i ian._e ot heart or	 anon	 discredit 'tirial in the C j "S at dr-fence'ss	 c'tmpS	 t i	 vho till hope for some emb r

0	 /
L inistlan hcadership Of'iciiIl	 the Slit the communits -	 \2T' ough ti-c Soiits ire iippo id ' lince of sovereigiity over our "	 'ilie also e con emnations o a 	 -	 - -	 to an estercinn of gw rrilla	 -i	 i'- -resur e cncc of a palest iilii ul'\ l Hizbullih unlike Jmil does	 re'senc'è be anti tIn' rate c Mr 0 '.11

	 in	 commente	 one
stile within th,. L oinse st-itt. not LiPt. et thi. Pak stiniins 	 't-if1 ipplars to lust.' ii rorcd Lehine r hiiciiir"smin 	 I How
ire Uttered hare and there, but SOuth -,L.ihanori -: to Ydisar.. h' 	 • v'	 '	 h	 c	 i'ttnal .s mismanagement
all or a sundn there is art Arnal 5 dni e to control the	 ur iibhlA iii	 a rcspe ,	 "-. and unre -'ned Jawli'ssness in

exoression at sympathy for the camps - orig natd .with 	 its	 The P LP the -Democratic are's it h 0 , h	 control hive
Palestinians laced witl' a desire ic oIs	 to	 ban	 g ierrilli Front for the Litcnition of midt - 'my alternatise more r
to see Nabih Birni smashed	 actis its in re"tons already es's 	 Pit .tin	 (DFT P)	 'md "Mr pilitible	 -	 '	 I	 -
commented a West'-n diplomat cuatca by Israel	 \raiar r i ih hise rosurf-mcid	 msy wake up one day
bisd .ir	 Chnis'iai cot troll d	 The "11 seek si'e of the ' the basic coinponcrit of thim 	 to discoser thit Arafat has not
East Beirut	 l_ ",,	 .- Palist oman refugee cari p of Pate 1ine Liai r lion Oritanisa	 c"maneorm any thing except the	 -

The grisls conduct o	 I	 Rash di eh th bombard"rcnt lion	 after four years of1 dimension of the tragedy for
Bern S l,mal militia since Ihe of Chiatila and Bourj Baraineh fragmentiuior	 ,,,	 -	 Lebanese S and ' P,lestini'tns	 -
first round of P q letiniin,Stti LtC 'in	 eirut s southern suburbs	 Ir 1lrai I his bor-omm the	 like %Vhile it looks hi i. unfit 'i' '. -
nehrsog in 1985 his enriged aod the he-is'. banded treatment hirdlmner and the ri Joctionist 	 his indirectly helped Gern-iyl -
g'uc'r"-mlla leaders barished to of Palestinian c'-' 11	i's	 hu°n blher grouns ai'rm ed to '-it Is Ar-mist who miy hive to he ,,'	 I

other 'rab capitals In 1952	 2i outside the	 -"- ç	 '-	 C	 of 3tic"do i "miii ma .&rcsc ue I Jr '- "nd , Lebineac'

	

\\ e ire 1 ruotsee t ,-'g to go Pale stinians i's , the face -of p t- at__n IranL.n Pc cc plan	 zmilita1,,d	 .-	 '.
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Text G

1UiigI-1ussciri o ..soruau secui at iast w	 -. --.	 . •\ ;	 '• .	 . . ,7	 .	 .	 '	 • . . .;:'

have succeeded in constructing onc plat 	 Iran	 -.	 F	 r i 	 r

	Lfonn from which they may be able to	 .,	
0

agreunentannounccdonFLbruirv12tli Cou I you be more specific 'God '? ,
,were not irnnicdiately revealed. But the	 .	 .;vi :,	 i.	 -

prcsumption is that the PLO—or 'at Icast The Iranian gover'nrnent finds it cliflicult 	 c'atcs a 'defence . ystern . corisistirrg"of a
Mr Arafat's'dorninant Fatab 'section of to reconcile God and Marnrnoi. The stnding' 'army and horscs'tied atrLthe
it–will nosv,in concert with the king be 	 long-running argument about what Islam- 	 frontier. :' . incc 1 defence .requircmcnts
more firmly bound to a policy of diploma- ic economics actually are has come to a have changed a bit since then, lie argued,

L ' cy rather than war in its long stru gg le to Shcad over a tneasure to raise taxes whicli &-it was reasonable that methods of paying
establish some sort of Palestinian home- is supported by the government but op- for them should change too.' On these
land: : .''.''.. 'i .1.......... b. •-.	 posed b y many purists in important posi :	grounds, the government managed to°

	

4l5 In particular;..the king has robahly	 tions. The argument is not simpl y a philo-	 SqI1CCZC a"thxation . bill l tlirough parlia-
'persuaded Mr Arafat to accept the princi-	 sophical one: it also involves the crucial -. merit in January. 'q f
ple of "land for peace", whereby Israel opolitical question of v,hose interests the k5 Conscrvati'e religious leaders argue
.wouhd relinquish the \Vcst Bank, which it	 regime is supposed to serve. " l.	 .. that this 'ort of thinking will erode the

.jonquered in 1967, in exchan ge for recog- - . The immediate problem is that some powcr of thC mosqric. Last year,' Grand
:tition of Israel by Jordan and the PLO. If Moslems say that the only le gitimate A} atolhaia Golpayagani j Iran's most SC-

this is so, there will be even louder calls taxes are the voluntary tithes paid to the nior cleric,''protcstcd to Ayatollah Kho
for the United States. the Country with t5mosque. 'The y oppose income tax (a sur-.5Onieini that people were no longcr paying
the most leverage over Israel, to convene vival from the Shiahs days) which ac- their tithes to his mosque because they
peace talks between the main protago- counts for about 20% of the government's had to pay money to the state as well. The

.:.nists: the fledgling Jordanian-PLO team revenue. However, those responsible for conservativcs'doniinate the Council of
on the one hand, and the Jewith state on	 running Iran, among' them President Ali 	 Giiardians,w hich can veto bills passed by

- the other	 i	 •,0''	 oKhanienci and Prime Minister I hussein S3'p:irhiaincnt and which is now arisidcring
......... .	 '••'..":'	 :c	 "i 	 Moucsavi, point out that a government 	 the taxation bill. 	 '	 .!	 •i

$tep forward, Reagan	 , must have reliable revenue from enforce- I The Islamic debate is also about the
,_ So far, I'rcsident Reagan has been deter- able taxes, and now Iranmncedc a lot more - relative 'importance of the public 'and

	

-j mined to keep out f the diplomatic fray, 	 mone y fiin personal taxation because its 	 private sectors of Iran's economy. 'ilic
.	 arguing that it is primarily a matter for3ooil revenue has fallen dramatically.	 '' ogovernmeiit and parliament in general

	

-;.'1srael and Jordan to thrash out. But a 	 They have respectable Islamic hacking	 favour the public sector. The baznaris,
number of moderate Arabs, such as King for this argument: A yatollah Behcshti, who control the private sector, are repre-
Fand, who .arrived in Washington on a : the leader of the ruling Islamic Republi-	 sented by sonic conservativccin parlia-
state visit on' February 11th. have been 'can party Until he was assassinated in 	 nient and by the Council of Guardians.

:' urging Mr. Reigan to risk a fresh Amcri- 3S 1981, pointed out that the Koran advo- 6SThc council has held u 'all the impor-

	

i can involsemcnL President Mubarak of	 t	 i F	 ,-	 I 	

I 	 F

	

". Egypt goes to'.tFie"White House next	 Khomeini favours the merchants	 F 	
' 	 . '' " 'i' .	 t.'!'I'i''

nonth, followed by President Chiadli of
Algeria the Arab countr) with the best 	 .	 V'	 -	 F-F- '	 if_ i..,-	 fF1,4j ,

	
If

links with both moderate and rejectionist	 '	 '	 f( 	 ' 	 )i -pr

factions of the PLO The latest Ar-ifat	 '7	 L5	 ?" b	 ria
Hussein deal should ibdlster the..argu	 Y"(	 ,.	 ,j;	 mentsofailofthem .,o u- If lu 'i1	 "-:ti;"-.	 i'r'	 ri'I	 ts4 I F't( I n	 IPI ,n)

	As the more belligerent elements of the	 '" ,	 s1" ,	 '	 -	
F'	 -

PLO sserc bounced out during the No-	 -' '	 ' c	 1.	 -
b'J	

- 4'.A'	
.ii	 r-	 .	 ,	 ..	 jI '1.	 t	 .	 t'ra.t

vember meeting of the Palestine National	 ;-t 'I	 '.	 -	 '4
Council (the nearest Thing to- a parhia	 .	 :	 "	 '	 Il i

4 	 Thent in exile) Mr Ar-ifat may also base	 I li4	 .	 .i	 -
been cajoled byKing Hussein into accept 	 '	 ?4tI'	 'FIfI	 '^

7 0	 0	 . 	 . 	
F-	 5 ç c"	 t'i' c	 • i 	 ". "rv ,.I,.	 : 	 ' 	 '-.-." '

ing in pnnciple the United Nations	 F	 .ç•I3	 ifl
secunty councils resolution 242 sshich ' 	 ,'j!F'	 Tj-'	 ;.rii v.	JM k'" -';" "H

THE ECONOMISrEEaRUARYS, "' 	
;7F	 j ..
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H

Dea ITo	 n p e
s trio d.. .d UifltlLr cw n h S I	 ii p c J to Ir	 th C jut	 s lLst r	 it ot s court iuiiic itions ii._w. On

	

Gandhi bitt thcic v.11 k no rIreig the 	 Aln t itir lire oer . eoircentranioir i_S I coverlinirent pow.

1)1 India. I)vntt.	 c!de'titirr. '.'. ;ttnier-	 cr in f)eihi. this 1'tc,Juccd the jni'. IIjo . ,r .. . % IC i_tin in
i cn. Mrs G;iinihi delitied and ci III	 atud tire I'Iiti	 .	 h	 h; iii;ttt!'cn(-ic

	

' r country for tre:ii ly tV0 d	 idt. She took t'nt s lit!rFiii and in tire norrh-c:,cicrnr lull .tzite of Aa.a;nn.:'

-icls sonic	 ise, s'nic i_i_dish. Iii 199 she	 'Itt the	 (inc lot lu;r:ctc spnr-ol I of havini 	 a tvc:ikcr ruler in -
pariv. thereby cIimitratin all rivals for the Dc!hi—aird any successor v. ciuld he weaker titan Mrs

T	 l5 .irs In 1971 sire hro t e up I j ictin th r1 y	 U in n—rn r he i rthtii	 of thi. ditortLd haIr c.

.-if in	 I urdia the unquestbotled Sli i' e Tower of th_	 oeb;s en centre and :ttcs.	 .	 . -	 .
ubcoIinunt. In 1975 she inuposcd an "c t;terCencv'l_	 Other balances that need correetitte arc those he
hi-h nved her ot n j ob at the cost of si	 hun	 t	 cn India and its tuei!'ld'diurs. incIuidhirri! the Snvici

	

irciian democrac y [or 2 years. ,trid in 1 .4 sire tackled	 L!nuon . I lie icl:rblnnluiii l ' lrs U;itnclln burR with die
SiLh terrorism. too late. b y invadin	 the Golden	 i.t!Si.!!i5 v.zcs Iaccd n't mm atty ;ihlecticmnr [or them but on.

	

1c;,pIe in Punjab. It was diis last :rctv. ric:im led to her	 a sound ai'rtakal of Indias Ceonotiric and strzitceic

	

jth on \\'edicscIav at the hands or Siklr r'oimcen ini	 it	 erts. . 1 lie J;mn;oa r.ovemnctnetrt mii;co-.eted as nirirchr

icr own bodvt!j:Ird.	 .	 v. lien i tried bac3:in awa y from the Itrsjjiis ir 1977-7
The Iirct challetiec	 R:ljiv Gandhi tvill be to do for and c::ded up cttrbracint: them. But cood relations with

iidia st tmt his titijf;itiic t	nnu mimi_I t he'r :tncoir 	 the k::il smmrerro . '1r rwed nut cclnde a rz:vcr.ioii In
unrclaced) G:mndhti vuc 5 assuitated in l-	 to der:r	 ricuire ii ir-:iiucnmni:iit as I 5 tacti r tl by t.t	 (J:indliis

die forces of hate iv p i ot1totii: reason, not rvcn:e. : :oher. Iseirru v.ouid not hive condoned Russias inva-
This means usi ii all nccssarV Wrce to reve 1t 	 nev. 1_i 5tfl of A fthanisnan.	 .	 ....-•
oiid 01 [doodle t (time bcttt ccii I Ii ni_lus and SiUcs: and it

	

means -Joine what his mother nicelected to do ma I'uirn:ib.	 fl:rji s si cunnci clt:iuncc

.vhjchm is to deal with the C:iUSS S d1 as the Syf'iaS 9 he t;c:rtesc rmrissed ooportutiitv of the Gandhi -car
f Sikh violence. 1-us sccomrd immediate task macst t' (015 was the	 rtr!adh war.	 tire chance for India

	

ussure India that dcmccracy 'viii not be nmturaudatc'J.	 to l'!d out a generous hranid of friendship to a ncirzh-

	

fInk nnrcamis eonrtirminnm that die cencrai cic:iun. d:te I'. 	 boor that cc'uhci ne'.-cr ;iraumr po:.e a serious military
at:u:rrv. tiil	 .	 threa! to imio::n. Ifut .lrs Gtuuidin, schrdioled in decadc of

	

A tlird proritv for Indias vouneest armd ereenest 	 hioctdm. could not cxtetud that hatrd and continued c
j fl j	 yet	 be to such: out s.asoncd. act the o cr.vceninmr bit: sister, trot only to Pakistan bitt

	

dvisers to iiidc him and India thrc'uh thms niau tr Inc 	 to a!l the smtrrouurilimi	 status. Such a role would sit

	

if timcs. 1nrccutrt cars Mrs Gandhi hind retreated initc 	 utrcrnIort:rt,Iv on fl:iiiv or Iris successor who wouid
eli-imposed isotaiion. surrounded by a coterie of a:i 	 a need ;ril the mreiehboutiy support he cottid get to
onies and svcophatrs. Rajiv was a reluctant partner ir, deal v.uth time unrest around lnrdias edccs. It is a seconc

:his s ystem. which was designed to fulfil his mnotbcns 5 charee that should be seized. 	 -

	

lv iistic drcaitr. Ills o fl instincts ate said to t'e less 	 -trs G:rndhmis maui ci.iitns to Orc:utnicss, riot belted by

	

:rapet iOuS than those of his l:rte 1'rotier S:inriay. v. ito 	 t'ak istan . Pu iii :rb or even tlmc cmimcrunrcy. arc tire

	

- as his mnothiers fist choice as heir. I3uc as ' lrs	 cohesion and cotihidi:nce she lent to luidia in 15 years of
anidiii's closest adviser. Riint; ltuinsell mncnst share . rncstIv stable, niostiv democratic rule. Ever the prag'

	

sptisihiility for the r tmish.andlirmg of time Smkir troubles 	 matism. she continued to pcak tire lantiace of soci;ilisn:

	

s well as tii couia that backlired mu Amidhra Pra'Jesir. 	 '; hiuk 1ohltwjir the ad ice o[ her late son. Sanjay, to lift

	

He wihi need wiser nrinds. now that he is in octuce. to 	 tIre bureaucratic shackles [torn Imrdia's private-sector

	

- :monc hi judurnent on. 	 -	 -	 . -	 ceononi. ihe result over tire past five years, since
Partly because of lien isolation. Mrs Gand:ii s later . Saniav v. caned tlrs Gandhi front the worst of her

-C2rs were not her best Ores. B turnnng tue (onrrcs scciahs:n. has been one o[ the fastest economic growth.-

	

:ar t v into a personal oltttcai toot. sire short-circuited 	 rates in nbc tonid. India is still as unequal as ever, but at

ncc..o '' ,sm,:ss'r. iic.ia	 u	 - .	 ..	 13
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-	

Afghanistan 1 oteststo United Nitions

I Pakistan âñd ]tran rcefüie-:.	 :'ç''	 .	 ',",:-
to Dow rewgee irint

From Christnpher \\ alker , I\1ocos

The	 ovict-backcd Gov- many will take up the Afghan 	 'cnt the refugees from tc-/C.- No explanation was riven
crnmcnt in Atgnanistaii na.	 ffcr. but dirlomatic sourcc	 tur-ning_	 ':	 n the protest letter for Paki-

•	 protested strongly to the: in Kabul told mc this wci: • 	 "'I he Afghan CjovCrflflieni, tan and Iran's refusal to ies-
United Nations about the icihat it was possible that many "elievcs itis against the norrn	 pond to the airlift call from

:::5' refusal of Pakistan and iran to would respond, both out of of international law and uni• 'Kabul. but diplomatic sources
allow it to mount an airlift war weariness and from a dc- vcrsallv rccoc'i7ed lfin;ir.,, in Moscow said it was likel y to
from their res rcctive tern- sire to return to their native nighic Th ii ' uiThnificil add a furzhcr complication to
tories, to repatnate Afghan' land. The Afehan authorities , 6tli	 n the waTc'Thi- efforts to reach a compromise
refu gees who have chosen toclaim that large, so far unspc- 	 fant';returnirir home," the at the peace talks, which have

.p respond to the recent offer :ihicd. numbers have appliec' j : o I cjgn Minister said. 'SucL been under way since l92.
made under Ic Aighan Gv	 to Afghan ohlicials abrcad	

fit.' In a epnte chispat	 frontci'nnncnt s national rcuincnlia 	 c.Lking v.ays of rLturnlng	
ô	 in	 the AUght in capital	 i -'ss

Aighanistans	 orncrd prttestv.as Go',ernment belie"es
communist GoemmLnt kun	 ssued t'ierd'iv in the form oç	 it IS g"unst	 bordLrs into Afglnnist'in -mdveiled aide	 iP1	 a letter from MrAbdul \\a}'il 	 international la	 0 )/ gac specalic detatls about thegn	 p	 'the Afghan Forei gn Minister,..	 .	 of some '500 to four- ...	 uurn tue eigut-\ Lar-olu ci' t.	 ..	 i-..	 ,	 .	 . .	 ,, .
war to return	 ', :,	 ,	 'to tL L	 ..cretarv jfle l j .	 are clearl y hostile t	 different areas.	 ..

It included a free aon forJ,ht 	 Pcez dcT jellar. ntIj the Afghan Goernment's pol-'	 It acknowledged that the
il army and police dcerters,	 ppaled ior c	 0 3ss15	

icy oh national reconciliation, Muslim rebels ere continu-
guarantees of employment, •rn 1 ffni2in1m , t 1L TetUfltO	 is aimed, among othei tng to breach. the unilateral
education, housing and a • r;n dcsituid to scurc	 hinigs, at cnsunng stable, .' ceascflre declared by Aiglian
Dlcdge to honour all pension	 ohitic'l sttlornnt and the-' good ncmghbourlv reJation	 and Soviet troops on Januar)

.'cagrtements. -	 cra	
wtldrawil of au	 with neighbouring countnes." i5.

".According to recent \Vest-	 'n0 
s v ' troc ' .	 . • Ihis letter came less than a •, "The High Extcaoidimmry

rn estimates, there anc now	 - L	
/ month before Afghan and ?m Curnniissimi for National Re-

some three million Af'ehan	 Mr \Vakil, hosc letter	 l'a}istani dekgattons in Gene- concihiaiionhias slated in res-
refugees living in camps inside released here by Tass. the va arc due to resume the UN- - ponse to these acts 'of provo-

- 3L-Pakistan — man of them in'Soviet ncv,s arenc'1', allecd sponsored peace talks aimeu cation that, ilsuch action'; arc
poor physical conditions - : that the Pakistani and Iranian at ending t:me Ar.han conflict	 repeated. the enemies olpeace
and 1.5 million across the governments had failed t 1hesc cre deadlocked on onmjm-wmll be dealt a crushin g hlow,"
border in Iran. with a further. respond to formal requests tc outstanding issue, the time . Tass reported in a fuither

.500.000 scattered thrpuahout 'permit the airlift b y Afriian table ar a complete Sovie', jhlicial conlmnnation that the
varj ous Western countries.	 kaircmft, he accused both gov- withraval, vhcn they re- :easefirc has already been
- it is not known exactl y how crnments olatiemptmng to pro- cessed last year. . 	 ..	 -'	 broken in many places.
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	F.Sl1)tT P FGAH	 is

out t tike hi revenge on
th'e ho plotted last month's
tauhtcr ol Americ-on trxr,s in

5 Lc"annn. lie could be nbout to
o it ii Ccoprratitn with the
'aclis.
Ii a build-up of ctvity this
ckend, there wcr	 rtj,iort%

0 the American under-s.ec-
rei.r/ ci State Lavrcncc Engle-
kizer k having lnt-tninutc
co,sullation	 today in .Jcnis.a-
kri with the lsrielj prime

15 rninictcr, Yi,r.k Shamir, nd
rcnl'erc of his cabinet bef,re
Y inding tip it onc . 'veek visit to
Ittac!.

I he lsreli cihinet's dcfnce
2i. ccrninillre meets this morning

in Shamir's ollice to diccu;
liriher	 rrialialory	 rT1tflt)rr ¶
;iinst	 hie	 reipctratora	 ol
ndayi	 tiiind,in,	 ol	 lcraclt

rnilit.irv headquarter-s in Tvrc,
- in southern 1 hanon.

Two US F-14 Ionic-at irfraf
flw	 o rr Pc irut yccicrday
on	 Trconnaic.inCe miccion -

3. 0Ibr flrci time jctc have buze .i
he capital sin re thc I ebancsc

cacc1ire on Scpterabcr 26.
?. lnrr oriiinniiIy, the Airieri-

cans have c r(lcre(l two aircrnll
35 rarrir,, the IndcNndcncc nil

lh John F. }cnriedv, to join
Ir.e US Sixth flct oil Lebanon.
1 hey c ill replsen the cr-rier,
ti'cnhr.vrr, iid ri ot	 tofu of

Lj-i 20 u'ar planes at the .dipol
ni American military toni-
niandcr. At prcc-rat there re

o.
Acrnrdin In rrhiablr snilrc1

1.45 in \Vahiitturi,	 • ecrctnry ni
Stair (irorge Sliiilti and ( > teci-
ilcnl P. rap ric new on I icunal
I-frncc ad icci. fl nlcrt McFi -
lane, arc in 1.1 .r'tir ni,'i retahitory

J,Orerat U'n. ".,tlu	 Icriucli accict-
tree. ranging front iiatclhirricr
he I r br IS shipc and itiarlurs
in ai'ac;' run iCrrnrii groups in
I ('1T'.O1 In jo in I clrundccl Inc
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They considered I m of those cases to he pre-
ventable, mainly by national education pro-
grammes. Those figures present a terrible
challenge, which the Montreal meeting
hardly began to address.

Superconductors

Cooling off

People meters

Eye hopes
NEW Y041K

I
T WAS 37 years ago that a water commis-
sioner in Toledo, Ohio, noticed a mas-

sive drop in the water pressure as people
flushed their lavatories during commercial
breaks in "I Love Lucy". He mused about

Text N
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

I
NSTANT fame often sours. Before cold
fusion—which promised cheap and clean

energy—high-temperature superconductiv-
ity was the darling of physics. While fusions

.5 fortunes have fallen spectacularly (though
the saga is not yet over), high-tempcniture
superconductors have quietly been suffering
their own reverses. Their promise
—superfast computer chips, levitating

lo trains and the like—now seems more distant
than ever. But, severe as the superconduc.
tors' troubles might be, it is as unwise to dis-
miss them now as it was to exult when they
were discovered two years ago.

5 Unlike most conductors, which drain
energy from electrical charge as it flows,
superconduccors oiler no resistance. The
superconductors that were discovered early
this century need to he kept bitterly cold.

2,oThis makes them expensive and thus of lim-
ited use. Hence the fuss in 1987 when two
researchers at to's laboratories in Zurich
and scientists at the University of Houston
in Texas discovered superconductors which

cwork at relatively high temperatures. Scien-
tists dreamt up all sorts of applications for
their new lascinarion, later christened ii cc
materials. Nobel prizes went to two of their
discoverers. Scientists found new families of

30Frrcs that worked at ever-higher tempera-
tures. Then things started to go wrong.

Part of the trouble is that the materials
are brittle, so they cannot easily be made
into useful shapes. Also, they stop

35superconducting when they carry large cur-
rents. HTC5 arc complicated arrangements 1

of a few elements, mainly yttrium, barium,
bismuth, copper and oxygen. Many turn out
to he chemically unstable. Now another.

Lj.oequally tricky, problem has turned up.
Many applications of ilrcs ask them to

behave as electromagnets. These applica-
tions exploit the magnetic field created
whenever electrical charge moves round a

LtS coil of conducting material. Conventional
materials drain energy from moving charge,
thereby limiting their magnetic powers.
Superconductors do not. So IITCS promise
powerful electromagnets for "free'.

5c At least they used to. Papers recently
published in Physical Review Letters by re-
searchers at AT&T Bell Laboratories in New
Jersey and IBM's \Vatson laboratories in New

- York state, suggest that in the realm of dcc-
..5trornagnetism,	 high-temperature super-

conductivity has run into trouble.

140

To see why, look into the heart of the
superconductor, at the interplay between
the magnetic field and the moving charge

o that is causing it. Elementary physics says
that a magnetic field should be pushed aside
as current passes across it, just as air is
pushed aside by a moving vehicle. Such a
push would count as work—it would drain
energy from passing charge: the supercon-
ductor would stop superconducting.

Fortunately, the magnetic field in some
of the old superconductors and all the )lTcs
shows some strange rropertics that prevent

7o it being pushed aside by the charge. Instead
of being evenly spread thoughout the mate-
rial, it is bunched into little bundles of field.
Some of these bundles are pinned down by

75dfcis....ia1hL perconductin material.
Since separate bundles behave as if they
were joined together as a single, rigid struc-
ture, pinning a few of them is enough to pre-
vent all of them from being pushed aside,
nd for the charge to pass down rhe super.

conductor without losing energy.
1 he researchers at ITIM and AT&T found

that large currents push hard enough to un-
pin the bundles in IITC5, so that the mag-

%Scietic field creeps, causing electrical resis-
tance. Worse still, this rigid structure of
magnetic bundles "melts'' when the tem-
perature gets too high. The old supercon-
ductors operate at such low temperatures

9orhat this effect is irrelevant. The new uTcs
are not so lucky.

Although scientists have been proudly
announcing ever-higher tcmreratures below
which IITC5 superconduct (the so-called

3"criticaI temperature'), they have ignored
the temperature at which the structure of
magnetic bundles melts. In many cases this
seems to be much lower. For instance, the
critical temperature of an inc made of his-

ccznuth, strontium, copper and oxygen is
–l88'C. Yet the magnetic structure melts
between –250C and –240'C.

Not all the news is had. Scientists from
Sumitomo Electric Industries, near Osaka,

ave seen large magnetic fields in thin
superconducting films of bismuth iirc at
–l95'C. Others hope to make large samples
of iirc behave more like thin films by de-
signing more defects to pin down the

afleld—hut not so many that superconductiv-
ity stops altogether. Great leaps in technol-
ogy, it seems, are taken in little steps.

Little brother is watching

patenting a 'flushiometer''. Since then audi-
ence-ratings services have striven for greater-
accuracy. Their latest contraption is a pas-
sive peii'le-iiictcr that will watch people
writchiing television and count them out if
they leave, turn awayr even bury their
faces behind newspapers. The meter may
learn to have its eye on other things too.

America's three national networks hope
that the David Sarnoff Research Centre can
gt this device out of its laboratories in
Princeton and into people's homes within
two or three years. 1 hey are most unhappy
with time audience figures provided by A.C.
Nielsen, the company that all but
mono pm l ises the ratings game in A tner ica.

Nielsen used to have a system where
members of a family recorded in a diary who
watched what program when. Then, in late
1987, it changed its approach—and esti-
mates of the size of audiences watching the
networks fell by an average of almost 10%.
Now the 4,000 families that serve as Niel-
sen's sample base are asked to hit buttons
on an active people-meter to record when
they started and stopped watching.

The passive people-meter that Sarnoif is
develupimig jointly with Nielsen is a consider-
able improvement on the active one. When
a family agrees to become part of the ratings
game, each member in turn will stand in
front of the passive people-meter. It will
store the outstanding features of the face it
is presented with in its memory.

The device's 'image-recognition system
is modelled on the human eye. Just like hu-
man peripheral vision, it sees only a low-
resolution picture until it is alerted by an ob-
ject or event that it is programmed to take
an interest in—such as pcoplc's faces and
exits and cnrranccs. Then it turns up time
resolution and watches more carefully.

A prototype at Princeton has worked
well in controlled laboratory conditions.

5(1ENCE ANt) TEChNOLOGY n,n,ln,,o. on p.e 144>
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sian client state. 	 -
Control of bankrupt Ethiopia brings

the Russians little prestige, but secures
for them an important position within
striking distance of tioth the Gulf and
North Africa. The American position in
Somalia does something to cancel that
out. But the Somalis have accepted the
American alliance without any ideologi-
cal affectations. Mr Barre's Somali So-
cialist Revolutionary party, run by his
own clan and family, is identical in struc-
ture to the Workers' party of Ethiopia.
Mr Ahdirahman Jama Bane, the foreign
minister, remarks of the Americans:
"They'are behaving as if they really want
us to go hack to the Soviets. 11 that's what
they want, then perhaps that's what we'll
give them".

Money and bases form the relation-
ship. Agreements made after the Ogaden
war give American ships the right to call
at the ports of Mogadishu and Kismayo
on the Indian Ocean coast, and at Berhe-
ra on the Gulf of Adcn. The American
navy finished improving Berbera's port
and airport in 1985 at a cost of $35m.
Another $3Uni is being spent at Kismayn,
where facilities for visiting American war-
ships will he completed this year. These
investments were made to serve Anieri-
ca's indian Ocean fleet and its Rapid
Deplos ment Force, which could be used
in the Gulf if the oilfields there came
under threat.

Because of money, (lie Somalis hint
they are 00W looking for other friends.
Somalia spends more than half of its
budget on defence. The Americans have
slashed their military assistance pro-
graninre from $33m in I 9)5 to $7. 5m in
the 1987 uiriancial ear; they have also cut
their non-military aid to Somalia by about
$25m. Somalia exports little: foreign aid
brings in three times as much as exports.
10 (lie country's leaders the words
(iranlin and Rudman are simply euphe-
misnis (or impending desertion. . -

Since Ethiopia is Somalia', only uppar-

Tex L 0

ITERNATIONAL

brasive democracy, re-born in 1979 after been hard to find.
even years of military rule, is in immi- 	 The chief clobberers are guerrillas of
tent danger. Nor is the president. The	 llczbollah, the Party of God, an Iranian-
cads of the armed forces support him; so 15 inspired group of fundamentalists with
loes the Archbishop of Quito. The prcsi- 	 growing support in south Lebanon. lIe,-
lent's opponents in congress may not he 	 bollah has made attacks on the SI A br
ble to muster the necessary two-thirds 	 several years. hut its recent oneshave been
oajority to remove him from office. And particularly effective. It lost teii men in an
he latest slice of comic opera comes at a assault on Januar y 16th. hut on the holc
me wten Ecuador's economy is starting the SLA has come off worse. lle7bollali
olook surprisingly modern,	 killed 84 SLA men during 1986: this year's
The currency is stronger since it was toll has already reached 13. Some Israeli

bated, and although oil exports slumped	 officers think the force is about tocollapse
y more than $1 billion last year oil 2.5 If it did, few Lebanese would he sorry.
.ompanics arc ready to sign up for new 	 The SI.A is given to indiscriminate shelling
.oncessions. The foreign debt is being of Shia villages, and runs a grim detention
erviced, commercial banks are readily centre at Khiarn which Amnest y interna-
ending to Ecuador and an agreement tional has condemned. It has earned a
ith the IMF is in place. Exports of sour name with ('NUll , the United Na-
ananas, coffee and shrimps are doing tions force in South Lebanon which is
well. Last year's GDP growth of 2% was supposed to keep the peace, and does not
lot bad for an oil-exporting country run-	 do it very well. In 1986. General Lahad's
ling a tight-money policy. President 	 men killed three UN soldiers.
Febres Cordcro may he a rough custom- 	 If the Sl.A collapsed. Israel would have
er, but in a rough country that is not 	 to fill the vacuum with its own men. Israel
lways a bad thing to be.	 is already being drawn back to Lebanon.

It has made four air raids inside Lebanon
Lebanon	 this month; last week, Israeli soldiers

killed seven guerrillas in the "security

eu'" zone	 zone" General Lahad is supposed to
I	 police. The Israelis also admitted killing

an Irish corporal serving with UNllIL.
The breeze of militant Islam blows briskly when an Israeli tank opened fire on one
brough Lebanon's Shia Muslim commu- of the force's positions.
ity, and General Antoine Lahad's South 	 tJNIF•IL wants to patrol Israel's border
lebanon Army is feeling the chill. The zone itself. That, it says. would placate
sLA, a 2.(XX-strong militia consisting the Shias and secure Israel's border at the
argely of Lebanese Christians was estab- same time. Although Israel remains Un-
ished by Israel to .police the narrow convinced, it says it might talk about
security zone" it has set up north of its abandoning the security zone—but only
border with Lebanon. But the SLA is after a six-month cease-fire in south Leb-
being clobbered. Last year, some 300 of anon, and only if a credible talking-
its men deserted, and replacements have partner emerged. It may he a long wait.

alla

A good seesaw man
OUR SPtCIAI CORRESPONDENT IN MOGAOISHU

the desert wasteland of Somalia has one play the R() great po ers ott against each
Tatural asset: the value of its position on 	 other, exploiting for that purpose the 9(X)-
he Horn of Africa. Its president, the	 mile-long frontier the y share ith their
indestructible Mr Siad Bane, has expert- Marxist neighbours in Ethiopia.
ly exploited it. Ten years ago the capital. The Americans were brought in, and
1ogadishu, was ornamented with por- the Russians seen off, by the war fought
traits of Marx. Lenin and Engels. This in 1977 across that border in the Ogaden
year there are Coca-Cola signs and adver-  desert. Midway through the war the Rus-
tisements for electronic gadgets. The	 sians, who had signed an "eternal''
Americans have come—and have pushed friendship treaty ss ith Somalia in 1975.
up rents and prices, fostered private en-	 switched sides, delis cring I ,tXMl ('ubin
terprise and raised a good servant's pa y to troops and 2 billion worth of arms to the
more than that of a government minister. Ethiopians. Mr Barre turned to the

Some Somalis feel that consumerism is Americans who, under President ('arter,
corrupting Islamic values. More argue promised him weapons and then, at the
that if the Americans are to he their height of the fighting. ithheld them from
guests, they should P'Y more for the both parties. H March 1978 tIre Somalis
privilege. Either way , they are happy to were defeated and Ethiopia % as a Rus-
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From Alex i3rummer :.	 wards up the Gulf towards the
and aIichael White .	 var zone, amid fresh warnings
in '%Vashinton,	 ' -	 from top administraton. , ofli.

l and Davitffairhall	 -.	 cials that the "strategic inter-

	

• -.	 ,.'	 ests of the US and her allies
!fl j..OfluOfl	 :-	 •.	 in the area	 ad to be

	

US air rnd	 val forces protected".
•	 '	 +	 d 'iwo carrier groups in the

•. r	 -	 ?lediterranean were rerouted•	 •	
wit1iin stril:ing distance of eastwards, and ort calls iwere

	

.	 (be Gull, as the White House cancelled for many of the 3(1

	

•'14'i	 'kept its military options Open shi ps of the US Sixth Fleet.

	

£U..I. J•. L'(L,J.	 in view ci deepening concern	 Ten 'British-based American'
-:	 -'M -'- over Lebanese-held Western F-Ill -bombers of the t ype that

' ("1	 1. '!	 hostages and the lran-lratj raided Libya have flown to a

iOI i.jrUij_ -	 war.	 -.•	 base in Thrkey, from which

- :- '-:	 •''- . ..	 The rash of iertage-thkir. t i	 coo	 reac i a wi a range
-	 -	 -	 A T	 •	 ,	 ci 'Middle East targets. how-

Continued from page one :-	 i Deiru, an	 ran S irca '	 aver there is no cvidrnce to
ing frustration with American' 	 JS al•lcSA c the	 jias ndicate that this deployment
who rejnain in ,Lebanon b	 er0I	 3 P r1 : i part of any US plans for
telling US citizens who remaii' 	 tl	 ha k,listre Stat	 ti	 mlitary intervention, either in.
that their- passports -would be- as - e C	 C	 ',ebanon or the Gulf.
come invalid after 30 days.	 The US air force said yeste.

:Lebanon is now out of bounds Irish troops escape anniliihi- d-hat the isoniberr 3re" on'
for American travellers. 	 --	 tion. ltt,aga,is lesson goes a rotitini tr1,ni. 	 mission to -

In - the past week - three down well, Arms cache found, the weapons training ann- at
• Amercans, liae been seized b	 -	 page 10.	 l<onya, in	 enu'ai Tuikey. - -
terroristsin t,.e 'atest cave 0	 _______________________________	 -	 • -

-	 -	 - .	 Successive rjatcnes or flritisii-kidnapping. shidi has netteu	 •	 '	 ' ill s r "ular' ' used'/12 Westerners. The \Vhite Union address to Conircss an' ia	 -	 C,

fouse last night carefully, :he nation on Tuesday night- jiO r!.e eac \Sifl or.	 -

avoided any comment on the' conspicuously failed to acliiec	 After the controversial Liby
'fate of Mr Terry Waite. out of 'its goal of re-establishing the in raid. 'which was flown -.
'concern for his well being. - - presti ge of the presluency direct from USAF bases mi

For the first time since the- 'after 1ranate. - Britain, -Mrs Thatcner - cx-'
abortive US rapprochement • 'it was the wrong message pomindcd the principle that..
with the Khomieni regime in '. . the -wrcng .audiencc- at the wiiIe the British (.overnment's-.
Iran. a senior administratior. s-rcng time." one Democratic crmission was needed, details,
',fficial pointed the inget OP senator said, as Republicans of the operation — including.
:esponsibility	 for	 hostage •pnvately	 - e.xpressed the targeting - were a matter,
ta(dngs at a - breakaway group: 1isappotntment. - 	 for the Arnencamis. How thiisR.
of the Shfite 7iushim. sect, - As a further indignity, the principle would apply to 1hcL
de:abollah.	 -	 ,okesman. '1r Larry Speakes. U".' of aircraft nornially based'cj
- The present naval dcplo' ..smerdav had to doe ques. in Britain but operationally de--''-
ments -'by the US are said by j ions arising from Speaker pioyed to the Middle East is

	

- ana!ysts here to be the largest flaisanjani of iran's claim to not clear. -- 	 . • -	 •
since the Libyan raids. The have -a bible signed b" the' - A Foreign 0111cc spokesman

- five-vessel force, believed !i! President as 'hate as October 8 said 'estcrday that, as far as
ahly, to patrol the strälegic. l!?,S1—five months after 11i- lie was aware, no request for
Gulf of Ilormtiz through with Robert McFarlane's abortive the use of British facilities
half the V.est s oil pasSeS,	 ak-e-bearing	 - mission • to had (been made. Nor was there -
not in itself substantial enough:' .iehran.	 -	 '	 any unusual activity at -RAF

'to affect, the battle for Basra.;	 No imminent 'military action 'Akrotiri, an Cyprus, 'which isj -
(But it is seen as a show of was anticipated in the Gulf used by -American U2 recor

• support for Arab moderates, but defence analysts noted that naissance aircraft.	 -	 I

notably kuwait and Sauh Ar	 the new National Security Ad. 	 in Nicosia, a Cyprus gnverui-,,
• bia, meeting in ku%%iL • thiik . riser, Mr Frank Carlucci, was rnent spokesman, responding t'

wee	 . ,, -	 - -	
-	 ,	 to show his mettle	 • a spate of local speculation1

-But tue - £ itty	 a% . uit	 -President Reagan had a said it -had Ibeen given ndvancg
- 80.000-ton ircraft carrier. 2nd • round of meetings yesterday notice of the d3ritish cxercise -
ifs escorts in the Indin Ocean1 with top security aides. ándud- and stressed thit no Americari'
were being cuoved into th	 ing the Secretary of State. Mr for,çes were invo!ved. 'in -Lon-,
'orthern Aa ian e3 ,— out; George Shultz. 'What 'worried don. the Foreign Office diS
iue , the '_.Uii, Ut%ILuIfl iTUfl ••us analysts was that 'an over- missed similar speculation tuiaE

utes fl)ing time.	 ,zealous, crazy or nervous !lra- -the SAS a-night be involved lIT.'
In, 2uuitiOfl,	 e%	 eet nian	 or	 'Iraqi - might plans to rescue ff1r 'i'rry'

carrier gro p •
	 A	

-	 m. :inadvertently attack an Amen- Waite. the Archbishop- ofwas auspa C IC	 aneac	 0,—	 ••	 -	 -'	 -	 -
hedule towards the easter -u.an suip.	 ,antcr ur S enoy	 siiO&-

1editterranean and the 19-ship 	 The ,Pcntagcn said that	 fussing in (Beirut.	 -	 -,
Fennedy carrier task force W2	 zve-siip task force of missile-	 The US .Admlnfstration la
'fin n	 mlin	 ,	 urmcd destroyers and fri gates tuiglit demonstrated Its increas -
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The States Pzties to this Convnion,	 Text	 "

Pronntcd by	 desire to sctt1c, in . spirit of mutual tmicrst.-'xdinT and
co-operation, all issu:s relatiivr to the 1a of the sc erd awr cf tho historic
sign.ificanco of this Cor.vcntion as an I ortant contribution to the cintonanco of
peace, justica and prorecs for all ta pooplos ci the world,

}Totin. that the cIcvolowcent that hava occurred since th.2 Uriitcl iTaticns
Conferences on the La of t1 Sa hcld at Greva in 1953 and 1960 haVQ accontuo.-tcd
the need for a ncr an]. generally accootable Convcntion on the law of the sea,

Conscious that thc prr b1oms of bczui space arc closely interrelated awl need
to be considered. e.o a who1,

floc#rnizinr the desirability of cstablishiin, through this Ccnvntion, an']. with
duo regard for tho scvoroirnity of all States, a legal oricr for tho seae and oceans
which would fo.cilitato international comunicaticn awl promote their peaceful uses,
the aquiiiable aucl fficiezit utilization of their resources, ths- study, pretoction
end. pro so±'vation of the nr.rino cnviror.cent e.r th conoervation of the livinR
rusourdes thereof,

Have	 r	 as follows:

Article 1
Pofiii'n ef irç

Piray_consists of any of the follcwir; acts:

(a) any illeGal acts of violence or detention, o' any act of depredation,
cciiuitted for private ends by the crew or the rassengors of a private ship or

a privat e aircraft, and directed:

(i) on the high seas, against another chip or aircraft, or against
persons or property on board such ship or aircraft;

(ii) against a shin, aircraft, persens or propertjr in a place outside

the jursdic tcn oi any S te;

(b) any act of voluntary rarticipatics in the operation of a shifl or of

an aircraft rith Iznowlodgo of facts Ia!Z1g it a pirate shin or aircraft;

:--'•.,-	 i

"f ch:irs

1. Every State nl fi:: the cIt:s for the rit of its nationality
to ships, for te rcgistra:n of shirr in	 territory. and for the right to
fly its flag. Ships havc the natic!:a!it: of. th e' State whose flag they are
entitled to fly. There inst c::ist a genuin linI 'between the State and the shiç

2. Every State shall issue te chir to wiich it has granted the right to
- fly its flag documents to that ffct.

-,

Stat's of	 !rs

1. Ships shall sail under the £1g ci' one State onjy and, save in
exceptional cases onprpssly provicd -fer in international treaties or in this
Conven tion, shall be uhject to it c::clusi':c ju:-isdic Lion on the high seas. A
ship may not change its fig during a :eyoc cr while in a port of call, save in
the case of a real transfer of cwncrship or change of registry.

2. A ship which calls imder the flags of two or more States, using them
according to convenience, i-ny r.ct	 ai any of "the nationalities in question with
respect to any other State, and r.uy ie asciflated to a ship without nationality.
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MisçiyofjaIestinian
refugees worsens as

relif coiwoyblbcked-	 -	 From Juan Carlos Gumucio Beirut 	 -

It as hatred a gain which , latest internal • coiflict has 4$Now. 60 per cent of the am
,estcrdav prevented, food and vrought. 	 ;,'	 is in ruins. The water has been
medicines from reaching theç" Ignoring an :anonvmous . contaminated by sewerage. -
Bourj el-Barajneh Palestinian voice that interrupted the People in Chatila arc clin g-
refugee camp, leaving the .transmission twice, shouting •ing in hopes for a settlement, a
thousands of. besieged ciil- obscenities in English and1'solution that must be. in Dr
ians forced to maintain a• Arabic. Dr Giánnou said: '.Giannou's words. Thn. hon.
meager diet, in some cases of5Thcre is not enough milk for —ourable - peace.":'since in
dog. cat and rat, meat: -. .'	 children under two' years..ofChatila rio one -wilt 'ccepi
o "One car moves and we 'will 'age or pregnant women .;	 submission. :-'
start- shooting." screamed a Women who are brcas tfeed i ng 1:'People are -involved in
xoung gunman pointing to a theirchildren are now running 	 ooking in common kitchens

icb. building, where hcshort of milk' ,';+'because of "in order to feed 'the large
an anti-aircraft ma- the lack of correct nutrition. ,j population of bath' fighters

Scmn c gun stood reads' to lire. .....Elderfy. people with car- ':and civilians." he said. "0th-
I Whether he was telling the diac and chest .probTem. bers are involved in setting up

truth or not. the warning was cause of the overcrovding in .. public baths in order to secure
I enough to convince drivers othe few underground shelters a minimum of hygiene

a small convoy of station available, are unable to really .- Women bake bread, others are
vagons adorned with posters deal with their problems." h' involved in erecting fortilica-

rof. Ayatollah Khometni to told reporters whp recorded lions, setting up bamcades
make a hurried. U-turn, his voice from a 'receiver and this involves women.
thereby frustrating the Shiohidden insideadeskdrawerin children and the elderly, who
Muslim Amal militia's efforts the nearby Mar Elias camp. 	 are dirging trenches .. . No-

zio shuw last-minute corn- 	 The estimated 5.000 people body has even thought of leav-
passion for the Palestinians. . stilt living in Chatila have no7ing."	 :'	 '	 '--	 .......

Someone in the crowd whis- been 'onfronted with the , BRUSSELS The. Euro-
pered that the , gunman hadl,5drama of hunting. cooking pean' Commission yesterday
lost relatives in this latest and eating cats or rats, but the approved an emergenc y ship-

3'ound of the "war of the need to receive fresh. rni • . rnent of food for the bsieeed
camps" between .-\mal and Mr tritious food is increasingly Palestinian camps in Bei-ut
Yassir Arafat's Palestine' Lib- , pressing. -Certain medicines ' and appealed. ' for help in
eration Organization guerr--arc becoming scarce. "'Vie securing the distribution of,
illas.	 '	 .' .....,. '.	 .' have basic essentials stilt the food (AP reports). The

.The attempt to send in relief available, but quite a number Commission said it is clo'e to
was postponed "until to- of medicines are now lacking. an agreement with the Inter-
morrow" and neither medica .There are between 50 and national Red Cross to have I
workcrs.nor JourrialisLs were3'oo patients 'in Dr Giannou's million European 'Currcncy"
to witness conditions inside hospital that need to be evac- Uniis(S1J6 million)worth of

Uq he shattered Palestinian uated, For five or six, it has food supplied to "'those in
slums.	 '.' ...... . become a question of life or need in southern Lebanon."

' But ut a radio transmission death, he said. , .	 .' ., ..• TUNIS: The PLO has
from the adjacent - Chatila	 Refugees who had no time called for an emergency meet- 4
camp. Dr Chris Giannou: a to leave live in shelters that ing of the UN Security Coun- -

J Canadian surgeon running the have been spared from shells cit to discuss relief aid to the
Fiel hospital there. dcscnbcd landing almost daily in the Palestinian refugee camps in,1
the suffering which Lebanon's small camp for 14 weeks. Lebanon (Reuter reports).
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US envoy_scorns Gbbaehe-	 --	 ,-
ARTHUR IIART\IAN s	 "lie also promises to change his mind three or lou
saying goodbye after five	 by Louise Branson •. introduce greater democracy, years from now, 	 ien ttis
years -as American ambas-	 MOSCOW '	 3" by which be means more managers of (lie enterprise
sador to 1Ioscow. But he is	 invohement by the mass of come w him and say. ",VeIl
not leaving on an optimistic programme iould	 ork be. . 1ieople. It does tot mean that you know ie tried all tliesc
note, In an interview with 21-'cause •' it was . based or. 'the mass is going to direct things 	 and	 unfortunaiel
The Sunday Times last week orthodox and	 "outdate' .anthing. lie's still talking 	 i&re falling further bchind'.'
he suggested that Mikhail	 lardst-Leninist" principles.'- about democratic centralism, '' Hartman felt that even the

	

(C Gorbachev's economic and	 "He sounds like a modern 4ich means from the top." new law legalisirig moonlight-
social reforms were not going man, He sounds a little like a	 "I think they re going to j ug from May I would have
to work. _. ... -.	 , Z5preacher,	 1!artman	 said. ''ind that this principle of 	 little effect since individuals

	

I-Iartman'6O, hose.tenure	 'And he's telling everybody,' ;pe'ople just doing better work would not be allowed to hire
spanned the poier struggle	 'Pull up your socks, exercise1ill not enable them to design 	 labour. ,,, -	 -
and transition from Leonid	 greater discipline,: dq ,_,, yhat -things, to meet world con- i	 "One' of the' Marxist prin:
Brezhnev"to Gorbachev, said	 ou should Jiav dor a '-i tins - ,etition, to mak,e them with ciples to save' these people
that the Soviet leader	 as acourury"a long £i.;.e ago anu ,oetter	 quality, -Hariman I from being exploited was not

I "undoubtedly clever". But he ,:u('don onihe aIco]ol.Ve,saud.' 	 -"	 -	 '' • / ' "i to hire another man.' It as
doubted whether his reform	 ill make the system iork'. ,1aybe even be	 beneath them. Now come on

______________________________ _____________________________ - who's being exploited in this
country? The - people ...who
don't - have any 'goods 'are
being exploited by tie state
that's run by an elite that
gets all the goods it wants.
'I here's an exploited society
here."	', -	 .•;',;;........

llartman also criticised
Gorbachev's perception of the
West. In particular lie said
tie So let leader showed an
"ab y smal ignorance" of the
United States. "lie has an
orthodox marxist view of our
society, that there is a very
small niumberof people who
run everythini." .... 	 .j
• ilaulnian also ' complained

about the way he had been
treated by the Russians.

"As a diplomat,'the Soviets
treat ou very much (lie ay
Russians did before the
revolution, which is to isolate
you. They try (0 deal	 ith

I private citizeis. They invite
individual Americans to come
here, make an impression on
them and then • send them
home."

Despite his bitter iords,
flartrnan, the longest-serving
American ambassador to
Moscow since - the second
iorld 'iar, has been more
successful and skilful thaii
most of his predecessors in
winning access. He insisted
that the Reagan administra-
tion break iith tradition and
deny the Soviet ambassador
to Washington unreciprocated
high-leel ,meetings. ' This
helped llartman to institute
regular sessions with 'the
So% let foreign minister.
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A'negotiating chance,	 -' 
'-

	

../ii	 " ol	 rni 'rirr	 I "_.	 -i	 1

D' .'ii'1 1'' i 'is'-	 (	 I'' h.	 i	 e .' U	 I ' a ,	 h	 '	 ' -iç j	 ,

iiio"	 !r	 r:r'	 ::' i'li i.;iu	 'i	 'q .'.t;	 ':	 -'O	 '! i i'.z	 L;i;

In the Middle East, if Reagan will act as a suersalesman	 U irIr1r4 !. ____	 ______

.___	 pi/ ia'	 t . . 	 i.;	 i	 ... ,.	 .,,s',.	 i-,. +	 r•-4 ,	 :1'. ',.,.	 p

For. - American presidents,. the.. Middle- East usualIy preoccupied in Lebanon, and their patrons, the Rus-
comes down in the end to a tiuestion of timing: sweat sians, although talking again about the Middle East
now or sweat later? It never goes away. On the sweat- with the Americans in Vienna this week, have yet to.
now side, moderate Arabs, led by King Fand of Saudi win back a big-power part in the region .. Israel's sworn
Arabia, as , well, as many west; Europeans and some of'#tfoe, the Palestine Liberation Organisation, is weak and
his own advisers, are urging President Reagan to make divided. And even those liberal israelis who have never
a serious attempt at an Arab-Israeli settlement. On the accepted that the West Bank belonged to the land of
sweat-later' side are a host offamiliar and plausible-. Israel biblically or legally must at times be tempted by
sounding reasons why now is not tLe moment fora big" •the argument that it is fast becoming theirs as a matter
American peace effort 	 .	 i	 '	 -'m1-tof fact Budging such an Israel will take some doing

Mr Rcagan is not the fiit president the , Middle East, And from .the Arab: moderates,; how.; strong is .the
has made miserable; it is hard to blame him for,,bcing:'_ pressure for-talks?. 1 Israel's peace . with . Egypt; if not.
wary. In September, 1982, h put forward a peace plan; especially warm; is more or less secure and , falling oil
offering security for Israel and autonomy in associa- revenues have weakened Saudi 	 j	 j q
tion with Jordan" for the Palestinians on Jordan s West.. ' 	 I	 , I,,	 1' j	 r'1m
Bank, which Israel conqueredin 1967 Israel rebuffed3Thereasonsfortalkingi1 , .- , i I"

the plan and the Arabs were at best lukewarm about it:' Faced with all this, Mr Reagan could be forgiven for,
America'sotherbigenterpriseintheregionwasawell- deciding that L,well, , he already has quite nough other;
intentioned but muddle-headed attempt to , keep the - puzzles: arms talks with the Russians, Central America,
peace in Lebanon:,That led to the abrupt and embar- tax reform and budget deficits- Why choose, ,this mo-;
rassing - withdrawal of American peacekeeping.troopsj ,Sment to get back into the Middle East? -. .:, -t '..,;; - ..
aftersorne26Omarineshaddiedforlittle.:..	 .". There aretwo reasons. First, the Arab-Israeli board;

Then there: are the Israelis.. America's most solid - is not the stalemate it seems. Moderate Arabs may look
friends in the Middle East are in poor shape for talks secure today. But without a solution to the Palestinian.
with theArabs. Israel's inflation-wracked economy is a problem, the fundamentalist spectre will loom larger
mess;. its army . is engrossed, with a tricky withdrawal'each year. Second, despite the catalogue of ill omens, a
from Lebanon; and its push-me-pull-you coalition gov- harder look at the Levant reveals a few openings that
ernment would probably . break up if the less belliger- skilful play could take advantage of. No progress for a:
ent, Labour, half tried to open "land-for-peace'! talks , . ycarortwo,andtheboardcouldbetightshutagainMr
with the Arabs, because the other, Likud, half w.ants to Reagan does have a chance.!!!,- --•	 .. .-. '	 .• ' I
hang on to the West Bank indefinitely.,',-'- .- - -' fJA process needs to be begun which is bland enough

Fortress Israel, moreover, is in no immediate danger not to- unsettle ! Israel's present prime minister, Mr
rom its. neighbours. Despite their Lebanese travail, Shimon Peres, but which gives him a negotiating chance

Israel's soldiers and pilots are still , the single strongest %o exploit if his political fortunes improve. His populari-
iIitary force iii the Middle 1 East.. The Syrians are ty has risen since he became prime minister. Under the

8	 -; • --	 -	 '.	 .	 .	 . ,,	 - ...	 .	 . -	 .	 .	 ThE ECONOMI3T FEBRUARY 23, 1B5
.... ...'	 - -	 -	 -•	 -	 .	 -	 -	 ..- .	 .	 .	 ................-.	 .	 -	 .	 .	 ,	 .	 .-	 .
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the Palestinians. Hassan is right when reflecting on his pessimism about
Lebanon's political future: even when the night is quiet, it is 'permeated with
future bombs and fires'.

But Hassan also portrays the effects of emigration on the Lebanese individual:
Falah suffers greatly from loneliness, home-sickness, apathy, withdrawal (even
from his uncle because the latter has adjusted to Canadian society) as well as
loss of identity (as his name is changed to Nick).

Hassan sums up the experience of emigration as 'the concept of two
hemispheres.. .right and left... east and west', thus resulting in a 'polarized con-
sciousness'. It is precisely this dichotomy in a Lebanese immigrant that explains
the title of the book, for he is 'confused' between homelands, symbolized by
'stones'—a very common image in both novellas. Even the title of the second
novella, 'Intelligence', contains a polarity: it can stand for Abourezk's high level
of intelligence as a neurophysiologist, and the naïveté of both the Syrian and
Canadian intelligence agencies.

Some relatively minor points in the book can be negatively criticized. For
instance, there is too much description at the beginning of the second novella.
What makes the style rather dry is that the imagery is mostly mathematical or
medical, although consistent with Abourezk's profession. Moreover, it is
noticeable that Hassan mentions many Lebanese villages and towns by name,
but not those which are the birth-places of Falah and Abourezk's ancestors. (Is
the aim to hide some autobiographical element, as Turgenev does?) In the con-
text of names too, the use of the protagonists' last names (e.g. Abourezk) much
more frequently than their first ones is unusual, particularly in the Lebanese
narrative tradition. And, as far as the Western reader is concerned, at times the
insufficient explanation of some transliterated Arabic, and occasionally very
Lebanese, terminology (e.g. Haddad, shirwal, Sitty, argila) can be confusing.

Even more glaring are the following three examples of poor knowledge of
Arabic. The first is a mistransliteration of a very common Lebanese family
name Skaff as 'Escaf'. The second, the de-emphasizing of the distinguishing
tendency of Arabic to use the kunya, by writing Abou Rizk, meaning the father
of Rizk, as one word: 'Abourezk'. Finally, Hassan makes a major grammatical
error when he writes 'ikhwan islamya': the second word should be the sound
masculine plural 'muslimun'. This prompts the question: How autobiographical
are the two novellas, and to which of the two protagonists is Hassan—a resident
of Ottowa—closer in experience? My guess is the second, as his Arabic is poorer
than the first's.

Columbia University	 SAMAR KADI

NAGUIR MAHFOUz, Fountain and Tomb (Hakayat Haretna), tr. by Soad Sobhy,
Essam Fattouh and James Kenneson, Washington, D.C.: Three Con-
tinents Press, 1988, 120 pp.

Hikayat Haritna is a series of loosely linked episodes, or vignettes, concerning
the quarter of Cairo where the author grew up. It is hardly either a novel, as
the translators style it, or a collection of short stories, as it is characterized in
one of the editions of the Arabic text.

Journal of Arabic Literature, XXI
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The present translation won Columbia University's 1986 Arab Lcaguc
Translation Award. It is, in general, not a bad translation, although it cannot
be said that never gives the impression of being anything but a translation. Its
style wavers uneasily between the slangy and the stilted; perhaps it is difficult
to avoid this in translating Arabic fiction. Nevertheless, the rendering of some
of the proverbs, aphorisms and slogans that occur does produce a cringe of
embarrassment, e.g. p. 13 (Story 2):

'''The smart chicken hatches and knows all the catches: straight from the
shell, he starts raising hell''

[alkatküt al-fa yak/iruj mm al-bayçlah ya,ci}

More seriously, in addition to a number of (presumably) careless omissions,
there are also rather too many actual errors in translation, some of which are
really surprising in a joint effort by Arabic and English-speaking colleagues. For
a combination of the two, see p. 35 (Story 22):

'Because his mother owns several houses in Birma Street ...'

[ummuhu armalah ghanyyah tamlik buyüt zuqdq bi-rummatihi]

Not quite so bad, but bad enough, is the substitution of present tense for past,
where the latter is quite clearly intended, p. 30 (Story 17):

'"The groom insists on seeing a photograph"'

[asarra l-aris Cal ruyat al-urah}

There is often simply an air of awkwardness about the translation, which
reference to the original does little to dispel, e.g. p. 13 (Story 2):

'and I spy on a crow perched on the clothesline peg stuck into the wall
along the roof.'

[wa-arci ghuraban waqfan ali walad maghrzfr sur al-sat marbu7 bi-hi abl al-
ghasfl]

One wonders if the rendering of the verb naCd on p. 26 (Story 12) as 'eulogize'
is in error for 'elegize'; this would still be wrong, as it clearly here has its normal
sense of 'to announce the death of'. On p. 12 (Story 1), 'munificent' is clearly
a mistake for 'magnificent' [fakhamah].

There are a considerable number of other instances that could be pointed out.
It will suffice here to speculate as to what precisely the translators had in mind
in their representation of the line of Sufi verse that recurs (see p. 12 (Story 1)).

'My nightingale, khoon deli khord wakuli hasel kared.'

Now, it is possible that this is intended to be the way in which the author, who
does not understand Persian, would hear it, including his mistaking the -í on
the first word, bulbuli, for the Arabic possessive, rather than the Persian
indefinite. If this is the case, it would be useful to have an explanatory footnote.
The form in which the remainder of the line appears, however, which is not how
the author would hear it, since it is incorrect, seems to suggest that the
translators do not know what it is, and have not taken the trouble to find out.
The correct form, for the record, is:
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Bulbuli khiin-i diii /ch.urd u-guii izâcil kard.

(A huihul drank the blood of a heart and acquired a rose)

This, of course, is of little importance. There is, however, considerably more
carelessness, more infelicitous English and more plain error evident in the
translation than there should be. It is a pity that these defects, which would cer-
tainly have been noticed in a careful final check, preferably by an independent
party, should have been allowed to remain.

University of Glasgow	 MUHAMMAD SHAHEEN
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This book deals with the theory of rhetorics and literary criticism in the
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